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CONTRIBUTO~RS
Contributors of articles ana essa~ to this issue are all new t(i) these pages.
MELVIN T. SOLVE is chairman of the dep2L1'tment of English at the University of
Arizona, TucsOn, and one of the editors of Arizona Quarterly. MAX KNEPPER, who
lives in Los Angeles, was in the Navy mitil about a year ago; articles of his have
appeared in CUTTent History, New Republic, and other magazines. J. MASON
BREWER, well known as folklorist, was the founder of the South Carolina Negro
Folklore Guild; he -now teaches romance languages and directs research at the
Negro college, Samuel Huston, in Austin, Texas. FRANCIS C. GoLFFING, better
known as a poet and as an able linguist, has recently returned from service in the
Army. He will make his home in Logan, Utah.

a

A note on HORACIO QUIROGA, author of "The Son," appears at the end of his
story; the translator, RACHEL LOUGHRIDGE, teaches foreign lan~ges at Central
Michigan College of Education; other translations by 'her have been. pUblished in
Fantasy, Prairie Schooner, Phylon, University Review, and other magazines. 'CHENOWETH HALL. appearing here for the first time, lives in Prospect HaTbour, Maine;
her novel, The Crow on the Spruce, was published by Houghton MiHlin this spring.
GEORGE SNEll, formerly connected with the University of Utah and now living in
San Francisco, will have a book on contemporary American writing published by
E. P. Dutton Be Co. this winter. VERNIE BELTZ (Mrs. Laverne Beltz). graduate student at the University of Denver, wrote "P11ririe Funeral" in a course in creative
.'
writing there. This is her first appearance in a magazine.
Regular readers of the NEW MEXICO QUARn:tU-y REVIEw will recognize the
names of all the poets appearing in this issue; they are aU old contributors. JOHN
NERBER, of Bloomfield, Connecticut, will have his first volume of poems published
this summer by Simon and Schuster-a Venture Press book. LINCOLN FITZELL, of
Berkeley, Califofllia, is author of In Plato's Garden and Morning Rise· and Other
Poems. BYRON HERBERT REECE'S llook of ballads arid lyrics entitled Ballad of the
Bones was published recently by E. P. Dutton Be Co. and is now in its third printing.
He liv~ in Blairsville, Georgia. CAROL ELY HARPER will.have two books of poems
published this year: The Faulty Lover and Big Bend of the Columbia River; her
home is in Walla Walla, Washington. A ~t book of poems"by BYRON VAZAKAS, "of
Reading, Pennsylvania, is being brought out this summer 'by Macmillan.
Book reviews for this issue deal mainly with works of scientific and economic
interest. STUART A. NORTHROP is professor of geology at the University of New
Mexico and is the author of Minerals of New Mexico and many scientific articles.
ALBERT C. F. WESTPHAL has recently returned to the history department of the College of the City of New York, where his majc;>r interests are public law and foreign
policy. FRANZ MICHAELis acting chairman of the Far Eastern department at the
University of Washington, Seattle. GUSTAV.E M. WElL, whose home is in Albuquerque,' New Mexico, is a retired business ma~ and a veteran of World War I who
saw service in France. LESTER V. CHANDLER, regularly a member of the faculty of
Amherst College, has been in government service in Washington, D. C. .
Regular features by JULIA KELEHER, of the English department of the University of New Mexico, and by SPUD JOHNSON, of the University's Harwood Foundation
in Taos, are well known to regular readeJ;S of this magazine. Lyle Saunders' bibliography, "A Guide to the Literature of the Southwest," will be r~ed with the
.next issue. Mr. Saunders' has recently returned to the campus after several months
spent in graduate study at the University of Chicago.
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MORAL MEN A'ND BEAST·LY NATIONS
"

Melvin T. Solve

'~.

-a,
l'.

'"

ow THAT THE WORLD is having its second try at international gov"
ernment,.the question of whether or not nations can be m~de
amenable to law has be~oine one of practical as well as theoretical interest. It has been ,popularly believed for decades that international law is
as real as national law, although probably more difficult to enf~rce.
We have heard not a little about international lawyers, and we know,
that universities teach a couise1"labeled International Law. However,
failure.of the League of Nations and the fnability of our statesmen to
prevent the .Second World War have left in the minds of millions a
doub~ concerning the reality or efficacy of international law-a doubt
which
. the San Francisco Conference and the first . session of U.N .0. in
London have not helped very much to lessen. The progress of the
Nuremberg trials of war criminals has sharpened -the lines of division
between those who think that nations can be made to. live according to
concepts of morality, or be made to suffer destruction and defeat with
punishment of national leaders, and those who believe that nations are
above the concepts of moral law. People who are in this second group
believe that only one consideration can activate nations, and that is
the law of ·survival. Anything which promotes thestrengili of a nation is mandatory bpqn thaenation's leaders. When a natioIl!.in pursual o~ what it considers necessary for survival meets oppositi1im from
other nations, activated also by self-interest and desire for survival,
and is defeated in war, the defeat is sufficient punishment, according
to the second point of view. Trial and punishment of tbe leaders of
the defeated nation for "crimes" is hypocrisy, disguised revenge, and
without author!ty of established law or legal precedent. ,
.
Early ~iters on polity from Plato to Aquinas assumed thaenations
as- well as individuals should be governed by moral law. The concept

N

'
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of nati~nalism was not highly developed until modem times, nor in
the absence of struggle for markets and raw materials we~e international relations as important in the ancient and medieval periods as
they have been since the Industrial Revolution. The Platonic concept
of justice, a polity wherein every person might achieve 'a place commensurate with his abilities, could by extension'be applied to nations.
Obviously Plato's idea of justice would be difficult of application' to
nations, for while an individual may admit that he is fit to be artisan,
soldier, or philosophic governor and may be willing to seek his hap- .
piness in the field of activity where his talents and.training lie, nations
do not so easily reconcile themselves to classification as fifth-rate, -or
as belonging naturally within the sphere of influence of a first-rate
power.
~
The medieval Christian application of Aristotelian dynamism as
a I}lovement toward perfect form or God was, of course, individual.
and at the same time of universal application. Its application to nations seems as difficult as Plato's scheme, but such extension of his system is readily conceivable. The difficulty here se~ms to be that while
an-individual will usually admit his shortcomings and submit himself
to improving disciplines, nations up t6 date seem to have regarded
themselves as perfect. .To my knowledge no nation has ever publicly
admitted itself to be in the wrong, or has ever acknowledged that it
fought in an unjust cause, although reparations have been wrung
from nations whose leaders chose to support the lo~ing side in a war.
Thus in the War between the States, England sympathized with the
South, which produced cotton for her mills, and years after the close
of the war very grudgingly paid damages to the government of the
United States for breach of neutrality in allowing the Alabama, Florida,
and other warships for the Confederacy to be built i!l Bri~in.
Christian writers on ethics associated "natural law" with the Creator·of man and nature. Natural law to them was God's law, which
commanded men to love each other. J'his concept IS far removed from
the "natural law" of tooth and fang, or the struggle for survival of individuals and species as described by' the nineteenth~enturyevolutionists.
In accord with the Sermon on. the Mount certain writers on Christian
ethics have advocated extreme passivity. St. At:nbrose, for instance,
did not believe that an individual had the right to defend' himself
against murderous assault. While western nations have generally described themselves as Christian, the degree of humility advocated by
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Ambrose has been acc~pted only by those individuals who are the most
extreme pacifists, and by no nation. The, passive resistarice of India
has no humility in it, and is calculated to injure. For one nation to
accept the. doctrine of Christian passivity would obviousl,- be suicidal,
unless the nations universally disarmeq. After the First World War
and again now there is talk of disarmament, but.it is probably as futile
as the dipsomaniac's periodic resolution to quit drink. .
.
The seventeenth-century writer, Hugo Grotius, accepted a part
of the Christian 'ethical teaching; he thought there ,was a natliral law
which God himself could not overrule. This concept is also to be
found in the sixth-century Codes of Justinian, and is believed to' be the
foundation of civil law. Before the institution of civil law it was
thought that there was a time in which man lived according to natu!al
law, an idea which the eighteenth-century Rousseau makes use of in
various of ~is .essays. This natural law prohibited one man's injuring
another and enjoined the. fulfillment of contracts 'which had .been entered into without compulsion. Grotius applied these principles to
• international relations.
Nations, said Grotius, rather naively, are still
.
living in a "state of. nature" 'so ~r as their relations are concerned,
there being as yet no legal code f<?r nations. He was aware, of c0!irse, that nations; which in his time had grown ambitious and aggressive, did
not ~lways conduct themselves according' to natiIrallaw. But he also
'. maintained that war was a right to which a nation might resort when
another natiop. had violated.a more primary right. This, many will
obserVe, was a more "realistic" attitude' than th~ Christian turning of
the other cheek. ~ In the case of contracts, Crotius said that reason required the keeping of contracts because the institution of government
and the right of property were alike dependent upon tacit or ~xplicit
contract.
."
,
Thomas Hobbes, a conte~porary of Grotius, revived the ipicur'ean notion that .man was activated by appetite, not by .Divine love.
Natural' law to him was the ~esire. for pleasure and the avoidance of
pain. ,What seems benevolent action is based, he .said, upOn a hope of
future benefit. It is the function of reason~to pQint the way and devise
.the means to ootain future pleasure or security. But there can be Ilttle
qappille~"':~ the world -unless the reasonable guidance of conduct is
'universally followed.. Unle'ss all (or nearly all) persons fulfill contractual obligations, it is of course to no purpose for a few to,do so.
Such general observance' of contract can hardly ~e .hoped for, thought
I

y
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Hobbes, except in a society which punishes breach of contract. A
"common power" must therefore -be established that may use "the
strength and means of all" to enforce on everyone the observance of
rules of conduct which are for the general welfare. Hobbes was framing a theory of government for a coulitry~England specifically, but the
extension of his ideas to the wider international field seem~ logical and,
indeed, inevitable.
How~ver beautiful and convincing, theory somehow seldom fits
practiee. Early in the sixteenth century a minor Italian student of
politics, who had himself backed the wrong party and suffered in personal fortune as a result, occupied his time, while living inenf<:>rced re- .
tirement, in the study of history. His purpose was to deduce" a set of
,principles which would enable a strong leader to dominate the warring
princes of ltaly, in~luding the pope, and so create a strong pation. He
did not argue whether or "not the concept of nationalism was good or
-evil: he accepted the idea as beyond question. That nationalism might
be an evil seemed to him unthinkable. Consequently his problem was
to deduce empirically from the recorded successes and failures of the·
past a set of precepts which would insure safety to the state and success to its prince. By means of this book, The Prince, Niccolo Machiavelli
hoped to win for himself an important position with the Medici prince
of Florence.
Machiavelli discarded all of the political theory based on the principles of virtue-Greek, Roman, and Christian. Virtue and law were
necessary for individuals within the nation, but impracticable for a
prince. A prince should ap'pear to have the Christian virtues, but such
appearance was to be mere window dressing. The many know what
one seems to be, but few know what one really is, said Niccolo. A
prince must be both' beast and~~ t,nan, and a prince must dare to do
'YI"0ng. He has but one rule te guide him; every action is good which
;. assures the well-being and-security of the state. Contracts shall be kept
only so long as their fulfillment: is a benefit to the state.~ If conditions
have changed since the treaty or contract was made, or if the prince had
entered_ into the treaty unwisely, he should liot hesitate to break it.
Wars had always been and were not to be avoided. He who delays in
entering into a war only contributes to the strength of the enemy.
. For three centuries Machiavelli has been praised as the first scientific writer on politics, and blamed as an incarnation of evil. In Shakespeare's time in England tI,.e term Machiavellian was a synomyn for

r
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<:teviltty. But" students of history know that aU nations from antiquity
to the present have lived with the par~dox ofmoraI prindples inprivate life and disguised but l\1ach~avellian realism in international rela,. tions. Our confusion. today is owing to our. unwillingness to ;bring to
. an end this double standard o~ conduct. Our late 'president promulgated high moral sentiments in the 'Atlantic Charter, and ~t Yalta
signed away to Russia .the Kurile Islands and half of Poland in direct violation of tpe principles which he had used at home to enlist sentimen.t
for the war.· He was makirtg use of 'individual moral principles to make
men fight while negating those principles in his role of "prince." . Like
Machiavelli -he apparently believed that the many will know what one
professes to be 3.q4 few will know what one really is. There was no
pres~ in the sixteenth century,. and no. radio. It is an interesting possibility that widespread and rapid dissemination of news may assist in
bringing to an end the double standard of _conduct. The voter may
hope to leat;n more and mo:re q.{ickly what the prince really is if the
press can maintain its freedom and improve the quality of its reporting.
~n a totalitarian country, t~e common man must remain in helpless
19n9rance .
So long as the deification of the state cont~nues.there will be tittle
change. Once one accepts the idea of tJte state as most hig~ Qtl earth,
eternal, and divinely sanctioned,.it is impossible to escape the co~oUary
'that everything possible must be d~'e' for .its. preservation. This
exalted notion of the 'state probably derives from an extension of per.......~
sonal ego, and is the more eagerly adl:1ered to because' it supplies a com- ~--...-w.=
. pensating perm~ence and stability to the individua~ painfully con- _ _.
cious of the transitoriness and obscurity of' his life. To' paraphrase .
S~elley:'s paraphrase of Plato, "The one (the state) remains, the many
(individuals) change arid pass." When nations first arose fr0!U feudal'anarchy, their princes, Charlemagne, Pepin, and others, had themselves' .
crowned by the pope to give an air of divine sanctio.n to their governme~t. Every nation' today probably regards itself as holy _and its 'soil
as sacred, and perhaps every nation -engaged in war has been certain
that God was on its'side, although onJy Germany inscribed the idea on
its soldiers' belt buckles.
. Before much progress tQward international morality can be made
we must also cure ourselves of our love of success. Admiration for
rqthless daring seems part of man's nature, though it derives from the
b~t. 'Among the warlik~, Homeric Greeks it was one of the highest
C

..
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·virtues. Since Plato, and espe~ially since Christ, it has not been' approved by moralists. But it persists. Nations too have been admired
in proportion to their success in diplomacy and war. Admirers of Russia today have forgotten her violated treaties with Finland and Poland,
but remember the victorious might of her armies. An individual or
a country which .has suffered severe reversal, even when the reversal
may have b~en caused by a noble adherence to a disadvantageous contract, is little admired abroad, and its officers are usually defeated by the
irate voters at home.
There can be little hope fOF success for world government when
that success is dependent upon the radical modification of deep-rooted
ways of thought. The humble man will not easily give up his patriotism. While he occasionally pays for it with his life, it gives him a sense
of "belonging," without which he is lost. "Citizen of the: world" is a
greater concept, to be sure, but its grasp requires more education and
imagination than the average person possesses. Nor will the politician
or the prince give up lightly the most effective' whip by which he has
through many centuries beaten the common man to do his bidding.
The ~orship of individual or national success gives to the obscure and
weak (that is, nearly all of us) vicarious participation in the affairs of
the great-the only success we have.
Necessity, however, forces change. Civilized .virtues have prob.ably been forced by necessity. The slogan of business, "Honesty is the
best policy," while often honored in the breach, has been forced by
·publicity. Publicity in the affairs of princes may also in time force
changes. 'International business, .the basis of modern international
politics, may also be f~rced by publicity into a closer accord with private morality. Emery Reves in his book The Anatomy of Peace argues
convincingly that world government is only a step above the change
that took place- in early modern times when nation~l governments
established law and order in vast regions wherein feudal lords had warred incessantly, activated only by self-interest and love of power.
There is also the mechanical necessity, dinned into our ears incessantly
since Hiroshima, which may force a change. We may be willing to
modify our ideas of nationalism in order to survive as a part of creation.
It is not logically demonstrable that man must survive. The dinosa~r:
did not, nor does man's record prove that he de~rves to survive. But~
we wish to prove" our. right to survive, and our egotism makes us want
"the continuance of the species as individually we pOssess a strong will
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to live. As gunpowder ended' feudalism, the atomic bomb may end
amoral nationalism. . " \
.
just as Hobbes thougl;lt that the maintenance of law among individuals necessitated the punishment of offenders, it.would seem logical
to believe that maintenance of international law.orequires the punishment of offending nations and· their leaders~ Once we get rid of the
German transcendental nonsense of the nation as an ideal and inde,strQctible entity beyond reach of law, we may make some slow progress
toward legal control of nations. In the hey-d.ay of laissez.-faire econom"ics we applied the. same transcendental moonshine to corporations.·
They were soulless, impersonal, beyond the law made for individuals.
But corporations have been controlled to some extent, andc6uld be to
any degree, provided there existed sufficient will among the people.
Corporation officials have bef!n jailed many '!imes, although the big
.wrong-doer is harder to jail than the lit.tle. Those who believe i~ the
theory of punishment willllot hesitate to say tpat the effect upon business has been salutary.
',
The qu!bble of the lawyers in regard to the pun~shment of· German, Italian, and Japanese war leaders is to"be expected. Possibly it
has some value as a restrainIng influence upont~e vindictive and 4asty,
and so ~cts as' a s~feguard to llberty~ That there is nC! world legislative
body which has formulated and promulgated an international ~code is
true, of course. But a large part of Roman Law was made on the spot
by trial jU9ges and incorporated deca~es or' centuries later into the
Codes of Justinian. English Common Law "Was also a growth of usages
, dictated piecemeal by necessity,. The adage "Necessity knows no law"
is no more true than that necessity makes ,laws. Lawyers and judges
, are· properly conservative-, and the social function of conservatism. is to
say no to everything which does not accord with the established pattern.
But stagnation would result -unless there were occasionally a bold and
persuasive voice of affirmation. It should be noted that in th~ charges
brought against the Germans at Nur~mberg there is not a single idea
, that has not been sanCtioned for centuries by writers on ethics, or that
does not hi the Western Wodd have riniversa,.l approval: crimes against
. peace, violations of the laws and customs of war, crimes against humanity. The surprising thing is not that this is an example of making law
on the spot, but ,that the violated rules of con~ct are so old, and ~at
so many of the changes'involv¢ breach of written agreements and cove- .
'nants freely entered. into by Ge~n leaders, such as the Hague con-
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ventions of 1899 and 1907, and numerous treaties. The only element
of novelty is in bringing to judgment .the entire top rank of a nation's
leaders. The bringing of national leaders to trial is not without
precedent, whatever may be said against the character of the trial courts
of those earlier times.. To name but a few, England and Fran€e have'
tried and executed their-4c.ings; and when we turn to the international
scene we recall that Joan of Arc was tried, found guilty, and sentenced"
and that Napoleon was proscribed by the A,liies, and the F:rench consented to his being exiled. This action is-considered one of political
. authority rather than of justice according to law, but it is a precedent...· ,~
There is belief in many quarters that the condemD;ing of military
officers for atrocities committed by. their subordinates is unjust and
impracticable. But it is not new." The Hague Convention forbade pillage, destruction of life and property, demanded respect for family
honor and religious practices. The Supreme Court' of the United
States committed itself long ago to the doctrine that, a belligerent may
by military commission rpu~ish enemy personnel who before their capture ,or surrender committed any of these war crimes. That a soldier
must obey orders of his superiors is not necessarily true.. Self-interest
of the underling ca~not be accepteq as an adequate defense, for Ameri- _
can dvil courts have held that an order w~ich is unlawful need not be
obeyed.
~
Our win is weak regarding punishment for t~ose whOhave plunged
their country in~o a war of aggression because we are of diviqed'rninds.
Are we sure th3:t"all wars of aggression are evil? Do we wantito tie our
awn hands for the future? And is our record too -clean in; the past?:
And is the record ofour late ally, Russia, whose representatives sat at
Nuremberg, one which will bear inspection?
T~e real issue~s this: shall we now compel all nations, including
our own, to adhere to law based upon "moral principles, or shall we go
on professing Christian prihciples but permitting nations to operate
on the Itvel of the jungle beast? If among nations might: is continue
to mak~ right (and nineteenth-century German political philosophers
followed Machiavelli in believing that·' this was the only operative
principle) , our elected apologists must charm us with "Points," "Freedoms," and "Charters" even more splendid "than those of the past.
After all, we have had instances of double standards aplenty: chastity
has generally been required of women only; piety has often been put
on with the Sunday suit; $e medieval- knight was chivalrous toward

-----

to
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ladies but a "wolf' among women. Unless: mastery of the techn,ique
for utilization of atomic energy frightens us into observ_ance of inter~
national law, we can conceivably continue ~o be moral as individuals
. and amoral as nations. PhilosophicallY" of COU!se, a dualism is repugnant', and a moral double role .is destructive of ~ntegrity if we permit
ourSelves to see that we are "houses divided." BU:t man has always been
,"so clever at justification that he wil~ postpone as long as possible the
seco~d emergence from the jungle, the second attempt to' walk upright.

"
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SON·

Horacio Quiroga
(URUGUAY)

Translated by Rachel Loughridge
it is a powerful summ~r day, with all the SUD, the h~at,
and the calm which the season can provide. Natul'e, quite unrestrained, is satisfied with herself.
Like the sun, the heat, and the surrounding calm; the father opens
his heart to Nature.
"Be careful, Child," he says to his son, shortening into that
one sentence all.pertinent observatipns, as his son understands perfectly.
"Yes, Father," answers the child, picking up his gun and filling
the pockets of his shirt with cartridges, buttoning them tightly
afterwards.
.
"Be baCK by lunch time," adds his father.
"Yes, Father;" answers the boy again.
He balances the gun on his arm, smiles at his father, kisses him on
the forehead, and leaves.
.
For a mQment the father follows him with his eyes; then he returns
. to his work for the day, thinking happily of his son's joy. He knows
that his son, educated from his earliest years in the habit of precautions
against danger, can handle a gun andpunt anything. Altllough he is
very tall, he is only thirteen years old. And if one were to judge by the
innocence of his blue eyes, still glowing with childlike surprise, the boy
might seem even younger. The father does not need to raise his eyes
, from his work to follow in his mind his son's course. He has already
crossed the red rocks and is walking straight toward the mountain
through the valley covered with espartillo grass.

I

N MISIONES

• From Biblioteca Rodd with the permission of Claudio Garda, Montevideo.
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THE SON

To hunt in the' mountain, that, is, for big game, requires more
patience than his young.son has. After crossing that island betwe-en
mountains, his son will follow the bord~ of cactus.as far as the marsh,
in search of" doves, touC3JlS, ora pair of herons, like those his friend
Juan came upon a few days ago.
Only now does, the outline of a smile' apPear on the father's face at
the memory of the two boys' passion for hunting. Sometimes they find
only a yacutoro or'a surucuaJ or even less, and return triumphantly,
Juan to his ',ranch with the g-millimeter gun which' he himself has
, given him, and his own son back to the prairie; with the large 16-caliber
Saint-Etienne.
.
He"had,'been the same. At thirteen. he would have given his life to
own a gun. His son, at the same age, now, owns one, and bis father
smiles. ,Nevertheless, it is not easy for a father, a widower, with no
hope or faith ex(:~pt in his son's life, to ,rear a child as he has reared his,
free within his small radius of action, sure of his own little ,feet and
hands since he was four years old, conscioUs of the immensity of certain
dangers and of the inadequacy of His own strength.
The father must hayestruggled hard against what he considers his
own selfishness. It is so easy for a child to calculate wrongly, to step
with one foot out into. space, and then a son is lost!
Danger alw~ys exists for man.. at any age, but its threat is lessened
if from his childhood he is trained to rely only op his own strength. In
such a way has this father reared his son. And 'to do so, he has had to
fight not only against his heart, but against his mental tortures, because
that father, with stomach ~nd eyesight both weakened, has been suffering for some time from hallucinations.'
He has seen, reduced to the most painful illusion, memories of a
happiness which would never again rise from' the nothingness· into
whiCh it had disappeared. The image of his own son.has not escaped
this torture. Once he saw hi~ fall down streaming with blood when
the boy touched a bullet in the workroom, although in reality the boy
was filing the buckle of his' hunting belt. Horrible things. . . .
But today in the glowing vitality of the summer day, from which the
, son seems to have inherited love, the father feels happy, tranquil, and
certain of the future.
'
- At that same moment, not very far away, there sounds a gun. "The
"Saint-Etienne," thinks the father, recognizing the explosion. "Two
doves less in the mountains."
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Without paying more attention to the slight incident, the man
loses himself again in his work. " The sun, already high, keeps climbing.
Wherever one looks, .stones, earth, trees, the air, rarefied as if in an
oven, are vibrating with heat. 'A deep' humming which fills the entire
being and saturates the surroundings as far as sight can reach; at that
hour encloses all tropical life. The father F;lances at his wrist .
twelve o'Clock I He raises his eyes toward the mountain., His son
should be back now.. The father with silvering temples and the boy
thirteen years old have never been deceived in the mutual 'confidence
they have in each other. When the son replies, "Yes, Father," he
will do what he says. He said that he would return by twelve, and the
· father smiled as he watched him leave. And he has not returned.
The man turns again to his work, forcing himself to concentrate on
his task. It is so easy, so easy to lose all sense of time in_the mountains,
and to sit down on the g'!"ound a moment to rest without moving.
- ' y light, the tropical humming, and the
. . . Suddenly,
oon
father's heart sto . at what he as just thought: his son resting without
movingl Time h~
' it is now twelve-thirty. The.father goes out
of his workroom - d as he leans his hand on the machine bench, there
rises from the depths of his memory the report of. a bullet, and at q,nce
for the first time in the three hours just passed, he thinks that since
the explosion of the Saint-Etienne he has heard nothing more. He has
not heard the pebbles on the path rolling beneath a familiar footstep.
His son has not retluned, and Nature is stopped at the edge of the
wo~ds, waiting for him.
,
Ohl A temperate character and a blind confidence in a son's
education are not enough to drive ~way the specter of fate which a
father with bad eyesight sees rising from the edge of the mountain.
Heedlessness, fo!getfulness, an unexpected happening, none of these
slight motives which might delay the arrival of his son finds any room
in his heart.
One shot, only one shot has sounded, and that a long time ago.
Since then the father has not heard a noise, he has not seen a bird, and
not one per$pn has crossed the valley of espartillo ~ass to tell him that
while climbing a barbed wire fence, a great misfortune.
His head high and without his machete, the father goes out. He
cuts across the valley ofespartillo grass, goes into the mountains, follows
the border of cactus without finding the slightest trace of his son. But,
Nature remains unmoving. And when the father has followed the

~
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familiar hunting paths and has explored the marsh in vain, he is overwhelmed by the certainty that each Step forward bears him, fatally and,
inexorably, to the body of his dead son.
~ .
Not a reproach for 'himself, the unhappy manl Only cold reality,
terrible and complete I His son bas died whHe climbing. . . .
But where? In what spot? There is so much barbed wire and
the mountain is so treacherous I ,Very treacherous I Not quite c~r.eful
enough while ~limbing the wires with the gun in his hand. . . .
The father s.tifles a scream. He has seen rising in the air . . .
not his son, 0 h no I . . . And he turtl~ in ~riother direction, and
another, and another. . .. •.
N o~thing would be gained br seeing the color. of' his skin and the
aQguish in his eyes. That man has not yet called his son. Although
his heart calls for him with shouts, his mouth remains silent. He well
knows that t~e mere act of pronouIl;cing hisnaIIie, of calling him aloua,
will be to admit his death~
" "My childl" suddenly escapes him. And if the voice of a strong
man is capable of weeping, let us close our eyes in pity before the
anguish crying in that voice.
.No one, npthing has answered. O,:er the rocks red in the sun, the
father, looking ten years older,,goes searching 'for 'his son who has just
died.
'
UMy sonl My-little one!" he cries with a love that rises from the
depths' of his being.
Once before, in wthe midst of happiness and peace, that father
su~ered from the vision of his son falling, his forehead tom open by a
bullet. Now in every shady comer of the woods he sees' gleaming
points ,of wire, and at the foot of a post, with his discharged gun lying
at his side, he sees his • . .
"Little one! My son!"
The strength which could hand a poor deluded father over to the
most frightful nightmare must also come to an end. And our father
feels that his strength is leaving him when he sees his son coming
'
,
from around a side path.
A Hoy of thirteen years needs only to see his father, fifty yards away,
in the mountain without his machete, to hasten toward him and to ,feel
~is eyes growing wet.
~'Little onel" murmurs the man. And 'exhausted he-drops on the
:white sand, throwing, his arms around his son's knees. The boy, thus
'
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clasped, remains standing, and as he understands his father's grief, he
,
slowly caresses his head: "Poor fatherL"
The time has passed. It will soon be three o'clock.:. Together
'now, father and son begin their return to the house.
"H~w does it happen that you did' not look at the sun to know
what time it was?" asks the "father.
"I did look, Father.
But as I was about to come back, I
saw juan's herons and followed them."
.
".
"
"What you have made me go through, Sonl
"Poor papal" murmurs the boy.
After a long silence, "And the herons, you killed them?" asked
the father.
"N'o.

"

A slight detail after
all. Beneath the burning
sky and air, through
.
the open valley of espartillo grass, the man returns home with his son,
about whose shoulders, nearly the height of his ownj. the father rests
his happy arm. He goes home drenched with sweat, and although battered in body and soul, he smiles with happiness.
His smile of happiness is an hallucination.
For that
father is going alone. He has met. no one and his arm rests on emptiness.. Behind him, a~ the foot of a post, witH his legs in the air, caught
in the barbed wire, his beloved son lies in .the sunlight, dead since ten
o'clock in the morning.
NOTE ON THE AUTHOR
The Uruguayan, Horado Quiroga, outstanding among short stol')' writers
of Spanish America. spent several years in Misiones. sparsely settled pIOvince
of northeastern Argentina, bordering the Chaco area. He was happiest when
living in this region of solitude, of lush growth and exotic jungle life. and used
it as the locale of many of his best stories. Notable among these are the various
stories which present the peon. the foreigner, the adventurer. and other types
as Quiroga observed them in Misiones, and the charming stories for children,
of equal interest to adults, translated into English under the title Tales fTom
a South Amerilian Jungle.
.
The abnormal and the troubled mental condition attracted Quiroga, as they
had Edgar Allan Poe, an author he greatly admired. Quiroga's own life was
troubled by tragic accidents and suicides among the members of his family,
and in 1937 he too committed suicide.'
"
His numerous short stories (be was almost entirely unsuccessful in other
literary forms) have been published in several volumes by Claudio Garda in
Montevideo. More recently a selected edition with a biographical account, selection and biography both by John A. Crow, was published' in Mexico City.
Unfortunately, aside from the collecti9D of children', stories" a bare half-dozen of
Quiroga's stories have appeared in" English traIislation.-RaChet Loughridge.
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Cheno'(1Jeth Hall
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the cold white morning mist had not yet lifted
frDm the bay. The high blue above was the color of the ocean
on maps, and the houses stood frozen in silence with the snow.caught
in the spruce boughs banked around the foundations. .Hens stood with
rumed feathers in the comers of hen houses, cackling softly' in low guttural cackles, and the boughs of the bare'white birches squeaked in the
frigid, barely moving air.
. "Have you heard the water pump run in the past hour?" the
woman asked. "Better tuin on the tap in the kitchen. The water
might've caught."
t .
.
. .' The ,rattling sound o~ water fo~cing its way through_the pipes and
then the' thick gush Ofbl"OWll water out into the. iron sink~ "Good
~ing we turned it on. ~ In another minute she'd a' been froze solid.'
tet' it run until it comes ~ear. We got to watch that all day nowSo's it's turned on and run good every hour or so."
"Close up tho~e bacI{dr~. The fire's got going good now. No
use to bum th' wood out's fast you c'n put it in!'
A long-furred black and white cat sat on top the radio, its four
paws neatly poised on a stack of magazines. Its .chin was high and
. its eyes were open just 'enough to let the proceedings of the room sift
jnto them. A paintbrush smear of black under its throat extended out
to wing-like tips on either side of his mouth and gave him the ridiculous
serious expression of the tenor in an old-fashioned barbershop quartet.
He blinked when Danny shut the drafts, sighe(J. and settled down into
a round stone~ curling his black tail around him. '
,
The woman tipped back and forth in ,the rocker, I!er stifE grey
hair guarde~ on' either side ~ the' brass-tipped spindles of the high
back, ber felt slippered feet slipping with a :shush shush sound on the

n
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bright linoleum square. The wooden tick of the clock accommodated
itself to her rocking.
Taut cold tiIikling noises, so clear and ringing it ~as as though
everything was stretched tight as a steel string, responsive and vibrant
to the slightest touch or movement: the clink of the fire sounds iti the
stove, the cracking sounds of cold against the windows, the shrill zing
of a buzz saw from somewhere over the fields, and the sharp! split of the
~
ax from out of the frozen woods.
Two men in heavy mackinaws and boots walked past the windows.
She could see them over the rugosa rose bushes and she leaned forward
to rap on the glass with her silver thimble. One of the men stopped,
wiped his hand impatiently over his face and came up as dose to the
windows as the rose bushes would allow. His cold big nose waS' as red
as the rose hips and he couldn't hear a word of what she was saying to
him in her rattling .thin voice.
.
"Go tell Sawyer to come in here," she said to Danny.
The boy went out through the kitchen and opened the el door.
"Gram wants to see you," he said flatly, and came-back into the dining
room without waiting for the men to follow.
The two of them, big men in thick clothes, crowded into the room.
"Yes, Ma'am?" Sawyer said.
'
"If you're goin' to take them ho'sses I want you to see to it they
"

"We're only goin' ~o take one, Ma'am."
-,"Take th', big one then. 'N watch he don't stumble on the frozen
ground. You got to take care the chain's across th' stalls when you
bring 'im back. He's fractious -'n apt to kick th' little one 'n kill 'im.
He ain't easy to handle either."
"Yes, Ma'am."
"How long you want 'im for?"
"Till 'bout supper time. We'll.be out the woods by four."
~'All right then. Mind ab~ut the chains in th' stall 'Il"be careful
comin' out with 'im. Them two ho'sses never got along good. Th~y
don't make a good team."
"Yes, Ma'am. We will 'n we're only going t' git Jim Fallon's wood
out:'
"Th' heath froze over good so's you c'n git out there?"
"Well, if it ain't now I guess it won't never be."
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She leaned back.. satisfied' and ti~ed from so \much talking: - "All
right then. Go ahead."
"How're you feelin' today, Mrs. Pearson?"
"Not a,bitdiff'renf 'n I felt for years so far's I can see. If'LcouId
be uP'l, arounq.J'd git out there'n s~e to them ho'sses m'self."
_ "know you ,would," Sawyer sald.
"Trouble-everybody's so anxious to git from one thing to an'"
other therels nothin' done up right."
"That's right," the other man said, shifting his feet.
"What you gittin'"out-hard wood?".
"Some soft mixed in."
"Yes, I'll wager ther~ is. Th'.. wood you got for me l~st wi~teJ;" was
more'n half soft wood. 'N I'll not have you' again. I'll-git ~inebody
else to git'mine out this year~ When I say hard wood, I mean hard
wood."
Both men turned red.
"All right. Th' two of Ybu. Go ahead."
- .~,
,
They started through th~ narrow door at the same, time..' ,,one of t
them stepped back while the other 'bunched through.
''
"Set that wheelbarrow aside before you try t' git through th' bam
4oors. That's a new wheelbarrow 'n I don't want it all stove in."
"Yes, Ma'am," Sawyer said as he pressed his thumb on the latch
of the kitchen door.
She sat listening intently at the sound of their feet squeaking over _
the glinting hard snow outside, the bam door's squeak as they drew it"
open, the chain drop down from the stall. Everything was suspended
while she listened.
"D.anny, 'd you hear that chain go up?"
"Couldn't hear it way in here."
'"
"Could ha~e if you'd be'n listening for it," she said, not unkindly.
"You'll ~f to go out'n see then:'
"You~told them to put it back up."
"I know I did."
,
"Well, they'll do it. They heard you tell 'em to do it."
"That don't mean nothin' to them. Last year I ~old 'm 'nothin'
but hard wood. 'N look there in .that woodbox. There's your answer.
They know th' diff'rence b'tween 'hard 'n ~soft wood's well's anyqody."
A big wid~-hippedwoman with a man's overcoat and hat came into
the kitchen as Danny shoved ,open the door with his elbow to go out
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into the_bam. She came into the kitchen and set a pail under the water
faucet over the reservoir in the· stove with a loud rattling and turned
·on the water, letting it run full blast into the pail. While it was running she ducked her head into the dining room. "You all right, Ma?
Danny keep the fires going for yo~?"
"All right? Course I'm all right... 'N for the love a' th' Lor.d what
you runnin' round th' barnyard lookin' like a scarecrow·for?"
"Warmest 'n quickest thing I could find," her' ~ghter said.
"You git out there waterin" those chickens 'n you'd see how cold it is."
"I be'n out there a good many times. B'fore you ever seen a
chicken. We's brought up \0 work. Not like you young folks eitherwith cars to hike off in every whipstitch-'n bread all bakep;""'butter all
made. When I was ,a girl we made our own soap. Lime barrel set
right theretnth' shed."
The water splashed out over the top of the bucket, sizzled and
rolled in round rusty balls over the top of the stove before it started
flooding over the floor. .
"Therel You've run th' water over on th' stove again. By th'
time it gits all rust you'll. . "."
The daughter ran for the faucet and dipped out a dipperful from
the pail, then ran the mop over and over the floor.
"Lizzie - eee," the voice came from the dining room. "Get me
my box a' papers, wpn't you? I want to look up my tax receipts. I
don't b'lieve Garrison ever took into account I only got two ho'sses
thi~ year. I bet I paid taxes on all four a' them."
"You would've noticed it. Course he didn't."
"Well, you git my box."
"Dinner'll be ready pretty soon. Can't you wait till I've got
dinner ready?"
"Git it now. I'll be lookin' it up while you're fixing dinner.
Won't take you a minute. You're young.. 'N extrie minute don't
make no diff'rence to you."
.
Lizzie set the big black frying pan on the stove and went into
Grandma Pearson's bedroom to get her "box."
"Can't you find it? It's right there in th' top tray a" my trunk."
She waited impatjently while she heard the trunk lid go up. She coul,d .
tell by the sounds just where Lizzie's hands were groping in the tray.
"Not in that side. That's my jewelry. In the ~ comer. Next to
Father's picture."
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She could teU when Liizie's hands lay at 13$t -on' the box andsh~
leaned back, listened to the trunk lid go down, and waited for the click
of the center lock. '"Did you latch it down? Latch it down.- I always
keep it tight close4." She heard the click and put on her glasses ready
to examine her tax receipts.
.
Still in the heavy greatcoat, Lizzie handed the box to her mother.
'-'You goin' to stand round all day lookin' like that?" the old lady said
. to her daughter, grasping the box~in her two hand$.
Lizzie sloughed the old overcoat off into a chair and set about·
nOisily and hurriedly to get dinner on the table.
Danny, came in the shed door with a cat close. upon his heels. It
skiddep in 'betWeeri Lizzie's feet as she was crossing to the stove with
a lump of butter on a tablespoon. '"Keep that cat out th' kitchen,"
she said to herself because Danny had gone .already into the' dining'
room and the eat had sped under 'the stove.
"Well, was th' cbainup?" .Grandma. Pearson asked Danny~ her
.hands in grey and rigid grasp on two tax receipts.
'.:. "No, it wasn't," Danny said importantly. "I put the chain up.
I had to go. put it up mysel~."
. "Humphl jus's I 'said, weren't it! Lizzie ~ eee.- Lizzie! Sawyer's not to have them ho'sses again. I don't go lettiIi' em' out to any
old body. Next time he don't get no ho'sses a' mine. I don' care if
he's got t' carry ':is wood out byth', wheelbarrowl'ud."
.
"All righ~, Ma. Danny, you clear the table aside-so I can bring
. Grandma's tray in.'''
'
Grand~· Pearson swung around to where she could see the clock.
"Ain't twelve o'clock yet."
'"Well, it will be by the time I get your tray in," Lizzie said, distracted by, the sound of the loud sizzling from the frying pan. She flew
back into the kitchen, catcQ.ing her foot in'the greatcoat that had spread
over the chair onto the floor• ."Danny, come hang up this coat for me."
Catching the words tlie"mo~ent she'd Said 'them, she 'reachedquitkly
for the coat and swung it up to a hook behind the door.
"What you say" Ma?" .
uNothin', Danny. Get ready for, your dinner." She was putting
a clean napkin on Grandma's tray and arranging the little dishes ~f
soft .vegetables around the ,g~ass of Water and big orange-colored pill
in the center.,
"Hot water' I take with my pill,": Grandma Pearson said when
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Lizzie set the tray on the dining roo,m table and arranged the footstool
for her to steady the rocker by. Lizzie whisked the glass into the
kitchen and came back with a cup of steaming water spilling over into
the saucer.
The clock struck out its long series of tinny notes just as Grandma
took the first swallow of her hot water.
Before Lizzie cQuld get the biscuits out of the oven and ladle out
the lamb stew she and Danny were having in the kitchen, Grandma
Pearson called out, "Lizzie . . . bring me my saccharine. You
forgot my saccharine."
"Take it to your grandma, won't you, Danny?"· And then Lizzie
caught herself again and picked up the little bottle, shook one of the
tiny white tablets out onto her palm, and took it in to her mother.
"He's got four charged up on th' tax bill, sure as life," Grandma
called from the dining room just ~s Lizzie had started to chew her first
bite. She stopped chewing so she could hear what her mother said.' ,
"What you want, Ma?"
"I don't want a thing. Go ahead 'n eat your dinner." Lizzie began to chew again.
.."What time's Will come out the woods?"
"What?" Lizzie called back.
"I say wh
at "
tIme s. . . ."
Lizzie came to the door between the two ;ro~ms with her plate in
her hand.
~
"What time's Will come out th' woods?"
"I don't know. Early I imagine-such a cold day."
"Humph! I've seen coldet days'n this. Don't seem so bad to ~e."
"Not in here by the fire course it ain't."
"I want him to take these tax receipts up t' Garrison. He's got
me charged up-jus's I 'thought-same's last year with four ho'sses.
.T h' selectmen don't take time t' come r9und assess th' property. Just
grab their money from th' town 'no . . . "
Lizzie had emptied her plate of stew and stepped back into the
kitchen to fill her.bowl again. Grandma was handling herself from
the rocker to the couch for her afternoon hap. Lizzie eased back in the
big kitcen chair when she heard the couch springs sag with Grandma's
weight.
.
Mrs. Pearson was on the couch sound asleep,.' making those
mumbly noises that start off with a steamy whisper and then mount to
_. ·11
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a mumble and jumble that lasts until the. nap is over. Danny was
careful to run the water every hour, and the damper in The stove was
tight shut,' the' wind' hooting in it. The cat had o$tr~tched itself alongside Grandma's legs.
Lizzie/was in the kitchen happily keeping the quiet by 'leafing
through a magazine-her legs crossed indelicately. and comfortably up
on the top of the open oven door-when Sawyer' clicked the kitchen
latch softly up -and down and wagged his head toward the shed, indicating a private word with Lizzie. His eyebrows were tied together in
the middle, and he could hardly wait to say the words that wouldn't
come out when. he finally had Lizzie out there to say them to. ,
"What's the matter,?" Lizzie said, bumping against the wasl;t
boiler that hung on the wall 'of the shed. .
'
"I don' want to haf to tell the old lady."
"Well, what
is it?" Lizzie said.
.
.
"The ho'ss'sd()wn under a l'ud a logs. Icy 'n th' sled come down
, on 'er £roPt th' back-down hill."
"Yeh," Lizzie said. "Leg lJroken?" She eyed Sawyer hostilely.
"Yehph." Sawyer said.
"~'. (
Lizzie didn'.t say another word to him.. She left him standing
there and went inside: Mter five minutes or more she came out loading a shell into Will's Winchester. She handed it to Sawyer without
a word and started back toward the kitchen. "Don't say a word to her,"
she said. "I'll tell her you brought him back while she's sleepin'."
""God, 'I'm awful sorry. It'll break th' old lady's heart."
"A horse!. Break her heart!. Ssssss! Won't no such thing. 'LI
,
make her· mad. 'N she's too old t' git so mad. Ain't good, for 'er." .
"I'm awful sorry."
"So'~ I," Lizzie said, swinging the kitchen door open and hurling
herself through it, latching the door noisily and' firmly -behind her.
Mrs. Pearson's busy sleeping mumble stilt filled the dining room
wneb Lizzie lieard Will's ax drop ·against the shed, wall. He came in
blowing into his hands and stomping his feet. Lizzie got up clumsily
and whirled the·chair around. for him to sit by the oven. The noisy
stomping s~opped the mumbling noises in the dining room and they
could ~ear. Grandma· fearson swallowing and grunting, waking herself
from her.. nap.
"Will! That you?"
.,
"Yes. 'S m~."
"
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. Will was a tall spare man who looked as though he had been
.stripped of everything' bu~ the long ,tough muscles. His voice came
very low from his ~est and e~~rYthing in the house vibrated .from it:
the nkkle urn on top the dining room ,stpve, the lids of the ironstone
tureens in the, dish closet, -the brusn and cQfi;th ,that \~y up behind the
high wooden clock, and Grandma's' ·thimbie that' lay:against a wellsharpened pair of scissors on the ~ble.
". ' '
Will pulled off his. boots and footins and sat'with bis feet in his
. ','
hands in flont of the oven door. - , '
.
Grandma had smoothed back -her hair, whirled the rpcker over by
'the couch and was~itchingherseI£
back toward,her-place by the
table;
.
reaching for the tax receipts.
.. ,
"Will, I want y"ou to go, up to Garrison with ~h~se, t-ax receipts.
He's got me charged up this. year with four hdsses,."
, -'
. Will looked straight at Lizzie and. Lizzie pointed 'to the',dining
room door.
. ' , . , ' ' ,"
" '" / ; '" - '.
"All right," he Said. "SOOJl'S I gitm", feet wa~ed qp:~. " . '. .
Lizzie looked gratefully at Will and wagged' her head "for him to
come out in the entry. He got up and moved~ aci-oss ~~ kitchen in his sock feet and stood, ~ith his:ear bent down to I.:izzie's..lips. "Cuss
Darn," he said when I.te straightened ~p.. "That's too bad~",
. He put his earInuffs·on ~gain, ptew up the ,!hick' mackinaw 'over
his square knobby shoulders and stood towering over :~randma Pear'son as she sat" solid, ~nd adam'etnt with the tax receip~ in her hand.
"Now look here. Th~y' gQt ~e faxed for four hq'sses.·' They's "only
tW9 in th' barn. Tell'm to
up 'n -take a: look if they's a mind to.
I want a rebate on last year's taxes. Two hq's-ses. 's' all I'm payin'
taxes on."
,
.
"All right; Grandma, I'll tell·"em.".
.
Withou~ looking back at Lizzie, Will weilt out the front door and
pulled the st?rm door tight be'hind him. '"
,

"

I

."

~

r

come

I

~

...

'f;

_ Garrison was sitting at' his kitchen table with the town boo"~
open in front of him, the bald fat a~ditor frOn;t the State working with
a fine sharpened pe~cil on every Item. ., .,:
"Sorry- t' treuble y', Garrison, when you got th' auditor-but it's
Grandma Pearson's hO'sses again." ,
'
"She says she's oilly payin' tUe~ on two ho'sses this year. That's'
an she's goin' to par taxes on. Yo:u got her t.eckoned up with four."
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"Christ almighty, man." Garrison's n~rrow face squinched up
from his books, casting a wary glance at the auditor. "I know she ain't
got four ho'sses. Ain't had four ~o'sses f years."
"Well, she knows it too now. Make her out some kind of thing
for rebate on two ho'sses."
The auditor looked up quickly.
,
,
"This ,ain't nothin' to do with th'., town books. It's somethin' between us. It's all right~wt got 'to-keep the old lady'- happy."
,"How long's she know she.ain't: had fOlir 'ho'sses?'"
"I couldn't tell y'." ' .
.
"She's thought she had two .right along for quite a while. now.
That little one's been dead mu~'s eight months, bu~ she's be'n keepin'
th' chain ~p, agai~st th" other stall all th' while. ""Fraid th' big one'd
'kickner."
"Well, she's'only got one, then." _
'
"God, she ain't even got that.. 'That damn fool Sawyer ,took her
out'n broke :'er leg down off-th' heath this mornin'."
, "Well, what you want me to do?, ' Make her out a receipt for two
ho'sses?"
'"
"Yes, I think that's it. Two ho'sses-'s far'~ I c'~ keep hack a' it
she's got two ho'sses now:';

F.

"There you are, Grandma., .Got ,it all fixed up for you. Rebate
on two ho'sses."
.
.
" Gran~ Pearson put the receipt triumphantly into the -big lett~rpaper box that held her papers. "Lizzie I Put my 'box .back in th' .
trunk. I'd like, t' git up t' town meetin' 'nelect some sel~ctmen 'd
tend their business,'n appraise a person's property like it should be
done. They can't get by me with anything. I've lived too 10ng'Dotto
" keep tra~k a' what's going on. -They can't fool with me."
"Lizzie. LizzielLatchthat' trunk lid down. 'N Danny-go out.t' bam. 'll make sure that 'fool Sawyer put, that chain up like I told 'im.
I ain't gain' t' have that critter kick that littleinare'n kill "er:'
Lizzie set the tray on the table and shifted the footstool over un~er
Ma Pearson's feet. "Here~s y~ur hot water. I remem-beted to bring it
hot this time."
,
"Nights I take th' bismuth' powder 'n not this.yellow thing. 'N I
take it in cold water~"
~'
,

j
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Max Knepper
of Los Angeles complained of its lack of
character in these words: "It is a hard city to lay hold of." Had
th~ extinction of the Spanish rancheros and their infl,!ence been more
gradual, contemporary Los Angeles might have distinguished herself
as a Yankee metropolis of Latin temperament. As it, happened, however, the gringos expropriated the Californians with a thoroughness
analagous to Hitler's Polish policy.
One does not expect a pronounced Spanish influence on San Francisco, which, despite its name, was a Yankee settlement born of the
1849 gold rush. But Los Angeles had been a Spanish pueblo for sixtyeight years prior to 'the mining. bonanza. During those years its inhabitants saw the Spanish empire collapse in North America, the era
of Mexican occupation, and finally American sovereignty. In the interim between the ~rst and last of thes~ events, the pueblo was several
times the capital of California as well as consistently the largest and
most important town. Its transition from an Hispanic village to an
American city was more than a chapter in the expansion of the United
States. It was symbolic of the downfall of an agrarian aristocracy no
less tragic in its fate than that of the- Southern Rlanters whose institutions were swept away in violence fifteen years later.
The obliteration of the caballeros, almost at· a blow, is difficult to
grasp. Entrenched as the dominant landowning class, they· seemed
scarcely better a1;>le to resist Yankee usurpation than the Indians had
resisted the Spanish. Their total eclipse is strikingly evident in the fact
that not one of the present land fortunes of Los Angeles belongs to a
descendant of the original white owners. A historiographer would be
more likely to trace the offspring of the California dons to ~e relief
rolls than to the social register or Dun and Bradstreet's.

O
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Ad~ittedly some of the boulevards, suburban towns, and natural
,. phe~omena bear the names of many of the great families of Old California~ In this· manner the names of Figueroa, Pico, or Dominguez,
to mention several, live on in a typically American city.. But'even this,
.honor is rather void, for few of' Los Angeles' inhabitants attach any
significance to Spanish nomenclature except a vague recognition of
the foreign origin, and many are not even aware of that.
Considerable maferial 'has been pub!ished about the pioneer days
of Los Angeles as an American city, but, with.-several conspicuous exceptions, few authors~have devot~d much' attention to the preceding
era, as though-the first event of importance in the city's history was the
arrival of a real estate subdivider. However, there was a Los Angeles
,of the'pastoral era, the days of romantic California. Bearing the sonorous title of El Pueblo de Nuestni Senora la Reina de Los Angeles, the
town was the capital of an: empire dominated 'by a generous, hospitable, colorful, and somewhat childlike gentry of Spanish descent. .
When Gaspar de Portola occupied C~l1ifomia in the name of the
King o[Spain, the historic event taking place in San Diego in 1769,
he did not tarry but hurried north along the coastline, anxious, to
reach the Bay" of Monterey before the English got there.· After crossing a hundred-mile stretch of desert in the hot July sun, Portola and
his party, comprising in addition to the troops the Franciscan Father
}unipero Serra, Father jU'ahCrespi./.several other padres, and some
domesticated Indians, arrived at the bank of a small river which offered
a ho~pitable retreat from the fiery dese'rt with its rattlesnakes and
lizards.
Soon af~er e,ncampment, however, the.Spaniards were di~concerted
by a violent trembling of the earth and the spectacle of the river bed
.shifting about in wild contortions. It was, the white man's first experience of record with a California earthquake. The memorable experience occurred on August 1, 1769, according' to Father Crespi, who kept
a valuable diary. The stream was duly christened "El Rio Duldsimo
Nombre de Jesus de Los Temblores"-"The River of the Sweetest Name
of Jesus: of the E'arthquakes." 'In this case one can sympathize'with the
failure of the Chamber of Comm~rce to preserve the name.
.' The Spaniards had no desire to linger on the' banks of such ,an
erratic river; so tQ.eypushed northwesterly through a-growth of cottonwoods, maki~g camp wheri they arrived at a clearing.' It was the feast
day of Our Lady of the Angels. 'Ai: a spot, where the North Broadway,
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Bridge now spans the Los Angeles River, they pitched their tents befor~
the curious gaze of a tribe of 600 Indians who lived near bi.
The Indians, according to several authorities, were not related to
the genuine North American redskins, but were degenerate descend,.
,ants of Asiatics of such character as to merit, among their other pun,.
ishments, the derision of no less a personage than Gertrude Atherton.
In writing of them a century and a half after the discovery of the site
of-LOs Angeles, Miss Atherton comments acidly on their lack of virility
and intelligence. Father Crespi pictured their .greeting of the
Spaniards in these terms: "At seeing us they came running forward,
howling like wolves but showing no hostility. They were small, squat
in stature, ,of a dingy brown color." The Yangs, as they have been
called, were uridoubtedly .lazy, bestial creatures whose diet consisted
mainly of acorns, coyotes, snakes, grasshoppers, and grubworms. Lack,.
ing the initiative ,to battIe the invader, they allowed themselves to be
Christianized with a minimum of resistance.
Encamped on' the wide plain sloping from the Sierra ~adre range
on the north and east and the Coast Range 9n the north and west to the
ocean on the south and southwest, the Spaniards were impressed with
the site. Father Crespi, who must have had the instincts of.a "realtor,"
wrote "in his diary: "This spot has· all the resources for a large town."
General PQrtola agreed, and with military directness he proceeded to
do something about it. With ceremony suitable to the oCOlsion he
declared the place in the name of God, the Pope, and the sovereign
King of Spain to be "EI Pueblo de Nuestta Senora la Reina de Los Angeles." Having performed this deed and fearing the aggressive inten~ons of the English, he then marched north with his soldiers toward
Monterey. Father· Serra and his priests remained behind to establish
the Mission of San G~briel and to save the souls of the aborigines.
With the zeal of their order, the Franciscans organized their proselytizing efforts, which consisted primarily of 'putting the Yangs to work
building adobe walls for the Mission, cultivating some of me land, and
tending herds of cattle and sheep. Although they liked laboro·even less
than their Spanish benefactors, the Indians discovered that the Franciscans were not loath to use the rod. Consequently, while their new
state of grace resulted in the neophytes' virtual enslavement, Catholicism made. the desert bloom, the fields yield harvest, and the Mission
prosper.
Although the .Mission San Gabriel Archangel, located somewhat
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north and east of the presenfcity proper, f1ourish~d within a few years
of its. founding, there was no rush of colonists to EI Pueblo de Los
An.s.. ,Ji was not until twelve years later~eptember 4,1781, to
be exact· about it.....that Lieutenant Zuniga brought a dozen families of
mixed Spanish, Indian, ,and African blood to the settlement, which was
then officially proclaimed a pueblo Uto serve asa guarantee of the '
stability of California."This seemed necessary to the authorities because the failure of San Jose left the state without a real town, though
there were eleven presidios and missions by this time.
But sporadi.c efforts of SEanish officials to increase the population
were ineffective as to both quantity and quality. Even after forty-five
years, when the inhabitants elected an ayuntamiento (council), ~e
election was nullified by ·the governor on the grounds that "all the
candidates were vagabonds, dru~ards, or worse.." It was not until
1,836 that a valid 'election was held in Los Angeles, by which time the
.pueblo had attained a p.ppulation of 2,500•
.' Ranch life; however, developed independently of Los Angeles.
The ~alifornia dons, endowed with that trait seemingly inherent in
landed gentry, despised town-Ciwellers and tradesmen. Although
many of them ~ventually bu~lt adobe houses on or ·near the Plaza, the
seat of the don's existence was the hacienda situated, on a favorable .site
in a fabulously immeils~ranc.ho. Here the dons spent gay" careless
days, leaving to the Indians the drudgery of the rancho system.
, The Californi~ rancheros were not? of course, descendants of Spanish nobility, for it :was an occasional Svanish nobleman who ventured
to Califoriiia. Most of the grandees of AFag6n and Castilla regarded
Mexico City as the very fron~ieF of civilization. California was far beyond it. The rancheros derived froni soldiers,serving in the outposts of
the Spanish empire, feW of them originating from civilian ranks. Land
being cheap, Spain, and later Mexico, found it more feasible to reward
'military service with a twenty-five- or fifty-thousand-acre ranch than to
pay cash pension.
'
One of the first great laIJtrgrants was made to Manuel Nieto, a
Spanish soldier to' whom Golfrnor Fages in the 'name of-Charles III
of Spain, gave provisional title to 800,000 acres 'str~tching from the
Sierras ,on the north to the ocean, on the south.. from the Santa' Ana
River on the east to the San Gabriel on the west, a domain of almost
500 squar~ miles. Its size, however, was protested by the mission padres
at San Gabriel, who were successful in getting it reduced by about half.
¢'

"
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Nieto, who receiv~d his grant in 1784, did not resist the petition of the
San Gabriel fathers, his remaining 158,000 acres being more than adequate for his needs. He never cultivated more than 160 of them, and
it is considered unlikely that he ever visited the beautiful beach which
constituted the south boundary of his tract, subsequently becoming the
City of Long Beach.
In the same year a Spanish corporal, Jose Maria Verdugo, with an
eye to the future development of California, petitioned Governor Fages
to allow him to pasture his cattle on a triangular strip just north of Los
. Angeles, the land being in use by neither the pueblo nor the Mission
San Gabriel. On October 20, 1784, the Governor conceded permission,
warning Verdugo not to encroach o~ the rights of the Mission or the
gentile Indians. Eighteen years later Governor Borica granted him
outright title, Don Jose then retiring from the royal army tq become a
ranchero, after being admonished by the governor to improve his breed
of sheep.
Other grants fcHlowed. Antonio Marfa Lugo acquired the fertile
Rancho San Antonio, now southeastern Los Angeles. The Lugos were.
more thrifty and responsible than most of the dons, surviving the fall
of Spain, the treacherous politics of the Mexican occupation, and the
war of 1846, contriving to retain their property until 1865. The
D9minguez obtained Rancho San Pedro from a Spanish governor, their
land ultimately becoming one of the most valuable. parcels in Los
Angeles County. The Tapia family was granted Rancho Topanga
Malibu, overlooking Santa Monica Bay and one of .the most beautiful
of all the ranches. .
Distribution of land was greatly accelerated as a consequence of
the Mexican Revolution and indepepdence, ushering in the era of
secularization and complete t::ontrol of California by the dons. Under
Spanish sovereignty the missions were encouraged. They enjoyed
even greater grants of land, which' they theoretically held in trust for
tl1e Indians, than the most courageous army officer. The vast influence
of the Church was exercised to retard secular grants to individuals, or,
. if granted, to limit their size.. The pastoral regime was doomed with
the fall of New Spain, however, secularization ~ing 'place almost as
rapidly"as Americanization two decades later. The Mexican government expropriated the holdings of the twenty-one missions, the land
being distributed among worthy soldiers or political' favorites of the
governors. The extent of expropriation can best be realized from cita-
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tion of a few simple statistics. When Spain lost control of California,
the mi&Sion padres held 1,500,000 acres directly under their control.
Twenty-six years later when California was ceded to the United States,
the entire chain of missions held less than 1 ,000 acre~. El Camino 'Real
was-'no longer the glorious King's Highway but a chain of decaying
~
, ruins.,
,", '
..
In 1848 when Mexico formally ceded Alta California, Los Angeles
County, then much larger than now, was a quilt-work of 103 ranchos.
San Pasqual, the site of Pasadena; Paso de Bartola Viejo, now Whittier;
San Vicente y Santa M6nica, now the cities of Santa Monica, Ocean
Park, and Venice; Santa Anita, now the site of the famous race track
arid the City of Monrovia;l Centinela, now Inglewood; and Rodeo de
las Aguas, now Beverly Hills, were some of the most famous or prosperous ranches owned by the California dons.
To resist the lure of romantic Old California, the practical remind
themselves of the ge~~ral ignor~ce and relative poverty of the inhabitants.' Li.ke the planters of the aittebellum South, the California dons
were limi~ed by the restrictions of a simple.agrarian economy. Many
of them were illiterate, of which fact the 'Yankees never hesitated to
take advantage~ Few caballeros were gnawed by ambition. Ignorance
was fostered, neither Church nor state doing 'much to advance educa-~ .
tion. The haciendas of the dons were 'rarely' architectural achievements, being for the most part two- or three-room structures. The
furniture was simple~ the diet simpler..
"'1
Apart from these limitations, however, the Californians understood how to enjoy the beauty and charm of their natural environment,
creating a mode of life consistent with the mild climate and bountiful
resources with which nature had surrounded them;' Their languid
existence, their out-of-door life,' their love of color, gaiety, dancing,
their qualities of' personal bravery, chivalry, and unfailing courtesy
could be emulated to some advantage by the present inhabitants.
Picture a caballero and his senora in typical dress as they ride to
a neighboring rancho to attend a fiesta. The, dOn is wearing blue split
trousers with wide red stripes down the side~, ~ gray coat with- white
cord embroidery on the sleeves and waist, ornamented with a sash. of
'heavy cord silk and buckles and buttons of silver, and a flat Mexican
hat'with a sunkerchief under it. 'His slippers are of velvet decorated
to protect the cloth. If it isa crisp
with beads, the ends turning
'autumn day, he is kept comfo~table by _a map.ta, a sort of rugfWhich
"

,

<

.

up
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.slips over the head. It might be bl~ck or gray, or it might be of very
bright colors.
The senora is wearing a black-and-gold mantil~a, white cotton
hose, satin dress. slippers, and a long folding or tortoise shell comb in
her hair. She carries a blue and gold handkerchief of heavy silk and
a large fan made of gold-lacquered wood. If her husband has had a
.prosperous year and traded wi~ the right m~rchant at San Pedro,
she is probably wearing a white Chinese shawl. This attire is grandly
different from her ordinary dress consisting of a white blouse, green
sash with red ~ssel, and a blue skirt trimmed with red and white
. flowers.
The .horses
are aristocratic creatures of -Andalusian breed, dec,
o-!.ated with silver ornamented saddles and blankets of bright hue, contributing to the color of the' procession as the caballero, members of
his f~mily, and his vaqueros ride single file-perhaps under the beautiful oaks along El Camino Real north and west of Los Ang~les.
Not many Anglo-Saxons would wish to preserve some of the outdoor .entertainment of that day.· A favorite sport of both men and
women was the mortal contest between a bear and bull Old California was infested with bears, especially grizzlies. Capturing these
vicious brutes was a popular male diversion. Armed with nothing except a rope-"la reata"-and mounted on their horses, two caballeros
with apparent
ease could capture a grizzly and drag him home, or, if
.1"
there was no incentive to take him aliv~, they killed him on the spot,
frequently by strangling him with their roPes or by pulling the creature
to pieces 'with their hQrses. Sometimes a particularly brave caballero
would attack a bear with a hunting knife, stabbing the animal to death..
Fights bet}Veen grizzlies and bulls were held in stockades built
for that purpose. Both ill-natured beasts were maddened by being
tied together with a long rope, the bear being tied by a rear paw, leav.;.
ing the front limb free for clawing. The spectators were invariably
rewarded with a savage anq cruel battle,. victory as a rule going to the
bear.· Not infrequently there was a double casualty, their mutually
'.
.
inflicted wounds killing both combatants.
.As in Spain and Mexico, bull fights were popular, the Californians
developing
several .types distinct. from the Spanish and Mexican.
.
Horse'racing was. another favorite, being one of the more civilized
among their diversions•
.In the evening, however, the entertainment struck a romantic and
~
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tender key. The senoritas of California were adept in flirting, and
members of both sexes were skilled dancers. In· the game of love an
unmarried ydung man carrfed~ a tascar6n, an egg-shell filled with
cologne, which he broke over the lady of his choice. , "
_On festive occasions brandy-aguardiente, the Californial\scalled
it-was plentiful, although the dons as a class were fairly temperate
people. Hospitality was an, art among the caballeros,· and a fiesta was
a day of superlativi'joy among a people'who had acquired a knack for
gracefully extraeting the, maximum pleasure from life.'
Non-festive days were spent by ~e rancheros riding over their
domains, supervising in a general and none-too-ardent manner the
tending of their cattle and sl}eep or their vineyards, or in trading their
products for merchandise from Boston, Spain, or elsewhere. Hides
were the caballeros' dollars, for, like most landed gentry, the rancheros
were cash poor. They relied on the barter~~ystem for the staples and
luxuries brought in ships .to Ca:pistrano, San Pedro, Santa M6nica,
Santa Barbara, or ,other landing places.' At Capistrano a familiar sight
was that of vaqueros tossing hides over the cliff while a don"and the
ship's captain settled on terms..
Money 'matters and practical considerations were unimportant to
the Californians, most of whom were too indolent to concern them, selves with even-elementary commercial-practices. Typical of their
carelessness waS Don Francisco Sepulveda, who upon receiving title
papers to his 3o,ooo-acre ranch in 1839 promptly lost them and neglected to replace them until 1846, when Gov<:rnor Pio Pico issued new
ones. As long as,they dealt only with one another, the dons were relatively safe. With the Yankees, however, and their legal machi~ery of
l~d commissions, sheriff's sales, and -deficiency judgments, laxity of
this type could be nothing but fatal.
$

-

'>

The foregoing has been a representative if brief description of
the cultural and economic"side of pastoral life in-California. , The picture would b'e incomplete, however, witho~t so~e details of the political organization.
_
'
Under Spanish rule the political institutions of California were
colonial and characteristic of Spanish absolutism, somewhat tempered
by ~he vast dis~ce from the Spanish court and th~ consequ~nt necessity of the King's officers' getting along at least moderately well with
the colonials. The Californians -were 'an -independent, if easy~oing,
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lot and had ways of making it extremely unpleasant for officials whose
methods'were too arbritrary. However, most of the Spanish governors
were decent men and a few were brilliant and loved. Two of them
won popularity 'by opposing the influence of the padres and by winking at the severe laws against trading with foreigners. On the other
hand, some alcaldes-local officers in whom were vested both administrative and judicial powers-were petty tyrants who gravely abused
their rather considerable authority until they provoked rebellion.
Mer the establishment of the MexIcan Republic, which was too
occupied.with internal dissension and difficulties to bother much with
California, the dons made themselves virtually independent. In effect
they exercise<J. veto power over governors appointed from Mexico City,
refusing to tolerate an appointee who for some ~eason-and it might
have been anyone of a dozen-did not measure up to their expectations.
- The instability of California's government under -Mexican sovereignty
is indicated by the fact that during the tWenty-five years of Mexican
oCGupation there were fifteen governors, of whom only eight were duly
appointed by the authorities at Mexico City, the rest being local talent
who seized office by revolution. The latter, moreover, served longer
individual terms and a greater aggregate than the legitimate executives.
The most serious revolt as far as casualties were concerned involved the overthrow of Governor Manuel Victoria, who held office
only ten months. Victoria was an .ignorant man with an exalted opinion of himself. For real or fancied slights to his dignity, he commanded
jailor Sanchez of Los Angeles to chain Don Jose Marfa Avila to a log.
This arbitrary act was too much f~r the dons of Southern California,
who had as ,much ~r more dignity than Victoria,.and certainly more intelligence. Don Jose Carrillo raised the flag of revolt in San Diego,
marched north gathering adherents on the way, and seized the Pueblo
of Los Angeles. All the distinguished prisoners incarcerated by the
.tyrant Victoria were immediately released, and as an act of reprisal
Sanchez was chained to the very log so lately the instrument of Avila's
humiliation.
Victoria, learning of the revolt, marched down from Monterey
with an army of several hundred, flags Hying, drums rolling, and prepared to' uphold the dignity of the Superior Government of Mexico,
as well as his own. The two armies faced each other at the north end
of Cahuenga Pass, near the contemporary site of the Universal Studios.
As a,rule. in such melees, contenders on both sides took care that
't

'

,

.
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nobody should' get hurt. Thi~ .time, however, passion ruled the day.
The chaining of Sanchez having' failed to appease him, Avila rushed
. upon Governor Victoria, piercing him with a lance: Captain Pacheco,
one of the Governor's aides, was shot attempting to protect the dignitary from Avila's thrust. Avila was also lill~ed. Two casualties an4 a
wounded governor sobered both rebels and legitimists. Victoria was
carried to, the Mission San Gabriel, where his wound was treated. But
he had had enough of California. He resigned his office and returned
to Mexico, leaving the rebels yictor.
.More typi~ of the California Putsch was -the overthrow 9f Governor Micheltorena by incumbent Governor Juan Bautista Alvarado.
A native don, Alvarado had .,obtained the goverporship in 1836 and,
what was more important, had contrived to retain it for six years. In
1842 Mexico sent Manuel Micheltorena to replace him. Accompa,nied by an army of sorts, the new Governor made the mistake of tarry-,
ing too long in Los Angeles, affording Alvarado time to organize :a
revolt in Monterey. Declaring California's independence of Mexico,
Alyarado marched ripon the intruder, the opposing forces meeting
about fifteen miles northwest of Los Angeles. Cannon were brought
into position~ there was considerable shouting, :smoke, noise, dust, and
gunfire, but hostilities abruptly ceased when one of the mules belonging to Miche1torena's army fell under fire. Micheltorena took,tIle next
boat to Mexico. Alvarado has remained a greater name than Micheltorena to lhis day, ~ora ~ajor thoroughfare~ommelllorates 'the former,
while only an obscure, hilly lane reminds an uninterested' populace that
the latter was once Gover~or of California. Micheltorena deserved
better, however, for ne founded the first school, in Los Angeles, which
was sorely in need of one.
Alvarado revoked his declaration of bldependence, not because
the dons were loyal to Mexico but because th~y feared the covetous
intentions of the expanding republic on the east. The Ya!J.kees were
, already penetrating' California, and, while the influx was not serious
until the latetilthirties, the dons were apprehen~ive of the day when 'the
Americans might.decide to add aqother' star to their national banner at
the expense of Alta. ~alifornia. They persuaded the~selves that
in such a Crisis the Mexican government could' grant material assistance against Yankee aggression-wishful thinking of the vainest sort.
Contrary to the impression held by most -t\mericans, the acquisi-
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tion of California was n.ot an unplanned consequence of the MexIcan
War of 1846. It was a well-developed scheme, the product of years of
infiltration that would do credit to the Nazi foreign policy. If one is
completely honest, he must admit that the Americans who accepted the
unstinting hospitality of the Califom,ians and who swore allegiance to
~the Mexican nation Qetrayed their adopted country at th~ first opportunity. They even made use of the well-known pattern of "incidents"
. arid "persecuted minorities" so opportune to certain governments in
recent times.
The first Yankee- of record to arrive in California was Captain
John Shale, who sailed into San Pedro in 1805 with a cargo of merchandise to exchange for hides and tallow. His was a bold act, for the Spanish law condemned to death any foreigner landing in California. The
Californians, hqwever, did not take this law too seriously, since trading
with foreigners ~as a mutually profitable affair.
Shale's defiance of the 'law at San Pedro opened the door to trade
with California. Ten 'years later ships were landing regularly without
the slightest molestation from the authorities. When California became Mexican territory, the obsolet~ law was repealed" though the
.Mexican government did not encourage foreign trade.
The first gringo settler was hardly the best representative of his
nationality. Joe Chapman was brought to Los Angeles from Santa
Barbara to be hanged as a pirate. He escaped this fate by ingratiating
himself to his captors en route to the gibbet. Turned over to t~e
padres at San .Gabriel, he made himself indispensable to the fathers,
building them a gristmill and a small schooner for otter hunting. With
the aid of some of the mission Indians, he finished construction ~f the
Church of Our Lady the Queen of the Angels which still stands on the
plaza in Los Angeles. As a reward he was granted a full pardon on condition that he become a Roman Catholic and a naturalized Mexican.
He eagerly accepted both terms. He then married DoiiaGuadalupe
Ortega whose father owned the great Ortega rancho near Santa Barbara, the very estate ~hich Chapman was accused of having marauded.
The dowry brought the erstwhile captive a large, fertile ranch not far
from San Gabriel Mission. Joe Chapman metamorphosed ,into Don
Jose and entered the ,California aristocracy.
The next arrival was Joe Pryor in 1826. 'H~ followed the successful formula of Joe Chapman, becoming both Catholic and Mexican
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and marrying into the Sepulveda family, thereby acquiring a rruitful
a~d lucrative vineyard.
.
The following year Jack Temple of Massachusetts appe~red on
the scene. , Like his Yankee predecessors, he became a Catholic {:ommunicant, a naturalized citizen of Mexico, and a don. He married
RafaelaCota, obtaining a twelfth interest in the great 27,000-acre
Rancho Los Cerritos, which Dona Rafaela and her brothers and' sisters
inherited from their mother, Manuela Nieto. Since Temple could not
marry all the Niet~ descendants, he had to pay the other eleven'sums
aggregating $3,025 in silver coin and ','an equal amount in merchandise
at market prices."
Another Massachusetts Yankee, Abel Stearns of Salem, made his
appearance among the dons in 1828., He had the lvIidas touch, making
money at anything he turned his hand to. He ~ater married the lovely
Dona Arcadia de Bandini, after whom the suburban town of Arcadia
has been named.
When Don Manuel Nieto died in 1805, his 158,000-acre ranch
was divided among his heirs. Rancho Los Alamitos, comprising 28,000
acres, went to his son Juan Jose, who disposed of it to Governor
Figuero~ for $500. The Governor, shrewder than most of his class,
obtained $5,500 from Stearns,. who desired it ,to compete with the
neighboring Temple and because its favorable sit~and comfortable
ranch house pleased his beautiful wife.
\
'
Ther~, on two of the choicest ranchos in Southern California, Don
Juan Temple and Don Abel Steants, late of Massachusetts, maintained
a friendly rivalry 'for the reputation of holding the"most brilliant fiestas
in the community, of racing the swiftest horses, of breeding the finest
cattle, and of being the most generous of caballeros.
Morrow Mayo, whose book Los Angeles is' not sympathetic with
the gringo invaders, pictures these pseudo dons as smirking; cynical
fortune hunters, who, having ~en advantage of the guileless hospitality of the Californians, bided their time until they could seize all the
property of their benefactors. While this was generally true~ both
Temple and Steams appear to have been exceptions. Stearns, especially, was imbued with that reckless ~ense of '''honor'' which imposes
obligations of friendship and sentiment above practical demands. By
refusing to take advantage of a technicality in his fav0t:, Stearns lost a
2g,ooo-acre ranch at a time when~ he could ill afford it.
The disastrous droughfof 1865 ruilu"d both Yankef" dons, although
<
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Temple salvaged far more from the wreck than Steams. The former
sold his rancho and re~ants of his flocks for $20,000. Rancho Los
Alamitos, however, was foreclosed by a San Francisco money lender,
which was only the first of a series of misfortunes overtaking the formerly lucky Steams. Parcel by parcel, ~teams was forced to. sell IDS
property until his extensive holdings were completely dissipated.
The downfall of Abel Steams was symbolic of the passing of romantic California. Most of the dons had already lost. their ranchos a
decade or so before, California having become an American state· in
control of a serious, commercial-minded people not given to losing
opportunities from considerations of honor. ~~he vanishing of pastoralCalifornia, ruthless though its extermination might have been, was
inevitable. Mayo attributes it to the cunning of Yankees in marrying
the dons out of their property. While there is a degree of logic in-bis ..
point of view, the fact remains that at the time of the United· States'
acquisition of California Americans owned. but eight of- the 103
ranchos in Los Angeles County. Four years after the signing of -the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo they owned eighty. A generation later
the rancheros' holdings had dwindled to three or four.
Although the United States guaranteed respect of Mexican land
tides, the ink was hardly dry on the treaty before the victors began
squeezing the conquered, using legal machinery as the instiument of
extortion. In 1851 Congress passed -a measure entitled: "An Act to
settle land claims in California." While it was yet a bill; La Estrella,
Los Angeles' first newspaper, published half in English, half in Spanish,
. denounced the proposed statute as a confiscatory act. Not that the law
itself actually invalidated Mexican titles. On the contrary, the Land
Commission affirmed most of them, but by the time the government
issued the patents the ranchos, were no longer in the hands of their
'
former owners.
Grant holders were given but two years to file their claims before
the Commission, whose verdicts could be appealed to the district court.
The great drawback, as far as the dons were concerned, was the cost
of litigation. Since these gentry were cash poor and being obliged to
file their claims, the land otherwise being declared open, their only
recourse was to borrow from the very Yankee engaged in disputing
their titles. Under the circumstances it was small wonder that they
got unfavorable terms. Six per cent per month was a modest .fee•
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..Fortunate indeed was the caballero who could mortgage his estate at
this comparatively low rate.
The fate of Bruno Abila, owner of Rancho Aguaj~ del Centinela,
was typical of that of .his class. His was one of the prize ranchos because of its perpetual springs providing water even during the long
dry season. In 1854 Don Bruno mortgaged his property to James McFarland and John G. Downey, botJ:1 of whom had vision of Los Angeles'
future growth and'a determinatioft to get in on the ground floor. Abila
signed his mark to a note for $400, to mature in six months at six-per
cent per month. Money troubles' did not cease, and shortly afterWard
Abila borrowed $819 from Hilliard P. Dorsey for eight months at six
per cent per month. Dorsey, 'however, was shrewder than his rivals in
. one respect. He required the "x" of Abila's wife as well. A third
mortgage was written against the property a few weeks later, Dorsey
lending $600 more at the customary rate.
There was a precipitous rush among the creditors to forecloSe,
McFarland and Downey getting to the courthouse first. On July 19;
1855, these two obtained ,a judgment. The' following November the
sheriff sold thee rancho to McFarland -and J?owney for $1,000. The
defendants appealed.. Meanwhile the litigation was complicated by
judgment for $3,3°0 against the,
Downey's action. ,He obtained
Abilas in February of 1856. To no avail did Don Bruno:3;Ud his wife
plead that they had not understood the terms of the mortgage, not
being able to read English, in which it was written. Their contention
that a section of the r~cho had been reserved and that DOTsey had
given them a memorandum to that effect was 'equally futile. At a
she~iff's sale a month later Dorsey bid in the property for $2,000,ob.
taining a deficiency judgment for the balance. Not a modem device,
the deficiency judgment was the nemesis of the slow-witted dons,'who,
because of it, lost not only their mortgaged property but the re~t as
well.
In the case of Rancho Centinela, the litigation ended favorably
for Dorsey. -The' Abilas won their appeal against McFarland and Downey, the law r~uiring the wife's ~ignature on a mortgage, but theft-uits
of victory went to Dorsey, to whom the 'sheriff wrote a deed for the
rancho which~ less than twenty years later, sold for $150,000.
. So it went. The great Rancho Topanga Malibu Sequit passed into
American hands for $200 in Cash and a similar amount in groceries and
..: ~e.. Today its- value is estimated in tens of. millions. Rancho San
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Antonio went under the sheriff's hammer in 1865; Rancho' San Rafael
w~ foreclosed in 1869; Rancho San Jose in 1864. The Sepulveda heirs
fared better than most Calif~rnians. They obtained $55,000 from
Colonel Baker for. their title to Rancho Santa M6nica.
Perhaps the most tragic example of a proud don reduced to beggary by the Yankees was Don Pio Pico, greatest land baron of California
and last of the ~exican governors. Descended from a family of sol-.
diers, Pio and Andres Pico attained wealth, prestige, and' power in the
California of the dons. Among their vast properties was the 226,000acre Rancho Santa Margarita y Las Flores, which was enlarged when
Pio, as governor, confiscated the lands of the Mission San Juan Oapistrano. Pico was in debt to a San Francisco money lender in 1865 when
the drought destroyed his herds and flocks as it did those of other rancheros. To prevent foreclosure and a much-dreaded deficiency judgment, Pico' transferred ownership of the ranch, or part of it, to his
brother-in-law, John Forster, who then made arrangements with the
loan shark.
Forster, an Englishman, had married Pico's sister a~d by this
method -had prospered. . Among other gifts -from the Pico brothers,
-Forster received a 114,ooo-acre ranch from Pia.
The battle for control of Santa Margarita was one of the most
celebrated in California legal a~nals. Pico contended that he had transferred only half interest. Forster claimed that he had obtained full
t~tle and his contention was upheld, hy the court at San Diego. Having
obtained the verdict, Forster then had the venerable ex-governor
arre&,ted for trespassing and jailed .for' several days. In his last years
Pico suffered'extreme pove:&ty. and humiliation. Harry Carr, late columnist in the Los Angeles' Times, wrote touchingly of the old gentle-man who had outlived his day of glory. Recalling memories of his
youth in Los Angeles, Carr said: "In those days I used to see on our
streets a little old Mexican gentleman, very fat, shabby, and poor with
defeat in his eyes. That was Pio Pico, the last Mexican governor."
Had ~e California dons perished in a spectaCUlar military encounter, perhaps their defeat would I;tave attracted greater attention from
historians and dramatists. However, ~hat actually happened is tersely
expressed by a .San Diego journalist: "Yankee merchamts and Yankee
'gumption' rather than Yankee soldiers and guns captured th~ empire
of the dons.
JJ
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George Snell
I FIRST SAW TOM HARtER I thought he was swell-just the
kind of.person I wanted to become, even though I didn't think
I ever co:uld.' The way I got to know him was this: I'd been camping
on the doorstep of Crane, Higginson, Bostwick Be Shotwell for over six
months, and finally they gave '}De a job.. It's a big agency. If you ·read
Variety or Tide you know they handle some of the largest ac~ounts in
the country, including the big soap and flour People. Well, the first
day I walked frito the office, Tom Harter was sitting at the desk next
to the one they gave me. He had that hard-bitten look veterans in the
advertising g3;me usually have. I remember espeGially how he gave me
a quick o.nce-over from· under~ hb gr~en eyeshade, and then grinned
sort of sarcastically' and crouched closer to his typewriter sayihg, "Another lamb, eh?, What's your name?"
.
That wasn't the friendliest. way to greet a person, and I told him'
so. He just grinned some more and winked at me'owlishly, keeping
right on at his work all the time.
But I was impressed, beC3;use Tom Harter was an old hand at this
ad-writing game, and that's what I figure I want t~ be, one of the best.
Right away_ he began to take an interest
in me and showed me the ropes
.
around our part of.the office, which was the radio writing department.Tom was really responsible for· some of the best shows handled by
CHB8cS. He authored the UMa Jenkins" scripts that had been running on NBC for over five years. Naturally I'd heard a lOt about him,
and he was different en_tirely from what I'd e~pect~d. He didn't shout
or pose or'sh9w off, and I likea him but I was pretty scared of him too,
for the first few weeks. It seemed like every time I'd look up he'd be
staring at_ me from under his green eyeshade with owlish eyes, and then
he would grin sardonlcally and ask me how I_was doing. And if I
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got stu~ for an. idea or a phrase he'd come over and give. me a lift, and
it was as e_asy for him as falling off a log. Well, you have to be pretty
good to be as good as To~ Harter was. And he wasn't like most copy
writers who are closemouthed as clams, when it comes to giving anybody else ~n idea, acting like they're afraid they're giving away their
patrimony with half a ,syllable.
I can say without fear of contradiction that to be working for a
great firm like CHB8cS is a real privilege. We handle the General
Flour account and Porter 8c Handel soap. You ought to see the way
the big shots from NBC and CBS come into our offices with their hats
in hand. When Tom Harter is called in to an idea conference you can
practically see them bow and scrape: It just goes to sho~ that no other
agency can touch CHB8cS and that old Tom is the real,lbrains behind
it. By rights he ought to have his name tacked right
to the others.
He told me -he'd been working there for twenty yea\s-even before
~adio was ever thought of as a medium.
4':'
I noticed he often left the office around two or three in the afternoon. He would come back about an hour later, more talkative than
any other time of the day and smelling of whiskey. Soon aft~ I noticed
this, I discovered that he-kept· a bottle in his desk. Now, I know
enough about the rules of success to realize drinking on the job leads
only one way-down. I didn't have to wonder any longer why Tom
never got farther up the 13:dder of success. After coming back from the
bar he would sit. down and prop his feet on the desk. When I'd look up
he would wink owlishly, grin, and say, "Harry, you remind me of somebody I used to know quite welL"
He had a deep voice, and I think he liked to hear himself talk when
he was a little tight. I honestly always liked him better when he'd had
a few. Other times, in the mornings especially, he'd be gruff and short
. an4 hardly ever had anything inspirational to say- and that's the one
thing I always look for in my association with such renowned personages. Because you see I wanted to be like him, to learn as much as
I could from him and be able to write important copy the way he did.
I was disappointed, I'll have to admit, because he never did say very
much that was encouraging to me. Unless he was feeling hjgh. But
when he was high I always had a peculiar feeling. I couldn't tellwhether to take him seriously or not.
He could be terribly cynical at times, but I am sure he did not
mean many of the sarcastic things he said. For instance, I remember
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he made the statement that he hoped few people ever found out he
created the moronic character of Ma Jenkins~ And yet she is one of
the noblest old ladies in radio serials today. He also said he supposed
there ~as a special stratum" in hell reseFVe~ for liars like' radio copy
writers. But I know he made these statements at least partially u~der
the influence of liquor and so was not responsibl~. .
_
As time went on he told me many things equally remarkable, and
I am sure that he did not really ,mean them the way they sounded.
One afternoon he ,asked me to go out with him for a little refreshment, and I did 10. We put on our hats and went down ~e elevator
a~d next door ~o Charlie's 'and had a couple of glasses of beer: Then
he had a whiskey straight,and another one. He invited me to join
him, butI j~st had a beer. Well, I..wouldn't think of criticizing Tom
Harter in any'way, but ~e did seem to talk mor~ than ever. He seemed
very interested in me and encouraged me to tell him about my
ambition, which is to write a good book Some day, if I can just .getthe
time. I told him I thought my experience writing· copy ought to pelp
me. Also I told him I hoped some day to make a name for myself in
advertising, the way he had don~.
He smiled the same sardonic way, and he said, "1 don't doubt
some day you'll sell a lot of soap' and Hour for somebody. It all depends.
on how y~P get educated." "
"What do you mean?" I asked him.
"Oh, whether they keep the Indian sign on you."
. He 'called for another drink, and I felt inclined to caution hi~
about ha,ving s,o many, but, I did not want to 'make him think I was
ititedering. 'Mer all, he waS old enough to, b~ my father and ought
to have known better. '
. - .
."You remind me' of a young fellow I knew once," he said, twirling his glass and squinting at me as if he'd never seen me quite plain
before.
I asked him to tell 'me about this pc;rson, thinking perhapS I might
learn something useful in my own career.
"At the time
speaking of, he w~ about your age, an ad man,
full of ambition. The kid had ideals. Had the itch to write. Yes,
but at the titile he was m~re interested in thinking. up' slogans' to sell
everythi~gfrom evaporated milk to preparations fol' feminine hygiene.
"He had ideals, though, andso·he began to look for significance in '
the work he was doing. The more he'lookedthe less he found. He
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kept thinking it over and finally came out with a Great. Truth. . He
said his work was -immoral."
Old Tom shot me an amused smile, but I couldn't see anything
funny in what he had told me. He winked and snorted. "Think of
id Immoral. How do you like that?" He finished the whiskey in his
glass. I was sorry to hear apout this person.
"That's the way he carried on," Harter said. "Took to making
sarcastic remarks about the ad game. Like I say,-he hankered to write,
the Great American Novel, I guess. That hankering got stronger. than
ever. It seemed the more he praised laxatives and com remedies the
more he longed to write a good sound novel, probably exposing the ad
racket.
"I remember the day he got fired. Well, he'd been working up
to it for a long time-had it coming to him. It seems they gave him a
certain account to handle, Peskin's Anti-acid Pep Pills. Epitome of
all the fraud, he thought. He'd been worrying about it and 'kowtowing
to old Peskin, who was a sort of Sam Goldwyn, as fatheaded as they
come. So he thought it over, and an idea struck him."
. Old Tom chuckled. It made me uneasy to think ;[ should have
reminded him of this young man. It didn't see~ too flattering.
"He went to work and prepared a full-page layout for one of the
papers and had already got old Peskin's okay on the proofs. Then he
went back to the -office and recorrected the proofs in the light of his
ideals. He made an honest ad out of it, said Peskin's Pep Pills were
-nothing but bicarbonate of soda that you could buy by the barrel for
a few cents, whereas old Peskin asked four-bits for a box of twelve pills.
_Too many of them were bad for the digestion, and so on. Plain facts.
"Well, the ad. came,'" out. When Peskin saw it he nearly had a fit.
'What God damned maniac wrote this?' he roared. 'I'll sue! I'll break
this agency forever!'
"Our frien~ was called on the carpet right now. His, boss couldn't
believe his ~yes when he saw the ad.. 'Take him away!' he yelled.
'Lock him up. He's off his nutl'
" 'I'll take this to court!' Peskin hollered. 'I'll get redress and re'
lief! You can't do this to me!'
.
"Our friend was going to make a big speech and ~t a lot off his
mind, but now the time had come, he saw it would be a waste of breath,
. so he .puton.his hat and walked out."
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019 Tom, ordered another drink and lit a cigarette. He seemed a
little excited.
"Youshould'have seen the look on Peskin's facel That was worth
plenty. But this is only the beginning of my-fable. The kid felt as
if he was walking on air. He packed his toothbrush and went- off to
the mountains to write his magnum opus. He looked up a resort
where it 'wasn't too expensive, figuring he could live on his savings
just long enough to finish his novel. He'd tried to start it a number
of times 'but something had always come up. NoW he thought six
months of good hard labor would make him famous and bring in plenty
of quick money~
"But it turned out that he hadn't picked the best place for writing.
_ Everything seemed to interfere. ' For example, he was as full of ideals ,
about women ~s he was about advertising. He wasn't so ,bad looking
in those" days-a little skinny and neurasthenic, as naive as they comeand I can see w~y a woman like, well, Jillia, I'll call her, would make a
play for him. Hell yes, I can understand it! . But he' couldn't then,. and
it was pretty marvelous to him.
"Hold OQ, though; I'm getting ahead of my story..' The~id took
his typewriter ~nd a ream of paper and locked Ilimself in his room. He
went at the job as if he had to make a deadline. He'd gotten into the
slapdash habit and couldn't break it overnight. He read his stuff over,
and saw it wasn't worth a ~hoot. He tore it up and started again. It
smelled a mile off. He started again. That can get discouraging.
r
He'd go out, smoke a cigarette, walk around, eat something, and gefierally waste time. '
"
. '
~
"He told himself he ,needed relaxation, to get his mind off his
novel. A fresh outlook, renewed energy, and that sort of stuff; But
actually he had IIlet this-Julia, and he was ~nly rationalizing. You
.see, he wa~ having 4inner O~e evening at the hotel. All the tables were
full, and she'swept up to him like a queen, took a seat, and gave him a
.
'
dazzling smile.
"'Doyou mind if I have dinner with ,you?' she asked. He didn't.
Through the meal she talked of herself and got him to talk too. By
,dessert she knew all about him, even to 'the part about the novel. He
found out, or at least she told him, that she was a widow, spending a
few weeks there to get over her heartbreak, et 'cetera. But he, didn't
care what she was; he was already iIi her clutches.
'
"That same itight he went with her to the little ballroom, they
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had beer (didn't sell anything stronger to ladies .in those days), and
he danced with her.
, .0.
" 'You're so different,' she said. 'You are so sensitive: I've always
wanted to meet a man >with brains instead of money.'
"Maybe you can imagine how he talked-'Why haven't we met
b~fore?' He had ideas already about what he was going to get out of
this affair. 'Women always bored me until you came along. But you
aren't like the women I've known. I believe you can appreciate what
an artist is trying ·to do.'
" 'Why, of course,' she said. 'Let's never have a thing mar our
friendship. Yo~'re so young and idealistic and good. I want our
friendship to be something you'll cherish all your life, even ,if I can't
ever be anything more to you than a ca,sual friend:
"'But I want you to be more than thad' he said. 'We have so
much in common. I have a lot of things I want to talk to you about:
" 'If I can help even a little, you only have to ask,: she answered,
in a way that would curl your hair. 'I want to be very dear to you:
"Maybe it was the liquor, excitement of music, and her sex appeal,
all combined. 'Then let's be as dear and close,' he said, 'as two people
can.' So, they were. That night, in fact, she came to his room and
didn't leave until early the next morning."
Tom blew a cloud of smoke like a sigh.
"She was beautiful," he said. "I wish I could make you see her
as she was then. It looked as if he'd found the one woman. But the
next day as he looked back on it, it did seem a little too easy. He decided to keep the affair in proper perspective and tried to plunge into
his work. But when he finally sat down to his¥,typewriter he was completely dissatisfied. First of all, he was begin~ing to see that he had
to pay the price of seven years' slipshod copy writing. Composing a
respectable paragraph of prose is quite different from dreaming up ,
slogans to sell brassieres. His mind wasn't clear and keen as it probably had been 'befor~ grubbing in advertising. ~He was cynical, in a
way, in spite of his idealism, and it takes a fresh perception to make a
fine writer.
"He turned to Julia, even while he told himself she was only an
interlude, that he was learning something from her that would be useful later. He thought he really hadn't any serious, intentions about
her. Actually, she provided him with a'suq:essful direction, gave him
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a feeling of"importance, and so on. SQ.he put the cover on his machine
and spent his time making love.
"One night they went boating There was a fine lake, surrounded by firs $at grew right down to the edge" of the water, and the moon
was yellow and bright. They got a rowboat! pushed off, and rowed 'way
out. It was quiet-even the laughter and snatches of song that came
from the hotel Sounded far away and unreal. , He arranged som"e pillows so that .they could rest, and she took his head in her lap. ,He
looked up at her in the moonlight, smelled her fragrance, and was
happy. He was happy because he was successful.
," 'Y~:U'veq-'given my life meaning,' he said. 'I never knew what
it was to be contented until I met you.'
" 'You've giyenme something to live for, too,' she said. 'But don't
give me more of yourself than you wish to-""you are going to be great
writer some day. That's more important than anything else.'
u 'There'~ only one thing important to me,' he said, not knowing
for sure that he meant it, ~that ,is, t.2 make you happy.'
'You're a darling, and you're-1ny poet.'
, Tom leered at me. "My God~ the poor damned fooll
"It was like that night after night-on the l*e, on moonlight hikes,
- and most of all, of course, in one or the other of their r~oms. As I say.
it w~ with uneasiness that he ~surrendered his time, his thoughts, and
. everything el&,e to her-at first. But it got so that he wasn't do~ng anything else. It was increasingly pleasant. He found he could forget his
inadequacy by submerging himself in her. And he didn't even know
anyth,ing about her, really.' She knew a he~l of a lot more about him.
You see, she'd be~n around. Being handsome, the boys had always
played up to her. She was spoiled clear through, her tastes were extravagant, and besides all that, she was a woman of loose character. The
first night should have told him that, but apparently it didn't.
"She led him around by- die nose. 'My poetl' My Godl Well,
he persuaded her to marry him. And from that time on he lv,asn't a
poet or anything else blita check-signer. What' do you suppose he
did? Crawled back on his' belly asking for his old job-the only thing
he knew how to do where money was. Well, he got it. He's still at it."
Old Tom stopped as if he was tired. "That's why I say," he went
on after a minute, "it all depends on how you get educated." He
pulled out his watch. ".God, here I've been rambling on like-like the
Ancient Mariner."
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"Yes:' I said, "we'd better get back to the o~ce:'
I couldn't help thinking of what he had told me as we rode up on
the elevator. I was also afraid they'd notice he had been drinking
more than usual. when we walked back into the office. They might
have missed us too.
There was somebody waiting for him. It was a lady wearing expensive furs-a woman who must have been a real beauty at one time,
and ·she ju~ped right up and asked him where he h·ad been. I was
surprised at the way she talked.
~
"So there you arel" she said, quite loud. "You've been drinking
again, I see:'
Old Tom looked around and tried to get her out of the room. ,He
took her by the arm and was making signs for her to speak more softly.
. It really was embarrassing to me.
"I should think you'd be ashamed!" she said. "WheI\ever I come
to the office it's the same thing. Out with a young boy, too, and probably getting him drunk!"
.
Of course I left the office, pretending I had business elsewhere, because I did not want to embarrass th,em by being present at a family
altercation. I really was surprised, w,hen I thought about it, that such
an imposing lady, dressed so expensively and more like someone in a
play, should be the wife of a carelessly dressed and even shabby person
like Tom Harter.
, Now you can probably see what is bothering me. I have always
thought Tom .Harter a swell guy, and I've looked up to him as the
kind of person I'd like to become. It should be fine to work for an important firm like Crane, Higginson, Bostwick & Shotwell. But I don't
really know if there is such a great future in it for an ambitious person.
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NEGRO FOLKLORE '~N
NORTH AMERICA
A. Field of Research
]. Mason Brewer
of the American Negro has a rich !nheritance
.. from its African background. Without this major cultural ingredient there would be no "Negro folklore" as distinct from ·that of
other region&al folklores of the New World. Probably no people have
. been so completely the bearers of tradition and tradition alone as have
the African 'slave-immigrants, for they brought with them no lllaterial
possessions to aid in the diffusion and growth of the arts and customs
of their home land. Though empty-handed perforce, they camed in
their minds and hearts a treasure of complex musical forms, dramatic
speech, and imaginativ~ stories which .they preserved through the vital
-art of self-expression. Wherever the slaves were ultimately .placed
they established an enclave. of African cultn;re that flourished.:in spite
of environmental disadvantages, with the result that the original treasure has grown for the enrichment of themselves and of others.
The cultural background held in common by these Africans introduced all along the easterp seaboard of the Americas gave rise to AfroAmerican cultures with localized ch~racteristics. Yet while disparate
. in speech-FrencQ, Spanish, Portuguese, or English-these regional
types of Negro life may be regarded as aspects of an historical whole.
For this reason, when considering the Negro folklore of North America
it is customary to include with it the 'Vest Indies area as part of the
same cultural development. The various.pattems of song, story, and
custom which grew locally manifest a comm0l?- identity of background.
The major efforts of tlte folklore student in the Negro realm have
been directed toward the 'establishment of the true historical'sources
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of Afro-American folk inventions, and on the literary side, toward the
exploitation of Negro folkways as basic materials of artistic value for
novels, dramas, opera, and poetry. Some consideration has been given
the psychological values encouched in these traditional materials, especially in the case of "John Henry," the steel-driving folk hero, but the
folklore 'scholar has yet to make a thorough investigation of the psychological factors operating in the emotional life of the folk Negro
as it is reflected in his traditions. The work of research folklorists in
this field has been fruitful, but the progress in analyzing and comparing
data does not nearly equal that dohe·in the collecting of raw materials.
An examination
of Negro folklore in North America reveals the
..
fact that the culture traits brought here by African tradition-bearers
'have been supplemented from their new environment. The new- traits
that have been acquired during the several hundred years of the Negro's
~erican existence are equally as important as their predecessors when
we seek to define the character of present-day Negro folklore. The
amalgamation of the old traits and the new has resulted in a distinctive body of cultural expression peculiar to the race that produced it. .
This native Afro-American .culture embracing folk li,terature and
folk arts and crafts is a product of the untrained Negro mind and hand.
The Negro spirituals, slave se~ulars, ~allads, work songs, songs of
protest, blues, animal tales, legends, ghost lore, realistic ~les, proverbs, .
folk sermons, folk-say, and folk speech constitute the Negro's folk literature. His folk arts and crafts consist of his music, dances, simple
handicrafts, folk-medicine, voodoo and conjure practices, and his
folk«cupations.
The chief breeding plac~s for these fundamentals of human expression have been the river bottoms, sea islands, lake aJIld water-front
districts of the southern United States and the rural communities of
Haiti, Jamaica, and Cuba. Other minor sources of this varied blend
of group composition are Canada, Mexico, the southwestern plains
area of the United States, geographically-and the Underground Railroad movement, historically.
,
Negro oral traditions and folkways have attracted the attention of
eminent folklorists for many years. The Negro spirituals and animal
folktales occupy prominent places in American literature and have
been the objects of intensive collection and profound research. More
recently, however, collectors have turned their attention to other types
of Negro folk expression, and some valuable collections of secular
\~
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songs, super~titions, ghost stories, fol~sat, and realistic tales have been
.'
.
'
collected ~d published;
Most of this now visible tradition has been collected by personal
interviews with the old folk ~n' districts especially' rich in Negro' tradition. The collectors for the most part have been white persons with
whom the old· Negroes were well acquainted-plantation owners or
their relatives. Because of this intimacy it was ~ot difficult to get these
old frie~ds to sing, talk, and philosophize. As a result of the activities
of these pioneer collectors some comprehensive and authentic collections of songs aDd stories have been preserved. .
Within recent years the recognition of Afro-American folklore in
. North America as a field for systematic' research and precise compa~ative analysis such as has' been made 'EOI' folklores of European
derivation-Briti~h-American, French-Ametican, Spanish-Americanhas led to ~ore sound methods of investigation. Although the interview method of collecting is still used, the trained folklorists of the last
decade <,have' preferred using ~echanical recording apparatus for their
field work. :'This, method' is an. improvement over the former because
not only is the exact text of the informant's contribution preserved but
the individual manner in which he sings or narrates it is reproduced.
The utilization of this collecting device has been responsible for the
present availability of many reliable compilations of Negro lere. As
a result of the use of this new technique hundrec;Is of records of Negro
folksongs and tales have be~n assembled· in the National Archive of
Folk Song of the Library· of Congress.
A third method of collection which has been practiced, by some
field workers and creative writers is the "Observation" or "Listeningin'~ method. In .this case, the singer or narrator is oblivio:us of the
collector's ~ j>urj>ose, while the collector concentrates his full sense of
audition and memory in intensive attention td retain his 'observations
until he can put them in writing. Many important collections of
Negro folk materials have been saved in this manner; however, the
professional folklorists approve this method only when more accurate
means of repoFtingare impossible~
The layman well may ask: How: trustworthy as true tradition
are these human expressions, regardless of what method is employed
in recording them? . As in the other social sciences which draw gata
from personal narratives or human sources it has been found that the
effort of
spontaneous composition is too great ~or the average inform, .
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ant: he will rely on his fund of knowledge, report what he ha:s learned
as the easy and. ~atural thing to do rather than,. strive to concoct imaginative material. Moreover, the trained investigator quickly
recognizes the spurious invention when it is attempted. My own experience in collecting has consistently demonstrated to me the foliowing
reactio~s in the responses of Negro culture carriers. -Older people,
ranging in age' from sixty to one hundred years of age, are· most
responsive' when questioned alone'!; High school and college students
are more responsive when queried in a group. The most unreliable
informant is the Negro between the ages of thirty and sixty.. Of course,
there have been exceptions, but almost invariably the narrator of this
age span is inclined to provide the collector with substitute products
which bear no. actual relationship to folklore, to true traditional forms.
. There are' still certain branches of N egr~ folklore that provide
fertile fields for the persistent collector. "John," the clever folk hero
of the Southern plantation, has received only casual attention from
recorders of Negro lox:e: Although a pr.oduct of the Negrofolk mind
of an earlier period of American history than that in which it later
conceived "John Henry," the steel-driving hero, "John" has not
enjoyed the popUlarity or attained the folk stature of the latter. The
same may be said of "Pierre Le Guerc," the Creole folk-curing Negro
~ guitar player of the Louisiana cane brake and swamp ,Sections who,
according to tradition, cured the sick and lovelorn by singing verses
to the a~companiment of his instrument. He is described as having
been a short, thin mulatto, who had a different verse to sing for each
ailment of his patients.
.
.
The most interesting instance of Negro folk paradox, to me, is
that of the Mexican Negro folk hero, J ose Vasconcelos, popularly .
known as El Poeta Negrito (The Little Black Poet). He is believed
to have been born in the early part of the eighteenth century in Amolonga, Mexico. His parents were Negroes who had been brought to
Mexico from the Congo. He lived among the Mexicans and made up
verses about them on various occasions. His" verses were transmitted
orally from person to person until, eventually, they were collected
and printed in El Calen~ario del N egrito Poeta, edited by S. Blanquel.
The first of these appeared in 1856, and one was published each year
thereafter until 1872. Hence these Calendarios are of great interest
and value to the student of folk life in Mexico in the eighteenth
century.
,
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This tra~tion is peculiar in that it is built around an actual figure
who lived. and composed his ,verses in' Mexico. The personality isNegroid in spirit, Mexican by adoption; Mexicans tell the tales, but
they are about this Negro who originated the poems. His major
theme was a refutation of the generally accepted notion of white superiority because, in all his poems, ,usually witty quatrains -composed
on the spur of. the moment, El· Negrito Poeta shows himself mentally
superior to ~is· Spanish and Mexican contemporaries.
Because of. the particular significance of El Negrito Poeta's contribution to Mexican nation~l folklore, let us note an example o~ one
of the briefest bits from his many poignant episodes.
-

.

Viendo el poeta pasar a una dama por el atrio de un templo, bien eonacida por'su coquetismo, Ie dirigi6, estimulado por los amigos que Ie rodeban,
la satira siguiente:
Aunque aparentas ser rica
pox= tu. traje y compostura,
otra cosa me asegura
que no eres mas que una_mica.1

./

-Or in translation:
Seeing a woman well known for her coquetry pass through the entry
of a -church, the poet, stimulated by the friends a:-ound hini, addre~ed to
her the following satire:
_. .
0

0

Although you pretend to be rich
By your cloth~s and your bearing.
Something else assures me
That you are only a she monkey.
$

The diversified -nationalities of the North American colonists
~ong whom the Negtoslaves were forced to live-English,French,
Spanish-and the later association of their descendants with the American Indian and Mexican caused the Negro's culture, even within the
United States, to become localized and vaLied, rather than national
. and unified. The folk products emerging from these various assimilations have yet to be subjected to an histo~ical, literary, a~d mus~
cological analysis to trace ·their origins to one of the several national
cultures interwoven into their fabric. -Such study ,should'determine
not only the white origins of' many items present in the framework of

o

. 1 Nicolas LeOn,- El Negrito PoetaMexicano ., sus POpulaTes Versos (Mexico City,
19(1) , p. 66.
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these materials, but also asce~tain to what extent the African influence
has been exerted in return on white tradition. Similarities as well as
differentiations have developed in. the long, slow growth of American
folklore with its admixtures from Indian, Mexican, white, and Negro
sources in the entire southern half of the United States, and these too,
research can define. For example, a comparative study. of Negro and
white superstitions should be made, since there are many identical
items resulting from intercultural borrowing.
Early recognition of "the artistic elements in Negro folksongs and
stories encouraged their collection to the neglect of other phases of
Negro lore. For instance, there has been an overabundance of animal
tales collected, but the realistic folktale still needs to be recorded and·
studied. Little attention has been paid to the everyday jokes of reallife situations, such as are told around the rural general stores and in
barber shops in cities and town~ where the Negro story tellers hf the
community gather on Saturday afternoons to exercise thq.r talents.
Of equal interest and import to the furtherance of ~ound folklore
study, whether the field be Negro or any other, is the p~oblem of sep- ~
arating authentic folklore collections from those which are simply
folkloristic in flavor. There are a large num~er of volumes existent
today bearing the label of Negro folklore which are only stylistically
imitative of it and in many il.lstances fall shori of the qualifications
needed to admit them to this bracket. Because of this confusion between the real and the spurious, it seems worthwhile to append here
a brief list of publications which are the products of sound collecting
and research techniques.
.
The numerous collections of North American Negro folklore
cover a wide variety of types and themes. Many of them are of great
merit and have enjoyed wide circulation. Those interested in becoming acquainted with a more extensive array of titles may satisfy
this urge hy consulting the Negro Folklore Bibliography compiled by
Arthur Huff Fauset in Alain Locke's The New Negro (New York:
Albert and Charles Boni, 192 5} , Myrtle Funkhouser's "Folklore of the
American Negro: A Bibliography" (Bulletin of Biblio~aphy, vol. 16,
1936-39), and The Negro South section of a more recent folklore
guide entitled, "American Folk Songs and Folk Lore,".a regional bibliography compiled by Alan Lomax and Sidney Robertson Cowell (New
York: Progressive Education Association, 1942).
With competent and enthusiastic collectors in the field and de-
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voted and critical-minded research specialists at work, the status of
Negro folklore research in North America is being vastly improved.
. As many of the problems inherent in the structure of N:egro folklore
are .being solved, the Negro's ~American experience is enhanced by a
more correct appraisal of his culture history and contribution to Amer, itan folklore in general.
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sat numbly beside her husband where he lay beneath
a crazy-quilt on the hard boards of their crude bed.
"Never again will he feel the hardnesS of that ugly bed," she
thought. "Never again will he promise 'Next spring, Klara, I will
from town bring you a stere bed.' Never again will he tell me his
pI.ans of filling the grainary with the best wheat in North Dakota, in
the whole country. ,.Never' again-never again-"
The words ran through ·her brain like precious grains of sugar
escaping from 'a hole in the sack; there was no stopping them. Memory after memory fol1owed-sh~.could feel once more the jolting ox-cart
that brought them to the wide prairie land on the Red River. She
agonized again over the death of their firstborn son;_again praised
God in thaQ-l\fulness for sparing their youngest, Karl, from' the dread
plague.. She looked with unseeing eye out the small window of the
log cabin. Instead' of the bitter November winter, ~ene that was
really there, she saw John. NotJohn here, dead and stiff beneath her
quilt, but John as he. moved slowly and methodically behind the oxen
breaking the first sod for their first crop. Her memory bridged the
gap between that first spring and the ne?tt; John was Vtere_in the yard
building his beloved UgraiiIary." No, matter if the neighbors ,called
it foolish work. No matter if he neglected improvements on the cabin
so. he could complete the grainary. What if their cabin was only threesided and cold, John had h~s grainary by_fall, didn'~ he? And It wasn't
his fault the grasshoppers took the wheat sO there was nothing to put
in it, was it? And could he 'be blamed for the prairie fire? John's
hand outside the qu~lt was not cold and blue-white; 'Klara saw it red
and blistered from fighting the prairie fire of '96. Well, he saved
LARA HOLTZ
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the grairiary even though the wheat was gone again. She s~w him
slumped in exhaustion against the grainary wall, the last of the fire
dying in the blackened prairie grass beside him. But it could have
been worse. If there had been a crop to .harvest, John would· n~ver
have found time to roll up the logs for the fourth wall in their cabin.
And John said he'd fill the grainary next fall, didn't he? Could" he
help it he got lung fever from burning his lungs in the smoke of the
fire? If he hadn't fought the fire, he would have lost his grainary and
now, never agaln-.
Klara's memories were interrupted by Mrs. Wr-gestrand, who had
come over to attend to the final needs of the body. Forty below
weather and six-foot snow drifts could not stop Mrs. Wigestrand when
she felt Death needed her assistance in releasing a poor neighbor from
all his trouble. That was the least she could do, give Death a final
gentle pat on the back.
"If Klara could cry only," she thought. "She sits there as if'she
could see another world. How am I going to tell her wei can't bury
him even, let alone have the funeral that is decent?"
Klara rose as if in answer to Mrs. Wigestrand's unspoken question.
"Death does not seasons respect, Klara," Mrs. Wigestrand began. "The
snow, the frozen ground, we-"
"You need say no more, Mrs. Wigestrand," answered Klara. "I
know. No coffin, no fun~ral, no minister, no burial until sprihg when
nature will allow it. I have thought-it is best-John would like it so
. -in the grainary."
The men came that afternoon-Mr. Wigestrand, Peter Schmidt,
Hans Olin, Adolf Braaten. Mrs. Wigestrand met them at the door;
she had finished her task of clothing and straightening the body~·
"Klara understands. It is in his grainary to be. And, remember, no
matter what you have thought--'no time is now to say about the
grainary."
They carried the body of John Holtz out of the cola poor cabin,
floundered through the snow toward the granary, stopping now and
then to lay their stiff burden in the high drifts. The granary door
was stuck with snow; it took them half aD hour to get it open even
though they worked fast. They didn't like the idea of John lying
outside in the snow while they worked to get into the granary they
had ridiculed so often. Inside, the snow clung like rough plaster to
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the logs, and. the drifts were .almost as high as those they had pushed
from in front of the door.
. "Seems disrespectful-like to John to just lay him in here in the
snow," said Peter. "Wished we could at least a coffin had."
"But boards are to be had not," grimly commented Haris. "No
wish-just ain't to be."
.
" "There isn't here" a smooth spot. Let's just stand him in that
. corner where there's the least snow," suggested Adolf.
So the men quickly scraped a place for John's feet, and set him
in the comer actoss from 'the door. He stood as though on guard over
the drifts of snow that should have been his w~eat. They closed the
door carefully and barred it shut with a heavy log to keep out wolves
and coyotes.
. _
Klara, still with no tears to shed, thanked the men and absently
promised to call on th~m for other assistance any time she needed it.
Then· she turned back into the cheerless cabin to cook her meager
supper for her children. The dead can take 'care of themselves, but the
'
living need looking after.
Thus all through the winter Klara carried on as before, showing
no outward sigps of grief, but doggedly attending to the wants of her
children and to the never-ending duties on the farm. Each' day on
her way to the sod lean-to that ho:used the one bony cow, she passed
the granary. Sometimes she paused as if to say a word to John, but
then she remembered and walked on. Never. again would he answer
herSpring came at last that year, too. And with it, after the first,._
good thaw, came'the burying party. All the neighbors by common
consent dropped their spring's work for a day, and joined together
to go from farm to farm to bury those ~ho had died during the frozen
montlls of winter. Peter Schmidt's youngest grandson had died; so
they stopped there first before coming to Klara's. They, too, had
.done what they could under the circumstances; they kept the cnild's
body in the bpttom dresser drawer until the buryi~g party came.
Then they buried him, dresser drawer and all, in the soft spring
earth. They couldn't have made as nice a coffin; the gaping hole in
"the bottom of the dresser served as well as any marble monument to
the child's memory.
Klara joined the grepup as it filed silently into her 'yard and led
the way to the granary. rrhe men removed the log. from the door, and
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substituted the rough plank they u$ed to carry the bodies to the burial
spot. They swung open the door and pushed the plank forward in
readiness. Klara's breath came sharply; John no longer stood, on
guard over his empty granary. He sat in a dejected slump in the
comer, his arms outstreched as if at last he understood defeat. Klara
began cryi~g softly and .without hope.

....
;
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STEPHA,NE MALLARME:
A RECpNSIDERATION

Francis C. GolDing
that. two whol1ycon~dictory schools of poetry
should have traced their origins' back to on~ and the ~ame man.
Both the greatest -Decadent theorist-Laforgue-and the greatest
Symbolist-Mallarme-considered themselves legitimate heirs of Baudelaire. And, indeed, they 'were equally justified in their claims. A
great and complex poet like Baudelaire offers many points of departu're
for future writers; what seems unified in him by virtue of his artistic
discipline may be deco~pos~d into isolated strains bv his followers.
Thus the Decadents inherited and subsequently modified Baudelaire's
love for sensory detail, his nervous r~alism, and his confessional
frankness, while the Symbolists fa~tened on hi~ transcendentalism and
his worship of "absolute" beauty, the refractions of which he had
pe!ceived throughout the phenomenal world.
Two main tendencies, then, stem from Baudelaire: one towards
a further p~rticularization of our 'sense perceptions, the other towards
the evocation of "absolute" and hence supra-sensory beauty. The
Symbolists showed little interest in Baudelair~'s sharp realistic detail
and even less in the frankness of his confessions; in fact, both these
traits made them feel slightly uneasy. Nor did-they relish his constant
pursuit of the bizarre and the strikingly novel. . While Laforgue
praised Baudelaire for combining the properties of lea cat, a Hindu, a
Yankee, an Episcopalian and an alchemist," Mallarme emphasized
the severe and solemn beauty of many Baudelairian pieces. It was
this beauty he wanted to emulate; to him, as to Baudelaire at his best,
POe~ was a ceremonial or ivdeed a ritual. Mal1arme's early sonnets
are strongly reminiscent of his master in both cadence an<;1 imagery;
but Baudelaire's metallic ring is hushed, his images are chastened,

I
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and the whole atmosphere breathes a calm which is wholly absent
from the earlier poet.
Mallarme's great enemy-cunningly evaded rather than defeated
in open battle-was reality. To him reality meant strife, squalor,
impurity; it also meant, metaphysically speaking, relativity. His art
was a continuous approximation to the Absolute, to that realm where
.human aspirations are absorbed in the stillness of the ideal. All his
life his mind circled around the problem of fatality and chance-that
fascinating and insoluble problem-and his poetry is the greatest attempt in literary history to write lines in which there would be nothing
fortuitous, nothing adventitious, nothing savoring of the heat and
struggle of human existe~ce. Thus a higher reality is posited-the
reality of art-which is wholly autonomo~s and does not correspond
to anything actual. This tendency finally results in an art without
subject matt~r, turned back. upon itself and deriving pleasure only
from the beauty of its outline, as Narcissus did from his image in the
river. All great art of the past had aimed at the ~aq.sfiguration of'
actual life and actual experience; but, however complete the transsubstantiation, it started out by feeding on base and transitory matter.
Mallarme's fastidiousness felt offended at such a thought; he did not
wish to be reminded of impurity, even indirectly. Besides, life was
forever vague, amorphous, impossible to order or classify. He .finally
came to consider his own imaginative reality not only p.urer but also
more tangible than the reality of actual life.. There is more than mere
irony in his f~mous statement: eel exhibit with dandyism my incom\
petence to anything other than the Absolute."
A poet who rejects life is apt to become either rigid and austere
in his verse, or else strident and cynical. ,Mallarme's rejection of life
is of a different nature. It seems almost an impersonal act-so quiet
is his gesture,. so unemphatic the renunciation. It is precisely this
clean division of life into an artistic and an un~tistic part.which precludes any violent conflict. Since reality and poetry are wholly isolated from each other, the former can make no demands on the latter,
nor is the artist likely to hanker for that fullness ofexperience he has so
irrevocably rejected. Paradoxically, their very isolation from each
other vouchsafes a possible mediation between life and letters: they
exclude each other ~aterially, but p¢rsonal contentment may become
a lower step in a hierarchy whose highest step is assigned to the satisfictions o f a r t - -
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This solution, however, Mallarme ~as not able to achieve without
a previous inner struggle. The fact that his poetry shows few traces
· of such· a struggle should not lead us to believe that the victory was
· easily gained.
~.
Having suceeded in isolating poetry from life, Mallarme. next
turned his attention to a r~valuation of poetic subject matter. In
their own way the Decadent 'poets of the period were trying the same
thing, that is, to obliterate the traditional distinction b~tween "poetic"
and "unpoetic" subjects. Yet it must be said that on 'the whole they
failed to solve the problem. 'By trying not_ to be "poetic" in the conventional sense they became anti-poetic.1 Their fallacy consisted in
the view that any traditional conception of poetic beauty is ipso, facto
· suspect, and that all subjects are virtually of equal poetic value.
To Mallarme, no theme is a p'l"iori "poetic"; but this 'does not
. imply that all themes are of eq~al potential value for the purposes of
poetry. He is determined to develop all the potentialities of the theme
he has selected for treatment; he' knows, .however, that each theme
has a different poetic charge. Thus he may' consider a bicycle gliding
down the road a wholly legitimate theme, yet he is far from asserting
that the potentialities of this theme are equal to the potentialities of,
say, the hair of a beautiful woman. In other words, even though he
banishes no subject from the realm of poetry, he is convinced that
there is a hierarchy of themes, governed not so much by the traditional
notions of "loftiness" and "triviality" as by the richness of their poetic
implications. "Roger Fry, in the preface to his Mallarme translation,
comments very pertinently on this aspect of the poet's method. "The
poetical poet," he .writes, "makes use of words and material ~lready
consecrated by poetry, and with, this he ornaments and embroiders his
own theme. !v.(allarme's method is the' opposite of this. His poetry is
the unfolding of something implicit in the theme. By the contem- plation of the theme he discovers new and unsuspected relations. He
is not concerned that the theme itself, or the objects it comprises, _
should already have poetical quality, nor does he seek to find relations
with other things already charged with emotion." The novelty of
this attitude is perhaps not apparent at firs~ sight, mainly because Mallarme's themes as such do not greatly differ from those of his p'redecessors. True; _some· of his fa.vor~te subjects would have be~n conI I am here referring to their general method. In the few instances where Corbi~re
and Lafargue wrote great poetry it was by temporarily departing'from tbemethod.
",
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sidered slight and trivial by most of the earlier poets; but the bulk
of his work shows no radical departure from what the Parnassie.ns had
deemed fit subject matter for poetry. The reason for this close correspondence lies in the fact that Mallarme and the Parnassiens were
unanimous in their cult of sensory beauty. However, "Mallarme delighted in wholly different aspects of that beauty; he w~ able to detect
poetic potentialities where neither Gautier nor Baudelaire had been
able to detect them. Thus his themes are traditional with a difference;
as soon as we tum from them to his imal;~ery and, especially, to his
diction, we begin to realize the whole import of his innovations.
Mallarme was the first French poet to use words consistently for
their connotativ~ rather than for their denotative value. Straight
denotation was incompatible with the language of poetry, for poetry
should. not attempt to communicate rational experiences. For the
latter purpose, pros~ was the proper vehicle; verse should carry with it
the vagueness of dream and create in the reader a state of·enchantment.
Hence the numerous incantatory lines in MallaTme, which, though
not wholly without meaning, need the support of the context torlbe
clearly apprehended. The famous exordium of Dont...,.du Poeme:

Q

. Je t'apporte l'enfant d'une nuit

d'Idum~el

is a good example. As we read on, it becomes increasingly clear that
the poet here celebrates the birth of a POem~his :~lIerodias"; he
has been working at it all night, and now dawn b~eaks·and he beholds
the tptished product, "black, with wing bleeding, pale and junfe.athered."
It is, "'indeed, as unattractive to the eye as, a newbonr q'hild; and the
bewildered father entrusts it to the loving care of his wife-CIO nursing
mother . . . receive this horri'ble birth"-hoping ,that she may
adopt it, and feed it like her own child.
Don d,,!, Poeme is anything but a lucid piece; yet after having
r~d the whole poem, we are more or less able to grasp the. various
oblique references and corresponaences. The first line then beco;mes
contextually clear-Salome is a princess -of Idumean descent.! Detached
from its context, it remains' wholly obscure. Now it is true that this
latter trait is not at all peculiar to Mallarme; no other poet, however, is
2 Mr. Denis SauratOs cabalistic interpretation of "La Nuit dOIdumee" (Nouvelle
, Francaise, 1981, pp. 920 If.) 1 find highly interesting but not compelling.
,

;1
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as rich as he in single lines whiCh are obscure and, at the same time,
linger in the memory by ~irtue of their strange evocative charm.8
The whole poem is so characteristic of what may be called MallarIp.e's "middle ·period'.'-that' is, the period between his early Baudelairian pieces and the !ate experiJIlental sonnets-that I shall quote it
in full and then analyze some of its structural features.
Je t'apporte renfant d'une nuit d'Idumeel
Noire, a l'aile saignante et pale, deplumee,
Par Ie verre brule d; aramates et d'or,
Par les carreaux glaces, helasl momes encor
L'aurore se jeta sUr la lampe' angelique, .
Palmesl et quand elle a montre cette relique
A ce. pereessayant un sourire ennemi,
La solitude bleue et sterile a frerni.
a la berceuse, avec.,ta fille et l'innocence'
De vos pieds £raids, accueille une horrible naissance
Et ta voix rappelant Viole et clavecin,
Avec Ie doigt fane presseras-tu Ie sein -,
Par qui coule en blancheur sibylline la femme
Pour les lewes que l'air du vierge azur affame?

Perhaps the most striking feature of this' pi~ce-next to the perfect
.beauty of its movement-is the poet's consistent use of cirqlmlocutions.
Hardly any of the objects he refers to are mentioned by name; and in
the few instances where Mallarme chooses direct expression, he secures
the necessary air of unreality ip different ways; Thus, in the line
L'aurore se jeta sur la lampe angelique

he dynamizes, ~rough his <;hoice of the verb jeta~ a relationship which.
is" ordinarily conceived in stationary terms. Sit:nilarly, the "frozen

Q

8 Mr. Yvor Winters in his essay ""The Extension and R.eintegration of the Human'
Spirit through the Poetry mainly French and American since Poe and Baudelaire" (New
Caravan, 1929) has an interesting passage on the point in question. After quoting J.
Riviere's praise of the Baudelairian line
_
"Le printemps adorable a perdu son odeur"

he proceeds: "Arid yet the weight that one feels in this' line when one reads it .in the
poem-Le GOiU du Neant-is in a considerable part lost in isolation, and this fact reveals
at least one very important part of the secret of Baudelaire's art. • • • Mallarme, in
his later work especially, tended more and" mote to isolate the arcana of expression (consider, for instance, the sonnet beginning Surgi de la croupe et du bond, the very first line
of which, with nothing to follow, no meaning, no subject attached, is dynamic) through
the choice of . subjects that in .themselves are trivial or bizarre or both:'

,
t= •
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panes" become less real through the additional epithet mornes, which
~ansfers a state of mind to the sensory object; and his wife's voice is
introduced not for its intrinsic quality but for its evoGative charm,
which reminds the poet of "viol and clavecin." As.,for the rest of the
piece, each item is expressed in a wholly oblique manner; each word
strains to leave the actual scene in order to catch an echo of something
which is really outside the compass of the poem, even though it may
conceivably associate with it and, by so doing, reinforce it.
Mallarme's complex syntax, which abounds in inversions and appositions, supports the obliquity of his utterance to the highest possible
degree. The involutions of his periods unfold slowly, coil after coil,
and then come to a sudden and wholly unexpected stop. The movement of his line becomes even 'more sinuous on account of the free use
Mallarme makes of the enjambement. The· co-ordination of these
various traits leads to a kind of poetry in which the elements of reality
are well-nigh obliterated. His images do not correspond to any sensory
objects; his sentence structure bears no resemblance whatever to actual .
speech; and his words are chosen solely for their associative potency or,
as Roger Fry puts it, for their aura. In th.e preface already quoted, Mr.
Fry writes:
•
If I am right in thinking that this cumulative effect of the auras

of words is the essential quality of the poetic art, Mallarme must be
regarded as one of the poets who has studied it most intently and deliberately. It may, of course, be discovered that that conscious and
deliberate focusing on the essence of art is not fortunate for the artist.
It may be that the greatest art is not the purest, that the richest forms
only emerge from a certain richness of content, however unimportant
that content may be in the final result. But, these are questions which
concern the psychology of artistic· production, rather than the nature
of aesthetic perception. Certainly no poet has set words with greater
.art in their surrounding, or given them by their s~tting a more sudden
and unexpected evocative power.
.

Each new poem of Mallanile is a further step towards that volatilization of content he strove for. His two longest and most ambitious
poems-"Herodias" and "The Afternoon of a Faun"-still show a
residuum of palpable sense and coherence; but, like his Faun, the poet
evaporates more and more the sensual forms into an "empty, sonorous,
monotonous line." In his later sonn~ts the atmosphere becomes so
rarefied asio be unbreathable. Here all connecting links are finally
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abandoned; the expression is n9 longer periphrastic but wholly elliptic.
'These pieces are, with few exceptions, interieurs, which purport to
deal with· concrete inanima~e objects; but, paradoxically, the more
concrete the object Mallarme paraphrases, the more allusive and enigmatic becomes his treatment of it.

o

o

Mallarme's hate of contingency had made him averse to any-kind
of subjective poetry; that is, to a poetry which deals explicitly or symbolically with human experience. He consequently turned .more and
more towards the world of inanimattr objects. Here, "at last, was a
world that consisted in itself, immutably and serenely, forever removed from the curse of growth and decay. At the same time, his
skepticism with regard to any conscious handling of words increased
steadily. Since he could not see any deeper correspondence between
words and ideas, whether pre-established or sanctioned by convention,
it was only natural that he should end by according complete supremacy to the poetic" medium as' such. His ~ell-known statement:
tiL'oeuvre pure implique la disparition elocutoire du poete,qui cede
l'initiative aux mots, par le heurt de leur inegalite mobilises" is an
excellent expression of that belief. Words are here regarded as sentient
beings, which are perfectly capable of self-government; the role of the
poet is reduced to that of a master of ce!emonies, who corrects occasional false steps, adds the finishing touches, and watches carefully lest
propriety be violated. Mr. Peter Quennell, ~n his essay on Mallarme,
characterizes the attitude very well:
0

He would have preferred if' his poems could have had a spontaneous generation; he deplored the arrogance of the creator, the creator's
bustling inefficiency and noise,-having always at .his back the creator's
shrilly enunciated desire for "self-expression," and taking refuge from
it in a system w4ich should, -as far as possible, have excluded the human
element, the element of personal hazard, substituting a grave obscurity
which is the result of abstruse laws efficiently carried out, where at present
there was the chaos of comprehensible observances light-heartedly abused.

Mallarme's later poems, especially the sonnets, follow his precepts as
closely as is humanly possible. He leaves, indeed, the "initiative to the
words." Through lines whose otherwise impenetrable obscurity is at
times lit up" by a faint glimmer of meaning or else by an equally faint
ironic smile, the poet follows the strange vagaries of his verbal images,
in tum loosening and tightening the reins, and always intent on perfect
.,
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concinnity and propriety, on sobriety of feeling and metrical flawless'ness. Here is an example-by' no means the most extreme-of Mallarme's later method. It is particularly interesting in ~at it still deals
with human experience, but the experience has reached the point of
evanescence.
M'introduire dans ton histoire
C'est en heros eHarouche
S'il a du talon nu touche
Quelque gazon de territoire

\

A des glaciers attentatoire

Je ne sais Ie naif peche

Que tu n'auras pas empeche
De rire tres haut sa victoire.
Dis si je ne suis pas joyeux
Tonnerre et rubis aux moyeux
De voir en l'air que ce feu troue
Avec des royaumes epars
Comme mourir pourpre la roue
Du seul vesperal de mes chars

And here is Roger Fry's literal English translation:

....:

To get myself into your story
'Tis as a hero affrighted
Has his naked foot but touched
Some lawn of that territory
Violator of glaciers
1 know no sin so naive be it
That you will not have prevented
From laughing's victory aloud
Say if I am not joyous
Thunder and rpbies at ~e axles
To see in this fire-pierced air
Amid scattered realms
As though dying purple the wheel
Of my sole chariot of evening

Now this is obviously an erotic poem; beyond that, very little can be
stated with assuredness. It may fairly be conjectured that the phrase
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"to get myself into your storyU 'refers' to the "affrighted hero's" attempt to win the beloved woman; apparently he has had some partial
success-hence the term "violator of glaciers," which would be incomprehensible otherwise-but his success. is not only incomplete
but also illicit. He has, in the wQrds of Charles Mauron's commentary,
~'outstepped the permissible limits"; henc~ he cannot rejoice at his
preliminary victories ("I know no sin so naive be it" ft.). ,The two
quatrains-are still held together by a tenuous thread of coherent meaning; the sestet, however, is likely to bafHe the reader completely. Variou~ e,eplanations have-been attempted, all equally ingenious and,equally
arbitrary. Mr.' Mauron suggests that "the poet has not tasted all the
. fr~its of his victory. - V<7ry well then, since no triumph is conceded, he
will command ,one for himself, as poets can ,at the expense of their
imagination. And it shall be a real triumph in the antique style,
with a chariot, imperial purple, and scattered kingdoms all around."
For readers who might demur to this exegesis, Mr. Mauron has an
alternative irtterpretation in store. "If one imagines,u he says, "that
the lovers go to a show of fireworks, the wheel becomes a set-piece with
, red lights and explosions at the centre, dying to purple on the circumference.". Paul Valery, on the other hand, suggests "a pEomenade
in a carriage with wheels either actually red or merely reddened ,by .the
reflection of a setting sun." These conjectures could, of CQurse, be
.
"
-,
continued ad libitum.
So much for the notional content of the poem. If we examine
it in its technical aspects, we find Mall~e's previous peculiarities
multiplied. The imagery consists of a loose sequence. of metaphors"ils s'allumtlnt de reflets reciproques comme une virtuelle trainee de
/e'ux sur des pierreries"-;straight comparisons are ca+efully avoided.
("I er~se the word like £r,om the dictionary," Mallarme once remarked
be called !ymbo~; but
to Edouard Dujardin.) These metaphors
I consider the term symbol not quite appropriate in this case. Mallarme's images merge into eac.h other with astounding ease, whereas
symbols are generally characterized by a ~rtain- specific weight and,
also, by a certain consistency of application. Again we. notice the
. poet's predilection for appOsitive phrases-"Violator
of glaciers,"
.
"Thunder and rubies at the axles"-and for violent inversions-"To
get myself into your story I 'Tis as a hero aJlrighted." The short eightsyllable li~e reinforces the general suppleness and volatility; at the

mar

~
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same time a certain sensuous elegance of contour is preserved, which
reminds us of the poet's earlier work.
Poems like this are saved from complete gratuitousness only by
the poet's perfect taste. He· does not exploit any of his verbal felici- "
ties; his images vanish as quickly as they appear, and the whole tone
of his delivery is so subdued that at times it seems reduced to a whisper.
In this respect, too, Mallarme was wholly consistent with his theory.
To quote Mr. Quennell again:
'Me voici,' exclaims the modem
writer, none the less shaking out between us the folds of his mysterious
pudeur. It was Mallarme, was' it not, who taught him this air, of
,proffering a solution when he wishes to propound an enigm(i;-from .
Mallarme, among others, that he learned this deceptive air of extralucidity, this ambiguous clarity of his which is so much more impenetrable than any attempt at deliberate mystification;-Mallarme who,
before ever M. Jean Cocteau put it into words, formulc~.ted the principle
of tact in audacity? 'Le tact dans l'audace c'est de savoir jusqu'au on
'" peut aZZer trop loin.'
Now the question if and to what extent Mallarme's enigmaticalness was deliberate is impossible to decide, since
the poet never made an unequivocal statement regarding it. When
asked about obscure passages in his poems, he used to exhibit a bland
surprise which, no doubt, was a sign of irony rather than of any real
conviction that readers tended to exaggerate his difficulty. As for
his "ambiguous clarity," it results from the scant residuum of sense,
which can still be found in the later sonnets. Consistent though ~e
was in every other respect, Mallarme seems to have been unwilling to
bring this ultimate sacrifice'demanded by his theory. He was apparently aware that to go farther in that direction would have meant to
destroy something equally inlportant to him: the connotative unity
of the poem.
This minimum unity, as' I should like to call it, is exemplified
in the sonnet quoted above. The plane of reference consists of multiple layers, and each image, though fleeting, imparts its overtones to
the following. Thus. the implied whiteness of the "naked foot" is
taken up by the glacier .image; and the general quality of "red" is
refra~ted throughout the sestet into three different nuances: the purple
of the wheel, the rubies of the axle, and the fiery color of the air.
Each stratum of expression is charged with a different potency; hence
the appeal to our imagination will vary accordingly. The relative
simplicity of a theme like the ?ne in question does in no way detract
U

II
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from the subtlety and diversity of this refraction.. On the other hand,
the less familiar the theme-and, most of Mallarme's later pieces deal
with marginal and remote material-the less likely are we to grasp the
..
various croSs-correspondences. As Roger Fry puts it:
This desire to exhaust even .in the most tIjvial themes the possible
poetic relations explains at once Mallarme's syntax and his so. often resulting obscurity. For him it was essential to bring out all the crosscorrespondences and interpenetrations of the verbal images. To do this
it is often necessary to bring words into closer apposition than an ordinary
statement would allow, or it may be necessary that a particular word should
continue to vibrate as it were for a long time, until its vibrations be taken
up by anothe~ word.

Mallarme went as far as a poet can conceivably go both in the
dislocation of syntax and in the allusiveness and, ambiguity of statement.
These traits make for poet~(: disintegration, but he: was able-at least
in a large portion of his work-'to' use them with impunity on account
of his strict adherence to traditional meter. Had Mallarme decided
to try metrical experimentation, the whole danger of his method would
pave become apparent. As it is, he exhibits a rigorous dassic;:ism in
all points of versification; -and the steadily maintained equilibrium
between this metrical orthodoxy and his revolutionary treatment of
. all verbal and syntactical aspects is one of the most fascinating features
of Mallarme's poetry. Indeed, no poet, whether French or otherwise,
ever attempted to imitate his precarious balance; and- it may be added
that this is not the only point in which Mallarme is inimitable. To
emulate him successfully would require an equally impeccable craftsmanship combined with an equal contempt for reality and for human
experience as poetic material: a combination which is highly improbable and, perhaps, unique. . What influence Mallarme exerted
derives partly from his use of imagery, that is, the supersession of
"transfigurative"· imag~ry by an imagery which is scarcely reducible to
the realm of sensory objects; partly from his general theory of poesie
pure, which was based on Poe's sallies against eloquence, rhetoric, and
didac.~icism. Both these influences have proved problematic, but Mallar~e's poetry abides as one of the most flawless achievements in literary
history. . .,
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happened since you left, and since I assume that you
are interested, I am going to tell you ~ little bit about what happened to me.
In November, 1943, I entered the Bricq factory as assistant en,:
gineer and in January, 1944, I became secret agent, making a liaison
with two groups of the underground' army. So, during the day I
worked at Bricq and at night for the underground. But on May the
fifth I was arrested by thirty militiamen who came to pick me up, and
-my brother as well, early at dawn. After a brief questioning we were
taken to the barracks of the militia at Limoges, wher~ we were imprisoned for fi~e weeks, while those gentlemen'tried, ,by means as various as persuasive, to make us talk.
Since th~y did not find us talkative enough, we learned on July 9
that we were to be taken that evening to the State Prison to be executed. We escaped at three o'clock in the afternoon-in full day-.
light! The city had been in ~, state of siege since the morning. A
Panzer division of 12,000 S. S. had entered the city the previous night;
we certainly selected a fine day. While jumping over the wall, Gerard
sprained his ankle and could walk only with my assistance. Natut:ally,
we had to proceed slowly. We were being hunted, and we had no
identification papers.
By luck we succeeded in reaching the home of a major in the
F. F. I. where we expected to hide, but his wife told us that the major
himself was hiding in his 0WD: back yard, as the Gestapo was looking
for him. So ~e went on to another place, where we remained for a
fortnight, leaving on June 19 to try to reach the Maquis.
The track having been blown up, we had to stay overnight at

M

ANY THINGS

·Phillip L. Melville, who fled France and c:ame to New Mexico about 1941, received
tlus letter early last fall from his cousin, Jean
•. now twenty-two years of age.
The letter as translated by Mr. Melville, now on the research staff at Purdue University,
is otherwise unedited. Jean'. brother Gerard is now twenty years old.
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Brives. While we were resting, two ruffians, guns in hand, came into
. our room and ordered us to follow them to the Kommahdatur. They
questioned us-imagine our extreme amriety since our lives depended
on a single wrong word--.rbut failed to detect our false ide~tity. We
were incarcerated in a camp, and a few days later we left with, dozens
of other "picked-up" F:renchmen as "free" workers.
The trip lasted sev~ntee& days, during which ~e we were not'
even allowed to step out of the box-cir. We traveled througn Bor- Stuttgart, Munich,
deaux, Toulouse, Marseille, Lyon, Metz,. Coblentz,
.
and Salzburg, and arrived on 'August 7 at Graz. There for six months
I had a relatively easy life. Gerard worked in a garage, and I helped
a professor in a research laboratory as chemical engineer. But on
December 10 we were arrested for activitie~ with Jugoslav Partisans.
During the inquiry our false identity was discovered, and on the
eighteenth the nightmare started.
I want to tell you about this monstrous creation. of the. German
Spirit called the conceiltra~ion ca~p. It is not a pretty picture I shall
paint, but a true one. The camp.of which I was an inmate, Flossenburg, was <;alled by the Germans themselves the German Siberia. This
camp was in Bavaria near the Czechoslovakian border. One gets, there
by a road that climbs for kilometers and.kilom~ters over a sinister terrain of black pines and ro~ks and ravines. Above the gate is the
diabolically cynical inscriptio!!: "Arbeit macht frei."
As soon as I was inside the gates, I found myself in a 'huge courtyard ,and assailed by a strange odor. I learned Jater that it came from
the crematory, where night and <day bodies were being burned.,
When I arrived in early' winter' there was about, one meter of
snow and the temperature was about -25°. We were taken down
, to the showers. We were, shaven, and 3;11 our clothes and per-sona! belongings confiscated. Then, very "generously we were
presented with a pair' of ragged trousers, a: buttonless shirt, and
wooden shoes. An S. S. inspected our teeth. All newcomers who had
gold teeth were taken aSide and the gold teeth extracted at once. When
we went back to the courtyard, I contemplated the forbidding surroundings. All around was the camp, composed of about fifty wooden '
shacks oii'~ilie slope of the. mountain. The Camp was' ringed by a
triple fence with barbed and electric wires. Every tw~nty meters was
a tower with a machine gun and a flQodlight. Beyond were the black
pines, the rocks, and the ravines.
<
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We were taken to one of those shacks-which I am going from
now on to call a block-where we were to be quarantined for a few
,days before being sent to work outside the camp in a labor ~ommando.
Our block was a tower of Babel: we found there French, Belgian,
Dutch, Russian, Czech, Serb, Italian, and Polish-men from all the
nations subjected to Nazi rule at the time.
As soon as we arrived, a man who looked like a gangster and who
never lost his cynical smile, gave us the following little talk which
interpreters translated into, five laIl~ages.
You are here in a concentration camp. These are the rules:
. I. Any inmate who attempts to escape and who is caught will be
hanged. .
2. Any inmate who tears his blanket will be a saboteur and will be
hanged.
3. Any inmate who is seen smoking in the block will be considered
as trying to set it on fire and will be hanged.
4. Any inmate. who steals bread from the block master or from any
other authority will be hanged.
5. Any inmate who refuses to work or who destroys tools will be
hanged.
6. Any inmate who steals will receive fifty blows with the gummi.

The gummi is an important instrument in concentration camps.
It is a rubber stick several centimeters wide. Ten blows will kill a
man.
~~
After this welcoming 'speech, which the block master delivered
without losing his smile, each got a piece of material on which was
Written
a number
and which each was to sew· on his shirt. From
,
.
then on we lost all personality, to become merely anonymous numbers.
It was about six at night and quite dark. We went outside for
roll call, a nightly ceremony at which the S; S. counted the inmates
to make sure that none were missing. Roll call was an indescribable
nightmare. We lined up in rows of five. For several hundred men
talking six or seven languages it takes time,. an.d blows of the gummi
were raining all over- the place. Almost naked, our feet in the snow,
standing at attention in the cold night, we had to wait for the S. S. to
get started. Many were stricken by pneumonia and others could
stand no longer because of frozen feet. And some of the calls lasted
for hours.
The food in~luded at noon· a fairly thick soup made with horse-
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chestnut flour, which became sour in tW~l" hours and which killed with
dysentery" thousands of inmates; and at five o'clock we got 250 grams
of bread with sometimes a piec~ of margarine or sausage .
and
that was all for the day.
The organization of the camp was certainly one pf the most diabolical things the human brain has ever··conceived. Among the polit-·
ical prisoners were a few Germans who w~re incarcerated for theft,
murder, etc~ To these murderers' and ,gangsters the S. S. entrusted
the direction of the camp and the supervision of the work. They
distributed th~ bread and the soup and had the gummis, -Clnd consequently ruled .like tyrants. Use your imagination:.-a gangster and
a German combined in oile person!
The most machiavellian ideas were in the brains of those sadists,
to whom human life (of others)' meant less than minus nothing. For
example, if after distributing the soup, ·the block master' announced
that some was left, we, ,ahnost insane with' hunger, would rush to try
to get some more; thereupon the poor fellows who rushed to the kettle
would be killed by blows from the gummi. Two· days after I came
1 saw a friend of mine fall with his skull broken and his brains splashed
around.··
Mter a few days. in camp I left for what is known as a labar Kommando. Of the fifty who .left, twenty-one came back alive. five weeks
l'!ter. In this Kommando (nea,r Nuremburg) we had to unload cars
of electrical material for' the Luftwaffe. Men weakened by disease and
hunger had to carry rolls of 150 pounds of copper wiring. Those
unable to lift the rolls received blow after blow with the gumminot only by the S. S. or the gallgster "straw bosses," but also by soldiers
of the Luftwaffe itse~f. Near us was a camp o~ one hundred'wo~en
doing the same work under the same conditions.
The place where we slept w:as so badly protected that we slept on
the frozen ground in the snow. . Perhaps because we w~re underfed,
our hands and feet froze more easily. In'spite of the atrocious suffering, we ~had to go on working for the Greater Reich.
. On Sunday afternoons there was supposed to be- no unloading, but
the airmen of the L:uhwafIe, lacking distractions, m~4e us "perf~rm"
for them. It was the most humiliating, the worst suffering o~ all. ~.
After five weeks, those still'alive were taken back 'to Flossenburg.
- We made the fourteen-hour journey standing in a' truck, in the wind
and the snow~ with no food of course~ Upon reaching the camp we
-<I
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found that something had changed. Thousands of prisoners stood in
front of the blocks. It was February, when the Soviets were advancing
fast ana the Nazis had had to evacuate the camps of Poland, Silesia,
and East Prussia. Thousands of inmates arrived from Birkeno, Auschwitz, Grothausen, etc. The camp built for 15,000 miserables now
contained forty thousand.
Then the S. S. started extermination on a large scale-and a good
job they made of it. We were overcome by a thick smoke which
made breathing difficult. The smoke came from the pyres where stacks
of bodies were being burnt, since the crematories were. not large
enough. Soon the pyres themselves were not large enough, and the
S. S. made us dig graves- into which were thrown the bodies, dead or
alive, of thousands of human beings, which were then covered with
.
quicklime and sand.
Various means o~ exterminating us were used. For instance, the
"dance of the dead": in the middle of the night we had to get up and
run for hours, naked, around the block. Or we had to stand at attention for hours. Sometimes after roll call we went into the block to
take off our clothes, then walked two hundred meters through the
snow to the showers. Here we were locked in, and so crowded that we
could not sit down. The steam was turned on and we breathed only
with the g-reatest difficulty. We had to stand there twelve hours when
we were released. DQzens fell dead as we crossed the courtyard, and of
course thousands died of pneumonIa.
During the day those who did not work had to remain standing
outside, and at night they did not even get a board to sleep on. They
got only half food rations.
~
An epidemic of typhus broke out, but the hospital had no serum
and no medicine. Men died like flies. Fleas infested the camp and,
unable to sleep at night, we scratched until we bled. The odor of
blood excited the S. S. dogs, which jumped. upon us to get pieces of
flesh.
One day we were all called to the courtyard to witness the hanging.
"
of six inmates. The victims, stripped to the waist, climbed the stools
and passed their heads through the loops. The verdict was read aloud
and translated into five languages. One of the men, a Russian, cried:
"Courage, Comrades, Death to the Nazisl" Even after all that we had
bee~ through it was hard to restrain the tears. The commanding
<

.
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officer, a colonel of the S. S., ~icked the stoolS-and that was all. The
bodies.swung from the ropes for 'several days.
Among all that ignominy, as a proof of German hypocriS'y,J-a huge
Christmas tree stood lighted during the, holidays. I, of course, was
reminded of home and happy times there, and my anguish was multiplied. The hypocrisy of those monsters of cruelty and barbarians I How
many ti~es were we take~ to the hospital for fake check-ups I They
never took care of the sick and wounded, but they kept a record for
the Greater Reich of the hygiene and good care they took of the
prisoners. While the S. S. men were putting on that show, the blocks
of workers became blocks of sick men. At the showers. all the horrors
'due to privation and mistreatment ,appeared: bones breaking through
~ e skin, swollen ·stomachs, yellOW. skin, sores, scars-infection every, ere. The men who did n'?t die quickly enough were pulled out
a d sprinkled with ice-cold water.
.
. The dignity of death disappe~red.. Naked bodies were pulled. 011
the ground, then stacked in cars and tak~n to the pyres or ovens. On
February 20, six thou$a11d prisoners were taken and I among them,
to an airport thirty kilometers away. The. airport was covered wi~
snow, and for twelve hours every day vie had to- tramp over'the snow.
so that planes.could land. '
One night the block- master started using the gummi when we did
. not respon.,d to roll call fast enough to suit him. I caught one blow
that broke my SKull, and I passed out. The other prisonets like a mad
flock stampeded in all directions and I was badly trampled. .By luck
a Frenchman saw me ahd dragged me away~ But after call he had to
leave me, and I remained in a coma ,lor thirty-six hours. When I
woke up I was on a car taking bodies to the oven. I cannot put into
words what I felt. : . .
'
O~ March loa Kommando of 400 ,'prisoners was formed and we
were sent to southern Bavaria. When we were liberated two months
later, on the third of May, 123 ot the 400 were alive, and eighty of
them were dying. During the four-day trip we got no food or beverage.
We were pac.ked 120 in a car and could not move around. When we
arrived, four were dead and seven were insane in my car.
'
'The next day we .-Started to work on an, airport five kilometers
. away. Building a concrete runway, ,we worked with pick and shovel
fourteen hours a day with practically no food. Every night on the
way back meil collapsed' by the roadside. They were taken to the

,' '.
1
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camp, where they. were killed with a few blows of the. gummi, or left
to die of starvation since they no longer worked for their daily food.
I was de~ivered by Patton's Army on May 3, when I was near
death, having had no food whatever for seven days. I was sent to
an American field hospital, where I was nursed-and spoiled-in a
way that my life was saved. I shall never forget what the Americans
did for me for eight days, which were the most beautiful of my'life.
Then I joined the French First Army as an interpreter of the Bretagne Regiment. I left Ratisbonn on May 17 and landed three hours
later in my beloved Paris.
But all the suffering due to the cold, illness, exhaustion, ill treatm'ents, all the mental anguish, the humiliation of being beaten by the
Germans without having a chance to answer, all was dominated by one
supreme torture: hunger: In camp or in the Kommando, day ~r
night, we thought, we dreamed of but one thing: food, food, food!
Su€h hunger killed all sense of dignity, all ·softer human feelings.
Man became an animal again. There was no more comradeship, no
more honesty, no more esprit de corps: one had' to eat-anything to
quiet this crawling, gnawing torture that never left us. We ate potato peelings, most of the time spoiled, picked up along the road; pieces
of cattle beet; grass. We even licked for hours bones left by the dogs
of the S. S., since these beasts got every day large pieces of meat while
we were allowed to look at -the sight.
.,
So. the Germans by means of those conce~tration camps destroyed
in a few years several million human beings. In these enfernos they
had a chance to give a free hand to their sadistic imagination and ugly.
hypocrisy. Whether in Buchenwald or Dachau or Auschwitz or Flossenburg or among the women at Ravensbruck or Birkeno, everywhere
it was the same story. And all the prisoners who got out will tell you
the same thing: we shall never forget! You who were lucky to stay in
France or to join the fight for libetty, you too, I am begging you, for
the sake of peace in Europe and in the world, you, too, do not forget.
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Spud Johnson

On Two Strange Words

-l- ,
I
...I..

will sometimes inexplicably divulge, long
.
after the event, a clear and concise explanation of that event, or
an object in ~t, in simple words of one syllable"T"or, at least in~.the two,
instances I am thinking of, in wor~s of four syl~ables.
One day I was sitting on the porch of a stone house on the banks
of the Rio Grande'looking idly across the water at the great black
boulders on the opposite shore.
, The. dark lava was ~ so~id, ominous wall stretching for miles
north and south. It was spotted with piflon which did not relieYe but,
on the contrary, accentuated the bleakness and desert-like' quality of
"the terta~n. . On this side of the river were lush irrigated valley~,
3rchards, fields' of. corn, cattle; but over there, just a few feet: away,
was uninhabited wildness for miles, north, south, and especially west.
T.he narrow-gauge railw.ay Qsed to be over there somewhere, winding
its tortuous way from Embudo, where it started to climb out of the
canyon, to Taos Junction, far over on mesa tops that were themselves
an abnost impenetrable wilderness. But now even the railroad was
gone, and asa result, the winding roads that 'joined some of its remote
sta,tions to even more remote villages' were gettink fainter ~nd fainter
from disuse, an~ gradually dissolvi~g again ipto the desert.
I suppose I always .thi~k of this wildness' bf the land· across the
river w.hen I look ,at it, and especially when I'm close beside the river
and this untouchable land is so near. It's like .those zoos where the
animals live in a little man-made landscape, sImulating their natural
habitat and separated from us, those other strange animals, by a moat.

O
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So I wasn't surprised at all, on this particular afternoon, to see a
strange and lovely creature suddenly appear out of the undergrowth
on the opposite bank, lift a delicate no~e in the air, and then walk
with beautiful cat-like dignity to the water's edge.
And then, in what th~y call in the movies a "double-take," I was
surprised, for I realized abruptly that I had never seen or heard of
such. an animal before. Its color- was a beautiful so~ grey, and it
resembled a large cat more than anything else. (I should say, offhand,
and as far as I could judge at that distance, that it was a dog-sized cat.)
But it was the way it differed from a cat that made me reach quickly
for the fieldglasses on the table beside me. Not only was its J::tead
disproportionately small compared to the size of its body, and with a
sharper face and more pointed nose, but it had a long, bushy tail, like
a squirrel, as long as its body and beautifully' undulant. It was this
tail, more than anything else, that snapped me to attention and shot
my hand out for the binoculars.
At first I couldn't find it with the glasses, even though I thought
I was focusing on the right spot-and then there it was within range,
almost as though it had leaped at me, and wonderfully near. Again
it raised its sharp nose and turned its graceful head like a mannequin
showing off a new Schiaparelli gown; and then with a slow dignity
and a magnificent swirl of its lovely tail, it disappeared behind a bush
as abruptly as it ~ad appeared.
. That was all. I sat and sat, watching, combing the hillside with
. the glasses, searching o~t crannies and shadpws; but it never re~p
peared. Nor have I seen it ·since. I spend almost every weekend at
that same spot in the stonehouse-I'm sitting there now as I writebut no beautiful dog-sized cat with a squirrel tail has been seen by
'"
me or anybody else.
I des'cribed it to the neighbors and they said: "Maybe racoon."
I described it to my friends and they said: "Maybe white mule." But
none of this was much help except as idle entertainment, because I
had seen racoons before, and I hadn't been drinking.
Then one day I quite unexpectedly remembered a story a friend
of mine told me- about ten years. ago. She had gone to a ranch-and
this was doubtless why my memory had quietly clicked-a .ranch "on
the other side of the river" and two old men living there had a strange
and charming pet, some kind of a cat. What kind? There my memory
failed.

i:
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But the search did not have to be abandoned. Her daughter lived
in my town, and next time I saw her, I explained my search. Her
response was prompt and accurate: "Why, yes, I remember mother telling about that: It was a ring-tailed cat."
The dictionary was promptly consulted: "ring-tailed cat-see
cacomistle." Webster's unabridged ·had a picture of a stupid-looking
'ugly, not very bushy tail, that' did not resemble l1ly
animal with
discovery in the least; and .it stated briefly and unhelpfully that a
cacomistle w,,"s a carnivore inhabiting Mexico and California only, and
was related to the racoon..
But the' {::entury Diction~ry, spelling it "cacomixl," referred me
to' "bassaris": and there was a perfect likeness of my rarity, long-tailed,
sharp-faced, alert. ". . '.' Inhabhirtg the southwest United Sta~es
and Mexico, where it is .called mountain cat and cacomixl. ,It is a
pretty and intelligent creature, about as large as a cat, resembling the
racoon in some respects, but slenderer and with a long furry tail marked
with black and white rings. It is frequendy tamed and makes an
interesting pet."
,
.
.1 was· delighted, not only because I had identified my diScovery,
but because I have always liked Mexican words. I like to think of our
word chocolate as from the Aztec chocolatl, and tomato from hitomatlor is it Xitomatl? And I'm very fond of Popocatepetl, Ixtacihuatl, and.
Quetzal-coatl.
.
And .so, even though the name bassaris fits the graceful ring-tail
cat much better, to me it will always be a Cacomixl-or, better still,
a Tlacomiztli, which I'm told is the Nahuatl version.

an

7

Th~

other word I found accidentally which described accurately
something I had seen, was a whol~. year in showing up-and during
that year my friends laughed 'at me and sai4 that I had a Messiah
complex. Bu~, the dictionary saved my honor at last-and quite by
chance.
I had gone to Alaska one sum~er. with som~ friends,. through what
is lqtown as "the inner passage," those long, lake-like stretches of sea
that lie between the mainland and the hundre~s of islands all along
the coast from Seattle (from the Aztec Xiatl?) to Skagway.
One morning I went out on deck quite early, before anyone else
was about. There was a .pale white fog lying close along the water, but
up on deck the sun was shining quite brightly. It was fresh and in'"
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vigorating, and the heavily wooded islands on both sides of the boat
were black and wet and vivid as they rose out of the strange white
low-lying fog. I walked briskly along beside the rail, looking at the
mysterious forests that sprouted straight up from the unearthly white.
fog: but suddenly stopped dead in my tracks and stared over the side
at what was n:uly an apparition.
The bright sun behind me threw my shadow with great clarity
and exactness on the white fog-bank alongside; and I found myself
staring, fascinated, at a rainbow-hued halo around the shadow of my
headl
Unconsciously I put my hand to my head to see if some wag had
_crowned me with a bright, reflecting· tiara. ,But nothing· was there but
a few .wisps of hair. I walked on a few steps, uncertainly. The halo
followed, just as my shadow did. And then I saw that there was another
circle, vaguer and whiter, which stretched from my feet all the way
around in a great arc, with the haloed headshadow as its center. .
It was fascinating and most exciting, I never having heard of such
a phenomenon before; but I had'to share it, so I rushed inside and
pounded on'the doors of my fri~nds' staterooms until I got them all out
on deck, half amused, half a~noyed.
But nothing happened. The particular angle of the sun, the
special quality of the white fog, the juxtaposition of this and that, the
other and me, ~ad subtly shifted while I was inside excitedly explaining-and they all looked at me as though I were mad, and with a 4efinite
touch of pre-breakfast hate.
Later they kidded me mercilessly; and since no one appeared who
had ever heard of this particular polar phenomenon, I began to think
maybe I was a little tetched in the head, or had been just a bit dizzy
.
. from drinking rum in the moonlight the night before. .
It was fully a year later that I was lying in the middle of the living
room floor one evening with volume one of the Century Dictionary
and Cyclopedia open before me. I think I was trying to find out what
an "anthemion" was; and, as always, my eye travded up and down
the page savoring strange words I had never seen before, and filled
. with wonder that there would always be words in my own language
that I didn't know.
Among these ~lien words, I came across "anthelion," and began to
read: '~A solar phenomenon consisting of one or more faint luminous
rings around the shadow of the head of an observer when projected
0

i
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at no great distance by the sun when i.t is near the horizon on a cloud,
fog bank, grass covered with dew or other moist surface. It is sometimes observed in alpine and polar regions and is due to diffraction of
.
light."
A perfect description of my experience, .which I would never
have recognized -from Webster's unabridged definition of the same
.
"
word: "The brightish-white spot on the parhelic circle, opposite the
sun. It is a rare species of halo.' Called also antisun and countersun."
Why, even if I had then looked up "parhelic," I wouldn't have known
what it was all about, and would certainly·not have related it to my
specious canonization in. Alask31 when I had walked across the water in
a white fog the previous summer.
Moral: Never use just one dictionary.
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FIVE POEMS
MAR'ITIM.E

PASSPORT

They represent, sealed each in cellophane,
The beacon's pillar of these men's lives;
From everyone a man sees out in space:
M.agellan plotting the tangents of his course,
Cortez the eagle staring from a rock,
.Or one, who here is content to drift along
Sharing good fortune, suspicious of new lands,
Who distant and successful longs for home.
These cards give entry to a native land .
By giving first the foreignness of a port
Distant in time and space as Nineveh,
But lying in emotion close to the heart;
Like money, they will buy an open door,
Will pass the stalwart and the cringing through
To embassies shipwrecked upon the shore,
But still omnipotent, the guardian gods.
.
.
And these control the hinge of every life:
The index finger's patent of identity,
The conjured name in which the birthplace blooms,
The photograph of home behind the eyes;
Lacking each face, Bertillon could devise
These average manly forms, or trace
Them lost, hidden in holds, or on a street,
Or cast up frozen from the wintry seas.

86
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Each face is the history of a life;
Each clipped to the color of eternity,
A blue bank. note, it is exposure
PitilesS and clear, devoted to that feature
Which in them all is seemingly alike:
Eyes staring, serious, puzzled and alert,
Holding in trust more binding than these cards,
Acom~on life and future which they serve.

,.

&

BASE

HOSPITAL

We linger on the edge of mea~ured pain,
The glassy mercurials rise and fall
Within the poles that signal our defeat;
The flags run up their colors on the chart·
To codify the bloodstreams of our war;
Meanwhile we lie wondering what we will,
Staring at our great room where forty lie,
Our forty thieves sealed each in his own jar.
Il.

The doctor counts, we listen to his breath;
Will this one live? we wonder easily,
~king the shell which constitutes each self,
_Yet follow with our eyes his roving course
From bed to bed, hom state to state of health;
Two beds away he notes recovery,
'His s~gnature will suffice upon the sheet:
This one will rise like Lazaru~ and walk.
Beside, in the next bed a boy dies,
Or will lie dying, fighting for his' breath
With pus-choked lungs until tomorrow;
The doctor glances b~iefly, shakes his head,
Then gravely signs the little life away,
.The red tape of eviction from a bed, .
While motioning to the aides to move him out
Into that room which lies next door to death.
Pain is proprietary, at most unkind,
Holding a whip that lashes at our senses,
Flicking each nerve that keeps us here inert,
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To force the road that leads it to the heart;
But mostly this master teaches us our self,
The germ of "I" that floats upon a bed
Guarded by aisles and charts,
And whorls of skin upon our finger tips.
At night, lying sleepless, arguing with pain
We learn at last with whom we really live,
Learning through suffering how one boy dies,
Dying alone, while everyone looks on
Helpless and stricken, unequal to his death;
It is too close; in each of us there dies
Another boy supplanted by a man
Aloof and far removed from even· pain.
THE

SUNKEN

CITY

The calcium of our father's view,
. Space-miles of unrequited war,
Reflects the water's dazzling hue
Further than the farthest star:
And we adrift upon a sea of faith
Must faintly see those vaulted porticoes -, ,Gleam softly upward from beneath \
The weighted fathoms of new natural laws:
A city sunken, calcified and cold, .
How many years submerged its desert streets,
How liquid, the legends of its world;
The lions poised in leaping from their grots:

~
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War's end, and war is over so they say,
Yet I must ask of one ten thousand II!iles .away
Who standing in the sun asks quietly
The earth in turn:Wltat is the date today?
I see those motes which over mountains fly,
The splintered regions that even lemmings flee,
One who with steadfast ~yes
Asks of the air between: What is the date today?
.

0}

~

And he who fish-like surfaces on his nose
Up from the depths, the pacific he would choose,
Gazing across the stillness of a bay,
I ask, .am asked in tutn: What is the date. today?
SINS

OF

THE

FATHERS

Earth tell me",now of time
. The aspect of yopr season
Most moving in its pity
When hunter home from kill
Looks backward to the tear
Of the frail fallen creature

,
/

.'

Them~e

of creeping frost
Cracks on the tomb its lip
The egoist of travel
Lies chastened in the light
The changling sap drives upward
The liquid to the cup
The rim of dying stars
'That flicker yet .will bum
The child within the womb
Of unbuilt cities built
Of brick and· sweating flesh
Of marble and of bone
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Will happiness endow
His easy Trojan siege
Or will he out of joint
Look back'in discontent
. To this awkward age
And gilt·it with his tears
-As I look back to seas
That boiled with golden froth
The sparrow in its cage
That died of simple want
The pebble in' the mouth
That drew vast moistures up

Where is the artesian rod
Where the weeping rock
Deserts behind me lie
On deserts lying ahead
Will the child's infant die
. Harried by my thirst
Tell me now will death
The idle victory won
Perception still preserve
The track of senses mesh
The flower of the field
Refine and yet increase
Continuous a star
Stall on horizon's lip
Until it expiring flare
Uncanny 'elevate
The great Christ-figure up
Raging in the sky?
JOHN
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OF

THE

SEA

Portraits in Verse

The Hero
By art's immortal privilege,
We take ,a road that, leads to town,
And see old Buxton at his hedge,
~ morning brightens like renown.

'j

He snips at green and lets it fall,
Nothing between him"and the sea
But roses and a stony wall, "
And the garden worm-mortality.
Nothing defends him from the rock
The cold wave wrecks its wrath upon,
But grass to keep~ and shears to mock
The tendril pity of the dawn. '
He lifts his knife into the vine,
To cut the choke thorn of the"grave,
Nothing between him and the brine
But salty wreaths of Spring to save.
.The Champion
Once, fighting in the windy street,
We,heard the naked ocean roar,
, Felt blood as blind fiercely repeat
Wild nature's anger at the door.
Now Stephen Varner lies at length
A pace from summer where we dwell,
And fists no longer test his strength,
But sleep and flowers of farewell.'
I
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Once challenged in the mirror's mist
We spun the coin of salty days,
Drank joy to briny girls we kissed,
And saw eternal beacons blaze.
Now Stephen Varner's plain estate
Of simple warmth and rO'ugh esteem,
Like sand beneath the planet gate
Troubles the distance with no dream.
So near the strong man's battered heart
Retains its kindness in the ~ir,
That leaves will glint, when friends depart,
Like sea salt on the bitter stair.

The Victor
With sweaty "face and common sleeve,
We reap the rocky countryside,
And flower-knotted garlands leave
To Time that towers in the tide.
Thus Reuben Blake fought back the wiles"
Of nature branching in lost trees,
Sowed burly.bloom and plodded miles
To market past his clover bees.
Yet vastly.hurried as the sea
That flung in spray to pasture air,
A wind beat wild with mystery
The salty lantern of his care.
Once leaning deeply qn his "spade,
In garden fragrance turned by hand,
He watched a horseman like a shade,
Whirl upward from the ocean sand.
Harsh reaper and tough sower stood
Then locked in frosty morning breath,
But Reuben knew a strength so good
Its grip reined back the stranger, Death.
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This touch of blossom that we breathe,
Is dust in which we all are dyed,
.This columned hour that. we wreathe'
Still Time's old tower in the tide.
REFRAIN

. What.is this mired pit-Of flesh,
These knots that tighten in the mesh,
This blood so hot and piteous
That troubles us, that troubles us.
- What is this wildroot joy of bane,
This drink of thorn, this freshet· stain,
This bush of burning where we kneelThe bliss we feel, the bliss we feel.

We swing ou~ _hands in merry dance,
Who fail and fade from glance to glance;
The breather in the briar knows
How fares the rose, how fares the rose.
The bower cannot lift nor screen
Steep loneliness that haunts the green;
tBy sil~nce soon 1Y'e're oyergrown,
And walk alone, and walk alone.

, J heard within a

thicket thinned,
Sound of the world lost in the~wind,
That snowed its bloom in bramble trace,
Love's trysting place, love's trysting place.

A petalled arbor of the ground,
Along a thorny path I found "
. Where seasons' wrought a shady spell,
-And roses fell, and roses fell.
LINCOLN
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BOW DOWN IN JERICHO
THE

WINNING

OF

ELIJAH'S

II Kings,

MANTLE

2

I

And it came to pass when the Lord would take
Elijah up to heaven in a whirlwind's wake
Elijah said, "Elisha, now my time is near
And I must go to Beth-el, pray you tarry here,
Oh I must go to Beth-el, pray you tarry here."
But Elisha was a prophet and could read his mind
So he knew Elijah wanted but to leave him behind,
Was going over Jordan, was going there to die;
Said, "Must you go to Beth-el? Then so must I."
Said, "Must you go to Beth-el? Then so must II"
And they two went down to Beth-el,
And they two went down to Beth-el.

"'.

And the sons of the prophets that were at Beth-el
Came forth to Elisha with a thing to tell.
They came to Elisha and they made their moan:
"Knowest thou tomorrow thy master will be gone?
Knowest thou tomorrow thy master will be gpne?"
Were he then a prophet if he know not so?
"Peace," said Elisha, "Yea, I know, I know."
"N0'Y the Lord hath sent me unto J eric!t0'
Elisha," said Elijah, "and hence I go,
And the way is weary andthere's much to fear
Of robbers, so I pray you, will you tarry here?
There's danger, so I pray you won't you tarry here?"
But Elisha was a prophet, and he answered, UNol"
So they two went together to Jericho,
They two went together down t~ Jericho.
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And the sons of the prophets that were at thatplilc~ .
Sent forth a spokesman with a long, sad face.
He came to Elisha and he made his moan:
uKnowest thou tomorrow thy master will be gone?
K nowest thou tomorrow thy master will be gone?"
Now were he a prophet could he not foresee
What on the morrow was going to be?
So he said as soon as the man would cease,
uYea, I know it, won't you hold.your peace?
Yea,. I know it, won't fOU hold your peace?"
And Elijah said, UTarry till I come a~in
For the. Lord hath sent me over Jordan's plain."
But Elisha$would follow till his wish was won
And they two went together to J-o-r-dan,
And they two went together down to J-o-r-dan.
And the fifty sons of the prophets stood
And watched while they came to Jordan's flood.
-:;

-

o the waters of Jordan were wide and deep,
Too' deep for wading., too wide to leap,
And Elisha wondered as the waves would toss
How, thought Elijah, they could get across,
How in safety they could get across., '
But Elijah was a prpphet and a man of God
Whose power was ever at his beck and nod.
He smote the waters and said, uDivide!"
And they crossed dry-footed to the other side,
o they crossed dry-footed ,to the other side!
II

And Elijah said when:' the flood was by,
The rolling waters of J-o.~-d-a-n,
UWhat, Elisha, would you ask ere I
Am gone like the ~aters of J.o-r-d-a-n?"
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"Master, my Master," Elisha said,
"As you were coming from H-o-r-e-b,
A n,oint Elisha, the Lord God said,
As you are going from H-o-r-e-b .
. "And I was driving the plodding kine
In the fields of Abel-me-h-o-Iah,
And thou cast about me the mantle of thine
In the fields of Abel-me-h-o-Iah.
"And then didst thou anoint my head,
In the fields of Abel-me-h-o-Iah,
To be God's prophet in thy stead
And I followed from Abel-me-h-o-Iah.
And yet I have not got thy power,
Thou partest the waters of Jor-d-a-n!
Ah, yet I have not got the power
To part the waters of Jor-d-a-n.
Ie

"Ane). this is it I would ask of thee,
This of thine would inherit
As thou art taken away from me:
The pgwer of thy holy spiritl"
I

"If thou shalt see me when I .go,
Oh thou hast asked me a hard thing,
Even as ye ask shall it be so
Though thou hast asked me a hard thing."

III
And the hour was come when the LQrd would take
Elijah up to heaven in a whirlwind's wake,
And they two walking like son and sire
Were parted asunder by a chariot of fire;
Horsemen and chariot of Israel.
And Elisha saw how the wheels of flame
Were mounting up to heaven by the way they came,
And he shook with joy as they upward sPedIf thou shalt see me had Elijab said,
If thou shalt see me had Elijah said. . . _
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IV
Now Elisha rends his clothes in twain,
i'J •
Watch ye prophets of Jencho,
"
. . With Elijah's mantle he comes again,
To jordan, ye watchers of jericho.
And he has smitten the raging flood,
Look, look ye watchers at j erich~,
.Over Jordan he c-omes dry-shod.
Watch ye prophets of jericho.
He comes again into the town,
Into the town of jericho,
And the prophets there they' all bow down
Bow down bow down in Jerichol
BYRON

HERBERT

REECE

DEATH OF. A- SOLDI'ER
Shall his nante be lost forever?
he also died to save the earthin men's disgrace and violence.
he. sorrowed; how report his hurt?
Wise was he? or world-betrayed?
Did he expire in holine~s?
His grace and his belligeren~e,
'were they a casual sacrifice?
How lengthy shall his history be?
this our father, brother, son
whose story is a simple one'He dIed of wounds, across .the!sea.'
CAROL
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TH'REE POEMS
THE

BITE

IN

THE

AIR

Savage and sensual, the beast-like
storm pounces upon .the somnolence
of the summer street. Its growl
enunciates encyclicals of sound;
Its flash portends the tense electric
of its strength released. It
is simply an act moving toward
a solution, the past cut off~
A {:urtain closing upon calamity, a
melodrama ended as I· turn away.
The storm's catharsis clears
the air, rel.ieves ~the nerves;
And yet, the diamond dust, retreating
to its ridges of regret, revives
the nakedness of others, and my
own, that always seemed remote.
Emotions, liberated, draw a vehemence
of feeling from the vehe~ence
of rain; and gleaming walls are
surfaces that constantly reflect
I

My angry wish to be another's body,
not for a night, but for eternity.
Antithetical to emptiness, the
water cleanses or defiles. No
Compromise is possible; the flesh,
the pregnant trees show~r a lush
identity. Full water-spouts
protest the overflow; and
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Gurgling gu~ters lash resentfully
against the curb's indifference.
, Each splash' forms rippled rings
from bubbles, like intentions,
That eKpire upon the surface of their
voyaging. Here is desire; and here
made false our wilful unwillingness
to bestow our unchastity. The
.c

Downpour sJreaks across windows, trickles
from sills. Among the shimmering
grass the rivulets are rivers that
the eye scales down. The weather
•

Is my sex, my death, objectified.
Like glassy tubes, the long ,drops
casually display the specimens of
hypochondria, the parasitic dread
Become pathology. Even perspectives
of illness disappear; or better,
imagine~ illness, as the bladed
water scalpels the swelling on my
Arm, freezes my fear, eviscerates the
canker of anxiety. I watch the
water's oblique interest. I hear its detached comments on
Morbidity, as though the tragic were
a scene too carefully designed,
a back-drop whence the actors,
like myself, moved on again.
INTERIOR

Here peace is \bis lamp-lighted .
room; and here the conversation,
banal anti secure, curtains the
darkness beyond the door. ~ut

'.
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Dread, like shadows under chairs,
threatens to spread and stain
the simple words 'with oblique
menaces. It is as if the things
I say were double-talk, and that my
fea~were stones to smash this
glazed interior. And yet I
cling to senseless speech, my
Range, my raft of normalcy, as though
the norm were something other
than myself and my security.
Strangeness is what one lives
With, another person,. or merely an
incident; but too often is a
parasitic twin, obsess~d with
loneliness, or care, or obscene
Jealousy. This room contrasts with
~lm the. heart's disquietude.
The features of the person .
opposite seem vague, seem
Insubstantial. Distorted as a fever's
imagery, the chintz upholstery
turns threatening. .Indulgent
as a felon's privilege, these
Comforts cushion no hard fact, nor
drug the mind's anxiety. And
.yet the :inoment's poise has
value, too, a ·mood to which I
May return, or place in which r d
known:a happiness. Like urgent
surgery, the thing to be endured
and faced huddles outside the
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Windowpane. But the nerves anticipate
the cIarkness drawing in, the
slow dust of 'worry settling down
in a home not quite inhabited.
L E S SON SIN'

COR RES P 0 N DEN CE

.-\11 bridges crossed, if not quite
burned behind, I turn from
the mailbox to my failing
nerve. Now that tlle receptacle
Has closed its metal mouth, anger
requires -reason fot"its
recompense. Long days and
nights of tension led to this,
This simple and destructive .act
of slipping in an iron box a
sealed white envelope. But
like a stroke long thought

.

About, and since let fiy, the arc
curves down to earth. Where
is resentment now? Where
the ambivalence from love
J

•

To anger and back to love agaip?
Doubt swings across, not
quite to love, but less to
irritation, since action's
Necessity is satisfied. Guilt,
like a summer storm, rumbles
and growls its imminence.
Perhaps patience would have
~

Been much better than to have placed
distrust beyond a change of
heart. The written word exists
beyond its time. Even a hasty
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Note can improvise a futuTe, always
there, more Permanent'than
epitaphs. But I can hardly
retreat now, or ask the letter's
Premature return. The postman's
questions would delve too deep,
his silence cause embarrassment.
One merely hopes the damage
Meager and forgiveness quick.
Regret will soon attain
ascendency. Like a final
betrayal, one waits for it.
BYRON
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4.tomic Energy for Mjlitary Purposes: the Official Report on the Development of thft AtQ!mic Bomb under the Auspices of the United States
Government,I940-I945, by Henry DeWolf Smyth. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1946. Paper, $1.25; cloth, $2.00.
Atomic Energy in War and Peace, by Gessner G. Hawley and Sigmund W.
Leifsori. New York: Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1945w $2.50.
Modern Man is Obsolete, by Norman Cousins. New York: The Viking
.
Press, 1945. $1.00.
In 1783 Samuel Johnson remarked: UNo man reads a book of science
from pure inclination. The books that we do read with pleasure are light
compositions, which contain a quick succession of events."l The copy of
the Smyth rep'brt ·before me is of the sixth printing, 115th thousand. If
any book ever contained "a quick succession of events," it is this one,
written by Henry DeWolf Smyth,.Chairman of the· Department of Physics
at Princeton and Consultant to the Manhattan' District, U. S. Engineers.
It could, on the other hand, scarc~ly be called a '~light composition."
The first edition was published. August 12, 1945; a revised edition,
issued 'September 15, included-several photographs and the War Department release on the New Mexico test; the second revision, with preface
dated November 1, carried the official British.and Canadian statements of
August 12 and 13. The book has thus grown to 308 pages. It should be
noted that nq royalty oy'other compensation is being paid to the author.
"Publication has been undertaken by Princeton University Press as a public
service in accordance with its purpose as a non-profit organization seeking to
diSseminate tile results of scholarly and scientific research." And below
the copyright line we find the unusual statement: "Reproduction in whole
or in part authorized and permitted" In his preface, Professor Smyth.
writes:
The ultimate responsibility for opr nation's policy rests on its citizens and they
can discharge such responsibilities wisely only if they are informed.' The average
citizen cannot be expected to understand clearly how' an atomic bomb is constructed or how it works but there is in this counny a substantial group of engineers
and scientific men who can understand such things and who can explain the p0tentialities of atomic bombs to their fellow citizens. The present report is written
1

Boswell's Ute 01 Johnson (Oxford:

~rd

University Press, 1922), II, 494-

1°3
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for (his professional group and is a matter-of-fact, general accou~t of work in the
Uniral States since 1939 aimed at the production of such bombs.

The report opens with a brief survey of nuclear physics, followed by
a statement of the status of the problem as of 1940. The rnajor portion of
the report is a full, and sometimes unavoidably redundant, account of the
administrative history, scientific research, and technical development involved in the project. Certain portions will not be understood by laymen
lacking a background of nuclear physics, but the story is so absorbing and
in places so dramatic that most readers will not become discouraged. As
one reviewer has already said, the report has all the elements of a superb
mystery novel.
Here are a few of the highlights of the "quick succession of events."
January, I9J9.-Atomic fission was recognized.
March, I9J9.-Dean Pegram, of Columbia, made the first contact with the
Navy Department in arranging for a conference between Fermi and the Navy.
July, I9J9.-Szilard and Wigner conferred with Einstein and later with Sachs.
The latter interested President Roosevelt, who appointed the Advisory Committee
on Uranium.
October :u, I9J9.-The Committee held its first meeting.
November I, I9J9.-The Army and Navy allotted $6,000 for the purchase of
certain materials.
r. ,Spring, I940.-Publication of ..scientific papers was restricted.
June, I940.-Several changes' in organization occurred during the next few
months. Contracts were granted to many umversities.
May, I94I.-The whole problem was reviewed by a tommittee from the
National Academy of Sciences. At this time three possibilities of atomic fission
were recognized: (a) radioactive poisons, (b) atomic power, and (c) atomic bombs.
The emphasis was on power, not bombs; it was feared that Germany might make
use of radioactive fission products as a particularly vicious form of poison gas.
Fall, I94I.-Information was exchanged with British scientists.
November 6, I94I.-The National Academy's committee predicted, in a report,
that "a fission bomb of superlatively destructive pow~r will result from bringing
quickly together a sufficient mass of element U-235." The report also stated that
the mass of U-235 required could not be less than 2 kg or greater than 100 kg. It
was estimated that,' with an all-out effort, fission bombs might be "available in
significant· quantity within three or four years."
(Note how accurate this estimate of time was.)
August IJ, I942.-The Manhattan District was established within the U. S.
Corps of Engineers.
.
.
December 2, I942.-The world's first self-sustaining chain-reacting pile was
operateQ at Chicago, dramatically enough just as a committee was appraising the
whole Chicago project.
March, I94J.-Oppenheimer arrived to take charge at Los Alamos,.. New
Mexico~

November 4, I94J.-The Clinton, Tennessee, pile was set in operation.
September, I944.-The Hanford, Washington, pile was in operation.
" . Ju.ly I2, I945.-The final assembly of the bomb was begun "in an old ranch
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house," in a "remote section of the Alamogordo Air Base 120 miles southeast of
Albuquerque:'
July 16, I945.-At 5:30 a. m., the world's first great man-made atomic explosion
took place.

The project has justly been described in superlatives; it has been called
"the most gigantic scientific project' ever undertaken in the history of the
world',' and "the' most stupendous achievement in all the annals of research and technology.'~ Never before had so much b~en built upon so
H,ttle, for the design and construction of the great plants for the production
of large quantities of .material were executed before more than half a
milligram of plutoniu!D (smalle,r than the head of' a pin) was available
for study by. microchemical means. The proposed extrapolations were
truly staggering. There is a number of other remarkable features, such
as the ehiborate precautions taken to safeguard health. All phases of
production in the Tennessee and Wasqington plants had to be handled
by remote control behind thick shields:< Not the least amazing aspect of
the story is the success with which absolute secrecy was maintained throughout all the ramifications of the project-in industrial laboratories, in laboratories on many a university campus, and in the great plants in Washington and Tennessee-with tens of thousands of persons involved. The work.
of the Manhattan District was designated the "DSM Project" (Developmentof Substitute Materials); the grou.p at the University of Chicago
operated under the title t,'Metallurgical Laboratory'; and in .England the
project was known as the "Directorate of Tube Alloys" or simply as
·'T. A."
A few excellent illustrations are included. Most readers will wish for
more. In the iegend of one photograph (facing p. 135), "taken at 'the moment the bomb exploded, from a distance of 6 miles," we are informed that
"the disc at the lower right corner is an acci4ental reflection on the 'camera
lense." Many people were no doubt intrigued by this "reflection" which
appeared in several p~otograph~ in Time and elsewhere. According to
a letter reiceved by Time from Julian Ellis Mack,2
the circles of spurious' light in the last four pictures are not ghosts from the nonreflecting coated lenses, but light leaks through a hole designed for a clock or other
auxiliary apparatus •.... The hole had a cover proof against ordinarY daylight
but not against the super daylight with which the bomb engu1fed'~the camera.
"
The War Department did not accompany i~ releases'of the pictures by any
written explanation, but I have been authorized by Major General Leslie R.
Groves to give you the above information.

'.

The official British statement, carried as Appendix 7, is a short but
welcome addition. It is, of course, exceedingly well written and provides
a good review of the British background and contribution to the project.
.Postseript.-Under Army. censorship and security regulations, many
-

2 Time, September 17. 1945. p. 6.
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facts have been withheld; there are indications, however, that this censorship is being relaxed and the press is occasionally permitted to divulge
certain illuminating bits of information. Time, for example, recently re_ported3 that the New Mexico soil which had been fused to a glass six
months earlier was still highly radioactive and once again persons were
cautioned not to wear "atomite" or "atomsite" jewelry "too often, or too
longo" Certain rather awe-inspiring features of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki explosions have recently been released. According to Time4 and
Life,5 the bomb exploded at about 1,800 feet above the ground (whereas
in the New Mexico test, the bomb was only about 100 feet above the
ground). The initial temperature was millions or perhaps hundreds of
millions of degrees. First to reach the ground were radi~tions like heat
and gamma rays, traveling at a velocity of 186,000 miles per second; next
came a shower of atomic particles, followed by the· shock wave, traveling
with the velocity of sound, and finally a blast of air, which "blew the
broken bodies at 500 to 1,000 ~iles per hour through the flaming, rubblefilled air:'
In the Smyth report and in most official statements and news releases,
the site of the initial test is given as "a remote section of the Alamogordp
Air Base." The reviewer was interested to note, in an article6 describing
a new type of earthquake wave observed during the explosion, that Professor L. Don Leet has just been permitted to disclose the fact (long
known to the reviewer) that the test had been conduct~~ in the J ornada
del Muerto. Surely it would have been difficult to choose a more appropriate place for Man's entrance into the Atomic Age than this desert
basin in which several centuries ago so many travelers died that it came
to be called by the Spanish the Jo~ney of Death!
The senior author of Atomic Energy in War and Peace, G. G. Hawley,
is chief technical editor of the Reinhold Publishing Corporation, and the
junior author, S. W. Leifson, is Head of the Department of Physic~ at
the University of Nevada. An introduction to nuclear phy5ics (112 pages)
is followed by a brief account (59 pages) of the Manhattan Project, based
on the Smyth report; there are short discussions of the future possibilities
of atomic energy in war (six pages) and in peace (eighteen pages).
The introductory survey of nuclear physics is ex.ce~lent and any reader
without knowledge of modern physics would do well to read this book
before taking up the Smyth report. :Molecules, atoms, protons, neutrons,
electrons, photons, and isotopes are described in fairly simple terms. The
difference between ordinary chemical reactions-such as are involved in
the combustion of fuels and in the rusting of iron in ~hich we have simply
3 Time, February 18, 1946, p. 76.
4. Time, March 4, 1946, pp. 88-go.
o Life. March ll, 1946, pp. 91-94.
.
6 L. D. Leet, "Earth Motion from the Atomic Bomb Test," American Scientist. XXXI\'
(April, 1946), 198-211.
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a rearrangement of atoms ,in molecules-and atomic' disintegration is
explained and stressed. The phenomena of ga$ expansion and the operation of explosive compounds, the principles of the cyclotron, neutron
capture, the function of moderatprs, the separation of isotopes by various
methods, and many other things' which probably 'still~ perplex the intelli-,
gent layman, are briefly but adequately presented
The .short account of the development of the' Manhattan Project does
not in any sense suppl~nt the Smyth teport but it is a good abstract of the
official account. Numerous diagrams and 'photographs are, supplied. The
discussion' of the peactime future· of atomic energy is brief but interesting.
The concluding section on social iinplications is scarcely more than three
pages in length and may prove disappointingly. short to some readers who,
from the title of the book, mi~ht reasonably anticipate a somewhat more
expanded treatment of this tOpic. Some may not agree with certain of
the opinions.expressed. In discussing th~ prospect of radio-controlled
stratosphere rockets loaded' with plutonium, the authors conclude that
"from one point of view, they promise such utter and absolute annihilation
that i~ seems impossible that war would ever again be allowed to start. In
this sense, these engines" of obliteration -are a force for peac~" (p. 171).
Again, the authors suggest that common possession by many nations of
plutonium pl~nts would be the most effective deterrent to war, for it
would tend to prevent "military use through fear of reprisal in kind"
(p. 1 9 3 ) . ,
One intriguing bit of information concerns the quantity .0£ 1.Iranium
in the first bomb. The Smyth report revealed only that it was somewhere between 2 and 100 kilograms, but Hawley and Leifso~ give it as
"about five pounds:", (Such heavy glossy Pilper, wide margins, large
type, and fine reproduction of photographs ~ave not been seen by this
,reviewer for sev~ralyears.)
,
Within' the relatively short Hme that has elapsed since the dramatic
disclosure of the success of the two-billion-dollar gamb~e, a number of
popular treatises such as this one have appeared and presumably many
more are on the way. It follows naturally that many of them were
hurriedly written. The preface to Atomic Energy in War and Peace states:
"Although hastily written and therefore justifiably to be considered a'
'quickie,' this book is based on facts drawn from thoroughly r~liable
sources." Scientists and science writers should, of course, strive for ~c
curacy in. all their publications. This book contains several errors. ,On
page 48 we read that "the kinetic energy released by one gram of mass is
about one sextillion (1,000,000,000,000,000,000) gram-centimetersl" Three
more zeros are needed to raise 'a, quintillion to a sextillion.
~
,A more serious error occurs on page 69 in 'the statement "Yet when
in 1896 Becquerel accidentally discovered strange fogging effects produced
on a photQgraphic plate by proximity to a piece of uranium ore. . . . "
In view of the fact that this was the initial discovery of radioactivity, the
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reviewer believes that the circumstances should be rep9rted accurately.
. - Becquerel did not use a piece of uranium ore but rather ~n artificial uranium salt. The tern,t ore is properly applied to a natural miperal compound,
more specifically to a natural·aggregation of economically valuable metalliferous minerais. Becquerers initial discovery was mape, not with CIa
piece of uranium ore," but with an artificial salt-the ·d~uble sulphate of
uranium and potassium. As a matter of fact, Becquerel had himself prepared this salt fifteen years earlier. 7
.
. Perhaps the most serious error is to be found in the description of the
method of computing the age of the earth. "This is done by determining
the amount of lead 206 in certain types of rocks and calculating the length
of time that must have been required to form it . . . ,. (p~ :71). It
is, of course, not the amount of lead but the' percentage of lead that is
determined, and the authors neglect to add that the percentage of uranium (and/or thorium) must also be determined, for the age of a uraniumbearing mineral is computed by means of the ratio of lead to uranium.
Some confusion is introduced by the statement ~that "the time span
between the pre-Cambrian period and the present is given as 1,852 million years" (p. 71). This would imply the span between the end of the
Pre-Cambrian and the present (which, is .only about 500 million years).
The Pre-Cambrian eon or era (not "period") extends back at least another
1,500 million years. The authors might have stated simply that the oldest
mineral so far determined in the Pre-Cambrian is 1,852 million years old.
On page 150 there is a map credited to "Press Assoc., Inc.," which shows
Santa Fe as being 10qlted about 90 miles west 0/ the Texas line, whereas
it actually is about 162 miles west of that line and approximately halfway
between Arizona and Texas. ~he map also indicates than the Los Alamos
L-aboratory is at Santa Fe, instead of some distance to the northwest of that
city.
Modern Man is Obsolete, by Norman Cousins, is. an. expanded version
of the editorial which first appeared in the Saturday.Revi'ew of Literature
and subsequently was widely reprinted in newspapers and eisewhere. Thousands of requests for copies were received and many letters suggested a more
permanent format. This expanded version is said to be two and one-half
times the length of the original editorial.
'
The author concludes, as may be gathered from the title, that modern
man is obsolete. "He has exalted change in everything but himself."
There seems to be an appalling gap "between cosmic gadgets and human
wisdom, between intellect and conscience.'" The author believes that
man can change but wonders whethet man has the will to cltange. We are
7 E. Rutherford. Radio-activity (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 19°5). p. 5:
E. Rutherford. Radioactive Transformations (New Haven: Yale University Press. 1906).
p. 5: Sir Ernest Rutherford. James Chadwick. and C. D. Ellis. Radiations from Radioactive
Substances (New York and Cambridge: The Macmillan Company and .Cambridge University Press. 1930) • p. 4; and Arthur Holmes. Ph)lsics of the Earth-IY'; the I.I.ge of. the Earth,
National Research Council. Bulletin No. 80 (1931). p. 124•
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told. that man has been catapulted into the Atomic Age "before he has
caught up with, let alone maStered, the age ushered in by electricity and
steam:' Cousins presents evidence to prove .that man has' the ability to
chaQge-making much.of the fact !hat in the 'consolidation of- the United
Stat~s of America diverse groups achieved "common government through
common, consent"-and then 'proceeds to the question of world government
and the "job of policing the atom:' He suggests that there are three basic
principles necessary for an effective sy~tem of international control: "No
control without power; no power without .law; no law without government"
(p. 33). Incidentally, he argues:
So fallacious-is the war~is-now-too-horrible theory that actually the reverse is
true. The possibility of war increases in direct proportion to the effectiveness of
the instruments of war. Far frOm banishing war, the atomic bomb may in itself
constitute a cause of war (pp. 87-38).

Mter analyzing various suggestions for controlling the atom, Cousins
concludes that we must choose world government or oblivion. To him
there seems to be no alternative.'
G
. This is an· essay which should be widely rea~, and not only in this
country but in every country. Much is being written on the social implications of ~tomic "energy and much more needs to be written, but some
of what has been written is of du~ious value and some is silly. For example,
we are informed by some writers. that the age of cheap p<?wer is around
the comer, that a tiny piece of uranium in an engine no bigger than one's
fist will drive a car, that another· tiny piece will light and heat a .home,
. that coal is doomed, and so on.· A little pamphlet recently distributed
l>y the McGraw~Hill Publishing Company, -entitled: The Atom: New
Source of Energy,' decries such "extravagant claims, pointing out among
other things that "fuel cost is [at present] only about 17 per cent of the
gross receipts of the electric utilities:' For some time to come, atomic
energy will probably ,not supplant the cheaper ,fuels as a source of power.
But why so much concern over atomic energy in either peace or war?
Surely th~· major problem before'us today is to make sure that no more
bombs are likely to be dropped on human beings anywhere, whether they
be atomic or just plain old-fashioned ones.
STUART

~

NORTHROP

Science and the Planned Statej by John R. Baker. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1945· $,.75.
Science-the E'11dless Frontier: a Report to the President on a Program
. tor Postwar Scientific Research, by Vannevar Bush. Washington:
United States GovenilDent Printing Office, 1945.
The first of these, a little book of .only 120 pages, is a 1945 sequel to
The Scientific Life, first published -in":England in 1942 and in this country
in 1943.· It· is a searching aDalySls :and a: devastating criticism of the to-
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talitarian control of science. The book was written for the layman as .
w~ll as the scientist and, u~like most of the books dealing with atomic
energy, presupposes no knowledge of science on the part of the reader.
The author is lecturer in zoology at Oxford.
Doctor ,Baker distinguishes between science (often called "pure
science") and technology (often called "applied science"). "Technology
is the knowledge of techniques which serve man's material wants."
Scientists should be entitled to four freedoms: freedom to become a
reS'earch worker, freedom of association, freedom of inquiry, and freedom of speech and publication. In the reviewer's opinion, one of .the
best features of this essay is the demonstratio~ of the important part
often played in scientific research by chance and accidental discovery.
Numerous examples are cited of fundamental discoveries made by solitary workers. The place of teams in research is discussed and a clear
distinction made between informal collaboration and undirected teams,
on the one hand, and directed teams under central planning or totalitarian control on the other. (The reviewerretums to this topic of
accidental discovery toward the end of this review.)
Totalitarianism argues that~ science should exist o~y to serve the
material wants of man. How justify music, or art, or literature? Why
should not science, like these, be regarded as an end in i~e1f rather than
solely as a means to an end? Alexander von Humboldt in 1849 wrote:
"ether interestS, besides the material wants of life, occupy the minds
of men." In a consideration of the status of research under a totalitar·
ian regime, the author presents a rather searing indictment of Soviet
science. Russia has made great progress in technology, but how about
science? During the period 1932-1937, Russian scientists were excluded
from many fields of investigation in which scientists of other countries
made great strides. "No one will deny that good scientific work has been
done in the U. S. S. R. since the inauguration of the five-year plans for
science" (p. 76), but farther along Baker declares: "Every country
produces poor as well as good science, but the U. S. S. R. has produced
an unduly high proportion of bad and suspect science . . .." (p. 79).
Apparently the movement for central planning got under way in
Britain about 1936, and now it has crossed to this side of the Atlantic.
In Britain insidious propaganda is being spread concerning the social
obligations of scientists, to wit: (1) they should devote themselves to
serving man's material wants; (2) they shoul~ accept central planning
of all research in their own field; and (3) they should urge the adoption
of central planning by society as a whole. In contradistinction, Baker suggests that the duties of scientists to society are as follows:. (1) they should
"make the _greatest possible public contribution to demonstrable knowledge;" (2) -they should preserve our scientific heritage (by encouraging
the belief that science is an end, not merely a means; by encouraging
amateurs; and by seeking out potential research workers from all classes
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of life); (3) they should enter the political sphere and urge the adoption
of the principles of free speedl and valid argument in order to improve
the standards 9f political controversy; and (5) in common with every
other kind of intellectual, scientists should deny that the: material needs
.
of the common man are paramount.
If throughout the, centuries we had only had common men, we should still
be living like savages. Progress will be slow 'if the wants of common men are
made paramoupt. Those intellectuals who ally themselves with the herd to act
against the interests of uncommon men are guilty of intellectual treason (p. 105).

Science-the Endless frontier, by the Dire$:tor of the Office '-of Scientific Research and Development, consists of a summary, (fourpages~
the report i~elf (thirty pages), and, a series of appendices (148 pages)
,containing the reports of four committees: Medical Advisory Committee,
Committee on Science and the Public Welfare, Committee on Discovery
and Development of Scientific Talent, and Committee on 'Publication
- of Scientific in{ormation. ~
The summary statements of certain sections are effectively presented in boldface type. For example, in the chapter entitled "The War
Against Disease," the fo~lowing 'statements appeal' at interv~ls:
The striking advances, in medicine during the war have been possible only,
because we had a large backlog of scientific data accumulated through basic
research in many scientific fields in the years before the war.
Progress in combating disease depends upon an expanding body. of new
scientific knowledge.
.
'Progress in the war against -disease results from discoveries in remote and un·
expected fields of medicine and the underlying sciences. (Pp. 8-g.)

In the chapter "Science and the Public Welfare," Bush emphasizes
the importance of basic research, without which there could· be no applied research. .
Many of the most important discoveries have come as a result of experiments
undertaken with very different purposes in mind (p. 13).
.
New products and new processes do not appear full-grown. They are founded
on new principlesfand new conceptions, which in tum are painstakingly developed
by research in the purest realms of science.
In the nineteenth century, Yankee mechanical ingenuity, building largely
upon the basiC discoveries of European scientists, cOuld greatly advance the tech-=
nical arts. Now the situati~n is different. .
A nation which depends upon others for its new basic scientific knowledge
will be slow in'its industrial progress and weak in its competitive position in world
trade, regardless of its mechanical skill. (P. 14.)

In a chapter entitled uRenewal of 0!lr Scientific Talent," it is proposed that the federal government set up a large number of undergraduate and graduate scholarships and fellowships. Bush then outlines his
plan for a National Research Foundation, with control vested in nine
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members, "who should be persons not otherwise connected with the
Government and not representative of any special interest . . . ,
selected by the President . .'. ',~ (p. 28).
Much enlightening material is to be fo~nd in the appendices. In
a chapter dealing with the present status of, and trends in, American
science, three categories of re~arch are recognized: (I) pure research,
(2) background research, and (3) applied research and development.
The home of the first is in the universities and colleges, that of the second
in industry and government bureaus, and ~at of the third chiefly in
industry. We are warne4 that
. . • the unpredictable ~ature ~f pure science mak~ desirable the provision
of rather special circumstances for its pursuit. Pure research . . . does not always lend itself to organized efforts and is refractory to direction from above (p. 75).

In a discussion of the university as a research environment, it is
shown that although the United States has witnessed a remarkable expansion in facilities for education on both the undergraduate and graduate levels, development of research has lagged far behind' that of teaching.
Appendix B (pp. 116-127) contains a detailed analysis of university research expenditures; in this connection, see also page 82 for a highly
significant graph.
Several bills are at this tiine (April, 1946) before the Congress
providing for the establishment of a National Research Foundation or
some similar organization. The question of control is now being debated: should control rest with a civilian board, with the Cabinet, or
with the Army and Navy? It is certain that the 'progress and prosperity
of this country, both in the immediate and distant futUre, depend in
large measure on the nature of the foundation ~stablished. In my
opinion the crucial question is ,this: will provision be made for basic
research with complete freedom of 'inquiry?
POSTSCRIPT'
It was inevitable that the dramatic announcements of the successful
culmination of the two-billion-dollar Manhattan Project should result
in that success being 'used as a cogent argument for tentral planning or
even totalitarian control of research. If so much could be accomplished in time of wat:, why not much more in time of' peace? It is
argued that great -progress might result in medical research ~nd in many
other fields. The development' of the atomic bomb has been widely acclaimed as "the' most remarkable scientific achievement in· history," "a
magnificent technical and administrative accomplishment," "the most stupendous and brilliantly executed piece of work -in the entire history of
science," and so on.
But with these paeans ringing in our ears let us not forget that in
1896, just fifty years ago, Henri Becquere1 made a purely aCcidental
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discovery; let us recall that he was attempting to find out if phosphorescence was in any way re"lated to, the penetrating. rays of the X-ray type
which had been discovered by Rontgen the year before; let us reflect
'uponthe fact that-among several materials Becquerelwas testing one was
an artificial salt-the double sulphate of uranium and potassium-which
he had prepared fifteen years earlier, an~ that "with this he obtained his
first positive result." It was this material that fogged his photographic
plate. and for the first time on this planet "an opportunity had been provided by which the effects of a radioactive element could become immediately manifest:" 1
In 1931 Arthur Ho1mes'paid tribute to Becquerel, as follows:
These fundamental observations of Becquerel. coming as they 4id at a critically
favotable moment, inaugurated an accelerating harvest of wonderful discoveries that
is without parallel in the history of scientific investigation.2

-.

Many reapers continued the harvest, and in 1932 Cockcroft and Walt-on, by bombarding lithium with protons, achieved transmutation-the
dream of the alchemists; that same year, Anperson discovered the positron,
Chadwick the neutron, and Urey the deuteron. The "a~celerating haryest
of wonderful discoveries~' grew by leaps and bounds until,. at- 5:30 a.m.,
July 16, 1945, in the Jornada del Muerto, man produced a tremendous
atomic explosion simply'- by bringing together several separate pieces of
metal.
.
It may. of course, be argued that such an initial discovery as Becquerel's wOllld equally have -been made and perhaps sooner under a
centrally planned or totalitarian prograIJ.l of research. In the case of Sir
Alexander Fleming's dis~overy of penicillin, however, Baker argues that
.• it would have been absolute)y impossible to plan a :research to fi'1d such a substance. because -the existence of such a substance was not envisaged' by anybody.
It is necessary to stress the great element of chance in this investigation (p.46).

Sir Alexander himseU attributes his remarkable discovery to chance.
In an interview with S. J. "VooU, he said: "Had my laboratory been as up
to date and as sterile as those that I have visited here [in the United
States], it is possible that 1 would never have run across penicillin."s
. -. As Baker indicates, there are hundreds of species of the genus Penicillium, only one of which yields 'penicillin; of this -particular species,
Penicillium notatum, there are sixty different strains, "and only one of
these-Dr. Fleming's-produces penicillin" (p. 46). A spore dropped from
the air onto a dish which containe4 staphylococci, and Fleming observed
,

"

Arthur Holmes, Ph)lsics of the Earth-IV: the Age of the Earth, National Research
Council, Bulletin No. 80 -(1931). p. 124.
_ . '
2 Ibid., p. 125.
3 S. J. Woolf, "Sir Alexander Fleming-Man of science and of penicillin," American
Scientist, XXXIII (October, 1945)~ Jh' 245.
1
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that around the mold which developed from .that spore the staphylococcus
colonies died. Thus was penicillin discovered-a therapeutic and "bacteriostatic agent With properties that can only be described as astonishing!'
Central planning· might never have yielded penicillin, and .millions
of lives might never have been saved.
STU A RT A.. NOR T H R 0 P
Building Lenin's Russia~ by Simon Liberman. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1945. $a.oo.
Soviet Far Eastern Policy~ I9JI-I945~ by Harriet L. Moore. Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1945. $2.50.

The violence of the Russian Revolution has drawn men to emotional
extremes that make temperate and accurate appraisals both of men and
issues a rare item. In Mr. Liberman's readable, and frequently amusing,
autobiography we have the story of an individual close enough to the center
of Bolshevik power to catch the personal elements, yet sufficiently detached
• by professional preoccupation to mlintain a critical, altho~gh not hpstile,
attitude toward its methods and accomplishments.
:
From the humble background of a Ukrainian farm thd author moved
into the Menshevik (as distinct from the Bolshevik) factioh of the 'Social
Democratic Party of Tsarist Russia. After 1907 he workedl in the lumber
business, rising, by ·1914, to the management of three latge timber companies. His intimate knowledge. of this natural wealth of the' empire
equipped him for the difficult and often delicate tasks that were assigned
him after the Revolution.'
1
With the Soviets cut off from wal and oil deposits by the White
armies, "the immense forests of Russia were of paramount importance to
the Soviets. . . . Wood was fuel, above all" and upon its procurement hinged the transportation<l' of the Soviets. The natural chaos of the
Revolution was a;ggravated by party planners who understood nothing of
the technological peculiarities-of the lumber industry. Lenin called upon
Liberman to set the industry on its feet. Although Liberman was never
a member of the Communist party, Lenin was impressed by his technical
and administrative abilities and gave him constant support. But- even
this display of confidence was insufficient. Party zealots and idealists constantly intruded themselves. Some. of the best passages of the book
describe the meetings of the Council of People's Commissars and the
Council of Labor and Defense where the Political Bureau's policies were
translated into action. The author. attended many of these .meetings and
provides us with some fine sketches of Lenin, Ryckov, Krassin, and other
revolutionists.
The SovietS needed foreign currency and the Western. nations needed
Soviet lumber. To effect this exchange Liberman was one of a group who
developed the first foreign trade arrangements of the Soviet. He was

<
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already well know:n to European lumber traders, and as a non-Communist,
was persona grata to foreign nations. This only~eightened the suspicions
of the. Cheka that he was at heart· a capitalist. With the dea~ of Lenin
and the abandonment of the New Economic Policy he found his position
untenable. After completing a mission in Denmark, he did not return
to Russia. He moved to Paris and, in 1938, Came to the(United States.
In an epilogue the author reflects upon the course of Soviet development.For those perturbed by present Soviet tactics Liberman's analyses
may shed some light. "Long before Hitler, the Communists of Russia
.understood that in politics, too, the warfare of~ positions is a thipg of the
past, that a political campaign should be conducted along the fluid lines
of movement and diversion, and that the task of the attacker is to break
through deep into the rear of the foe, there' to seize at once. the _best
strategic points possible." That statement-makes the morning's newspaper
a bit more intelligible.
_
This reviewer cannot think· of a more concise. summation of Miss
Moore's book than that which she has written irl her introduction. _"What
is attempted in this 'book is to bring.to the America~. reader' an ~Ccount
of what the Soviet Union said and did in the Far East from 1931 to 1945.
It gives approximately the picture which the SOviet people themselves
have of this part of the world scene, for the study is compiled almost exclusively from Soviet sources." The result is a pedestrian narrative that
must be geared into the larger orbit of Soviet internal and external developments for a clearer comprehension of Soviet foreign policy. More
analysis ,and interpretation would have given the book more meaning _and
sparkle.
.
ALB E R T C. F. W EST P HAL

"

Japanese ljIilitarism: Its Cause and Cure, by John M. Maki. New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1945. $3.00.
Through Japanese Eyes, by Otto D. Tolischus. New _York: Reynal and
Hi~chcock, Inc., 1945. $2.00.
China Enters the Machine Age, by Kuo-heng Shih; edited and translated
. by Hsiao-tung-fei and Frances L. K. Shu. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1944. $2.50.
China's Wartime Politics, I937-I944, by Lawrence K. Rosinger. Prince·ton: Princeton University Press, 1944. $2.00.
The two countries that will determine peace or war, stability or chaos
in the Far East are China and Japan. Together tliey form the main objects
of the American Far Eastern policy. ~oth are in transformation and the
events in nei~er country can be regarded without reference to the great
problems· of.intematioQ-al relations, especially between Russia and the
United States. The inner developments in China" and Japan and the American-Russian understanding with regard to these inner developments form
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thus a focal point' of world peace; and it is essential that the American
people gain a clear understanding of the issues i~volved, not only in
following the changing news headlines, but in grasping the social, historical, and economic background of conditions which will determine the
life of our next generation.
The four books that are mentioned above are among those that can
be used to advantage for such background understanding. Although they
are already outdated' by rapid events, they still elucidate the various aspects
that we have to understand.
.
America has taken the lead in reorganizing and re-educating defeated
Japan. Our military government has not only destroyed the Japanese
military structure, but has laid the foundations for a social and economic
change in the field of. industrial organization, agrarian reforms, and political freedoms which may bring a beginning of a different Japanese
society. The results alone will prove whether our methods were right,
but in judging events of today it is of foremost importance to keep in
mind the basis of the structure to be changed. No book gives a clearer,
sound~r description of past Japanese society than Maki's Japanese Militarism. Far more than its title indicates, the book is a description of
Japan's inherited feudaJ tradition, its autocratic ruling group a;nd political
and ecoI;lomic oligarchy with the power ceqtered around the Emperor idea.
Under forms of modern constitutional development, the Japanese state
preserved its autocratic ruling spirit of the past and the political and economic exploitation that went with it. This national structure of Japan
emerged from contact with the Western world, and Maki's book describes
well that struggle of the technically-Westernized Japan against the Western
spirit and ideas, a struggle intensified in the last decade before the war.
The war against Japan was a war against a system. "The strategy and
true objectives are the ideas, the attitudes, the historical currents, the
social institutions and economic structure that have given rise to militarism and aggression." These are the objectives which the book analyzes.
"Japan has never'had a revolution, new forms of government did not mean
any fundamental change in philosophy, a fact which will have to be
kept in mind when we are trying to introduce into Japan 'now the forms
of western representative systems."
There are certain facts that impress themselves upon the reader of
~aki's book. He describes how ~ways in Japanese economy, "the people
, of Japan lent themselves to exploitation. They made good obedient
soldiers who did as they were told without question. The men, women,
and children worked long hours for little wages, happy to get only enough
to exist, and did not' \\¥'onder about these conditions. They were perfect
tools for the rulers of modern Japan." In spite of the .organizational
changes, it is still the old autocratic group that rules Japan today. Will
the representative system with the present elections be ~ble to break
group power and be a real expression of popular will? Maki shows also
"
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,the Emperor "as' an unaSsailable fort of authority from which autocracy(
gained legitimization of its exercise of power." Will it be possible to use
the same Emperor as a mere symool in the modern constitution without
danger that beliefs" and traditions prove stronger. than the constitutional
safeguard? Will it not be necessary to replace him. altogether' by a new
center of loyalty and a new social integration?
In the title, Maki perhaps overemphasizes the' military character of
Japan's oligarchy. In the eyes of this reviewer; the military. were only one
necessary arm of an exploitative system that bas its main basis in the
economic field and it was by no means the military alone that prevented
the development of the popular movements in Japan, as Maki's book itself
cleCirly indicates. There is also, perhaps, an underestimation ,of early
party development. Japan's movements, like the ~arly Jiyuto party, suppOTting farmer rebellions, were more than a "tool of the oligarchy," and
it seems an underestimation of the Japanese people's political life within
the early Meijiperiod to say that "these early parties withered and died
for they served no fundamental political need." Party life in Japan was
corrupted and falsified by big business and bureaucratic oligarchy and
. diverted by Indoctrination; but only 'the future will show whether several
historical beginnings of popular movemen~ in Japan will not be followed
up now when obstacles are cleared out of ,the way.
The ideology which was used to prevent this happening and to keep
Japan in line with the wishes of the rulers is described in Tolischus' book
Through Japanese Eyes. There the' author gives a collection of Japanese
quotations around the headings of "War Aims," "Master Race," "Emperor,"
"World, Conquest," "Race," UAnti-Westernism." It is a collection of statements by politicians, militarists, or moralists, or simply rabble-rou~ers.
,The book is valuable as a source of the statements that made up Japanese
propaganda at home and abroad, but the fact that there is no attempt
at classification on the basis of chronology limits the value of this collection
for appraising the development of Japan's newer ideology. The lack ~f
differentiation, between responsible statements of influential leaders and
the barking of. ~maller dogs is also a handicap for the reader who has no
knowledge of japanese publications or personalities. The idea of the
,book to present the Japanese in their own words is excellent, but it is
only a limited and unclassified.. selection of J~p?-nese propaganda and, in
part, of more serious statements, which can be used only with care in
~ evalua~ion of the task of re-education in Japan.,
Our aim in japan is establishment of a democratic society with which
we can co-operate, but the main emphasis of. our policy has shifted to
China. 'Whether our hope can be fulfilled, that China will take over the
position of Japan as center of Far-Eastern development, remains to be
seen. But the solution of the inner struggle in China is dependent not only
on China herself, but also on American-Russian relations. China's inner
conflict had come to a head when peace broke out. Rival factions which
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had both fought Japan suddenly saw before themselves the rich prize of
territory and equipment left by Japanese surrender. Whichever group
would secure the greater part of this prize would be that much strengthened
in a bargain preceding any political compromise. The issue is still open,
especially with regard to Manchuria, but negotiations have proceeded to
a point where an agreement seems possible. In order to bring it ~bout,
outside help will have to be given to overcome an inner struggle of power
which affects China's whole social and economic structure.. Rosinger's
China's Wartime Politics describes the story of this inner struggle before the
end of the war. It is a book of introduction important for anyone wanting
to follow the details of the pr,esent conflict and negotiations, and it is more
valuable because of a large annex of documents of political statements of
the right, left, and middle groups in China from 1935 to 1943. As in his
later and equally valuable book China's Crisis and in his several articles
for the Foreign Policy Association, Rosinger describes the. ups and downs
of a conflict which our policy tries to' overcome.
It would be false to think that "China's problem is to be seen only
in the daily events of party struggle. Behind it there are far greater
social factqrs at work that together make up the transformation of a
bureaucratic agricUltural society into a modern state with an integrated
economy. One of the main problems in which America is particularly
interested is China's coming industrialization. It is a problem not simply
of war materials, of capital and investment, or of a rise in.' the consumer's
living standard, but also of social attitude: Shih's book China Enters the
Machine Age deals with this social attitude as far as. China's labor is
concerned. The book is written by one of the young sociologists of Fei
Hsiao-tung's group which is producing a number of important studies on
China's society. It is a study of a wartime factory in southwest China,
limited in place and in time to special conditions. But through this
specific case· it is possible to get an understanding of China's problems in
developing labor for its coming industry. The book shows the difficulty
incurred in supplementing the small proportion of trained city labor with
workers drawn from the untrained and conservative agrarian population.
The problem of. overcoming the regional differences in language, food, and
habits with their resulting animosities is perhaps a minor one in comparison with the problem of 'educational and social'differences between the
city and the countryside. It will. take time to form in China a uniform
labor group with professional pride and conscience in addiition to technical
skill. To this important problem of China's transformation Shih's book
is an interesting introduction.
FRANZ
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Top Secret, by Ralph Ingersoll. Ne,.w York: Harcourt, Brace and Company,
1946•. $3.00•

. This is perhaps the most controversial book. to come out of World
War II thus far, and its contentions and accusatitlns will reverberate until
man acquires sufficient intelligence to quit waging war and then talking
about it. Ralph Ingersoll, prewar editor of PM and wartime LieutenantColonel,.served as one of the officers on General Omar Bradley's staff in
the planning division. The three main hypotheses or contentions of his
book are as follows:
General: Eisenhower was not the directing genius of victory, but merely a
political general, serving as a means of liaison' between the army and the higher
government levels, or as "Chairman of the Board," an expression which was widely
used and which General Eisenhower'.s friends took great pains to refute.
2. General. Eisenhower, and indeed all the American political and military
bigwigs, clnowed themselves, to come under the tutelage of the British, to the
extent that they served merely as an American tail to the British kite.
3. General Bradley was the "brains" of the allied army, all (or at least most)
field victories were due ·to him (and his assistants), and the much-touted Field
M~ Montgomery was an overcautious,. hesitant, and inefficient leader, whose
egotism and bungli~g prolonge~ the war.·
1.

These are serious charges. This reviewer, who spent the war in Albuquerque, cannot attempt to an~wer the question whether or not General
"Ike" was more a "Chairman of the Board" than a military leader. Captain Harry C. Butcher, in his book My ·Three Years with Eisenhower, almost
confirms all of Ingersoll's suspicions-without intending to. Butcher's
account of what went on at Ei~enhower's headquarters may not be complete. Butcher was a kind of "First Lady of tp.e White House," seeing
to Eisenhower's rest, exercise, and. appointments, and taking care of the .
VIP's ~ery Important Persons); 'and his impressions naturally stress inspections,social events, political decisions, and suggest by omission that most
military decisions were'made at a lower level. If Captain Butcher's emphasis is correct, Eisenhower was much involved in the unavoidable but
n,ecessaiy "front" work, and was not very much of a field general.
The second indictment is but another detail in the long-lamented subservience of the United States .to British foreign policy, which those who
don't like it say has been going on for a hundred yean or more .and right
on into the postwar era. It· ~. an accusation against the whole succession
-of governments from President Monroe down, and Eisenhower is accused
of carrying it into the military field as well as, into _~e field of foreign
relations. (President Wilson, we must remember, complained that an
American ambassador was no good after six months in London, when he
,
became "more",English than the King.")
The main point supporting this indictment'is fairly well confirmed:
the British insistence on attacking the "soft underbelly of Europe" for
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British political advantage, postponing the cross-Channel attack-a purely
strategical manoeuver-, and thus postponing the defeat of Germany.
(Throughout Butcher's diary, the "Prime" is continuing. to give reasons
for not attacking in France, almost up to coD" day.) Nevertheless, it must
be remembered that if Britian was opposed to the attack in France, Britain
lost and the American strategy prevailed.
A third main point of Top Secret, the relative merits of Montgomery
and Bradley, is the most novel and interesting. Mr. Ingersoll contends that
the British, after overcoming their reluctance to the French invasion, agreed
to the "Overlord". plan which "slipped neatly into the groove that ~ad
been carved for that purpose • • • and dropped into the laps of
General (and presently Sir) Bernard Montgomery, Air Chief Marshal Sir
Tratl~rd Leigh-~Iallory, and Admiral of the Fleet Sir Bertram Ramsay
. • • as planned, under all-Briti&h management." Montgomery was
made ground commander, and chose the most easterly position for the
British troops, one which he considered the most advantageous, giving
him the best chance to break out of the· Normandy peninsula and race
toward· Berlin. The place he chose to force his breakthrough was Caen.
"~Iontgomery took Caen only after two all-out attacks. • • .0 He was
stopped just beyond Caen after practically destroying the British Armored
Corps by running his tanks in successive waves head on into the German
88 tire. He failed to destroy, or even defeat, the German army opposite
him."
.
Mr. Ingersoll then goes on to tell of Eisenhower's assuming control
and giving .Bradley command of the American army, with l\1ontgomery
over the .British and Canadians. He describes Bradley's brilliant breakthrough at St. Lo and the unchaining of Patton's lightning-fast 3rd Army.
Ingersoll contends that now the war could have been ·WOll! in a matter of
weeks; that "Patton could have gone practically unopposed into the heart
of Germany (one captured German general· insisted on giving his interrogators a letter to his wife in Berlin: "You will be there ~n a couple of
weeks"); that the Siegfried line was completely unmanned, and the Ger• mans had no reserves to man it; that their disorganiezd and beaten armies
could not have been reassembled in time.
But the Americans ran out of supplies. What was wrong with our
Service of Supplies? The answer, according to Ingersoll, was "Montgomery," who had insisted that he be given Patton's supplies in order to
attack Germany in the north through Holland. Thus while Patton came
to a dead- stop, Montgomery went ahead with his abortive attack at
Arnhem. By the time Montgomery was extricated from his predicament
and supplies again reached Patton, the Germans had regrouped and fresh
reserves had been brought up to make the breaking of the Siegfried Line
a costly campaign.
It would take too many words to continue Mr. Ingersoll's account of
y.
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the "Battle of the Bulge," the crossing of the Rhine, and the encirclement
of the Ruhr. In all these it is Bradley and his lieutenants (notably Patton)
who are brilliant, and Montgomery who blunders. The stopping of Patton
in favor of lVlontgomery so parallels the stopping of Pe~shing at St. Mihiel
in World War I, at Haig's request, that this reviewer at least must ponder
whether our military, as w~ll as our diplomats, have so little' self-confidence
that they feel they must always play tail to the British kite.

Gus T A.V E M.

W'E I L

Financing ~Ful.l Employment, by, John Philip Wernette. Cambridge: Har-

vard University Press, 1945. $2.00.
~
In writing this book, J. P. Wernette deals not with the present period
during which our principal economic problem is to prevent inflation and
to muster the manpower and materials necessary to satisfy the backlog of
demand· built up during the war penod, but with the more distant yet
inevitable period when our problem will again be that of providing full
employment for factories-,farrns, and men. H~ points out that in the
absence of a wise and potent program the danger of .widespread unemployment in the post-transition period is serio~. "Postwar Anierica can
be, economically, either ·a rather wonderful. place, or it can be a dreary'
land of unemployment, doubt& contusion, and, ~nally, upheaval" (p. 24).
This bpok presents a constructive program for' avoiding these ~eary events.
Doctor Wernette's program is essentially conservative. He wants to
encourage rather than discourage private enterprise; he wishes to hold
government regulation of industry to· a minimum; and he looks with disfavor upon a turther. enlargement ·of the Federal debt; in fact, he believes
the debt should be reduced., He rightly insists, however~ that private
enterprise can not offer full and stable emplorment in the -absence of an
adequate demand for its products. If it can not sell itsfuU output at
. profitable prices, it can not afford to keep the full labor force on its payrolls.
The program is designed,. therefore, to insure the ma~ntenance of a proper
level of money spendin~ for. the output of the economy.. It would do this
by invoking '9. traditional but hitherto inadequately used power of the
Federal government, the power to control the 'monetary system. The
prime objective of this monetary control is indicated by the name of the
proposed new monetary standard, "The Full EmploYIllent S.tandard."
In administering the, Full Employment Standard the newly constituted
Federal Stabilization Board would constandy watch the level,oI employment. When' a depression threatened, it would create and issue new money
to stimulate industry and employment. The new money would be put into
the hands of the public by covering deficits resulting from a shrinkage of
the tax base (national income), through' debt retirement, or by spending
for public works. Such injections would continue until spendings- were
restored to the' required level. Then the Federal Stabilization Board
o
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WGuid withdraw the required amount of money if spending threatened
to become excessive. Wernette makes it clear that he is not designing a
one-way street; he would withdraw excess money just as promptly as he
would create any new money needed. He -does believe, however, that
. only infrequently will it be necessary to withdraw any significant amount
of money from circulation. Because of the continued growth of population,
production, and national income, there must be a marked upwat."d trend
in the quantity of money if we are to maintain full employment..Though the Full Employment Standard is the central theme of this
program, its author does not consider it a cure-all. He realizes that it
must be supplemented by moderate and appropriate policies on the part
of 'government, business, and labor. He therefore calls upon business for
wise price policies, upon labor for sensible wage policies! ,ad upon government for tax reform, aid to small bu~iness, and a seIisible anti-monopoly
program.
Financing Full Employment is well worth reading. Its style is lucid
and interesting throughout. Its analysis and general conclusions are sound.
The advocates of "do nothing" can, and doubtless will, criticize the suggestions made. They will point out that the managed Full Employment
Standard can be abused. It can. . But so can any other weapon powerful
enough to ward off unemployment., The danger in a do-nothing policy
far outstrips the danger in this proposed plan. It will.be suggested that
President Wernette's plan is not adequate. This may be true; the reviewer believes that it would be wise to have other measures in reserve.
But this is no argument against the proposed plan. It should occupy
a prominent position in a full employment program. If by itself it can
insure full employment, that will be fine; if supplementary measures are .
needed, they can be added. One of the principal contributions of this
book is its insistence that sensible and potent monetary measures be given
a fair trial before measures involving basic changes in the free enterprise .
.,system are invoked.
LESTER
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The inauguration of Dr.'John Philip Wernette as the c;ighth pres. ident of the University of New Mexico was held on the campus on
May 10, against a background of beauty alid traditional academic
formality. The ceremony, presided over by Judge Sam G. Bratton,
President of the Board' of Regents, was att~ded by distinguished
educators, representatives of learned societies, the entire ~culty, and
L,
+
f : many friends. 'In his address for the historic occasion, Dr. Wernette
trace4 the growth of the University and speculated upon its future
expansion and its cult~ sigm6.cance ·in this\'lstate. Dr. Howard L.
Bevis, closelersonal frien4 of Dr. Wernette,
gave the other principal
.
address of the occasion. ,He placed his topic "Youth Looks at Our
Colleges" ina broad general framework and then presented from a
s~ci6.c and scholarly viewpoint those problems which today challenge
the educational world. Dr. W~ette came to the University of New
Mexico last August from the faculty of the Harvard Gradua,te School
of Business Administration, bringing with him a background of active
participation in economic administration in the United States and Latin
America. In addition to the publication of many articles in professional journals, he is the author of Financing Full Employment, Money,
Business and Prices, and Cont1'ol of Business Cycles. President Wernette's scholarly achievements are symbolic of his new office,' and he
was inducted into that office with the sincere congratulations and
good will of all the friends of the University.
,

.

.The manuscript of Ema Fergusson's eighth book, Cuba, has been
sent off to her publishers, and at the present time she is "just relax4-ing:' All of the eight books have been written in New Mexico, even
though gathering ·the material for ,them took h~ to far places, and the
publication'of each one haS always been
ap event of s~ significance
.
.
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for her friends. N at long ago one of Miss Fergusson's friends called
her up and asked her to drop in the following day for a cup of tea.
"1.am sorry," said Erna; "I am leaving for Cuba this afternoon and
won't be back for a week." "What in the name of heaven are you
, .going up there for at this time of the year?" said the friend, visualizing
in a split second the wind-swept little New Mexico settlem«;nt. "Not
up," laughed Erna, "to Cuba.
" I know you will enjoy her
impressions of that trip (which follow), and I am sure that you are
looking forward to her book:
Twenty-four hours from Albuquerque to Havana is an experience.
To rise out of New l\tlexico's dry, invigorating air> and to be set down next
day in Cuba's moist and langorous atmosphere is like skyrocketing to
another planet. The trip across the continent is something everyone should
do, if only to see how air-minded a folk we have become. The big airports
are like union stations filled with harried redcaps, rushing travelers, and
loud speakers blaring out unintelligible announcements of arrivals and
departures every quarter of an hour. And what tender care the stewardesses
take of one with cushions, food, and soothing words I In the air, actually,
flying is too' smooth and remote to be Cluite li!te traveling: But one does
see country. Texas, for instance, is thrillingly beautiful with its rectangular pattern of planted fields and squared roads and the relief of wandering
water courses.
I went to Havana, having robbed a bank and taken a long chance to
see the Comparsas-Afro-Cuban processions which take the place in Havana
of the more conventional carnival-and to try for certain hidden ;observances
which I had missed before. I had luck. My book, Cuba, will be published
in the fall by Alfred A. Knopf.
Agnes Morley Cleaveland, author of No Life For a Lady, came in
from her ranch at Datil, New ,Mexico, recently, and according to prearranged plans took back with her for ~ a week-end holiday there, Mr.
and l\1rs. L. Thompson of the Houghton Miffi~n Company. No inside
information was given by any member of the literary trio in regard
to the publication date of the, manuscript that Mrs. Cleaveland has
been writing on the life of her brotper, Ray ~·forley, but I got the., im"Home," acqording to the
pression that it is in a final draft.
author of one of Houghton Miffiin's prize bOOKS, "is dbfinitely from
this time for:ward going to be at Datil," and we are all glad to hear the
news, because California has been claiming her as a favorite daughter.
Dr. Willis Jacobs, who has returned to the teaching staff of the
University o~ New Mexico after two years and a half of service in the

--
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European theater 'of war, is the author of the following recent publications: ."An American Looks at •England,'" Fortnightly Review
(London);. "Where Do the People Live?" Commonweal; "The New
American· Amity," The English Digest; "lgen and Modyor," New
Yorker; "Skrimages Right," 14.merican Spef:ch. Forthcoming publications by Dr. Jacobs include "Machiavelli in la," Saturday Review of
Literature;and "Those British Brides," The Woman. '
You will be inter,ested, I am sure, to know that Dr. Howard R.
Raper recently"sold the publication rights to his book Man Against
Pain to the London publishing house of GoIlancz. The book has been
chosen the book of the mpnth by the Sci,entific .Book Club, appeared
several weeks ago in a condensed version in Liberty, was among the ten
books selected by the Saturday Review of Literature poll for the Pulitzer awarc;l,_ and will in the near future be published for the blind by the
Louisville, Kentucky, Publishing House for the Blind.
The Lost !American, by Dr. Frank C. Hibben, assistant professor
of anthropology at this university, is one of the 'significant books of
the season. It is a popularly written story· of the earliest Americans,
the San~ia man and Folsom man, and was chosen as the May book
of the month by the American Association for the Advancement of
Science.
..
One of the most valuable contributions to New Mexicana ~ill be
the anthology of selections from New Mexico magazine which the
editor of that magazine, George Fitzpatrick, is assembling. The book
will be published by the Rydal Press of Santa Fe.
Forthcoming publications of. regional interest include the following: Murder Cavalcade, by Mystery Writers of America, because it
will include a mystery by Dorothy B. Hughes: 'Maverick: a Town, by
John McCarty, a Texas newspaperman, because the story revolves
around Tascosa, fabled, town of the old 'Vest; and Pioneer Western
Empire Builders, by Frank King, because it will contain hitherto. unpublished 'material about some of the old families of the West. .'. .
The New Mexico Book Store reports brisk sales on The Fields, by
Conrad Richter; the juvenile, Cocky, fourth book in the fascinating
Mesaland Series (University Press) ; and th~t perfectly beautiful book
River of the Sun (Universi'ty Press), by Ross Calvin.
.
The University of New Mexico Summer Session Lecture Series
is now being planned by Dr. Willis Jacobs, director of the series. The
purpose is to introduce to the Summer Session student body, and to
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the populace of the Southwestern area, distinguished Southwestern
writers who will speak on topics associated with this wide region.
Already on the schedule are Erna Fergusson, of Albuquerque, and
Agnes. Morley Cleaveland, of Datil. Professor J. Frank Dobie of
Texas and folklore fame, and Dr. Ross Calvin, author 'of River of the
S~n, have also been Invited to this series. In addition, William Bradford Huie, author of the controversial The Case A.gainst the A.dmirals
and the official history of the Seabees, is to be a spedal speaker on the
_series. Other notable speakers ~ll be invited to lecture. The lectures,
open free to students and public, will be held during July and August,
on Wednesday evenings ~t 8 p. m. in Rodey -Hall on the University
campus.

J

.~

\
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CONTRIBUTO~RS
Contributors of articles ana essa~ to this issue are all new t(i) these pages.
MELVIN T. SOLVE is chairman of the dep2L1'tment of English at the University of
Arizona, TucsOn, and one of the editors of Arizona Quarterly. MAX KNEPPER, who
lives in Los Angeles, was in the Navy mitil about a year ago; articles of his have
appeared in CUTTent History, New Republic, and other magazines. J. MASON
BREWER, well known as folklorist, was the founder of the South Carolina Negro
Folklore Guild; he -now teaches romance languages and directs research at the
Negro college, Samuel Huston, in Austin, Texas. FRANCIS C. GoLFFING, better
known as a poet and as an able linguist, has recently returned from service in the
Army. He will make his home in Logan, Utah.

a

A note on HORACIO QUIROGA, author of "The Son," appears at the end of his
story; the translator, RACHEL LOUGHRIDGE, teaches foreign lan~ges at Central
Michigan College of Education; other translations by 'her have been. pUblished in
Fantasy, Prairie Schooner, Phylon, University Review, and other magazines. 'CHENOWETH HALL. appearing here for the first time, lives in Prospect HaTbour, Maine;
her novel, The Crow on the Spruce, was published by Houghton MiHlin this spring.
GEORGE SNEll, formerly connected with the University of Utah and now living in
San Francisco, will have a book on contemporary American writing published by
E. P. Dutton Be Co. this winter. VERNIE BELTZ (Mrs. Laverne Beltz). graduate student at the University of Denver, wrote "P11ririe Funeral" in a course in creative
.'
writing there. This is her first appearance in a magazine.
Regular readers of the NEW MEXICO QUARn:tU-y REVIEw will recognize the
names of all the poets appearing in this issue; they are aU old contributors. JOHN
NERBER, of Bloomfield, Connecticut, will have his first volume of poems published
this summer by Simon and Schuster-a Venture Press book. LINCOLN FITZELL, of
Berkeley, Califofllia, is author of In Plato's Garden and Morning Rise· and Other
Poems. BYRON HERBERT REECE'S llook of ballads arid lyrics entitled Ballad of the
Bones was published recently by E. P. Dutton Be Co. and is now in its third printing.
He liv~ in Blairsville, Georgia. CAROL ELY HARPER will.have two books of poems
published this year: The Faulty Lover and Big Bend of the Columbia River; her
home is in Walla Walla, Washington. A ~t book of poems"by BYRON VAZAKAS, "of
Reading, Pennsylvania, is being brought out this summer 'by Macmillan.
Book reviews for this issue deal mainly with works of scientific and economic
interest. STUART A. NORTHROP is professor of geology at the University of New
Mexico and is the author of Minerals of New Mexico and many scientific articles.
ALBERT C. F. WESTPHAL has recently returned to the history department of the College of the City of New York, where his majc;>r interests are public law and foreign
policy. FRANZ MICHAELis acting chairman of the Far Eastern department at the
University of Washington, Seattle. GUSTAV.E M. WElL, whose home is in Albuquerque,' New Mexico, is a retired business ma~ and a veteran of World War I who
saw service in France. LESTER V. CHANDLER, regularly a member of the faculty of
Amherst College, has been in government service in Washington, D. C. .
Regular features by JULIA KELEHER, of the English department of the University of New Mexico, and by SPUD JOHNSON, of the University's Harwood Foundation
in Taos, are well known to regular readeJ;S of this magazine. Lyle Saunders' bibliography, "A Guide to the Literature of the Southwest," will be r~ed with the
.next issue. Mr. Saunders' has recently returned to the campus after several months
spent in graduate study at the University of Chicago.
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ow THAT THE WORLD is having its second try at international gov"
ernment,.the question of whether or not nations can be m~de
amenable to law has be~oine one of practical as well as theoretical interest. It has been ,popularly believed for decades that international law is
as real as national law, although probably more difficult to enf~rce.
We have heard not a little about international lawyers, and we know,
that universities teach a couise1"labeled International Law. However,
failure.of the League of Nations and the fnability of our statesmen to
prevent the .Second World War have left in the minds of millions a
doub~ concerning the reality or efficacy of international law-a doubt
which
. the San Francisco Conference and the first . session of U.N .0. in
London have not helped very much to lessen. The progress of the
Nuremberg trials of war criminals has sharpened -the lines of division
between those who think that nations can be made to. live according to
concepts of morality, or be made to suffer destruction and defeat with
punishment of national leaders, and those who believe that nations are
above the concepts of moral law. People who are in this second group
believe that only one consideration can activate nations, and that is
the law of ·survival. Anything which promotes thestrengili of a nation is mandatory ttpqn thaenation's leaders. When a natioIl!.in pursual o~ what it considers necessary for survival meets oppositi1im from
other nations, activated also by self-interest and desire for survival,
and is defeated in war, the defeat is sufficient punishment, according
to the second point of view. Trial and punishment of tbe leaders of
the defeated nation for "crimes" is hypocrisy, disguised revenge, and
without author!ty of established law or legal precedent. ,
.
Early ~iters on polity from Plato to Aquinas assumed thaenations
as- well as individuals should be governed by moral law. The concept

N

'
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of nati~nalism was not highly developed until modem times, nor in
the absence of struggle for markets and raw materials we~e international relations as important in the ancient and medieval periods as
they have been since the Industrial Revolution. The Platonic concept
of justice, a polity wherein every person might achieve 'a place commensurate with his abilities, could by extension'be applied to nations.
Obviously Plato's idea of justice would be difficult of application' to
nations, for while an individual may admit that he is fit to be artisan,
soldier, or philosophic governor and may be willing to seek his hap- .
piness in the field of activity where his talents and.training lie, nations
do not so easily reconcile themselves to classification as fifth-rate, -or
as belonging naturally within the sphere of influence of a first-rate
power.
~
The medieval Christian application of Aristotelian dynamism as
a I}lovement toward perfect form or God was, of course, individual.
and at the same time of universal application. Its application to nations seems as difficult as Plato's scheme, but such extension of his system is readily conceivable. The difficulty here se~ms to be that while
an-individual will usually admit his shortcomings and submit himself
to improving disciplines, nations up t6 date seem to have regarded
themselves as perfect. .To my knowledge no nation has ever publicly
admitted itself to be in the wrong, or has ever acknowledged that it
fought in an unjust cause, although reparations have been wrung
from nations whose leaders chose to support the lo~ing side in a war.
Thus in the War between the States, England sympathized with the
South, which produced cotton for her mills, and years after the close
of the war very grudgingly paid damages to the government of the
United States for breach of neutrality in allowing the Alabama, Florida,
and other warships for the Confederacy to be built i!l Bri~in.
Christian writers on ethics associated "natural law" with the Creator·of man and nature. Natural law to them was God's law, which
commanded men to love each other. J'his concept IS far removed from
the "natural law" of tooth and fang, or the struggle for survival of individuals and species as described by' the nineteenth~enturyevolutionists.
In accord with the Sermon on. the Mount certain writers on Christian
ethics have advocated extreme passivity. St. At:nbrose, for instance,
did not believe that an individual had the right to defend' himself
against murderous assault. While western nations have generally described themselves as Christian, the degree of humility advocated by
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Ambrose has been acc~pted only by those individuals who are the most
extreme pacifists, and by no nation. The, passive resistarice of India
has no humility in it, and is calculated to injure. For one nation to
accept the. doctrine of Christian passivity would obviousl,- be suicidal,
unless the nations universally disarmeq. After the First World War
and again now there is talk of disarmament, but.it is probably as futile
as the dipsomaniac's periodic resolution to quit drink. .
.
The seventeenth-century writer, Hugo Grotius, accepted a part
of the Christian 'ethical teaching; he thought there ,was a natliral law
which God himself could not overrule. This concept is also to be
found in the sixth-century Codes of Justinian, and is believed to' be the
foundation of civil law. Before the institution of civil law it was
thought that there was a time in which man lived according to natu!al
law, an idea which the eighteenth-century Rousseau makes use of in
various of ~is .essays. This natural law prohibited one man's injuring
another and enjoined the. fulfillment of contracts 'which had .been entered into without compulsion. Grotius applied these principles to
• international relations.
Nations, said Grotius, rather naively, are still
.
living in a "state of. nature" 'so ~r as their relations are concerned,
there being as yet no legal code f<?r nations. He was aware, of c0!irse, that nations; which in his time had grown ambitious and aggressive, did
not ~lways conduct themselves according' to natiIrallaw. But he also
'. maintained that war was a right to which a nation might resort when
another natiop. had violated.a more primary right. This, many will
obserVe, was a more "realistic" attitude' than th~ Christian turning of
the other cheek. ~ In the case of contracts, Crotius said that reason required the keeping of contracts because the institution of government
and the right of property were alike dependent upon tacit or ~xplicit
contract.
."
,
Thomas Hobbes, a conte~porary of Grotius, revived the ipicur'ean notion that .man was activated by appetite, not by .Divine love.
Natural' law to him was the ~esire. for pleasure and the avoidance of
pain. ,What seems benevolent action is based, he .said, upOn a hope of
future benefit. It is the function of reason~to pQint the way and devise
.the means to ootain future pleasure or security. But there can be Ilttle
qappille~"':~ the world -unless the reasonable guidance of conduct is
'universally followed.. Unle'ss all (or nearly all) persons fulfill contractual obligations, it is of course to no purpose for a few to,do so.
Such general observance' of contract can hardly ~e .hoped for, thought
I

y
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Hobbes, except in a society which punishes breach of contract. A
"common power" must therefore -be established that may use "the
strength and means of all" to enforce on everyone the observance of
rules of conduct which are for the general welfare. Hobbes was framing a theory of government for a coulitry~England specifically, but the
extension of his ideas to the wider international field seem~ logical and,
indeed, inevitable.
How~ver beautiful and convincing, theory somehow seldom fits
practiee. Early in the sixteenth century a minor Italian student of
politics, who had himself backed the wrong party and suffered in personal fortune as a result, occupied his time, while living inenf<:>rced re- .
tirement, in the study of history. His purpose was to deduce" a set of
,principles which would enable a strong leader to dominate the warring
princes of ltaly, in~luding the pope, and so create a strong pation. He
did not argue whether or "not the concept of nationalism was good or
-evil: he accepted the idea as beyond question. That nationalism might
be an evil seemed to him unthinkable. Consequently his problem was
to deduce empirically from the recorded successes and failures of the·
past a set of precepts which would insure safety to the state and success to its prince. By means of this book, The Prince, Niccolo Machiavelli
hoped to win for himself an important position with the Medici prince
of Florence.
Machiavelli discarded all of the political theory based on the principles of virtue-Greek, Roman, and Christian. Virtue and law were
necessary for individuals within the nation, but impracticable for a
prince. A prince should ap'pear to have the Christian virtues, but such
appearance was to be mere window dressing. The many know what
one seems to be, but few know what one really is, said Niccolo. A
prince must be both' beast and~~ t,nan, and a prince must dare to do
'YI"0ng. He has but one rule te guide him; every action is good which
;. assures the well-being and-security of the state. Contracts shall be kept
only so long as their fulfillment: is a benefit to the state.~ If conditions
have changed since the treaty or contract was made, or if the prince had
entered_ into the treaty unwisely, he should liot hesitate to break it.
Wars had always been and were not to be avoided. He who delays in
entering into a war only contributes to the strength of the enemy.
. For three centuries Machiavelli has been praised as the first scientific writer on politics, and blamed as an incarnation of evil. In Shakespeare's time in England tI,.e term Machiavellian was a synomyn for

>.
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<:teviltty. But" students of history know that aU nations from antiquity
to the present have lived with the par~dox ofmoraI prindples inprivate life and disguised but l\1ach~avellian realism in international rela,. tions. Our confusion. today is owing to our. unwillingness to ;bring to
. an end this double standard o~ conduct. Our late 'president promulgated high moral sentiments in the 'Atlantic Charter, and ~t Yalta
signed away to Russia .the Kurile Islands and half of Poland in direct violation of tpe principles which he had used at home to enlist sentimen.t
for the war.· He was makirtg use of 'individual moral principles to make
men fight while negating those principles in his role of "prince." . Like
Machiavelli -he apparently believed that the many will know what one
professes to be 3.q4 few will know what one really is. There was no
pres~ in the sixteenth century,. and no. radio. It is an interesting possibility that widespread and rapid dissemination of news may assist in
bringing to an end the double standard of _conduct. The voter may
hope to leat;n more and mo:re q.{ickly what the prince really is if the
press can maintain its freedom and improve the quality of its reporting.
~n a totalitarian country, t~e common man must remain in helpless
19n9rance .
So long as the deification of the state cont~nues.there will be tittle
change. Once one accepts the idea of tJte state as most hig~ Qtl earth,
eternal, and divinely sanctioned,.it is impossible to escape the co~oUary
'that everything possible must be d~'e' for .its. preservation. This
exalted notion of the 'state probably derives from an extension of per.......~
sonal ego, and is the more eagerly adJ:1ered to because' it supplies a com- ~--...-w.=
. pensating perm~ence and stability to the individua~ painfully con- _ _.
cious of the transitoriness and obscurity of' his life. To' paraphrase .
S~elley:'s paraphrase of Plato, "The one (the state) remains, the many
(individuals) change arid pass." When nations first arose fr0!U feudal'anarchy, their princes, Charlemagne, Pepin, and others, had themselves' .
crowned by the pope to give an air of divine sanctio.n to their governme~t. Every nation' today probably regards itself as holy _and its 'soil
as sacred, and perhaps every nation -engaged in war has been certain
that God was on its'side, although onJy Germany inscribed the idea on
its soldiers' belt buckles.
. Before much progress tQward international morality can be made
we must also cure ourselves of our love of success. Admiration for
rqthless daring seems part of man's nature, though it derives from the
b~t. 'Among the warlik~, Homeric Greeks it was one of the highest
C
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·virtues. Since Plato, and espe~ially since Christ, it has not been' approved by moralists. But it persists. Nations too have been admired
in proportion to their success in diplomacy and war. Admirers of Russia today have forgotten her violated treaties with Finland and Poland,
but remember the victorious might of her armies. An individual or
a country which .has suffered severe reversal, even when the reversal
may have b~en caused by a noble adherence to a disadvantageous contract, is little admired abroad, and its officers are usually defeated by the
irate voters at home.
There can be little hope fOF success for world government when
that success is dependent upon the radical modification of deep-rooted
ways of thought. The humble man will not easily give up his patriotism. While he occasionally pays for it with his life, it gives him a sense
of "belonging," without which he is lost. "Citizen of the: world" is a
greater concept, to be sure, but its grasp requires more education and
imagination than the average person possesses. Nor will the politician
or the prince give up lightly the most effective' whip by which he has
through many centuries beaten the common man to do his bidding.
The ~orship of individual or national success gives to the obscure and
weak (that is, nearly all of us) vicarious participation in the affairs of
the great-the only success we have.
Necessity, however, forces change. Civilized .virtues have prob.ably been forced by necessity. The slogan of business, "Honesty is the
best policy," while often honored in the breach, has been forced by
·publicity. Publicity in the affairs of princes may also in time force
changes. 'International business, .the basis of modern international
politics, may also be f~rced by publicity into a closer accord with private morality. Emery Reves in his book The Anatomy of Peace argues
convincingly that world government is only a step above the change
that took place- in early modern times when nation~l governments
established law and order in vast regions wherein feudal lords had warred incessantly, activated only by self-interest and love of power.
There is also the mechanical necessity, dinned into our ears incessantly
since Hiroshima, which may force a change. We may be willing to
modify our ideas of nationalism in order to survive as a part of creation.
It is not logically demonstrable that man must survive. The dinosa~r:
did not, nor does man's record prove that he de~rves to survive. But~
we wish to prove" our. right to survive, and our egotism makes us want
"the continuance of the species as individually we pOssess a strong will
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to live. As gunpowder ended' feudalism, the atomic bomb may end
amoral nationalism. . " \
.
just as Hobbes thougl;lt that the maintenance of law among individuals necessitated the punishment of offenders, it.would seem logical
to believe that maintenance of international law.orequires the punishment of offending nations and· their leaders~ Once we get rid of the
German transcendental nonsense of the nation as an ideal and inde,strQctible entity beyond reach of law, we may make some slow progress
toward legal control of nations. In the hey-d.ay of laissez.-faire econom"ics we applied the. same transcendental moonshine to corporations.·
They were soulless, impersonal, beyond the law made for individuals.
But corporations have been controlled to some extent, andc6uld be to
any degree, provided there existed sufficient will among the people.
Corporation officials have bef!n jailed many '!imes, although the big
.wrong-doer is harder to jail than the lit.tle. Those who believe i~ the
theory of punishment willllot hesitate to say tpat the effect upon business has been salutary.
',
The qu!bble of the lawyers in regard to the pun~shment of· German, Italian, and Japanese war leaders is to"be expected. Possibly it
has some value as a restrainIng influence upont~e vindictive and 4asty,
and so ~cts as' a s~feguard to llberty~ That there is nC! world legislative
body which has formulated and promulgated an international ~code is
true, of course. But a large part of Roman Law was made on the spot
by trial jU9ges and incorporated deca~es or' centuries later into the
Codes of Justinian. English Common Law "Was also a growth of usages
, dictated piecemeal by necessity,. The adage "Necessity knows no law"
is no more true than that necessity makes ,laws. Lawyers and judges
, are· properly conservative-, and the social function of conservatism. is to
say no to everything which does not accord with the established pattern.
But stagnation would result -unless there were occasionally a bold and
persuasive voice of affirmation. It should be noted that in th~ charges
brought against the Germans at Nur~mberg there is not a single idea
, that has not been sanCtioned for centuries by writers on ethics, or that
does not hi the Western Wodd have riniversa,.l approval: crimes against
. peace, violations of the laws and customs of war, crimes against humanity. The surprising thing is not that this is an example of making law
on the spot, but ,that the violated rules of con~ct are so old, and ~at
so many of the changes'involv¢ breach of written agreements and cove- .
'nants freely entered. into by Ge~n leaders, such as the Hague con-
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ventions of 1899 and 1907, and numerous treaties. The only element
of novelty is in bringing to judgment .the entire top rank of a nation's
leaders. The bringing of national leaders to trial is not without
precedent, whatever may be said against the character of the trial courts
of those earlier times.. To name but a few, England and Fran€e have'
tried and executed their-4c.ings; and when we turn to the international
scene we recall that Joan of Arc was tried, found guilty, and sentenced"
and that Napoleon was proscribed by the A,liies, and the F:rench consented to his being exiled. This action is-considered one of political
. authority rather than of justice according to law, but it is a precedent...· ,~
There is belief in many quarters that the condemD;ing of military
officers for atrocities committed by. their subordinates is unjust and
impracticable. But it is not new." The Hague Convention forbade pillage, destruction of life and property, demanded respect for family
honor and religious practices. The Supreme Court' of the United
States committed itself long ago to the doctrine that, a belligerent may
by military commission rpu~ish enemy personnel who before their capture ,or surrender committed any of these war crimes. That a soldier
must obey orders of his superiors is not necessarily true.. Self-interest
of the underling ca~not be accepteq as an adequate defense, for Ameri- _
can dvil courts have held that an order w~ich is unlawful need not be
obeyed.
~
Our win is weak regarding punishment for t~ose whOhave plunged
their country in~o a war of aggression because we are of diviqed'rninds.
Are we sure th3:t"all wars of aggression are evil? Do we wantito tie our
awn hands for the future? And is our record too -clean in; the past?:
And is the record ofour late ally, Russia, whose representatives sat at
Nuremberg, one which will bear inspection?
T~e real issue~s this: shall we now compel all nations, including
our own, to adhere to law based upon "moral principles, or shall we go
on professing Christian prihciples but permitting nations to operate
on the Itvel of the jungle beast? If among nations might: is continue
to mak~ right (and nineteenth-century German political philosophers
followed Machiavelli in believing that·' this was the only operative
principle) , our elected apologists must charm us with "Points," "Freedoms," and "Charters" even more splendid "than those of the past.
After all, we have had instances of double standards aplenty: chastity
has generally been required of women only; piety has often been put
on with the Sunday suit; $e medieval- knight was chivalrous toward

-----
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ladies but a "wolf' among women. Unless: mastery of the techn,ique
for utilization of atomic energy frightens us into observ_ance of inter~
national law, we can conceivably continue ~o be moral as individuals
. and amoral as nations. PhilosophicallY" of COU!se, a dualism is repugnant', and a moral double role .is destructive of ~ntegrity if we permit
ourSelves to see that we are "houses divided." BU:t man has always been
,"so clever at justification that he wil~ postpone as long as possible the
seco~d emergence from the jungle, the second attempt to' walk upright.

"
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SON·

Horacio Quiroga
(URUGUAY)

Translated by Rachel Loughridge
it is a powerful summ~r day, with all the SUD, the h~at,
and the calm which the season can provide. Natul'e, quite unrestrained, is satisfied with herself.
Like the sun, the heat, and the surrounding calm; the father opens
his heart to Nature.
"Be careful, Child," he says to his son, shortening into that
one sentence all.pertinent observatipns, as his son understands perfectly.
"Yes, Father," answers the child, picking up his gun and filling
the pockets of his shirt with cartridges, buttoning them tightly
afterwards.
.
"Be baCK by lunch time," adds his father.
"Yes, Father;" answers the boy again.
He balances the gun on his arm, smiles at his father, kisses him on
the forehead, and leaves.
.
For a mQment the father follows him with his eyes; then he returns
. to his work for the day, thinking happily of his son's joy. He knows
that his son, educated from his earliest years in the habit of precautions
against danger, can handle a gun andpunt anything. Altllough he is
very tall, he is only thirteen years old. And if one were to judge by the
innocence of his blue eyes, still glowing with childlike surprise, the boy
might seem even younger. The father does not need to raise his eyes
, from his work to follow in his mind his son's course. He has already
crossed the red rocks and is walking straight toward the mountain
through the valley covered with espartillo grass.

I

N MISIONES

• From Biblioteca Rodd with the permission of Claudio Garda, Montevideo.
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To hunt in the' mountain, that, is, for big game, requires more
patience than his young.son has. After crossing that island betwe-en
mountains, his son will follow the bord~ of cactus.as far as the marsh,
in search of" doves, touC3JlS, ora pair of herons, like those his friend
Juan came upon a few days ago.
Only now does, the outline of a smile' apPear on the father's face at
the memory of the two boys' passion for hunting. Sometimes they find
only a yacutoro or'a surucuaJ or even less, and return triumphantly,
Juan to his ',ranch with the g-millimeter gun which' he himself has
, given him, and his own son back to the prairie; with the large 16-caliber
Saint-Etienne.
.
He"had,'been the same. At thirteen. he would have given his life to
own a gun. His son, at the same age, now, owns one, and bis father
smiles. ,Nevertheless, it is not easy for a father, a widower, with no
hope or faith ex(:~pt in his son's life, to ,rear a child as he has reared his,
free within his small radius of action, sure of his own little ,feet and
hands since he was four years old, conscioUs of the immensity of certain
dangers and of the inadequacy of His own strength.
The father must hayestruggled hard against what he considers his
own selfishness. It is so easy for a child to calculate wrongly, to step
with one foot out into. space, and then a son is lost!
Danger alw~ys exists for man.. at any age, but its threat is lessened
if from his childhood he is trained to rely only op his own strength. In
such a way has this father reared his son. And 'to do so, he has had to
fight not only against his heart, but against his mental tortures, because
that father, with stomach ~nd eyesight both weakened, has been suffering for some time from hallucinations.'
He has seen, reduced to the most painful illusion, memories of a
happiness which would never again rise from' the nothingness· into
whiCh it had disappeared. The image of his own son.has not escaped
this torture. Once he saw hi~ fall down streaming with blood when
the boy touched a bullet in the workroom, although in reality the boy
was filing the buckle of his' hunting belt. Horrible things. . . .
But today in the glowing vitality of the summer day, from which the
, son seems to have inherited love, the father feels happy, tranquil, and
certain of the future.
'
- At that same moment, not very far away, there sounds a gun. "The
"Saint-Etienne," thinks the father, recognizing the explosion. "Two
doves less in the mountains."
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Without paying more attention to the slight incident, the man
loses himself again in his work. " The sun, already high, keeps climbing.
Wherever one looks, .stones, earth, trees, the air, rarefied as if in an
oven, are vibrating with heat. 'A deep' humming which fills the entire
being and saturates the surroundings as far as sight can reach; at that
hour encloses all tropical life. The father F;lances at his wrist .
twelve o'Clock I He raises his eyes toward the mountain., His son
should be back now.. The father with silvering temples and the boy
thirteen years old have never been deceived in the mutual 'confidence
they have in each other. When the son replies, "Yes, Father," he
will do what he says. He said that he would return by twelve, and the
· father smiled as he watched him leave. And he has not returned.
The man turns again to his work, forcing himself to concentrate on
his task. It is so easy, so easy to lose all sense of time in_the mountains,
and to sit down on the g'!"ound a moment to rest without moving.
- ' y light, the tropical humming, and the
. . . Suddenly,
oon
father's heart sto . at what he as just thought: his son resting without
movingl Time h~
, it is now twelve-thirty. The.father goes out
of his workroom - d as he leans his hand on the machine bench, there
rises from the depths of his memory the report of. a bullet, and at q,nce
for the first time in the three hours just passed, he thinks that since
the explosion of the Saint-Etienne he has heard nothing more. He has
not heard the pebbles on the path rolling beneath a familiar footstep.
His son has not retluned, and Nature is stopped at the edge of the
wo~ds, waiting for him.
,
Ohl A temperate character and a blind confidence in a son's
education are not enough to drive ~way the specter of fate which a
father with bad eyesight sees rising from the edge of the mountain.
Heedlessness, fo!getfulness, an unexpected happening, none of these
slight motives which might delay the arrival of his son finds any room
in his heart.
One shot, only one shot has sounded, and that a long time ago.
Since then the father has not heard a noise, he has not seen a bird, and
not one per$pn has crossed the valley of espartillo ~ass to tell him that
while climbing a barbed wire fence, a great misfortune.
His head high and without his machete, the father goes out. He
cuts across the valley ofespartillo grass, goes into the mountains, follows
the border of cactus without finding the slightest trace of his son. But,
Nature remains unmoving. And when the father has followed the

~
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familiar hunting paths and has explored the marsh in vain, he is overwhelmed by the certainty that each Step forward bears him, fatally and,
inexorably, to the body of his dead son.
~ .
Not a reproach for 'himself, the unhappy manl Only cold reality,
terrible and complete I His son bas died whHe climbing. . . .
But where? In what spot? There is so much barbed wire and
the mountain is so treacherous I ,Very treacherous I Not quite c~r.eful
enough while ~limbing the wires with the gun in his hand. . . .
The father s.tifles a scream. He has seen rising in the air . . .
not his son, 0 h no I . . . And he turtl~ in ~riother direction, and
another, and another. . .. •.
N o~thing would be gained br seeing the color. of' his skin and the
aQguish in his eyes. That man has not yet called his son. Although
his heart calls for him with shouts, his mouth remains silent. He well
knows that t~e mere act of pronouIl;cing hisnaIIie, of calling him aloua,
will be to admit his death~
" "My childl" suddenly escapes him. And if the voice of a strong
man is capable of weeping, let us close our eyes in pity before the
anguish crying in that voice.
.No one, npthing has answered. O,:er the rocks red in the sun, the
father, looking ten years older,,goes searching 'for 'his son who has just
died.
'
UMy sonl My-little one!" he cries with a love that rises from the
depths' of his being.
Once before, in wthe midst of happiness and peace, that father
su~ered from the vision of his son falling, his forehead tom open by a
bullet. Now in every shady comer of the woods he sees' gleaming
points ,of wire, and at the foot of a post, with his discharged gun lying
at his side, he sees his • . .
"Little one! My son!"
The strength which could hand a poor deluded father over to the
most frightful nightmare must also come to an end. And our father
feels that his strength is leaving him when he sees his son coming
'
,
from around a side path.
A Hoy of thirteen years needs only to see his father, fifty yards away,
in the mountain without his machete, to hasten toward him and to ,feel
~is eyes growing wet.
~'Little onel" murmurs the man. And 'exhausted he-drops on the
:white sand, throwing, his arms around his son's knees. The boy, thus
'
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clasped, remains standing, and as he understands his father's grief, he
,
slowly caresses his head: "Poor fatherL"
The time has passed. It will soon be three o'clock.:. Together
'now, father and son begin their return to the house.
"H~w does it happen that you did' not look at the sun to know
what time it was?" asks the "father.
"I did look, Father.
But as I was about to come back, I
saw juan's herons and followed them."
.
".
"
"What you have made me go through, Sonl
"Poor papal" murmurs the boy.
After a long silence, "And the herons, you killed them?" asked
the father.
"N'o.

"

A slight detail after
all. Beneath the burning
sky and air, through
.
the open valley of espartillo grass, the man returns home with his son,
about whose shoulders, nearly the height of his ownj. the father rests
his happy arm. He goes home drenched with sweat, and although battered in body and soul, he smiles with happiness.
His smile of happiness is an hallucination.
For that
father is going alone. He has met. no one and his arm rests on emptiness.. Behind him, a~ the foot of a post, witH his legs in the air, caught
in the barbed wire, his beloved son lies in .the sunlight, dead since ten
o'clock in the morning.
NOTE ON THE AUTHOR
The Uruguayan, Horado Quiroga, outstanding among short stol')' writers
of Spanish America. spent several years in Misiones. sparsely settled pIOvince
of northeastern Argentina, bordering the Chaco area. He was happiest when
living in this region of solitude, of lush growth and exotic jungle life. and used
it as the locale of many of his best stories. Notable among these are the various
stories which present the peon. the foreigner, the adventurer. and other types
as Quiroga observed them in Misiones, and the charming stories for children,
of equal interest to adults, translated into English under the title Tales fTom
a South Amerilian Jungle.
.
The abnormal and the troubled mental condition attracted Quiroga, as they
had Edgar Allan Poe, an author he greatly admired. Quiroga's own life was
troubled by tragic accidents and suicides among the members of his family,
and in 1937 he too committed suicide.'
"
His numerous short stories (be was almost entirely unsuccessful in other
literary forms) have been published in several volumes by Claudio Garda in
Montevideo. More recently a selected edition with a biographical account, selection and biography both by John A. Crow, was published' in Mexico City.
Unfortunately, aside from the collecti9D of children', stories" a bare half-dozen of
Quiroga's stories have appeared in" English traIislation.-RaChet Loughridge.
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the cold white morning mist had not yet lifted
frDm the bay. The high blue above was the color of the ocean
on maps, and the houses stood frozen in silence with the snow.caught
in the spruce boughs banked around the foundations. .Hens stood with
rumed feathers in the comers of hen houses, cackling softly' in low guttural cackles, and the boughs of the bare'white birches squeaked in the
frigid, barely moving air.
. "Have you heard the water pump run in the past hour?" the
woman asked. "Better tuin on the tap in the kitchen. The water
might've caught."
t .
.
. .' The ,rattling sound o~ water fo~cing its way through_the pipes and
then the' thick gush Ofbl"OWll water out into the. iron sink~ "Good
~ing we turned it on. ~ In another minute she'd a' been froze solid.'
tet' it run until it comes ~ear. We got to watch that all day nowSo's it's turned on and run good every hour or so."
"Close up tho~e bacI{dr~. The fire's got going good now. No
use to bum th' wood out's fast you c'n put it in!'
A long-furred black and white cat sat on top the radio, its four
paws neatly poised on a stack of magazines. Its .chin was high and
. its eyes were open just 'enough to let the proceedings of the room sift
jnto them. A paintbrush smear of black under its throat extended out
to wing-like tips on either side of his mouth and gave him the ridiculous
serious expression of the tenor in an old-fashioned barbershop quartet.
He blinked when Danny shut the drafts, sighe(J. and settled down into
a round stone~ curling his black tail around him. '
,
The woman tipped back and forth in ,the rocker, I!er stifE grey
hair guarde~ on' either side ~ the' brass-tipped spindles of the high
back, ber felt slippered feet slipping with a :shush shush sound on the

n
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bright linoleum square. The wooden tick of the clock accommodated
itself to her rocking.
Taut cold tiIikling noises, so clear and ringing it ~as as though
everything was stretched tight as a steel string, responsive and vibrant
to the slightest touch or movement: the clink of the fire sounds iti the
stove, the cracking sounds of cold against the windows, the shrill zing
of a buzz saw from somewhere over the fields, and the sharp! split of the
~
ax from out of the frozen woods.
Two men in heavy mackinaws and boots walked past the windows.
She could see them over the rugosa rose bushes and she leaned forward
to rap on the glass with her silver thimble. One of the men stopped,
wiped his hand impatiently over his face and came up as dose to the
windows as the rose bushes would allow. His cold big nose waS' as red
as the rose hips and he couldn't hear a word of what she was saying to
him in her rattling .thin voice.
.
"Go tell Sawyer to come in here," she said to Danny.
The boy went out through the kitchen and opened the el door.
"Gram wants to see you," he said flatly, and came-back into the dining
room without waiting for the men to follow.
The two of them, big men in thick clothes, crowded into the room.
"Yes, Ma'am?" Sawyer said.
'
"If you're goin' to take them ho'sses I want you to see to it they
"

"We're only goin' ~o take one, Ma'am."
-,"Take th', big one then. 'N watch he don't stumble on the frozen
ground. You got to take care the chain's across th' stalls when you
bring 'im back. He's fractious -'n apt to kick th' little one 'n kill 'im.
He ain't easy to handle either."
"Yes, Ma'am."
"How long you want 'im for?"
"Till 'bout supper time. We'll.be out the woods by four."
~'All right then. Mind ab~ut the chains in th' stall 'Il"be careful
comin' out with 'im. Them two ho'sses never got along good. Th~y
don't make a good team."
"Yes, Ma'am. We will 'n we're only going t' git Jim Fallon's wood
out:'
"Th' heath froze over good so's you c'n git out there?"
"Well, if it ain't now I guess it won't never be."
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She leaned back.. satisfied' and ti~ed from so \much talking: - "All
right then. Go ahead."
"How're you feelin' today, Mrs. Pearson?"
"Not a,bitdiff'rent' 'n I felt for years so far's I can see. If'LcouId
be uP'l, arounq.J'd git out there'n s~e to them ho'sses m'self."
_ "know you ,would," Sawyer sald.
"Trouble-everybody's so anxious to git from one thing to an'"
other therels nothin' done up right."
"That's right," the other man said, shifting his feet.
"What you gittin'"out-hard wood?".
"Some soft mixed in."
"Yes, I'll wager ther~ is. Th'.. wood you got for me l~st wi~teJ;" was
more'n half soft wood. 'N I'll not have you' again. I'll-git ~inebody
else to git'mine out this year~ When I say hard wood, I mean hard
wood."
Both men turned red.
"All right. Th' two of Ybu. Go ahead."
- .~,
,
They started through th~ narrow door at the same, time..' ,,one of t
them stepped back while the other 'bunched through.
''
"Set that wheelbarrow aside before you try t' git through th' bam
4oors. That's a new wheelbarrow 'n I don't want it all stove in."
"Yes, Ma'am," Sawyer said as he pressed his thumb on the latch
of the kitchen door.
She sat listening intently at the sound of their feet squeaking over _
the glinting hard snow outside, the bam door's squeak as they drew it"
open, the chain drop down from the stall. Everything was suspended
while she listened.
"D.anny, 'd you hear that chain go up?"
"Couldn't hear it way in here."
'"
"Could ha~e if you'd be'n listening for it," she said, not unkindly.
"You'll ~f to go out'n see then:'
"You~told them to put it back up."
"I know I did."
,
"Well, they'll do it. They heard you tell 'em to do it."
"That don't mean nothin' to them. Last year I ~old 'm 'nothin'
but hard wood. 'N look there in .that woodbox. There's your answer.
They know th' diff'rence b'tween 'hard 'n ~soft wood's well's anyqody."
A big wid~-hippedwoman with a man's overcoat and hat came into
the kitchen as Danny shoved ,open the door with his elbow to go out
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into the_bam. She came into the kitchen and set a pail under the water
faucet over the reservoir in the· stove with a loud rattling and turned
·on the water, letting it run full blast into the pail. While it was running she ducked her head into the dining room. "You all right, Ma?
Danny keep the fires going for yo~?"
"All right? Course I'm all right... 'N for the love a' th' Lor.d what
you runnin' round th' barnyard lookin' like a scarecrow·for?"
"Warmest 'n quickest thing I could find," her' ~ghter said.
"You git out there waterin" those chickens 'n you'd see how cold it is."
"I be'n out there a good many times. B'fore you ever seen a
chicken. We's brought up \0 work. Not like you young folks eitherwith cars to hike off in every whipstitch-'n bread all bakep;""'butter all
made. When I was ,a girl we made our own soap. Lime barrel set
right theretnth' shed."
The water splashed out over the top of the bucket, sizzled and
rolled in round rusty balls over the top of the stove before it started
flooding over the floor. .
"Therel You've run th' water over on th' stove again. By th'
time it gits all rust you'll. . "."
The daughter ran for the faucet and dipped out a dipperful from
the pail, then ran the mop over and over the floor.
"Lizzie - eee," the voice came from the dining room. "Get me
my box a' papers, wpn't you? I want to look up my tax receipts. I
don't b'lieve Garrison ever took into account I only got two ho'sses
thi~ year. I bet I paid taxes on all four a' them."
"You would've noticed it. Course he didn't."
"Well, you git my box."
"Dinner'll be ready pretty soon. Can't you wait till I've got
dinner ready?"
"Git it now. I'll be lookin' it up while you're fixing dinner.
Won't take you a minute. You're young.. 'N extrie minute don't
make no diff'rence to you."
.
Lizzie set the big black frying pan on the stove and went into
Grandma Pearson's bedroom to get her "box."
"Can't you find it? It's right there in th' top tray a" my trunk."
She waited impatjently while she heard the trunk lid go up. She coul,d .
tell by the sounds just where Lizzie's hands were groping in the tray.
"Not in that side. That's my jewelry. In the ~ comer. Next to
Father's picture."
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She could teU when Liizie's hands lay at 13$t -on' the box andsh~
leaned back, listened to the trunk lid go down, and waited for the click
of the center lock. '"Did you latch it down? Latch it down.- I always
keep it tight close4." She heard the click and put on her glasses ready
to examine her tax receipts.
.
Still in the heavy greatcoat, Lizzie handed the box to her mother.
'-'You goin' to stand round all day lookin' like that?" the old lady said
. to her daughter, grasping the box~in her two hantb.
Lizzie sloughed the old overcoat off into a chair and set about·
nOisily and hurriedly to get dinner on the table.
Danny, came in the shed door with a cat close. upon his heels. It
skidde6 in 'betWeeri Lizzie's feet as she was crossing to the stove with
a lump of butter on a tablespoon. '"Keep that cat out th' kitchen,"
she said to herself because Danny had gone .already into the' dining'
room and the eat had sped under 'the stove.
"Well, was th' cbainup?" .Grandma. Pearson asked Danny~ her
.hands in grey and rigid grasp on two tax receipts.
'.:. "No, it wasn't," Danny said importantly. "I put the chain up.
I had to go. put it up mysel~."
. "Humphl jus's I 'said, weren't it! Lizzie ~ eee.- Lizzie! Sawyer's not to have them ho'sses again. I don't go lettiIi' em' out to any
old body. Next time he don't get no ho'sses a' mine. I don' care if
he's got t' carry ':is wood out byth', wheelbarrowl'ud."
.
"All righ~, Ma. Danny, you clear the table aside-so I can bring
. Grandma's tray in.'''
'
Grand~· Pearson swung around to where she could see the clock.
"Ain't twelve o'clock yet."
'"Well, it will be by the time I get your tray in," Lizzie said, distracted by, the sound of the loud sizzling from the frying pan. She flew
back into the kitchen, catcQ.ing her foot in'the greatcoat that had spread
over the chair onto the floor• ."Danny, come hang up this coat for me."
Catching the words tlie"mo~ent she'd Said 'them, she 'reachedquitkly
for the coat and swung it up to a hook behind the door.
"What you say" Ma?" .
uNothin', Danny. Get ready for, your dinner." She was putting
a clean napIdnon Grandma's tray and arranging the little dishes ~f
soft .vegetables around the ,g~ass of Water and big orange-colored pill
in the center.,
"Hot water' I take with my pill,": Grandma Pearson said when
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Lizzie set the tray on the dining roo,m table and arranged the footstool
for her to steady the rocker by. Lizzie whisked the glass into the
kitchen and came back with a cup of steaming water spilling over into
the saucer.
The clock struck out its long series of tinny notes just as Grandma
took the first swallow of her hot water.
Before Lizzie cQuld get the biscuits out of the oven and ladle out
the lamb stew she and Danny were having in the kitchen, Grandma
Pearson called out, "Lizzie . . . bring me my saccharine. You
forgot my saccharine."
"Take it to your grandma, won't you, Danny?"· And then Lizzie
caught herself again and picked up the little bottle, shook one of the
tiny white tablets out onto her palm, and took it in to her mother.
"He's got four charged up on th' tax bill, sure as life," Grandma
called from the dining room just ~s Lizzie had started to chew her first
bite. She stopped chewing so she could hear what her mother said.' ,
"What you want, Ma?"
"I don't want a thing. Go ahead 'n eat your dinner." Lizzie began to chew again.
.."What time's Will come out the woods?"
"What?" Lizzie called back.
"I say wh
at "
tIme s. . . ."
Lizzie came to the door between the two ;ro~ms with her plate in
her hand.
~
"What time's Will come out th' woods?"
"I don't know. Early I imagine-such a cold day."
"Humph! I've seen coldet days'n this. Don't seem so bad to ~e."
"Not in here by the fire course it ain't."
"I want him to take these tax receipts up t' Garrison. He's got
me charged up-jus's I 'thought-same's last year with four ho'sses.
.T h' selectmen don't take time t' come r9und assess th' property. Just
grab their money from th' town 'no . . . "
Lizzie had emptied her plate of stew and stepped back into the
kitchen to fill her.bowl again. Grandma was handling herself from
the rocker to the couch for her afternoon hap. Lizzie eased back in the
big kitcen chair when she heard the couch springs sag with Grandma's
weight.
.
Mrs. Pearson was on the couch sound asleep,.' making those
mumbly noises that start off with a steamy whisper and then mount to
_. ·11
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a mumble and jumble that lasts until the. nap is over. Danny was
careful to run the water every hour, and the damper in The stove was
tight shut,' the' wind' hooting in it. The cat had o$tr~tched itself alongside Grandma's legs.
Lizzie/was in the kitchen happily keeping the quiet by 'leafing
through a magazine-her legs crossed indelicately. and comfortably up
on the top of the open oven door-when Sawyer' clicked the kitchen
latch softly up -and down and wagged his head toward the shed, indicating a private word with Lizzie. His eyebrows were tied together in
the middle, and he could hardly wait to say the words that wouldn't
come out when. he finally had Lizzie out there to say them to. ,
"What's the matter,?" Lizzie said, bumping against the wasl;t
boiler that hung on the wall 'of the shed. .
'
"I don' want to haf to tell the old lady."
"Well, what
is it?" Lizzie said.
.
.
"The ho'ss'sd()wn under a l'ud a logs. Icy 'n th' sled come down
, on 'er £roPt th' back-down hill."
"Yeh," Lizzie said. "Leg lJroken?" She eyed Sawyer hostilely.
"Yehph." Sawyer said.
"~'. (
Lizzie didn'.t say another word to him.. She left him standing
there and went inside: Mter five minutes or more she came out loading a shell into Will's Winchester. She handed it to Sawyer without
a word and started back toward the kitchen. "Don't say a word to her,"
she said. "I'll tell her you brought him back while she's sleepin'."
""God, 'I'm awful sorry. It'll break th' old lady's heart."
"A horse!. Break her heart!. Ssssss! Won't no such thing. 'LI
,
make her· mad. 'N she's too old t' git so mad. Ain't good. for 'er." .
"I'm awful sorry."
"So'~ I," Lizzie said, swinging the kitchen door open and hurling
herself through it, latching the door noisily and' firmly -behind her.
Mrs. Pearson's busy sleeping mumble stilt filled the dining room
wneb Lizzie lieard Will's ax drop ·against the shed, wall. He came in
blowing into his hands and stomping his feet. Lizzie got up clumsily
and whirled the·chair around. for him to sit by the oven. The noisy
stomping s~opped the mumbling noises in the dining room and they
could ~ear. Grandma· fearson swallowing and grunting, waking herself
from her.. nap.
"Will! That you?"
.,
"Yes. 'S m~."
"
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. Will was a tall spare man who looked as though he had been
.stripped of everything' bu~ the long ,tough muscles. His voice came
very low from his ~est and e~~rYthing in the house vibrated .from it:
the nkkle urn on top the dining room ,stpve, the lids of the ironstone
tureens in the, dish closet, -the brusn and cQfi;th ,that \~y up behind the
high wooden clock, and Grandma's' ·thimbie that' lay:against a wellsharpened pair of scissors on the ~ble.
". ' '
Will pulled off his. boots and footins and sat'with bis feet in his
. ','
hands in flont of the oven door. - , '
.
Grandma had smoothed back -her hair, whirled the rpcker over by
'the couch and was~itchingherseI£
back toward,her-place by the
table;
.
reaching for the tax receipts.
.. ,
"Will, I want y"ou to go, up to Garrison with ~h~se, t-ax receipts.
He's got me charged up this. year with four hdsses,."
, -'
. Will looked straight at Lizzie and. Lizzie pointed 'to the',dining
room door.
. ' , . , ' ' ,"
" '" / ; '" - '.
"All right," he Said. "SOOJl'S I gitm", feet wa~ed qp:~. " . '. .
Lizzie looked gratefully at Will and wagged' her head "for him to
come out in the entry. He got up and moved~ aci-oss ~~ kitchen in his sock feet and stood, ~ith his:ear bent down to I.:izzie's..lips. "Cuss
Darn," he said when I.te straightened ~p.. "That's too bad~",
. He put his earInuffs·on ~gain, ptew up the ,!hick' mackinaw 'over
his square knobby shoulders and stood towering over :~randma Pear'son as she sat" solid, ~nd adam'etnt with the tax receip~ in her hand.
"Now look here. Th~y' gQt ~e faxed for four hq'sses.·' They's "only
tW9 in th' barn. Tell'm to
up 'n -take a: look if they's a mind to.
I want a rebate on last year's taxes. Two hq's-ses. 's' all I'm payin'
taxes on."
,
.
"All right; Grandma, I'll tell·"em.".
.
Withou~ looking back at Lizzie, Will weilt out the front door and
pulled the st?rm door tight be'hind him. '"
,

"

I

."

~

r

come

I

~

...

'f;

_ Garrison was sitting at' his kitchen table with the town boo"~
open in front of him, the bald fat a~ditor frOn;t the State working with
a fine sharpened pe~cil on every Item. ., .,:
"Sorry- t' treuble y', Garrison, when you got th' auditor-but it's
Grandma Pearson's hO'sses again." ,
'
"She says she's oilly payin' tUe~ on two ho'sses this year. That's'
an she's goin' to par taxes on. Yo:u got her t.eckoned up with four."
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"Christ almighty, man." Garrison's n~rrow face squinched up
from his books, casting a wary glance at the auditor. "I know she ain't
got four ho'sses. Ain't had four ~o'sses f years."
"Well, she knows it too now. Make her out some kind of thing
for rebate on two ho'sses."
The auditor looked up quickly.
,
,
"This ,ain't nothin' to do with th'., town books. It's somethin' between us. It's all right~wt got 'to-keep the old lady'- happy."
,"How long's she know she.ain't: had fOlir 'ho'sses?'"
"I couldn't tell y'." ' .
.
"She's thought she had two .right along for quite a while. now.
That little one's been dead mu~'s eight months, bu~ she's be'n keepin'
th' chain ~p, agai~st th" other stall all th' while. ""Fraid th' big one'd
'kickner."
"Well, she's'only got one, then." _
'
"God, she ain't even got that.. 'That damn fool Sawyer ,took her
out'n broke :'er leg down off-th' heath this mornin'."
, "Well, what you want me to do?, ' Make her out a receipt for two
ho'sses?"
'"
"Yes, I think that's it. Two ho'sses-'s far'~ I c'~ keep hack a' it
she's got two ho'sses now:';

F.

"There you are, Grandma., .Got ,it all fixed up for you. Rebate
on two ho'sses."
.
.
" Gran~ Pearson put the receipt triumphantly into the -big lett~rpaper box that held her papers. "Lizzie I Put my 'box .back in th' .
trunk. I'd like, t' git up t' town meetin' 'nelect some sel~ctmen 'd
tend their business,'n appraise a person's property like it should be
done. They can't get by me with anything. I've lived too 10ng'Dotto
" keep tra~k a' what's going on. -They can't fool with me."
"Lizzie. LizzielLatchthat' trunk lid down. 'N Danny-go out.t' bam. 'll make sure that 'fool Sawyer put, that chain up like I told 'im.
I ain't gain' t' have that critter kick that littleinare'n kill "er:'
Lizzie set the tray on the table and shifted the footstool over un~er
Ma Pearson's feet. "Here~s y~ur hot water. I remem-beted to bring it
hot this time."
,
"Nights I take th' bismuth' powder 'n not this.yellow thing. 'N I
take it in cold water~"
~'
,

j
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Max Knepper
of Los Angeles complained of its lack of
character in these words: "It is a hard city to lay hold of." Had
th~ extinction of the Spanish rancheros and their infl,!ence been more
gradual, contemporary Los Angeles might have distinguished herself
as a Yankee metropolis of Latin temperament. As it, happened, however, the gringos expropriated the Californians with a thoroughness
analagous to Hitler's Polish policy.
One does not expect a pronounced Spanish influence on San Francisco, which, despite its name, was a Yankee settlement born of the
1849 gold rush. But Los Angeles had been a Spanish pueblo for sixtyeight years prior to 'the mining. bonanza. During those years its inhabitants saw the Spanish empire collapse in North America, the era
of Mexican occupation, and finally American sovereignty. In the interim between the ~rst and last of thes~ events, the pueblo was several
times the capital of California as well as consistently the largest and
most important town. Its transition from an Hispanic village to an
American city was more than a chapter in the expansion of the United
States. It was symbolic of the downfall of an agrarian aristocracy no
less tragic in its fate than that of the- Southern Rlanters whose institutions were swept away in violence fifteen years later.
The obliteration of the caballeros, almost at· a blow, is difficult to
grasp. Entrenched as the dominant landowning class, they· seemed
scarcely better a1;>le to resist Yankee usurpation than the Indians had
resisted the Spanish. Their total eclipse is strikingly evident in the fact
that not one of the present land fortunes of Los Angeles belongs to a
descendant of the original white owners. A historiographer would be
more likely to trace the offspring of the California dons to ~e relief
rolls than to the social register or Dun and Bradstreet's.

O
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Ad~ittedly some of the boulevards, suburban towns, and natural
,. phe~omena bear the names of many of the great families of Old California~ In this· manner the names of Figueroa, Pico, or Dominguez,
to mention several, live on in a typically American city.. But'even this,
.honor is rather void, for few of' Los Angeles' inhabitants attach any
significance to Spanish nomenclature except a vague recognition of
the foreign origin, and many are not even aware of that.
Considerable maferial 'has been pubJished about the pioneer days
of Los Angeles as an American city, but, with.-several conspicuous exceptions, few authors~have devot~d much' attention to the preceding
era, as though-the first event of importance in the city's history was the
arrival of a real estate subdivider. However, there was a Los Angeles
,of the'pastoral era, the days of romantic California. Bearing the sonorous title of El Pueblo de Nuestni Senora la Reina de Los Angeles, the
town was the capital of an: empire dominated 'by a generous, hospitable, colorful, and somewhat childlike gentry of Spanish descent. .
When Gaspar de Portola occupied C~l1ifomia in the name of the
King o[Spain, the historic event taking place in San Diego in 1769,
he did not tarry but hurried north along the coastline, anxious, to
reach the Bay" of Monterey before the English got there.· After crossing a hundred-mile stretch of desert in the hot July sun, Portola and
his party, comprising in addition to the troops the Franciscan Father
Junipero Serra, Father jU'ahCrespi./.several other padres, and some
domesticated Indians, arrived at the bank of a small river which offered
a ho~pitable retreat from the fiery dese'rt with its rattlesnakes and
lizards.
Soon af~er e,ncampment, however, the.Spaniards were di~concerted
by a violent trembling of the earth and the spectacle of the river bed
.shifting about in wild contortions. It was, the white man's first experience of record with a California earthquake. The memorable experience occurred on August 1, 1769, according' to Father Crespi, who kept
a valuable diary. The stream was duly christened "El Rio Duldsimo
Nombre de Jesus de Los Temblores"-"The River of the Sweetest Name
of Jesus: of the E'arthquakes." 'In this case one can sympathize'with the
failure of the Chamber of Comm~rce to preserve the name.
.' The Spaniards had no desire to linger on the' banks of such ,an
erratic river; so tQ.eypushed northwesterly through a-growth of cottonwoods, maki~g camp wheri they arrived at a clearing.' It was the feast
day of Our Lady of the Angels. 'Ai: a spot, where the North Broadway,
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Bridge now spans the Los Angeles River, they pitched their tents befor~
the curious gaze of a tribe of 600 Indians who lived near bi.
The Indians, according to several authorities, were not related to
the genuine North American redskins, but were degenerate descend,.
,ants of Asiatics of such character as to merit, among their other pun,.
ishments, the derision of no less a personage than Gertrude Atherton.
In writing of them a century and a half after the discovery of the site
of-LOs Angeles, Miss Atherton comments acidly on their lack of virility
and intelligence. Father Crespi pictured their .greeting of the
Spaniards in these terms: "At seeing us they came running forward,
howling like wolves but showing no hostility. They were small, squat
in stature, ,of a dingy brown color." The Yangs, as they have been
called, were uridoubtedly .lazy, bestial creatures whose diet consisted
mainly of acorns, coyotes, snakes, grasshoppers, and grubworms. Lack,.
ing the initiative ,to battIe the invader, they allowed themselves to be
Christianized with a minimum of resistance.
Encamped on' the wide plain sloping from the Sierra ~adre range
on the north and east and the Coast Range 9n the north and west to the
ocean on the south and southwest, the Spaniards were impressed with
the site. Father Crespi, who must have had the instincts of.a "realtor,"
wrote "in his diary: "This spot has· all the resources for a large town."
General PQrtola agreed, and with military directness he proceeded to
do something about it. With ceremony suitable to the oCOlsion he
declared the place in the name of God, the Pope, and the sovereign
King of Spain to be "EI Pueblo de Nuestta Senora la Reina de Los Angeles." Having performed this deed and fearing the aggressive inten~ons of the English, he then marched north with his soldiers toward
Monterey. Father· Serra and his priests remained behind to establish
the Mission of San G~briel and to save the souls of the aborigines.
With the zeal of their order, the Franciscans organized their proselytizing efforts, which consisted primarily of 'putting the Yangs to work
building adobe walls for the Mission, cultivating some of me land, and
tending herds of cattle and sheep. Although they liked laboro'even less
than their Spanish benefactors, the Indians discovered that the Franciscans were not loath to use the rod. Consequently, while their new
state of grace resulted in the neophytes' virtual enslavement, Catholicism made. the desert bloom, the fields yield harvest, and the Mission
prosper.
Although the .Mission San Gabriel Archangel, located somewhat
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north and east of the presenfcity proper, f1ourish~d within a few years
of its. founding, there was no rush of colonists to EI Pueblo de Los
An.s.. ,Ji was not until twelve years later~eptember 4,1781, to
be exact· about it.....that Lieutenant Zuniga brought a dozen families of
mixed Spanish, Indian, ,and African blood to the settlement, which was
then officially proclaimed a pueblo Uto serve asa guarantee of the '
stability of California."This seemed necessary to the authorities because the failure of San Jose left the state without a real town, though
there were eleven presidios and missions by this time.
But sporadi.c efforts of SEanish officials to increase the population
were ineffective as to both quantity and quality. Even after forty-five
years, when the inhabitants elected an ayuntamiento (council), ~e
election was nullified by ·the governor on the grounds that "all the
candidates were vagabonds, dru~ards, or worse.." It was not until
1,836 that a valid 'election was held in Los Angeles, by which time the
.pueblo had attained a p.ppulation of 2,500•
.' Ranch life; however, developed independently of Los Angeles.
The ~alifornia dons, endowed with that trait seemingly inherent in
landed gentry, despised town-Ciwellers and tradesmen. Although
many of them ~ventually bu~lt adobe houses on or ·near the Plaza, the
seat of the don's existence was the hacienda situated, on a favorable .site
in a fabulously immeils~ranc.ho. Here the dons spent gay" careless
days, leaving to the Indians the drudgery of the rancho system.
, The Californi~ rancheros were not? of course, descendants of Spanish nobility, for it :was an occasional Svanish nobleman who ventured
to Califoriiia. Most of the grandees of AFag6n and Castilla regarded
Mexico City as the very fron~ieF of civilization. California was far beyond it. The rancheros derived froni soldiers,serving in the outposts of
the Spanish empire, feW of them originating from civilian ranks. Land
being cheap, Spain, and later Mexico, found it more feasible to reward
'military service with a twenty-five- or fifty-thousand-acre ranch than to
pay cash pension.
'
One of the first great laIJtrgrants was made to Manuel Nieto, a
Spanish soldier to' whom Golfrnor Fages in the 'name of-Charles III
of Spain, gave provisional title to 800,000 acres 'str~tching from the
Sierras ,on the north to the ocean, on the south.. from the Santa' Ana
River on the east to the San Gabriel on the west, a domain of almost
500 squar~ miles. Its size, however, was protested by the mission padres
at San Gabriel, who were successful in getting it reduced by about half.
¢'

"
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Nieto, who receiv~d his grant in 1784, did not resist the petition of the
San Gabriel fathers, his remaining 158,000 acres being more than adequate for his needs. He never cultivated more than 160 of them, and
it is considered unlikely that he ever visited the beautiful beach which
constituted the south boundary of his tract, subsequently becoming the
City of Long Beach.
In the same year a Spanish corporal, Jose Maria Verdugo, with an
eye to the future development of California, petitioned Governor Fages
to allow him to pasture his cattle on a triangular strip just north of Los
. Angeles, the land being in use by neither the pueblo nor the Mission
San Gabriel. On October 20, 1784, the Governor conceded permission,
warning Verdugo not to encroach o~ the rights of the Mission or the
gentile Indians. Eighteen years later Governor Borica granted him
outright title, Don Jose then retiring from the royal army tq become a
ranchero, after being admonished by the governor to improve his breed
of sheep.
Other grants fcHlowed. Antonio Marfa Lugo acquired the fertile
Rancho San Antonio, now southeastern Los Angeles. The Lugos were.
more thrifty and responsible than most of the dons, surviving the fall
of Spain, the treacherous politics of the Mexican occupation, and the
war of 1846, contriving to retain their property until 1865. The
D9minguez obtained Rancho San Pedro from a Spanish governor, their
land ultimately becoming one of the most valuable. parcels in Los
Angeles County. The Tapia family was granted Rancho Topanga
Malibu, overlooking Santa Monica Bay and one of .the most beautiful
of all the ranches. .
Distribution of land was greatly accelerated as a consequence of
the Mexican Revolution and indepepdence, ushering in the era of
secularization and complete t::ontrol of California by the dons. Under
Spanish sovereignty the missions were encouraged. They enjoyed
even greater grants of land, which' they theoretically held in trust for
tl1e Indians, than the most courageous army officer. The vast influence
of the Church was exercised to retard secular grants to individuals, or,
. if granted, to limit their size.. The pastoral regime was doomed with
the fall of New Spain, however, secularization ~ing 'place almost as
rapidly"as Americanization two decades later. The Mexican government expropriated the holdings of the twenty-one missions, the land
being distributed among worthy soldiers or political' favorites of the
governors. The extent of expropriation can best be realized from cita-
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tion of a few simple statistics. When Spain lost control of California,
the mi&Sion padres held 1,500,000 acres directly under their control.
Twenty-six years later when California was ceded to the United States,
the entire chain of missions held less than 1 ,000 acre~. El Camino 'Real
was-'no longer the glorious King's Highway but a chain of decaying
~
, ruins.,
,", '
..
In 1848 when Mexico formally ceded Alta California, Los Angeles
County, then much larger than now, was a quilt-work of 103 ranchos.
San Pasqual, the site of Pasadena; Paso de Bartola Viejo, now Whittier;
San Vicente y Santa M6nica, now the cities of Santa Monica, Ocean
Park, and Venice; Santa Anita, now the site of the famous race track
arid the City of Monrovia;l Centinela, now Inglewood; and Rodeo de
las Aguas, now Beverly Hills, were some of the most famous or prosperous ranches owned by the California dons.
To resist the lure of romantic Old California, the practical remind
themselves of the ge~~ral ignor~ce and relative poverty of the inhabitants.' Li.ke the planters of the aittebellum South, the California dons
were limi~ed by the restrictions of a simple.agrarian economy. Many
of them were illiterate, of which fact the 'Yankees never hesitated to
take advantage~ Few caballeros were gnawed by ambition. Ignorance
was fostered, neither Church nor state doing 'much to advance educa-~ .
tion. The haciendas of the dons were 'rarely' architectural achievements, being for the most part two- or three-room structures. The
furniture was simple~ the diet simpler..
"'1
Apart from these limitations, however, the Californians understood how to enjoy the beauty and charm of their natural environment,
creating a mode of life consistent with the mild climate and bountiful
resources with which nature had surrounded them;' Their languid
existence, their out-of-door life,' their love of color, gaiety, dancing,
their qualities of' personal bravery, chivalry, and unfailing courtesy
could be emulated to some advantage by the present inhabitants.
Picture a caballero and his senora in typical dress as they ride to
a neighboring rancho to attend a fiesta. The, dOn is wearing blue split
trousers with wide red stripes down the side~, ~ gray coat with- white
cord embroidery on the sleeves and waist, ornamented with a sash. of
'heavy cord silk and buckles and buttons of silver, and a flat Mexican
hat'with a sunkerchief under it. 'His slippers are of velvet decorated
to protect the cloth. If it isa crisp
with beads, the ends turning
'autumn day, he is kept comfo~table by _a map.ta, a sort of rugfWhich
"

,

<

.

up
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.slips over the head. It might be bl~ck or gray, or it might be of very
bright colors.
The senora is wearing a black-and-gold mantil~a, white cotton
hose, satin dress. slippers, and a long folding or tortoise shell comb in
her hair. She carries a blue and gold handkerchief of heavy silk and
a large fan made of gold-lacquered wood. If her husband has had a
.prosperous year and traded wi~ the right m~rchant at San Pedro,
she is probably wearing a white Chinese shawl. This attire is grandly
different from her ordinary dress consisting of a white blouse, green
sash with red ~ssel, and a blue skirt trimmed with red and white
. flowers.
The .horses
are aristocratic creatures of -Andalusian breed, dec,
o-!.ated with silver ornamented saddles and blankets of bright hue, contributing to the color of the' procession as the caballero, members of
his f~mily, and his vaqueros ride single file-perhaps under the beautiful oaks along El Camino Real north and west of Los Ang~les.
Not many Anglo-Saxons would wish to preserve some of the outdoor .entertainment of that day.· A favorite sport of both men and
women was the mortal contest between a bear and bull Old California was infested with bears, especially grizzlies. Capturing these
vicious brutes was a popular male diversion. Armed with nothing except a rope-"la reata"-and mounted on their horses, two caballeros
with apparent
ease could capture a grizzly and drag him home, or, if
.1"
there was no incentive to take him aliv~, they killed him on the spot,
frequently by strangling him with their roPes or by pulling the creature
to pieces 'with their hQrses. Sometimes a particularly brave caballero
would attack a bear with a hunting knife, stabbing the animal to death..
Fights bet}Veen grizzlies and bulls were held in stockades built
for that purpose. Both ill-natured beasts were maddened by being
tied together with a long rope, the bear being tied by a rear paw, leav.;.
ing the front limb free for clawing. The spectators were invariably
rewarded with a savage anq cruel battle,. victory as a rule going to the
bear.· Not infrequently there was a double casualty, their mutually
'.
.
inflicted wounds killing both combatants.
.As in Spain and Mexico, bull fights were popular, the Californians
developing
several .types distinct. from the Spanish and Mexican.
.
Horse'racing was. another favorite, being one of the more civilized
among their diversions•
.In the evening, however, the entertainment struck a romantic and
~
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tender key. The senoritas of California were adept in flirting, and
members of both sexes were skilled dancers. In· the game of love an
unmarried ydung man carrfed~ a tascar6n, an egg-shell filled with
cologne, which he broke over the lady of his choice. , "
_On festive occasions brandy-aguardiente, the Californial\scalled
it-was plentiful, although the dons as a class were fairly temperate
people. Hospitality was an, art among the caballeros,· and a fiesta was
a day of superlativi'joy among a people'who had acquired a knack for
gracefully extraeting the, maximum pleasure from life.'
Non-festive days were spent by ~e rancheros riding over their
domains, supervising in a general and none-too-ardent manner the
tending of their cattle and sl}eep or their vineyards, or in trading their
products for merchandise from Boston, Spain, or elsewhere. Hides
were the caballeros' dollars, for, like most landed gentry, the rancheros
were cash poor. They relied on the barter~~ystem for the staples and
luxuries brought in ships .to Ca:pistrano, San Pedro, Santa M6nica,
Santa Barbara, or ,other landing places.' At Capistrano a familiar sight
was that of vaqueros tossing hides over the cliff while a don"and the
ship's captain settled on terms..
Money 'matters and practical considerations were unimportant to
the Californians, most of whom were too indolent to concern them, selves with even-elementary commercial-practices. Typical of their
carelessness waS Don Francisco Sepulveda, who upon receiving title
papers to his 3o,ooo-acre ranch in 1839 promptly lost them and neglected to replace them until 1846, when Gov<:rnor Pio Pico issued new
ones. As long as,they dealt only with one another, the dons were relatively safe. With the Yankees, however, and their legal machi~ery of
l~d commissions, sheriff's sales, and -deficiency judgments, laxity of
this type could be nothing but fatal.
$

-

'>

The foregoing has been a representative if brief description of
the cultural and economic"side of pastoral life in-California. , The picture would b'e incomplete, however, witho~t so~e details of the political organization.
_
'
Under Spanish rule the political institutions of California were
colonial and characteristic of Spanish absolutism, somewhat tempered
by ~he vast dis~ce from the Spanish court and th~ consequ~nt necessity of the King's officers' getting along at least moderately well with
the colonials. The Californians -were 'an -independent, if easy~oing,
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lot and had ways of making it extremely unpleasant for officials whose
methods'were too arbritrary. However, most of the Spanish governors
were decent men and a few were brilliant and loved. Two of them
won popularity 'by opposing the influence of the padres and by winking at the severe laws against trading with foreigners. On the other
hand, some alcaldes-local officers in whom were vested both administrative and judicial powers-were petty tyrants who gravely abused
their rather considerable authority until they provoked rebellion.
Mer the establishment of the MexIcan Republic, which was too
occupied.with internal dissension and difficulties to bother much with
California, the dons made themselves virtually independent. In effect
they exercise<J. veto power over governors appointed from Mexico City,
refusing to tolerate an appointee who for some ~eason-and it might
have been anyone of a dozen-did not measure up to their expectations.
- The instability of California's government under -Mexican sovereignty
is indicated by the fact that during the tWenty-five years of Mexican
oCGupation there were fifteen governors, of whom only eight were duly
appointed by the authorities at Mexico City, the rest being local talent
who seized office by revolution. The latter, moreover, served longer
individual terms and a greater aggregate than the legitimate executives.
The most serious revolt as far as casualties were concerned involved the overthrow of Governor Manuel Victoria, who held office
only ten months. Victoria was an .ignorant man with an exalted opinion of himself. For real or fancied slights to his dignity, he commanded
jailor Sanchez of Los Angeles to chain Don Jose Marfa Avila to a log.
This arbitrary act was too much f~r the dons of Southern California,
who had as ,much ~r more dignity than Victoria,.and certainly more intelligence. Don Jose Carrillo raised the flag of revolt in San Diego,
marched north gathering adherents on the way, and seized the Pueblo
of Los Angeles. All the distinguished prisoners incarcerated by the
.tyrant Victoria were immediately released, and as an act of reprisal
Sanchez was chained to the very log so lately the instrument of Avila's
humiliation.
Victoria, learning of the revolt, marched down from Monterey
with an army of several hundred, flags Hying, drums rolling, and prepared to' uphold the dignity of the Superior Government of Mexico,
as well as his own. The two armies faced each other at the north end
of Cahuenga Pass, near the contemporary site of the Universal Studios.
As a,rule. in such melees, contenders on both sides took care that
't

'

,

.
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nobody should' get hurt. Thi~ .time, however, passion ruled the day.
The chaining of Sanchez having' failed to appease him, Avila rushed
. upon Governor Victoria, piercing him with a lance: Captain Pacheco,
one of the Governor's aides, was shot attempting to protect the dignitary from Avila's thrust. Avila was also lill~ed. Two casualties an4 a
wounded governor sobered both rebels and legitimists. Victoria was
carried to, the Mission San Gabriel, where his wound was treated. But
he had had enough of California. He resigned his office and returned
to Mexico, leaving the rebels yictor.
.More typi~ of the California Putsch was -the overthrow 9f Governor Micheltorena by incumbent Governor Juan Bautista Alvarado.
A native don, Alvarado had .,obtained the goverporship in 1836 and,
what was more important, had contrived to retain it for six years. In
1842 Mexico sent Manuel Micheltorena to replace him. Accompa,nied by an army of sorts, the new Governor made the mistake of tarry-,
ing too long in Los Angeles, affording Alvarado time to organize :a
revolt in Monterey. Declaring California's independence of Mexico,
Alyarado marched ripon the intruder, the opposing forces meeting
about fifteen miles northwest of Los Angeles. Cannon were brought
into position~ there was considerable shouting, :smoke, noise, dust, and
gunfire, but hostilities abruptly ceased when one of the mules belonging to Miche1torena's army fell under fire. Micheltorena took,tIle next
boat to Mexico. Alvarado has remained a greater name than Micheltorena to lhis day, ~ora ~ajor thoroughfare~ommelllorates 'the former,
while only an obscure, hilly lane reminds an uninterested' populace that
the latter was once Gover~or of California. Micheltorena deserved
better, however, for ne founded the first school, in Los Angeles, which
was sorely in need of one.
Alvarado revoked his declaration of bldependence, not because
the dons were loyal to Mexico but because th~y feared the covetous
intentions of the expanding republic on the east. The Ya!J.kees were
, already penetrating' California, and, while the influx was not serious
until the latetilthirties, the dons were apprehen~ive of the day when 'the
Americans might.decide to add aqother' star to their national banner at
the expense of Alta. ~alifornia. They persuaded the~selves that
in such a Crisis the Mexican government could' grant material assistance against Yankee aggression-wishful thinking of the vainest sort.
Contrary to the impression held by most -t\mericans, the acquisi-
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tion of California was n.ot an unplanned consequence of the MexIcan
War of 1846. It was a well-developed scheme, the product of years of
infiltration that would do credit to the Nazi foreign policy. If one is
completely honest, he must admit that the Americans who accepted the
unstinting hospitality of the Californ,ians and who swore allegiance to
~the Mexican nation Qetrayed their adopted country at th~ first opportunity. They even made use of the well-known pattern of "incidents"
. arid "persecuted minorities" so opportune to certain governments in
recent times.
The first Yankee- of record to arrive in California was Captain
John Shale, who sailed into San Pedro in 1805 with a cargo of merchandise to exchange for hides and tallow. His was a bold act, for the Spanish law condemned to death any foreigner landing in California. The
Californians, hqwever, did not take this law too seriously, since trading
with foreigners ~as a mutually profitable affair.
Shale's defiance of the 'law at San Pedro opened the door to trade
with California. Ten 'years later ships were landing regularly without
the slightest molestation from the authorities. When California became Mexican territory, the obsolet~ law was repealed" though the
.Mexican government did not encourage foreign trade.
The first gringo settler was hardly the best representative of his
nationality. Joe Chapman was brought to Los Angeles from Santa
Barbara to be hanged as a pirate. He escaped this fate by ingratiating
himself to his captors en route to the gibbet. Turned over to t~e
padres at San .Gabriel, he made himself indispensable to the fathers,
building them a gristmill and a small schooner for otter hunting. With
the aid of some of the mission Indians, he finished construction ~f the
Church of Our Lady the Queen of the Angels which still stands on the
plaza in Los Angeles. As a reward he was granted a full pardon on condition that he become a Roman Catholic and a naturalized Mexican.
He eagerly accepted both terms. He then married DoiiaGuadalupe
Ortega whose father owned the great Ortega rancho near Santa Barbara, the very estate ~hich Chapman was accused of having marauded.
The dowry brought the erstwhile captive a large, fertile ranch not far
from San Gabriel Mission. Joe Chapman metamorphosed ,into Don
Jose and entered the ,California aristocracy.
The next arrival was Joe Pryor in 1826. 'H~ followed the successful formula of Joe Chapman, becoming both Catholic and Mexican
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and marrying into the Sepulveda family, thereby acquiring a rruitful
a~d lucrative vineyard.
.
The following year Jack Temple of Massachusetts appe~red on
the scene. , Like his Yankee predecessors, he became a Catholic {:ommunicant, a naturalized citizen of Mexico, and a don. He married
RafaelaCota, obtaining a twelfth interest in the great 27,000-acre
Rancho Los Cerritos, which Dona Rafaela and her brothers and' sisters
inherited from their mother, Manuela Nieto. Since Temple could not
marry all the Niet~ descendants, he had to pay the other eleven'sums
aggregating $3,025 in silver coin and ','an equal amount in merchandise
at market prices."
Another Massachusetts Yankee, Abel Stearns of Salem, made his
appearance among the dons in 1828., He had the lvIidas touch, making
money at anything he turned his hand to. He ~ater married the lovely
Dona Arcadia de Bandini, after whom the suburban town of Arcadia
has been named.
When Don Manuel Nieto died in 1805, his 158,000-acre ranch
was divided among his heirs. Rancho Los Alamitos, comprising 28,000
acres, went to his son Juan Jose, who disposed of it to Governor
Figuero~ for $500. The Governor, shrewder than most of his class,
obtained $5,500 from Stearns,. who desired it ,to compete with the
neighboring Temple and because its favorable sit~and comfortable
ranch house pleased his beautiful wife.
\
'
Ther~, on two of the choicest ranchos in Southern California, Don
Juan Temple and Don Abel Steants, late of Massachusetts, maintained
a friendly rivalry 'for the reputation of holding the"most brilliant fiestas
in the community, of racing the swiftest horses, of breeding the finest
cattle, and of being the most generous of caballeros.
Morrow Mayo, whose book Los Angeles is' not sympathetic with
the gringo invaders, pictures these pseudo dons as smirking; cynical
fortune hunters, who, having ~en advantage of the guileless hospitality of the Californians, bided their time until they could seize all the
property of their benefactors. While this was generally true~ both
Temple and Steams appear to have been exceptions. Stearns, especially, was imbued with that reckless ~ense of '''honor'' which imposes
obligations of friendship and sentiment above practical demands. By
refusing to take advantage of a technicality in his fav0t:, Stearns lost a
2g,ooo-acre ranch at a time when~ he could ill afford it.
The disastrous droughfof 1865 ruilu"d both Yankef" dons, although
<
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Temple salvaged far more from the wreck than Steams. The former
sold his rancho and re~ants of his flocks for $20,000. Rancho Los
Alamitos, however, was foreclosed by a San Francisco money lender,
which was only the first of a series of misfortunes overtaking the formerly lucky Steams. Parcel by parcel, ~teams was forced to. sell IDS
property until his extensive holdings were completely dissipated.
The downfall of Abel Steams was symbolic of the passing of romantic California. Most of the dons had already lost. their ranchos a
decade or so before, California having become an American state· in
control of a serious, commercial-minded people not given to losing
opportunities from considerations of honor. ~~he vanishing of pastoralCalifornia, ruthless though its extermination might have been, was
inevitable. Mayo attributes it to the cunning of Yankees in marrying
the dons out of their property. While there is a degree of logic in-bis ..
point of view, the fact remains that at the time of the United· States'
acquisition of California Americans owned. but eight of- the 103
ranchos in Los Angeles County. Four years after the signing of -the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo they owned eighty. A generation later
the rancheros' holdings had dwindled to three or four.
Although the United States guaranteed respect of Mexican land
tides, the ink was hardly dry on the treaty before the victors began
squeezing the conquered, using legal machinery as the instiument of
extortion. In 1851 Congress passed -a measure entitled: "An Act to
settle land claims in California." While it was yet a bill; La Estrella,
Los Angeles' first newspaper, published half in English, half in Spanish,
. denounced the proposed statute as a confiscatory act. Not that the law
itself actually invalidated Mexican titles. On the contrary, the Land
Commission affirmed most of them, but by the time the government
issued the patents the ranchos, were no longer in the hands of their
'
former owners.
Grant holders were given but two years to file their claims before
the Commission, whose verdicts could be appealed to the district court.
The great drawback, as far as the dons were concerned, was the cost
of litigation. Since these gentry were cash poor and being obliged to
file their claims, the land otherwise being declared open, their only
recourse was to borrow from the very Yankee engaged in disputing
their titles. Under the circumstances it was small wonder that they
got unfavorable terms. Six per cent per month was a modest .fee•
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..Fortunate indeed was the caballero who could mortgage his estate at
this comparatively low rate.
The fate of Bruno Abila, owner of Rancho Aguaj~ del Centinela,
was typical of that of .his class. His was one of the prize ranchos because of its perpetual springs providing water even during the long
dry season. In 1854 Don Bruno mortgaged his property to James McFarland and John G. Downey, botJ:1 of whom had vision of Los Angeles'
future growth and'a determinatioft to get in on the ground floor. Abila
signed his mark to a note for $400, to mature in six months at six-per
cent per month. Money troubles' did not cease, and shortly afterWard
Abila borrowed $819 from Hilliard P. Dorsey for eight months at six
per cent per month. Dorsey, 'however, was shrewder than his rivals in
. one respect. He required the "x" of Abila's wife as well. A third
mortgage was written against the property a few weeks later, Dorsey
lending $600 more at the customary rate.
There was a precipitous rush among the creditors to forecloSe,
McFarland and Downey getting to the courthouse first. On July 19;
1855, these two obtained ,a judgment. The' following November the
sheriff sold thee rancho to McFarland -and J>owney for $1,000. The
defendants appealed.. Meanwhile the litigation was complicated by
judgment for $3,3°0 against the,
Downey's action. ,He obtained
Abilas in February of 1856. To no avail did Don Bruno:3;Ud his wife
plead that they had not understood the terms of the mortgage, not
being able to read English, in which it was written. Their contention
that a section of the r~cho had been reserved and that DOTsey had
given them a memorandum to that effect was 'equally futile. At a
she~iff's sale a month later Dorsey bid in the property for $2,000,obtaining a deficiency judgment for the balance. Not a modem device,
the deficiency judgment was the nemesis of the slow-witted dons,'who,
because of it, lost not only their mortgaged property but the re~t as
well.
In the case of Rancho Centinela, the litigation ended favorably
for Dorsey. -The' Abilas won their appeal against McFarland and Downey, the law r~uiring the wife's ~ignature on a mortgage, but theft-uits
of victory went to Dorsey, to whom the 'sheriff wrote a deed for the
rancho which~ less than twenty years later, sold for $150,000.
. So it went. The great Rancho Topanga Malibu Sequit passed into
American hands for $200 in Cash and a similar amount in groceries and
..: ~e.. Today its- value is estimated in tens of. millions. Rancho San
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Antonio went under the sheriff's hammer in 1865; Rancho' San Rafael
w~ foreclosed in 1869; Rancho San Jose in 1864. The Sepulveda heirs
fared better than most Calif~rnians. They obtained $55,000 from
Colonel Baker for. their title to Rancho Santa M6nica.
Perhaps the most tragic example of a proud don reduced to beggary by the Yankees was Don Pio Pico, greatest land baron of California
and last of the ~exican governors. Descended from a family of sol-.
diers, Pio and Andres Pico attained wealth, prestige, and' power in the
California of the dons. Among their vast properties was the 226,000acre Rancho Santa Margarita y Las Flores, which was enlarged when
Pio, as governor, confiscated the lands of the Mission San Juan Oapistrano. Pico was in debt to a San Francisco money lender in 1865 when
the drought destroyed his herds and flocks as it did those of other rancheros. To prevent foreclosure and a much-dreaded deficiency judgment, Pico' transferred ownership of the ranch, or part of it, to his
brother-in-law, John Forster, who then made arrangements with the
loan shark.
Forster, an Englishman, had married Pico's sister a~d by this
method -had prospered. . Among other gifts -from the Pico brothers,
-Forster received a 114,ooo-acre ranch from Pia.
The battle for control of Santa Margarita was one of the most
celebrated in California legal a~nals. Pico contended that he had transferred only half interest. Forster claimed that he had obtained full
t~tle and his contention was upheld, hy the court at San Diego. Having
obtained the verdict, Forster then had the venerable ex-governor
arre&,ted for trespassing and jailed .for' several days. In his last years
Pico suffered'extreme pove:&ty. and humiliation. Harry Carr, late columnist in the Los Angeles' Times, wrote touchingly of the old gentle-man who had outlived his day of glory. Recalling memories of his
youth in Los Angeles, Carr said: "In those days I used to see on our
streets a little old Mexican gentleman, very fat, shabby, and poor with
defeat in his eyes. That was Pio Pico, the last Mexican governor."
Had ~e California dons perished in a spectacular military encounter, perhaps their defeat would I;tave attracted greater attention from
historians and dramatists. However, ~hat actually happened is tersely
expressed by a .San Diego journalist: "Yankee merchamts and Yankee
'gumption' rather than Yankee soldiers and guns captured th~ empire
of the dons.
JJ
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George Snell
I FIRST SAW TOM HARtER I thought he was swell-just the
kind of.person I wanted to become, even though I didn't think
I ever co:uld.' The way I got to know him was this: I'd been camping
on the doorstep of Crane, Higginson, Bostwick Be Shotwell for over six
months, and finally they gave '}De a job.. It's a big agency. If you ·read
Variety or Tide you know they handle some of the largest ac~ounts in
the country, including the big soap and flour People. Well, the first
day I walked frito the office, Tom Harter was sitting at the desk next
to the one they gave me. He had that hard-bitten look veterans in the
advertising g3;me usually have. I remember espeGially how he gave me
a quick o.nce-over from· under~ hb gr~en eyeshade, and then grinned
sort of sarcastically' and crouched closer to his typewriter sayihg, "Another lamb, eh?, What's your name?"
.
That wasn't the friendliest. way to greet a person, and I told him'
so. He just grinned some more and winked at me'owlishly, keeping
right on at his work all the time.
But I was impressed, beC3;use Tom Harter was an old hand at this
ad-writing game, and that's what I figure I want t~ be, one of the best.
Right away_ he began to take an interest
in me and showed me the ropes
.
around our part of.the office, which was the radio writing department.Tom was really responsible for· some of the best shows handled by
CHB8cS. He authored the UMa Jenkins" scripts that had been running on NBC for over five years. Naturally I'd heard a lOt about him,
and he was different en_tirely from what I'd e~pect~d. He didn't shout
or pose or'sh9w off, and I likea him but I was pretty scared of him too,
for the first few weeks. It seemed like every time I'd look up he'd be
staring at_ me from under his green eyeshade with owlish eyes, and then
he would grin sardonlcally and ask me how I_was doing. And if I
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got stu~ for an. idea or a phrase he'd come over and give. me a lift, and
it was as e_asy for him as falling off a log. Well, you have to be pretty
good to be as good as To~ Harter was. And he wasn't like most copy
writers who are closemouthed as clams, when it comes to giving anybody else ~n idea, acting like they're afraid they're giving away their
patrimony with half a ,syllable.
I can say without fear of contradiction that to be working for a
great firm like CHB8cS is a real privilege. We handle the General
Flour account and Porter 8c Handel soap. You ought to see the way
the big shots from NBC and CBS come into our offices with their hats
in hand. When Tom Harter is called in to an idea conference you can
practically see them bow and scrape: It just goes to sho~ that no other
agency can touch CHB8cS and that old Tom is the real,lbrains behind
it. By rights he ought to have his name tacked right
to the others.
He told me -he'd been working there for twenty yea\s-even before
~adio was ever thought of as a medium.
4':'
I noticed he often left the office around two or three in the afternoon. He would come back about an hour later, more talkative than
any other time of the day and smelling of whiskey. Soon aft~ I noticed
this, I discovered that he-kept· a bottle in his desk. Now, I know
enough about the rules of success to realize drinking on the job leads
only one way-down. I didn't have to wonder any longer why Tom
never got farther up the 13:dder of success. After coming back from the
bar he would sit. down and prop his feet on the desk. When I'd look up
he would wink owlishly, grin, and say, "Harry, you remind me of somebody I used to know quite welL"
He had a deep voice, and I think he liked to hear himself talk when
he was a little tight. I honestly always liked him better when he'd had
a few. Other times, in the mornings especially, he'd be gruff and short
. an4 hardly ever had anything inspirational to say- and that's the one
thing I always look for in my association with such renowned personages. Because you see I wanted to be like him, to learn as much as
I could from him and be able to write important copy the way he did.
I was disappointed, I'll have to admit, because he never did say very
much that was encouraging to me. Unless he was feeling hjgh. But
when he was high I always had a peculiar feeling. I couldn't tellwhether to take him seriously or not.
He could be terribly cynical at times, but I am sure he did not
mean many of the sarcastic things he said. For instance, I remember
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he made the statement that he hoped few people ever found out he
created the moronic character of Ma Jenkins~ And yet she is one of
the noblest old ladies in radio serials today. He also said he supposed
there ~as a special stratum" in hell reseFVe~ for liars like' radio copy
writers. But I know he made these statements at least partially u~der
the influence of liquor and so was not responsibl~. .
_
As time went on he told me many things equally remarkable, and
I am sure that he did not really ,mean them the way they sounded.
One afternoon he ,asked me to go out with him for a little refreshment, and I did 10. We put on our hats and went down ~e elevator
a~d next door ~o Charlie's 'and had a couple of glasses of beer: Then
he had a whiskey straight,and another one. He invited me to join
him, butI j~st had a beer. Well, I..wouldn't think of criticizing Tom
Harter in any'way, but ~e did seem to talk mor~ than ever. He seemed
very interested in me and encouraged me to tell him about my
ambition, which is to write a good book Some day, if I can just .getthe
time. I told him I thought my experience writing· copy ought to pelp
me. Also I told him I hoped some day to make a name for myself in
advertising, the way he had don~.
He smiled the same sardonic way, and he said, "1 don't doubt
some day you'll sell a lot of soap' and Hour for somebody. It all depends.
on how y~P get educated." "
"What do you mean?" I asked him.
"Oh, whether they keep the Indian sign on you."
. He 'called for another drink, and I felt inclined to caution hi~
about ha,ving s,o many, but, I did not want to 'make him think I was
ititedering. 'Mer all, he waS old enough to, b~ my father and ought
to have known better. '
. - .
."You remind me' of a young fellow I knew once," he said, twirling his glass and squinting at me as if he'd never seen me quite plain
before.
I asked him to tell 'me about this pc;rson, thinking perhapS I might
learn something useful in my own career.
"At the time
speaking of, he w~ about your age, an ad man,
full of ambition. The kid had ideals. Had the itch to write. Yes,
but at the titile he was m~re interested in thinking. up' slogans' to sell
everythi~gfrom evaporated milk to preparations fol' feminine hygiene.
"He had ideals, though, andso·he began to look for significance in '
the work he was doing. The more he'lookedthe less he found. He
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kept thinking it over and finally came out with a Great. Truth. . He
said his work was -immoral."
Old Tom shot me an amused smile, but I couldn't see anything
funny in what he had told me. He winked and snorted. "Think of
id Immoral. How do you like that?" He finished the whiskey in his
glass. I was sorry to hear apout this person.
"That's the way he carried on," Harter said. "Took to making
sarcastic remarks about the ad game. Like I say,-he hankered to write,
the Great American Novel, I guess. That hankering got stronger. than
ever. It seemed the more he praised laxatives and com remedies the
more he longed to write a good sound novel, probably exposing the ad
racket.
"I remember the day he got fired. Well, he'd been working up
to it for a long time-had it coming to him. It seems they gave him a
certain account to handle, Peskin's Anti-acid Pep Pills. Epitome of
all the fraud, he thought. He'd been worrying about it and 'kowtowing
to old Peskin, who was a sort of Sam Goldwyn, as fatheaded as they
come. So he thought it over, and an idea struck him."
. Old Tom chuckled. It made me uneasy to think ;[ should have
reminded him of this young man. It didn't see~ too flattering.
"He went to work and prepared a full-page layout for one of the
papers and had already got old Peskin's okay on the proofs. Then he
went back to the -office and recorrected the proofs in the light of his
ideals. He made an honest ad out of it, said Peskin's Pep Pills were
-nothing but bicarbonate of soda that you could buy by the barrel for
a few cents, whereas old Peskin asked four-bits for a box of twelve pills.
_Too many of them were bad for the digestion, and so on. Plain facts.
"Well, the ad. came,'" out. When Peskin saw it he nearly had a fit.
'What God damned maniac wrote this?' he roared. 'I'll sue! I'll break
this agency forever!'
"Our frien~ was called on the carpet right now. His, boss couldn't
believe his ~yes when he saw the ad.. 'Take him away!' he yelled.
'Lock him up. He's off his nutl'
" 'I'll take this to court!' Peskin hollered. 'I'll get redress and re'
lief! You can't do this to me!'
.
"Our friend was going to make a big speech and ~t a lot off his
mind, but now the time had come, he saw it would be a waste of breath,
. so he .puton.his hat and walked out."
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019 Tom, ordered another drink and lit a cigarette. He seemed a
little excited.
"Youshould'have seen the look on Peskin's facel That was worth
plenty. But this is only the beginning of my-fable. The kid felt as
if he was walking on air. He packed his toothbrush and went- off to
the mountains to write his magnum opus. He looked up a resort
where it 'wasn't too expensive, figuring he could live on his savings
just long enough to finish his novel. He'd tried to start it a number
of times 'but something had always come up. NoW he thought six
months of good hard labor would make him famous and bring in plenty
of quick money~
"But it turned out that he hadn't picked the best place for writing.
_ Everything seemed to interfere. ' For example, he was as full of ideals ,
about women ~s he was about advertising. He wasn't so ,bad looking
in those" days-a little skinny and neurasthenic, as naive as they comeand I can see w~y a woman like, well, Jillia, I'll call her, would make a
play for him. Hell yes, I can understand it! . But he' couldn't then,. and
it was pretty marvelous to him.
"Hold OQ, though; I'm getting ahead of my story..' The~id took
his typewriter ~nd a ream of paper and locked Ilimself in his room. He
went at the job as if he had to make a deadline. He'd gotten into the
slapdash habit and couldn't break it overnight. He read his stuff over,
and saw it wasn't worth a ~hoot. He tore it up and started again. It
smelled a mile off. He started again. That can get discouraging.
r
He'd go out, smoke a cigarette, walk around, eat something, and gefierally waste time. '
"
. '
~
"He told himself he ,needed relaxation, to get his mind off his
novel. A fresh outlook, renewed energy, and that sort of stuff; But
actually he had IIlet this-Julia, and he was ~nly rationalizing. You
.see, he wa~ having 4inner O~e evening at the hotel. All the tables were
full, and she'swept up to him like a queen, took a seat, and gave him a
.
'
dazzling smile.
"'Doyou mind if I have dinner with ,you?' she asked. He didn't.
Through the meal she talked of herself and got him to talk too. By
,dessert she knew all about him, even to 'the part about the novel. He
found out, or at least she told him, that she was a widow, spending a
few weeks there to get over her heartbreak, et 'cetera. But he, didn't
care what she was; he was already iIi her clutches.
'
"That same itight he went with her to the little ballroom, they
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had beer (didn't sell anything stronger to ladies .in those days), and
he danced with her.
, .0.
" 'You're so different,' she said. 'You are so sensitive: I've always
wanted to meet a man >with brains instead of money.'
"Maybe you can imagine how he talked-'Why haven't we met
b~fore?' He had ideas already about what he was going to get out of
this affair. 'Women always bored me until you came along. But you
aren't like the women I've known. I believe you can appreciate what
an artist is trying ·to do.'
" 'Why, of course,' she said. 'Let's never have a thing mar our
friendship. Yo~'re so young and idealistic and good. I want our
friendship to be something you'll cherish all your life, even ,if I can't
ever be anything more to you than a ca,sual friend:
"'But I want you to be more than thad' he said. 'We have so
much in common. I have a lot of things I want to talk to you about:
" 'If I can help even a little, you only have to ask,: she answered,
in a way that would curl your hair. 'I want to be very dear to you:
"Maybe it was the liquor, excitement of music, and her sex appeal,
all combined. 'Then let's be as dear and close,' he said, 'as two people
can.' So, they were. That night, in fact, she came to his room and
didn't leave until early the next morning."
Tom blew a cloud of smoke like a sigh.
"She was beautiful," he said. "I wish I could make you see her
as she was then. It looked as if he'd found the one woman. But the
next day as he looked back on it, it did seem a little too easy. He decided to keep the affair in proper perspective and tried to plunge into
his work. But when he finally sat down to his¥,typewriter he was completely dissatisfied. First of all, he was begin~ing to see that he had
to pay the price of seven years' slipshod copy writing. Composing a
respectable paragraph of prose is quite different from dreaming up ,
slogans to sell brassieres. His mind wasn't clear and keen as it probably had been 'befor~ grubbing in advertising. ~He was cynical, in a
way, in spite of his idealism, and it takes a fresh perception to make a
fine writer.
"He turned to Julia, even while he told himself she was only an
interlude, that he was learning something from her that would be useful later. He thought he really hadn't any serious, intentions about
her. Actually, she provided him with a'suq:essful direction, gave him
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a feeling of"importance, and so on. SQ.he put the cover on his machine
and spent his time making love.
"One night they went boating There was a fine lake, surrounded by firs $at grew right down to the edge" of the water, and the moon
was yellow and bright. They got a rowboat! pushed off, and rowed 'way
out. It was quiet-even the laughter and snatches of song that came
from the hotel Sounded far away and unreal. , He arranged som"e pillows so that .they could rest, and she took his head in her lap. ,He
looked up at her in the moonlight, smelled her fragrance, and was
happy. He was happy because he was successful.
," 'Y~:U'veq-'given my life meaning,' he said. 'I never knew what
it was to be contented until I met you.'
" 'You've giyenme something to live for, too,' she said. 'But don't
give me more of yourself than you wish to-""you are going to be great
writer some day. That's more important than anything else.'
u 'There'~ only one thing important to me,' he said, not knowing
for sure that he meant it, ~that ,is, t.2 make you happy.'
'You're a darling, and you're-1ny poet.'
, Tom leered at me. "My God~ the poor damned fooll
"It was like that night after night-on the l*e, on moonlight hikes,
- and most of all, of course, in one or the other of their r~oms. As I say.
it w~ with uneasiness that he ~surrendered his time, his thoughts, and
. everything el&,e to her-at first. But it got so that he wasn't do~ng anything else. It was increasingly pleasant. He found he could forget his
inadequacy by submerging himself in her. And he didn't even know
anyth,ing about her, really.' She knew a he~l of a lot more about him.
You see, she'd be~n around. Being handsome, the boys had always
played up to her. She was spoiled clear through, her tastes were extravagant, and besides all that, she was a woman of loose character. The
first night should have told him that, but apparently it didn't.
"She led him around by- die nose. 'My poetl' My Godl Well,
he persuaded her to marry him. And from that time on he lv,asn't a
poet or anything else blita check-signer. What' do you suppose he
did? Crawled back on his' belly asking for his old job-the only thing
he knew how to do where money was. Well, he got it. He's still at it."
Old Tom stopped as if he was tired. "That's why I say," he went
on after a minute, "it all depends on how you get educated." He
pulled out his watch. ".God, here I've been rambling on like-like the
Ancient Mariner."
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"Yes:' I said, "we'd better get back to the o~ce:'
I couldn't help thinking of what he had told me as we rode up on
the elevator. I was also afraid they'd notice he had been drinking
more than usual. when we walked back into the office. They might
have missed us too.
There was somebody waiting for him. It was a lady wearing expensive furs-a woman who must have been a real beauty at one time,
and ·she ju~ped right up and asked him where he h·ad been. I was
surprised at the way she talked.
~
"So there you arel" she said, quite loud. "You've been drinking
again, I see:'
Old Tom looked around and tried to get her out of the room. ,He
took her by the arm and was making signs for her to speak more softly.
. It really was embarrassing to me.
"I should think you'd be ashamed!" she said. "WheI\ever I come
to the office it's the same thing. Out with a young boy, too, and probably getting him drunk!"
.
Of course I left the office, pretending I had business elsewhere, because I did not want to embarrass th,em by being present at a family
altercation. I really was surprised, w,hen I thought about it, that such
an imposing lady, dressed so expensively and more like someone in a
play, should be the wife of a carelessly dressed and even shabby person
like Tom Harter.
, Now you can probably see what is bothering me. I have always
thought Tom .Harter a swell guy, and I've looked up to him as the
kind of person I'd like to become. It should be fine to work for an important firm like Crane, Higginson, Bostwick & Shotwell. But I don't
really know if there is such a great future in it for an ambitious person.
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NORTH AMERICA
A. Field of Research
]. Mason Brewer
of the American Negro has a rich !nheritance
.. from its African background. Without this major cultural ingredient there would be no "Negro folklore" as distinct from ·that of
other region&al folklores of the New World. Probably no people have
. been so completely the bearers of tradition and tradition alone as have
the African 'slave-immigrants, for they brought with them no lllaterial
possessions to aid in the diffusion and growth of the arts and customs
of their home land. Though empty-handed perforce, they camed in
their minds and hearts a treasure of complex musical forms, dramatic
speech, and imaginativ~ stories which .they preserved through the vital
-art of self-expression. Wherever the slaves were ultimately .placed
they established an enclave. of African cultn;re that flourished.:in spite
of environmental disadvantages, with the result that the original treasure has grown for the enrichment of themselves and of others.
The cultural background held in common by these Africans introduced all along the easterp seaboard of the Americas gave rise to AfroAmerican cultures with localized ch~racteristics. Yet while disparate
. in speech-FrencQ, Spanish, Portuguese, or English-these regional
types of Negro life may be regarded as aspects of an historical whole.
For this reason, when considering the Negro folklore of North America
it is customary to include with it the 'Vest Indies area as part of the
same cultural development. The various.pattems of song, story, and
custom which grew locally manifest a comm0l?- identity of background.
The major efforts of tlte folklore student in the Negro realm have
been directed toward the 'establishment of the true historical'sources
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of Afro-American folk inventions, and on the literary side, toward the
exploitation of Negro folkways as basic materials of artistic value for
novels, dramas, opera, and poetry. Some consideration has been given
the psychological values encouched in these traditional materials, especially in the case of "John Henry," the steel-driving folk hero, but the
folklore 'scholar has yet to make a thorough investigation of the psychological factors operating in the emotional life of the folk Negro
as it is reflected in his traditions. The work of research folklorists in
this field has been fruitful, but the progress in analyzing and comparing
data does not nearly equal that dohe·in the collecting of raw materials.
An examination
of Negro folklore in North America reveals the
..
fact that the culture traits brought here by African tradition-bearers
'have been supplemented from their new environment. The new- traits
that have been acquired during the several hundred years of the Negro's
~erican existence are equally as important as their predecessors when
we seek to define the character of present-day Negro folklore. The
amalgamation of the old traits and the new has resulted in a distinctive body of cultural expression peculiar to the race that produced it. .
This native Afro-American .culture embracing folk li,terature and
folk arts and crafts is a product of the untrained Negro mind and hand.
The Negro spirituals, slave se~ulars, ~allads, work songs, songs of
protest, blues, animal tales, legends, ghost lore, realistic ~les, proverbs, .
folk sermons, folk-say, and folk speech constitute the Negro's folk literature. His folk arts and crafts consist of his music, dances, simple
handicrafts, folk-medicine, voodoo and conjure practices, and his
folk«cupations.
The chief breeding plac~s for these fundamentals of human expression have been the river bottoms, sea islands, lake aJIld water-front
districts of the southern United States and the rural communities of
Haiti, Jamaica, and Cuba. Other minor sources of this varied blend
of group composition are Canada, Mexico, the southwestern plains
area of the United States, geographically-and the Underground Railroad movement, historically.
,
Negro oral traditions and folkways have attracted the attention of
eminent folklorists for many years. The Negro spirituals and animal
folktales occupy prominent places in American literature and have
been the objects of intensive collection and profound research. More
recently, however, collectors have turned their attention to other types
of Negro folk expression, and some valuable collections of secular
\~
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songs, super~titions, ghost stories, fol~sat, and realistic tales have been
.'
.
'
collected ~d published;
Most of this now visible tradition has been collected by personal
interviews with the old folk ~n' districts especially' rich in Negro' tradition. The collectors for the most part have been white persons with
whom the old· Negroes were well acquainted-plantation owners or
their relatives. Because of this intimacy it was ~ot difficult to get these
old frie~ds to sing, talk, and philosophize. As a result of the activities
of these pioneer collectors some comprehensive and authentic collections of songs aDd stories have been preserved. .
Within recent years the recognition of Afro-American folklore in
. North America as a field for systematic' research and precise compa~ative analysis such as has' been made Jor folklores of European
derivation-Briti~h-American, French-Ametican, Spanish-Americanhas led to ~ore sound methods of investigation. Although the interview method of collecting is still used, the trained folklorists of the last
decade <,have' preferred using ~echanical recording apparatus for their
field work. :'This, method· is an. improvement over the former because
not only is the exact text of the informant's contribution preserved but
the individual manner in which he sings or narrates it is reproduced.
The utilization of this collecting device has been responsible for the
present availability of many reliable compilations of Negro lere. As
a result of the use of this new technique hundrec;Is of records of Negro
folksongs and tales have be~n assembled· in the National Archive of
Folk Song of the Library· of Congress.
A third method of collection which has been practiced, by some
field workers and creative writers is the "Observation" or "Listeningin'~ method. In .this case, the singer or narrator is oblivio:us of the
collector's ~ j>urj>ose, while the collector concentrates his full sense of
audition and memory in intensive attention td retain his 'observations
until he can put them in writing. Many important collections of
Negro folk materials have been saved in this manner; however, the
professional folklorists approve this method only when more accurate
means of repoFtingare impossible~
The layman well may ask: How: trustworthy as true tradition
are these human expressions, regardless of what method is employed
in recording them? . As in the other social sciences which draw gata
from personal narratives or human sources it has been found that the
effort of
spontaneous composition is too great ~or the average inform, .
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ant: he will rely on his fund of knowledge, report what he ha:s learned
as the easy and. ~atural thing to do rather than,. strive to concoct imaginative material. Moreover, the trained investigator quickly
recognizes the spurious invention when it is attempted. My own experience in collecting has consistently demonstrated to me the foliowing
reactio~s in the responses of Negro culture carriers. -Older people,
ranging in age' from sixty to one hundred years of age, are· most
responsive' when questioned alone'!; High school and college students
are more responsive when queried in a group. The most unreliable
informant is the Negro between the ages of thirty and sixty.. Of course,
there have been exceptions, but almost invariably the narrator of this
age span is inclined to provide the collector with substitute products
which bear no. actual relationship to folklore, to true traditional forms.
. There are' still certain branches of N egr~ folklore that provide
fertile fields for the persistent collector. "John," the clever folk hero
of the Southern plantation, has received only casual attention from
recorders of Negro lox:e: Although a pr.oduct of the Negrofolk mind
of an earlier period of American history than that in which it later
conceived "John Henry," the steel-driving hero, "John" has not
enjoyed the popularity or attained the folk stature of the latter. The
same may be said of "Pierre Le Guerc," the Creole folk-curing Negro
~ guitar player of the Louisiana cane brake and swamp ,Sections who,
according to tradition, cured the sick and lovelorn by singing verses
to the a~companiment of his instrument. He is described as having
been a short, thin mulatto, who had a different verse to sing for each
ailment of his patients.
.
.
The most interesting instance of Negro folk paradox, to me, is
that of the Mexican Negro folk hero, J ose Vasconcelos, popularly .
known as El Poeta Negrito (The Little Black Poet). He is believed
to have been born in the early part of the eighteenth century in Amolonga, Mexico. His parents were Negroes who had been brought to
Mexico from the Congo. He lived among the Mexicans and made up
verses about them on various occasions. His" verses were transmitted
orally from person to person until, eventually, they were collected
and printed in El Calen~ario del N egrito Poeta, edited by S. Blanquel.
The first of these appeared in 1856, and one was published each year
thereafter until 1872. Hence these Calendarios are of great interest
and value to the student of folk life in Mexico in the eighteenth
century.
,
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This tra~tion is peculiar in that it is built around an actual figure
who lived. and composed his ,verses in' Mexico. The personality isNegroid in spirit, Mexican by adoption; Mexicans tell the tales, but
they are about this Negro who originated the poems. His major
theme was a refutation of the generally accepted notion of white superiority because, in all his poems, ,usually witty quatrains -composed
on the spur of. the moment, El· Negrito Poeta shows himself mentally
superior to ~is· Spanish and Mexican contemporaries.
Because of. the particular significance of El Negrito Poeta's contribution to Mexican nation~l folklore, let us note an example o~ one
of the briefest bits from his many poignant episodes.
-

.

Viendo el poeta pasar a una dama por el atrio de un templo, bien eonacida por'su coquetismo, Ie dirigi6, estimulado por los amigos que Ie rodeban,
la satira siguiente:
Aunque aparentas ser rica
pox= tu. traje y compostura,
otra cosa me asegura
que no eres mas que una_mica.1

./

-Or in translation:
Seeing a woman well known for her coquetry pass through the entry
of a -church, the poet, stimulated by the friends a:-ound hini, addre~ed to
her the following satire:
_. .
0

0

Although you pretend to be rich
By your cloth~s and your bearing.
Something else assures me
That you are only a she monkey.
$

The diversified -nationalities of the North American colonists
~ong whom the Negtoslaves were forced to live-English,French,
Spanish-and the later association of their descendants with the American Indian and Mexican caused the Negro's culture, even within the
United States, to become localized and vaLied, rather than national
. and unified. The folk products emerging from these various assimilations have yet to be subjected to an histo~ical, literary, a~d mus~
cological analysis to trace ·their origins to one of the several national
cultures interwoven into their fabric. -Such study ,should'determine
not only the white origins of' many items present in the framework of

o

. 1 Nicolas LeOn,- El Negrito PoetaMexicano ., sus POpulaTes Versos (Mexico City,
19(1) , p. 66.
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these materials, but also asce~tain to what extent the African influence
has been exerted in return on white tradition. Similarities as well as
differentiations have developed in. the long, slow growth of American
folklore with its admixtures from Indian, Mexican, white, and Negro
sources in the entire southern half of the United States, and these too,
research can define. For example, a comparative study. of Negro and
white superstitions should be made, since there are many identical
items resulting from intercultural borrowing.
Early recognition of "the artistic elements in Negro folksongs and
stories encouraged their collection to the neglect of other phases of
Negro lore. For instance, there has been an overabundance of animal
tales collected, but the realistic folktale still needs to be recorded and·
studied. Little attention has been paid to the everyday jokes of reallife situations, such as are told around the rural general stores and in
barber shops in cities and town~ where the Negro story tellers hf the
community gather on Saturday afternoons to exercise thq.r talents.
Of equal interest and import to the furtherance of ~ound folklore
study, whether the field be Negro or any other, is the p~oblem of sep- ~
arating authentic folklore collections from those which are simply
folkloristic in flavor. There are a large num~er of volumes existent
today bearing the label of Negro folklore which are only stylistically
imitative of it and in many il.lstances fall shori of the qualifications
needed to admit them to this bracket. Because of this confusion between the real and the spurious, it seems worthwhile to append here
a brief list of publications which are the products of sound collecting
and research techniques.
.
The numerous collections of North American Negro folklore
cover a wide variety of types and themes. Many of them are of great
merit and have enjoyed wide circulation. Those interested in becoming acquainted with a more extensive array of titles may satisfy
this urge hy consulting the Negro Folklore Bibliography compiled by
Arthur Huff Fauset in Alain Locke's The New Negro (New York:
Albert and Charles Boni, 192 5} , Myrtle Funkhouser's "Folklore of the
American Negro: A Bibliography" (Bulletin of Biblio~aphy, vol. 16,
1936-39), and The Negro South section of a more recent folklore
guide entitled, "American Folk Songs and Folk Lore,".a regional bibliography compiled by Alan Lomax and Sidney Robertson Cowell (New
York: Progressive Education Association, 1942).
With competent and enthusiastic collectors in the field and de-
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voted and critical-minded research specialists at work, the status of
Negro folklore research in North America is being vastly improved.
. As many of the problems inherent in the structure of N:egro folklore
are .being solved, the Negro's ~American experience is enhanced by a
more correct appraisal of his culture history and contribution to Amer, itan folklore in general.
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sat numbly beside her husband where he lay beneath
a crazy-quilt on the hard boards of their crude bed.
"Never again will he feel the hardnesS of that ugly bed," she
thought. "Never again will he promise 'Next spring, Klara, I will
from town bring you a stere bed.' Never again will he tell me his
pI.ans of filling the grainary with the best wheat in North Dakota, in
the whole country. ,.Never' again-never again-"
The words ran through ·her brain like precious grains of sugar
escaping from 'a hole in the sack; there was no stopping them. Memory after memory fol1owed-sh~.could feel once more the jolting ox-cart
that brought them to the wide prairie land on the Red River. She
agonized again over the death of their firstborn son;_again praised
God in thaQ-l\fulness for sparing their youngest, Karl, from' the dread
plague.. She looked with unseeing eye out the small window of the
log cabin. Instead' of the bitter November winter, ~ene that was
really there, she saw John. NotJohn here, dead and stiff beneath her
quilt, but John as he. moved slowly and methodically behind the oxen
breaking the first sod for their first crop. Her memory bridged the
gap between that first spring and the ne?tt; John was Vtere_in the yard
building his beloved UgraiiIary." No, matter if the neighbors ,called
it foolish work. No matter if he neglected improvements on the cabin
so. he could complete the grainary. What if their cabin was only threesided and cold, John had h~s grainary by_fall, didn'~ he? And It wasn't
his fault the grasshoppers took the wheat sO there was nothing to put
in it, was it? And could he 'be blamed for the prairie fire? John's
hand outside the qu~lt was not cold and blue-white; 'Klara saw it red
and blistered from fighting the prairie fire of '96. Well, he saved
LARA HOLTZ
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the grairiary even though the wheat was gone again. She s~w him
slumped in exhaustion against the grainary wall, the last of the fire
dying in the blackened prairie grass beside him. But it could have
been worse. If there had been a crop to .harvest, John would· n~ver
have found time to roll up the logs for the fourth wall in their cabin.
And John said he'd fill the grainary next fall, didn't he? Could" he
help it he got lung fever from burning his lungs in the smoke of the
fire? If he hadn't fought the fire, he would have lost his grainary and
now, never agaln-.
Klara's memories were interrupted by Mrs. Wr-gestrand, who had
come over to attend to the final needs of the body. Forty below
weather and six-foot snow drifts could not stop Mrs. Wigestrand when
she felt Death needed her assistance in releasing a poor neighbor from
all his trouble. That was the least she could do, give Death a final
gentle pat on the back.
"If Klara could cry only," she thought. "She sits there as if'she
could see another world. How am I going to tell her wei can't bury
him even, let alone have the funeral that is decent?"
Klara rose as if in answer to Mrs. Wigestrand's unspoken question.
"Death does not seasons respect, Klara," Mrs. Wigestrand began. "The
snow, the frozen ground, we-"
"You need say no more, Mrs. Wigestrand," answered Klara. "I
know. No coffin, no fun~ral, no minister, no burial until sprihg when
nature will allow it. I have thought-it is best-John would like it so
. -in the grainary."
The men came that afternoon-Mr. Wigestrand, Peter Schmidt,
Hans Olin, Adolf Braaten. Mrs. Wigestrand met them at the door;
she had finished her task of clothing and straightening the body~·
"Klara understands. It is in his grainary to be. And, remember, no
matter what you have thought--'no time is now to say about the
grainary."
They carried the body of John Holtz out of the cola poor cabin,
floundered through the snow toward the granary, stopping now and
then to lay their stiff burden in the high drifts. The granary door
was stuck with snow; it took them half aD hour to get it open even
though they worked fast. They didn't like the idea of John lying
outside in the snow while they worked to get into the granary they
had ridiculed so often. Inside, the snow clung like rough plaster to
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the logs, and. the drifts were .almost as high as those they had pushed
from in front of the door.
. "Seems disrespectful-like to John to just lay him in here in the
snow," said Peter. "Wished we could at least a coffin had."
"But boards are to be had not," grimly commented Haris. "No
wish-just ain't to be."
.
" "There isn't here" a smooth spot. Let's just stand him in that
. corner where there's the least snow," suggested Adolf.
So the men quickly scraped a place for John's feet, and set him
in the comer actoss from 'the door. He stood as though on guard over
the drifts of snow that should have been his w~eat. They closed the
door carefully and barred it shut with a heavy log to keep out wolves
and coyotes.
. _
Klara, still with no tears to shed, thanked the men and absently
promised to call on th~m for other assistance any time she needed it.
Then· she turned back into the cheerless cabin to cook her meager
supper for her children. The dead can take 'care of themselves, but the
'
living need looking after.
Thus all through the winter Klara carried on as before, showing
no outward sigps of grief, but doggedly attending to the wants of her
children and to the never-ending duties on the farm. Each' day on
her way to the sod lean-to that ho:used the one bony cow, she passed
the granary. Sometimes she paused as if to say a word to John, but
then she remembered and walked on. Never. again would he answer
herSpring came at last that year, too. And with it, after the first,._
good thaw, came'the burying party. All the neighbors by common
consent dropped their spring's work for a day, and joined together
to go from farm to farm to bury those ~ho had died during the frozen
montlls of winter. Peter Schmidt's youngest grandson had died; so
they stopped there first before coming to Klara's. They, too, had
.done what they could under the circumstances; they kept the cnild's
body in the bpttom dresser drawer until the buryi~g party came.
Then they buried him, dresser drawer and all, in the soft spring
earth. They couldn't have made as nice a coffin; the gaping hole in
"the bottom of the dresser served as well as any marble monument to
the child's memory.
Klara joined the grepup as it filed silently into her 'yard and led
the way to the granary. rrhe men removed the log. from the door, and
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substituted the rough plank they u$ed to carry the bodies to the burial
spot. They swung open the door and pushed the plank forward in
readiness. Klara's breath came sharply; John no longer stood, on
guard over his empty granary. He sat in a dejected slump in the
comer, his arms outstreched as if at last he understood defeat. Klara
began cryi~g softly and .without hope.

....
;
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STEPHA,NE MALLARME:
A RECpNSIDERATION

Francis C. GolDing
that. two whol1ycon~dictory schools of poetry
should have traced their origins' back to on~ and the ~ame man.
Both the greatest -Decadent theorist-Laforgue-and the greatest
Symbolist-Mallarme-considered themselves legitimate heirs of Baudelaire. And, indeed, they 'were equally justified in their claims. A
great and complex poet like Baudelaire offers many points of departu're
for future writers; what seems unified in him by virtue of his artistic
discipline may be deco~pos~d into isolated strains bv his followers.
Thus the Decadents inherited and subsequently modified Baudelaire's
love for sensory detail, his nervous r~alism, and his confessional
frankness, while the Symbolists fa~tened on hi~ transcendentalism and
his worship of "absolute" beauty, the refractions of which he had
pe!ceived throughout the phenomenal world.
Two main tendencies, then, stem from Baudelaire: one towards
a further p~rticularization of our 'sense perceptions, the other towards
the evocation of "absolute" and hence supra-sensory beauty. The
Symbolists showed little interest in Baudelair~'s sharp realistic detail
and even less in the frankness of his confessions; in fact, both these
traits made them feel slightly uneasy. Nor did-they relish his constant
pursuit of the bizarre and the strikingly novel. . While Laforgue
praised Baudelaire for combining the properties of lea cat, a Hindu, a
Yankee, an Episcopalian and an alchemist," Mallarme emphasized
the severe and solemn beauty of many Baudelairian pieces. It was
this beauty he wanted to emulate; to him, as to Baudelaire at his best,
POe~ was a ceremonial or ivdeed a ritual. Mal1arme's early sonnets
are strongly reminiscent of his master in both cadence an<;1 imagery;
but Baudelaire's metallic ring is hushed, his images are chastened,

I
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and the whole atmosphere breathes a calm which is wholly absent
from the earlier poet.
Mallarme's great enemy-cunningly evaded rather than defeated
in open battle-was reality. To him reality meant strife, squalor,
impurity; it also meant, metaphysically speaking, relativity. His art
was a continuous approximation to the Absolute, to that realm where
.human aspirations are absorbed in the stillness of the ideal. All his
life his mind circled around the problem of fatality and chance-that
fascinating and insoluble problem-and his poetry is the greatest attempt in literary history to write lines in which there would be nothing
fortuitous, nothing adventitious, nothing savoring of the heat and
struggle of human existe~ce. Thus a higher reality is posited-the
reality of art-which is wholly autonomo~s and does not correspond
to anything actual. This tendency finally results in an art without
subject matt~r, turned back. upon itself and deriving pleasure only
from the beauty of its outline, as Narcissus did from his image in the
river. All great art of the past had aimed at the ~aq.sfiguration of'
actual life and actual experience; but, however complete the transsubstantiation, it started out by feeding on base and transitory matter.
Mallarme's fastidiousness felt offended at such a thought; he did not
wish to be reminded of impurity, even indirectly. Besides, life was
forever vague, amorphous, impossible to order or classify. He .finally
came to consider his own imaginative reality not only p.urer but also
more tangible than the reality of actual life.. There is more than mere
irony in his f~mous statement: eel exhibit with dandyism my incom\
petence to anything other than the Absolute."
A poet who rejects life is apt to become either rigid and austere
in his verse, or else strident and cynical. ,Mallarme's rejection of life
is of a different nature. It seems almost an impersonal act-so quiet
is his gesture,. so unemphatic the renunciation. It is precisely this
clean division of life into an artistic and an un~tistic part.which precludes any violent conflict. Since reality and poetry are wholly isolated from each other, the former can make no demands on the latter,
nor is the artist likely to hanker for that fullness ofexperience he has so
irrevocably rejected. Paradoxically, their very isolation from each
other vouchsafes a possible mediation between life and letters: they
exclude each other ~aterially, but p¢rsonal contentment may become
a lower step in a hierarchy whose highest step is assigned to the satisfictions o f a r t - -
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This solution, however, Mallarme ~as not able to achieve without
a previous inner struggle. The fact that his poetry shows few traces
· of such· a struggle should not lead us to believe that the victory was
· easily gained.
~.
Having suceeded in isolating poetry from life, Mallarme. next
turned his attention to a r~valuation of poetic subject matter. In
their own way the Decadent 'poets of the period were trying the same
thing, that is, to obliterate the traditional distinction b~tween "poetic"
and "unpoetic" subjects. Yet it must be said that on 'the whole they
failed to solve the problem. 'By trying not_ to be "poetic" in the conventional sense they became anti-poetic.1 Their fallacy consisted in
the view that any traditional conception of poetic beauty is ipso, facto
· suspect, and that all subjects are virtually of equal poetic value.
To Mallarme, no theme is a p'l"iori "poetic"; but this 'does not
. imply that all themes are of eq~al potential value for the purposes of
poetry. He is determined to develop all the potentialities of the theme
he has selected for treatment; he' knows, .however, that each theme
has a different poetic charge. Thus he may' consider a bicycle gliding
down the road a wholly legitimate theme, yet he is far from asserting
that the potentialities of this theme are equal to the potentialities of,
say, the hair of a beautiful woman. In other words, even though he
banishes no subject from the realm of poetry, he is convinced that
there is a hierarchy of themes, governed not so much by the traditional
notions of "loftiness" and "triviality" as by the richness of their poetic
implications. "Roger Fry, in the preface to his Mallarme translation,
comments very pertinently on this aspect of the poet's method. "The
poetical poet," he .writes, "makes use of words and material ~lready
consecrated by poetry, and with, this he ornaments and embroiders his
own theme. !v.(allarme's method is the' opposite of this. His poetry is
the unfolding of something implicit in the theme. By the contem- plation of the theme he discovers new and unsuspected relations. He
is not concerned that the theme itself, or the objects it comprises, _
should already have poetical quality, nor does he seek to find relations
with other things already charged with emotion." The novelty of
this attitude is perhaps not apparent at firs~ sight, mainly because Mallarme's themes as such do not greatly differ from those of his p'redecessors. True; _some· of his fa.vor~te subjects would have be~n conI I am here referring to their general method. In the few instances where Corbi~re
and Lafargue wrote great poetry it was by temporarily departing'from tbemethod.
",
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sidered slight and trivial by most of the earlier poets; but the bulk
of his work shows no radical departure from what the Parnassie.ns had
deemed fit subject matter for poetry. The reason for this close correspondence lies in the fact that Mallarme and the Parnassiens were
unanimous in their cult of sensory beauty. However, "Mallarme delighted in wholly different aspects of that beauty; he w~ able to detect
poetic potentialities where neither Gautier nor Baudelaire had been
able to detect them. Thus his themes are traditional with a difference;
as soon as we tum from them to his imal;~ery and, especially, to his
diction, we begin to realize the whole import of his innovations.
Mallarme was the first French poet to use words consistently for
their connotativ~ rather than for their denotative value. Straight
denotation was incompatible with the language of poetry, for poetry
should. not attempt to communicate rational experiences. For the
latter purpose, pros~ was the proper vehicle; verse should carry with it
the vagueness of dream and create in the reader a state of·enchantment.
Hence the numerous incantatory lines in MallaTme, which, though
not wholly without meaning, need the support of the context torlbe
clearly apprehended. The famous exordium of Dont...,.du Poeme:

Q

. Je t'apporte l'enfant d'une nuit

d'Idum~el

is a good example. As we read on, it becomes increasingly clear that
the poet here celebrates the birth of a POem~his :~lIerodias"; he
has been working at it all night, and now dawn b~eaks·and he beholds
the tptished product, "black, with wing bleeding, pale and junfe.athered."
It is, "'indeed, as unattractive to the eye as, a newbonr q'hild; and the
bewildered father entrusts it to the loving care of his wife-CIO nursing
mother . . . receive this horri'ble birth"-hoping ,that she may
adopt it, and feed it like her own child.
Don d,,!, Poeme is anything but a lucid piece; yet after having
r~d the whole poem, we are more or less able to grasp the. various
oblique references and corresponaences. The first line then beco;mes
contextually clear-Salome is a princess -of Idumean descent.! Detached
from its context, it remains' wholly obscure. Now it is true that this
latter trait is not at all peculiar to Mallarme; no other poet, however, is
2 Mr. Denis SauratOs cabalistic interpretation of "La Nuit dOIdumee" (Nouvelle
, Francaise, 1981, pp. 920 If.) 1 find highly interesting but not compelling.
,

;1
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as rich as he in single lines whiCh are obscure and, at the same time,
linger in the memory by ~irtue of their strange evocative charm.8
The whole poem is so characteristic of what may be called MallarIp.e's "middle ·period'.'-that' is, the period between his early Baudelairian pieces and the !ate experiJIlental sonnets-that I shall quote it
in full and then analyze some of its structural features.
Je t'apporte renfant d'une nuit d'Idumeel
Noire, a l'aile saignante et pale, deplumee,
Par Ie verre brule d; aramates et d'or,
Par les carreaux glaces, helasl momes encor
L'aurore se jeta sUr la lampe' angelique, .
Palmesl et quand elle a montre cette relique
A ce. pereessayant un sourire ennemi,
La solitude bleue et sterile a frerni.
a la berceuse, avec.,ta fille et l'innocence'
De vos pieds £raids, accueille une horrible naissance
Et ta voix rappelant Viole et clavecin,
Avec Ie doigt fane presseras-tu Ie sein -,
Par qui coule en blancheur sibylline la femme
Pour les lewes que l'air du vierge azur affame?

Perhaps the most striking feature of this' pi~ce-next to the perfect
.beauty of its movement-is the poet's consistent use of cirqlmlocutions.
Hardly any of the objects he refers to are mentioned by name; and in
the few instances where Mallarme chooses direct expression, he secures
the necessary air of unreality ip different ways; Thus, in the line
L'aurore se jeta sur la lampe angelique

he dynamizes, ~rough his <;hoice of the verb jeta~ a relationship which.
is" ordinarily conceived in stationary terms. Sit:nilarly, the "frozen

Q

8 Mr. Yvor Winters in his essay ""The Extension and R.eintegration of the Human'
Spirit through the Poetry mainly French and American since Poe and Baudelaire" (New
Caravan, 1929) has an interesting passage on the point in question. After quoting J.
Riviere's praise of the Baudelairian line
_
"Le printemps adorable a perdu son odeur"

he proceeds: "Arid yet the weight that one feels in this' line when one reads it .in the
poem-Le GOiU du Neant-is in a considerable part lost in isolation, and this fact reveals
at least one very important part of the secret of Baudelaire's art. • • • Mallarme, in
his later work especially, tended more and" mote to isolate the arcana of expression (consider, for instance, the sonnet beginning Surgi de la croupe et du bond, the very first line
of which, with nothing to follow, no meaning, no subject attached, is dynamic) through
the choice of . subjects that in .themselves are trivial or bizarre or both:'

,
t= •
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panes" become less real through the additional epithet mornes, which
~ansfers a state of mind to the sensory object; and his wife's voice is
introduced not for its intrinsic quality but for its evoGative charm,
which reminds the poet of "viol and clavecin." As.,for the rest of the
piece, each item is expressed in a wholly oblique manner; each word
strains to leave the actual scene in order to catch an echo of something
which is really outside the compass of the poem, even though it may
conceivably associate with it and, by so doing, reinforce it.
Mallarme's complex syntax, which abounds in inversions and appositions, supports the obliquity of his utterance to the highest possible
degree. The involutions of his periods unfold slowly, coil after coil,
and then come to a sudden and wholly unexpected stop. The movement of his line becomes even 'more sinuous on account of the free use
Mallarme makes of the enjambement. The· co-ordination of these
various traits leads to a kind of poetry in which the elements of reality
are well-nigh obliterated. His images do not correspond to any sensory
objects; his sentence structure bears no resemblance whatever to actual .
speech; and his words are chosen solely for their associative potency or,
as Roger Fry puts it, for their aura. In th.e preface already quoted, Mr.
Fry writes:
•
If I am right in thinking that this cumulative effect of the auras

of words is the essential quality of the poetic art, Mallarme must be
regarded as one of the poets who has studied it most intently and deliberately. It may, of course, be discovered that that conscious and
deliberate focusing on the essence of art is not fortunate for the artist.
It may be that the greatest art is not the purest, that the richest forms
only emerge from a certain richness of content, however unimportant
that content may be in the final result. But, these are questions which
concern the psychology of artistic· production, rather than the nature
of aesthetic perception. Certainly no poet has set words with greater
.art in their surrounding, or given them by their s~tting a more sudden
and unexpected evocative power.
.

Each new poem of Mallanile is a further step towards that volatilization of content he strove for. His two longest and most ambitious
poems-"Herodias" and "The Afternoon of a Faun"-still show a
residuum of palpable sense and coherence; but, like his Faun, the poet
evaporates more and more the sensual forms into an "empty, sonorous,
monotonous line." In his later sonn~ts the atmosphere becomes so
rarefied asio be unbreathable. Here all connecting links are finally
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abandoned; the expression is n9 longer periphrastic but wholly elliptic.
'These pieces are, with few exceptions, interieurs, which purport to
deal with· concrete inanima~e objects; but, paradoxically, the more
concrete the object Mallarme paraphrases, the more allusive and enigmatic becomes his treatment of it.

o

o

Mallarme's hate of contingency had made him averse to any-kind
of subjective poetry; that is, to a poetry which deals explicitly or symbolically with human experience. He consequently turned .more and
more towards the world of inanimattr objects. Here, "at last, was a
world that consisted in itself, immutably and serenely, forever removed from the curse of growth and decay. At the same time, his
skepticism with regard to any conscious handling of words increased
steadily. Since he could not see any deeper correspondence between
words and ideas, whether pre-established or sanctioned by convention,
it was only natural that he should end by according complete supremacy to the poetic" medium as' such. His ~ell-known statement:
tiL'oeuvre pure implique la disparition elocutoire du poete,qui cede
l'initiative aux mots, par le heurt de leur inegalite mobilises" is an
excellent expression of that belief. Words are here regarded as sentient
beings, which are perfectly capable of self-government; the role of the
poet is reduced to that of a master of ce!emonies, who corrects occasional false steps, adds the finishing touches, and watches carefully lest
propriety be violated. Mr. Peter Quennell, ~n his essay on Mallarme,
characterizes the attitude very well:
0

He would have preferred if' his poems could have had a spontaneous generation; he deplored the arrogance of the creator, the creator's
bustling inefficiency and noise,-having always at .his back the creator's
shrilly enunciated desire for "self-expression," and taking refuge from
it in a system w4ich should, -as far as possible, have excluded the human
element, the element of personal hazard, substituting a grave obscurity
which is the result of abstruse laws efficiently carried out, where at present
there was the chaos of comprehensible observances light-heartedly abused.

Mallarme's later poems, especially the sonnets, follow his precepts as
closely as is humanly possible. He leaves, indeed, the "initiative to the
words." Through lines whose otherwise impenetrable obscurity is at
times lit up" by a faint glimmer of meaning or else by an equally faint
ironic smile, the poet follows the strange vagaries of his verbal images,
in tum loosening and tightening the reins, and always intent on perfect
.,
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concinnity and propriety, on sobriety of feeling and metrical flawless'ness. Here is an example-by' no means the most extreme-of Mallarme's later method. It is particularly interesting in ~at it still deals
with human experience, but the experience has reached the point of
evanescence.
M'introduire dans ton histoire
C'est en heros eHarouche
S'il a du talon nu touche
Quelque gazon de territoire

\

A des glaciers attentatoire

Je ne sais Ie naif peche

Que tu n'auras pas empeche
De rire tres haut sa victoire.
Dis si je ne suis pas joyeux
Tonnerre et rubis aux moyeux
De voir en l'air que ce feu troue
Avec des royaumes epars
Comme mourir pourpre la roue
Du seul vesperal de mes chars

And here is Roger Fry's literal English translation:

....:

To get myself into your story
'Tis as a hero affrighted
Has his naked foot but touched
Some lawn of that territory
Violator of glaciers
1 know no sin so naive be it
That you will not have prevented
From laughing's victory aloud
Say if I am not joyous
Thunder and rpbies at ~e axles
To see in this fire-pierced air
Amid scattered realms
As though dying purple the wheel
Of my sole chariot of evening

Now this is obviously an erotic poem; beyond that, very little can be
stated with assuredness. It may fairly be conjectured that the phrase
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"to get myself into your storyU 'refers' to the "affrighted hero's" attempt to win the beloved woman; apparently he has had some partial
success-hence the term "violator of glaciers," which would be incomprehensible otherwise-but his success. is not only incomplete
but also illicit. He has, in the wQrds of Charles Mauron's commentary,
~'outstepped the permissible limits"; henc~ he cannot rejoice at his
preliminary victories ("I know no sin so naive be it" ft.). ,The two
quatrains-are still held together by a tenuous thread of coherent meaning; the sestet, however, is likely to bafHe the reader completely. Variou~ e,eplanations have-been attempted, all equally ingenious and,equally
arbitrary. Mr.' Mauron suggests that "the poet has not tasted all the
. fr~its of his victory. - V<7ry well then, since no triumph is conceded, he
will command ,one for himself, as poets can ,at the expense of their
imagination. And it shall be a real triumph in the antique style,
with a chariot, imperial purple, and scattered kingdoms all around."
For readers who might demur to this exegesis, Mr. Mauron has an
alternative irtterpretation in store. "If one imagines,u he says, "that
the lovers go to a show of fireworks, the wheel becomes a set-piece with
, red lights and explosions at the centre, dying to purple on the circumference.". Paul Valery, on the other hand, suggests "a pEomenade
in a carriage with wheels either actually red or merely reddened ,by .the
reflection of a setting sun." These conjectures could, of CQurse, be
.
"
-,
continued ad libitum.
So much for the notional content of the poem. If we examine
it in its technical aspects, we find Mall~e's previous peculiarities
multiplied. The imagery consists of a loose sequence. of metaphors"ils s'allumtlnt de reflets reciproques comme une virtuelle trainee de
/e'ux sur des pierreries"-;straight comparisons are ca+efully avoided.
("I er~se the word like £r,om the dictionary," Mallarme once remarked
be called !ymbo~; but
to Edouard Dujardin.) These metaphors
I consider the term symbol not quite appropriate in this case. Mallarme's images merge into eac.h other with astounding ease, whereas
symbols are generally characterized by a ~rtain- specific weight and,
also, by a certain consistency of application. Again we. notice the
. poet's predilection for appOsitive phrases-"Violator
of glaciers,"
.
"Thunder and rubies at the axles"-and for violent inversions-"To
get myself into your story I 'Tis as a hero aJlrighted." The short eightsyllable li~e reinforces the general suppleness and volatility; at the

mar

~
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same time a certain sensuous elegance of contour is preserved, which
reminds us of the poet's earlier work.
Poems like this are saved from complete gratuitousness only by
the poet's perfect taste. He· does not exploit any of his verbal felici- "
ties; his images vanish as quickly as they appear, and the whole tone
of his delivery is so subdued that at times it seems reduced to a whisper.
In this respect, too, Mallarme was wholly consistent with his theory.
To quote Mr. Quennell again:
'Me voici,' exclaims the modem
writer, none the less shaking out between us the folds of his mysterious
pudeur. It was Mallarme, was' it not, who taught him this air, of
,proffering a solution when he wishes to propound an enigm(i;-from .
Mallarme, among others, that he learned this deceptive air of extralucidity, this ambiguous clarity of his which is so much more impenetrable than any attempt at deliberate mystification;-Mallarme who,
before ever M. Jean Cocteau put it into words, formulc~.ted the principle
of tact in audacity? 'Le tact dans l'audace c'est de savoir jusqu'au on
'" peut aZZer trop loin.'
Now the question if and to what extent Mallarme's enigmaticalness was deliberate is impossible to decide, since
the poet never made an unequivocal statement regarding it. When
asked about obscure passages in his poems, he used to exhibit a bland
surprise which, no doubt, was a sign of irony rather than of any real
conviction that readers tended to exaggerate his difficulty. As for
his "ambiguous clarity," it results from the scant residuum of sense,
which can still be found in the later sonnets. Consistent though ~e
was in every other respect, Mallarme seems to have been unwilling to
bring this ultimate sacrifice'demanded by his theory. He was apparently aware that to go farther in that direction would have meant to
destroy something equally inlportant to him: the connotative unity
of the poem.
This minimum unity, as' I should like to call it, is exemplified
in the sonnet quoted above. The plane of reference consists of multiple layers, and each image, though fleeting, imparts its overtones to
the following. Thus. the implied whiteness of the "naked foot" is
taken up by the glacier .image; and the general quality of "red" is
refra~ted throughout the sestet into three different nuances: the purple
of the wheel, the rubies of the axle, and the fiery color of the air.
Each stratum of expression is charged with a different potency; hence
the appeal to our imagination will vary accordingly. The relative
simplicity of a theme like the ?ne in question does in no way detract
U

II
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from the subtlety and diversity of this refraction.. On the other hand,
the less familiar the theme-and, most of Mallarme's later pieces deal
with marginal and remote material-the less likely are we to grasp the
..
various croSs-correspondences. As Roger Fry puts it:
This desire to exhaust even .in the most tIjvial themes the possible
poetic relations explains at once Mallarme's syntax and his so. often resulting obscurity. For him it was essential to bring out all the crosscorrespondences and interpenetrations of the verbal images. To do this
it is often necessary to bring words into closer apposition than an ordinary
statement would allow, or it may be necessary that a particular word should
continue to vibrate as it were for a long time, until its vibrations be taken
up by anothe~ word.

Mallarme went as far as a poet can conceivably go both in the
dislocation of syntax and in the allusiveness and, ambiguity of statement.
These traits make for poet~(: disintegration, but he: was able-at least
in a large portion of his work-io' use them with impunity on account
of his strict adherence to traditional meter. Had Mallarme decided
to try metrical experimentation, the whole danger of his method would
pave become apparent. As it is, he exhibits a rigorous dassic;:ism in
all points of versification; -and the steadily maintained equilibrium
between this metrical orthodoxy and his revolutionary treatment of
. all verbal and syntactical aspects is one of the most fascinating features
of Mallarme's poetry. Indeed, no poet, whether French or otherwise,
ever attempted to imitate his precarious balance; and- it may be added
that this is not the only point in which Mallarme is inimitable. To
emulate him successfully would require an equally impeccable craftsmanship combined with an equal contempt for reality and for human
experience as poetic material: a combination which is highly improbable and, perhaps, unique. . What influence Mallarrne exerted
derives partly from his use of imagery, that is, the supersession of
"transfigurative"· imag~ry by an imagery which is scarcely reducible to
the realm of sensory objects; partly from his general theory of poesie
pure, which was based on Poe's sallies against eloquence, rhetoric, and
didac.~icism. Both these influences have proved problematic, but Mallar~e's poetry abides as one of the most flawless achievements in literary
history. . .,
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LETTER FROM FRANCE·
happened since you left, and since I assume that you
are interested, I am going to tell you ~ little bit about what happened to me.
In November, 1943, I entered the Bricq factory as assistant en,:
gineer and in January, 1944, I became secret agent, making a liaison
with two groups of the underground' army. So, during the day I
worked at Bricq and at night for the underground. But on May the
fifth I was arrested by thirty militiamen who came to pick me up, and
-my brother as well, early at dawn. After a brief questioning we were
taken to the barracks of the militia at Limoges, wher~ we were imprisoned for fi~e weeks, while those gentlemen'tried, ,by means as various as persuasive, to make us talk.
Since th~y did not find us talkative enough, we learned on July 9
that we were to be taken that evening to the State Prison to be executed. We escaped at three o'clock in the afternoon-in full day-.
light! The city had been in ~, state of siege since the morning. A
Panzer division of 12,000 S. S. had entered the city the previous night;
we certainly selected a fine day. While jumping over the wall, Gerard
sprained his ankle and could walk only with my assistance. Natut:ally,
we had to proceed slowly. We were being hunted, and we had no
identification papers.
By luck we succeeded in reaching the home of a major in the
F. F. I. where we expected to hide, but his wife told us that the major
himself was hiding in his 0WD: back yard, as the Gestapo was looking
for him. So ~e went on to another place, where we remained for a
fortnight, leaving on June 19 to try to reach the Maquis.
The track having been blown up, we had to stay overnight at

M

ANY THINGS

·Phillip L. Melville, who fled France and c:ame to New Mexico about 1941, received
tlus letter early last fall from his cousin, Jean
•. now twenty-two years of age.
The letter as translated by Mr. Melville, now on the research staff at Purdue University,
is otherwise unedited. Jean'. brother Gerard is now twenty years old.
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Brives. While we were resting, two ruffians, guns in hand, came into
. our room and ordered us to follow them to the Kommahdatur. They
questioned us-imagine ouf extreme amriety since our lives depended
on a single wrong word--.rbut failed to detect our false ide~tity. We
were incarcerated in a camp, and a few days later we left with, dozens
of other "picked-up" F:renchmen as "free" workers.
The trip lasted sev~ntee& days, during which ~e we were not'
even allowed to step out of the box-cir. We traveled througn Bor- Stuttgart, Munich,
deaux, Toulouse, Marseille, Lyon, Metz,. Coblentz,
.
and Salzburg, and arrived on 'August 7 at Graz. There for six months
I had a relatively easy life. Gerard worked in a garage, and I helped
a professor in a research laboratory as chemical engineer. But on
December 10 we were arrested for activitie~ with Jugoslav Partisans.
During the inquiry our false identity was discovered, and on the
eighteenth the nightmare started.
I want to tell you about this monstrous creation. of the. German
Spirit called the conceiltra~ion ca~p. It is not a pretty picture I shall
paint, but a true one. The camp.of which I was an inmate, Flossenburg, was <;alled by the Germans themselves the German Siberia. This
camp was in Bavaria near the Czechoslovakian border. One gets, there
by a road that climbs for kilometers and.kilom~ters over a sinister terrain of black pines and ro~ks and ravines. Above the gate is the
diabolically cynical inscriptio!!: "Arbeit macht frei."
As soon as I was inside the gates, I found myself in a 'huge courtyard ,and assailed by a strange odor. I learned Jater that it came from
the crematory, where night and <day bodies were being burned.,
When I arrived in early' winter' there was about, one meter of
snow and the temperature was about -25°. We were taken down
, to the showers. We were, shaven, and 3;11 our clothes and per-sona! belongings confiscated. Then, very "generously we were
presented with a pair' of ragged trousers, a: buttonless shirt, and
wooden shoes. An S. S. inspected our teeth. All newcomers who had
gold teeth were taken aSide and the gold teeth extracted at once. When
we went back to the courtyard, I contemplated the forbidding surroundings. All around was the camp, composed of about fifty wooden '
shacks oii'~ilie slope of the. mountain. The Camp was' ringed by a
triple fence with barbed and electric wires. Every tw~nty meters was
a tower with a machine gun and a flQodlight. Beyond were the black
pines, the rocks, and the ravines.
<
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We were taken to one of those shacks-which I am going from
now on to call a block-where we were to be quarantined for a few
,days before being sent to work outside the camp in a labor ~ommando.
Our block was a tower of Babel: we found there French, Belgian,
Dutch, Russian, Czech, Serb, Italian, and Polish-men from all the
nations subjected to Nazi rule at the time.
As soon as we arrived, a man who looked like a gangster and who
never lost his cynical smile, gave us the following little talk which
interpreters translated into, five laIl~ages.
You are here in a concentration camp. These are the rules:
. I. Any inmate who attempts to escape and who is caught will be
hanged. .
2. Any inmate who tears his blanket will be a saboteur and will be
hanged.
3. Any inmate who is seen smoking in the block will be considered
as trying to set it on fire and will be hanged.
4. Any inmate. who steals bread from the block master or from any
other authority will be hanged.
5. Any inmate who refuses to work or who destroys tools will be
hanged.
6. Any inmate who steals will receive fifty blows with the gummi.

The gummi is an important instrument in concentration camps.
It is a rubber stick several centimeters wide. Ten blows will kill a
man.
~~
After this welcoming 'speech, which the block master delivered
without losing his smile, each got a piece of material on which was
Written
a number
and which each was to sew· on his shirt. From
,
.
then on we lost all personality, to become merely anonymous numbers.
It was about six at night and quite dark. We went outside for
roll call, a nightly ceremony at which the S; S. counted the inmates
to make sure that none were missing. Roll call was an indescribable
nightmare. We lined up in rows of five. For several hundred men
talking six or seven languages it takes time,. an.d blows of the gummi
were raining all over- the place. Almost naked, our feet in the snow,
standing at attention in the cold night, we had to wait for the S. S. to
get started. Many were stricken by pneumonia and others could
stand no longer because of frozen feet. And some of the calls lasted
for hours.
The food in~luded at noon· a fairly thick soup made with horse-
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chestnut flour, which became sour in tW~l" hours and which killed with
dysentery" thousands of inmates; and at five o'clock we got 250 grams
of bread with sometimes a piec~ of margarine or sausage .
and
that was all for the day.
The organization of the camp was certainly one pf the most diabolical things the human brain has ever··conceived. Among the polit-·
ical prisoners were a few Germans who w~re incarcerated for theft,
murder, etc~ To these murderers' and ,gangsters the S. S. entrusted
the direction of the camp and the supervision of the work. They
distributed th~ bread and the soup and had the gummis, -Clnd consequently ruled .like tyrants. Use your imagination:.-a gangster and
a German combined in oile person!
The most machiavellian ideas were in the brains of those sadists,
to whom human life (of others)' meant less than minus nothing. For
example, if after distributing the soup, ·the block master' announced
that some was left, we, ,ahnost insane with' hunger, would rush to try
to get some more; thereupon the poor fellows who rushed to the kettle
would be killed by blows from the gummi. Two· days after I came
1 saw a friend of mine fall with his skull broken and his brains splashed
around.··
Mter a few days. in camp I left for what is known as a labar Kommando. Of the fifty who .left, twenty-one came back alive. five weeks
l'!ter. In this Kommando (nea,r Nuremburg) we had to unload cars
of electrical material for' the Luftwaffe. Men weakened by disease and
hunger had to carry rolls of 150 pounds of copper wiring. Those
unable to lift the rolls received blow after blow with the gumminot only by the S. S. or the gallgster "straw bosses," but also by soldiers
of the Luftwaffe itse~f. Near us was a camp o~ one hundred'wo~en
doing the same work under the same conditions.
The place where we slept w:as so badly protected that we slept on
the frozen ground in the snow. . Perhaps because we w~re underfed,
our hands and feet froze more easily. In'spite of the atrocious suffering, we ~had to go on working for the Greater Reich.
. On Sunday afternoons there was supposed to be- no unloading, but
the airmen of the L:uhwafIe, lacking distractions, m~4e us "perf~rm"
for them. It was the most humiliating, the worst suffering o~ all. ~.
After five weeks, those still'alive were taken back 'to Flossenburg.
- We made the fourteen-hour journey standing in a' truck, in the wind
and the snow~ with no food of course~ Upon reaching the camp we
-<I
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found that something had changed. Thousands of prisoners stood in
front of the blocks. It was February, when the Soviets were advancing
fast ana the Nazis had had to evacuate the camps of Poland, Silesia,
and East Prussia. Thousands of inmates arrived from Birkeno, Auschwitz, Grothausen, etc. The camp built for 15,000 miserables now
contained forty thousand.
Then the S. S. started extermination on a large scale-and a good
job they made of it. We were overcome by a thick smoke which
made breathing difficult. The smoke came from the pyres where stacks
of bodies were being burnt, since the crematories were. not large
enough. Soon the pyres themselves were not large enough, and the
S. S. made us dig graves- into which were thrown the bodies, dead or
alive, of thousands of human beings, which were then covered with
.
quicklime and sand.
Various means o~ exterminating us were used. For instance, the
"dance of the dead": in the middle of the night we had to get up and
run for hours, naked, around the block. Or we had to stand at attention for hours. Sometimes after roll call we went into the block to
take off our clothes, then walked two hundred meters through the
snow to the showers. Here we were locked in, and so crowded that we
could not sit down. The steam was turned on and we breathed only
with the g-reatest difficulty. We had to stand there twelve hours when
we were released. DQzens fell dead as we crossed the courtyard, and of
course thousands died of pneumonIa.
During the day those who did not work had to remain standing
outside, and at night they did not even get a board to sleep on. They
got only half food rations.
~
An epidemic of typhus broke out, but the hospital had no serum
and no medicine. Men died like flies. Fleas infested the camp and,
unable to sleep at night, we scratched until we bled. The odor of
blood excited the S. S. dogs, which jumped. upon us to get pieces of
flesh.
One day we were all called to the courtyard to witness the hanging.
"
of six inmates. The victims, stripped to the waist, climbed the stools
and passed their heads through the loops. The verdict was read aloud
and translated into five languages. One of the men, a Russian, cried:
"Courage, Comrades, Death to the Nazisl" Even after all that we had
bee~ through it was hard to restrain the tears. The commanding
<

.
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officer, a colonel of the S. S., ~icked the stoolS-and that was all. The
bodies.swung from the ropes for 'several days.
Among all that ignominy, as a proof of German hypocriS'y,J-a huge
Christmas tree stood lighted during the, holidays. I, of course, was
reminded of home and happy times there, and my anguish was multiplied. The hypocrisy of those monsters of cruelty and barbarians I How
many ti~es were we take~ to the hospital for fake check-ups I They
never took care of the sick and wounded, but they kept a record for
the Greater Reich of the hygiene and good care they took of the
prisoners. While the S. S. men were putting on that show, the blocks
of workers became blocks of sick men. At the showers. all the horrors
'due to privation and mistreatment ,appeared: bones breaking through
~ e skin, swollen ·stomachs, yellOW. skin, sores, scars-infection every, ere. The men who did n'?t die quickly enough were pulled out
a d sprinkled with ice-cold water.
.
. The dignity of death disappe~red.. Naked bodies were pulled. 011
the ground, then stacked in cars and tak~n to the pyres or ovens. On
February 20, six thou$a11d prisoners were taken and I among them,
to an airport thirty kilometers away. The. airport was covered wi~
snow, and for twelve hours every day vie had to- tramp over'the snow.
so that planes.could land. '
One night the block- master started using the gummi when we did
. not respon.,d to roll call fast enough to suit him. I caught one blow
that broke my SKull, and I passed out. The other prisonets like a mad
flock stampeded in all directions and I was badly trampled. .By luck
a Frenchman saw me ahd dragged me away~ But after call he had to
leave me, and I remained in a coma ,lor thirty-six hours. When I
woke up I was on a car taking bodies to the oven. I cannot put into
words what I felt. : . .
'
O~ March loa Kommando of 400 ,'prisoners was formed and we
were sent to southern Bavaria. When we were liberated two months
later, on the third of May, 123 ot the 400 were alive, and eighty of
them were dying. During the four-day trip we got no food or beverage.
We were pac.ked 120 in a car and could not move around. When we
arrived, four were dead and seven were insane in my car.
'
'The next day we .-Started to work on an, airport five kilometers
. away. Building a concrete runway, ,we worked with pick and shovel
fourteen hours a day with practically no food. Every night on the
way back meil collapsed' by the roadside. They were taken to the

,' '.
1
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camp, where they. were killed with a few blows of the. gummi, or left
to die of starvation since they no longer worked for their daily food.
I was de~ivered by Patton's Army on May 3, when I was near
death, having had no food whatever for seven days. I was sent to
an American field hospital, where I was nursed-and spoiled-in a
way that my life was saved. I shall never forget what the Americans
did for me for eight days, which were the most beautiful of my'life.
Then I joined the French First Army as an interpreter of the Bretagne Regiment. I left Ratisbonn on May 17 and landed three hours
later in my beloved Paris.
But all the suffering due to the cold, illness, exhaustion, ill treatm'ents, all the mental anguish, the humiliation of being beaten by the
Germans without having a chance to answer, all was dominated by one
supreme torture: hunger: In camp or in the Kommando, day ~r
night, we thought, we dreamed of but one thing: food, food, food!
Su€h hunger killed all sense of dignity, all ·softer human feelings.
Man became an animal again. There was no more comradeship, no
more honesty, no more esprit de corps: one had' to eat-anything to
quiet this crawling, gnawing torture that never left us. We ate potato peelings, most of the time spoiled, picked up along the road; pieces
of cattle beet; grass. We even licked for hours bones left by the dogs
of the S. S., since these beasts got every day large pieces of meat while
we were allowed to look at -the sight.
.,
So. the Germans by means of those conce~tration camps destroyed
in a few years several million human beings. In these enfernos they
had a chance to give a free hand to their sadistic imagination and ugly.
hypocrisy. Whether in Buchenwald or Dachau or Auschwitz or Flossenburg or among the women at Ravensbruck or Birkeno, everywhere
it was the same story. And all the prisoners who got out will tell you
the same thing: we shall never forget! You who were lucky to stay in
France or to join the fight for libetty, you too, I am begging you, for
the sake of peace in Europe and in the world, you, too, do not forget.
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Spud Johnson

On Two Strange Words

-l- ,
I
...I..

will sometimes inexplicably divulge, long
.
after the event, a clear and concise explanation of that event, or
an object in ~t, in simple words of one syllable"T"or, at least in~.the two,
instances I am thinking of, in wor~s of four syl~ables.
One day I was sitting on the porch of a stone house on the banks
of the Rio Grande'looking idly across the water at the great black
boulders on the opposite shore.
, The. dark lava was ~ so~id, ominous wall stretching for miles
north and south. It was spotted with piflon which did not relieYe but,
on the contrary, accentuated the bleakness and desert-like' quality of
"the terta~n. . On this side of the river were lush irrigated valley~,
3rchards, fields' of. corn, cattle; but over there, just a few feet: away,
was uninhabited wildness for miles, north, south, and especially west.
T.he narrow-gauge railw.ay Qsed to be over there somewhere, winding
its tortuous way from Embudo, where it started to climb out of the
canyon, to Taos Junction, far over on mesa tops that were themselves
an abnost impenetrable wilderness. But now even the railroad was
gone, and asa result, the winding roads that 'joined some of its remote
sta,tions to even more remote villages' were gettink fainter ~nd fainter
from disuse, an~ gradually dissolvi~g again ipto the desert.
I suppose I always .thi~k of this wildness' bf the land· across the
river w.hen I look ,at it, and especially when I'm close beside the river
and this untouchable land is so near. It's like .those zoos where the
animals live in a little man-made landscape, sImulating their natural
habitat and separated from us, those other strange animals, by a moat.

O
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So I wasn't surprised at all, on this particular afternoon, to see a
strange and lovely creature suddenly appear out of the undergrowth
on the opposite bank, lift a delicate no~e in the air, and then walk
with beautiful cat-like dignity to the water's edge.
And then, in what th~y call in the movies a "double-take," I was
surprised, for I realized abruptly that I had never seen or heard of
such. an animal before. Its color- was a beautiful so~ grey, and it
resembled a large cat more than anything else. (I should say, offhand,
and as far as I could judge at that distance, that it was a dog-sized cat.)
But it was the way it differed from a cat that made me reach quickly
for the fieldglasses on the table beside me. Not only was its J::tead
disproportionately small compared to the size of its body, and with a
sharper face and more pointed nose, but it had a long, bushy tail, like
a squirrel, as long as its body and beautifully' undulant. It was this
tail, more than anything else, that snapped me to attention and shot
my hand out for the binoculars.
At first I couldn't find it with the glasses, even though I thought
I was focusing on the right spot-and then there it was within range,
almost as though it had leaped at me, and wonderfully near. Again
it raised its sharp nose and turned its graceful head like a mannequin
showing off a new Schiaparelli gown; and then with a slow dignity
and a magnificent swirl of its lovely tail, it disappeared behind a bush
as abruptly as it ~ad appeared.
. That was all. I sat and sat, watching, combing the hillside with
. the glasses, searching o~t crannies and shadpws; but it never re~p
peared. Nor have I seen it ·since. I spend almost every weekend at
that same spot in the stonehouse-I'm sitting there now as I writebut no beautiful dog-sized cat with a squirrel tail has been seen by
'"
me or anybody else.
I des'cribed it to the neighbors and they said: "Maybe racoon."
I described it to my friends and they said: "Maybe white mule." But
none of this was much help except as idle entertainment, because I
had seen racoons before, and I hadn't been drinking.
Then one day I quite unexpectedly remembered a story a friend
of mine told me- about ten years. ago. She had gone to a ranch-and
this was doubtless why my memory had quietly clicked-a .ranch "on
the other side of the river" and two old men living there had a strange
and charming pet, some kind of a cat. What kind? There my memory
failed.

i:
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But the search did not have to be abandoned. Her daughter lived
in my town, and next time I saw her, I explained my search. Her
response was prompt and accurate: "Why, yes, I remember mother telling about that: It was a ring-tailed cat."
The dictionary was promptly consulted: "ring-tailed cat-see
cacomistle." Webster's unabridged ·had a picture of a stupid-looking
'ugly, not very bushy tail, that' did not resemble l1ly
animal with
discovery in the least; and .it stated briefly and unhelpfully that a
cacomistle w,,"s a carnivore inhabiting Mexico and California only, and
was related to the racoon..
But the' {::entury Diction~ry, spelling it "cacomixl," referred me
to' "bassaris": and there was a perfect likeness of my rarity, long-tailed,
sharp-faced, alert. ". . '.' Inhabhirtg the southwest United Sta~es
and Mexico, where it is .called mountain cat and cacomixl. ,It is a
pretty and intelligent creature, about as large as a cat, resembling the
racoon in some respects, but slenderer and with a long furry tail marked
with black and white rings. It is frequendy tamed and makes an
interesting pet."
,
.
.1 was· delighted, not only because I had identified my diScovery,
but because I have always liked Mexican words. I like to think of our
word chocolate as from the Aztec chocolatl, and tomato from hitomatlor is it Xitomatl? And I'm very fond of Popocatepetl, Ixtacihuatl, and.
Quetzal-coatl.
.
And .so, even though the name bassaris fits the graceful ring-tail
cat much better, to me it will always be a Cacomixl-or, better still,
a Tlacomiztli, which I'm told is the Nahuatl version.

an

7

Th~

other word I found accidentally which described accurately
something I had seen, was a whol~. year in showing up-and during
that year my friends laughed 'at me and sai4 that I had a Messiah
complex. Bu~, the dictionary saved my honor at last-and quite by
chance.
I had gone to Alaska one sum~er. with som~ friends,. through what
is lqtown as "the inner passage," those long, lake-like stretches of sea
that lie between the mainland and the hundre~s of islands all along
the coast from Seattle (from the Aztec Xiatl?) to Skagway.
One morning I went out on deck quite early, before anyone else
was about. There was a .pale white fog lying close along the water, but
up on deck the sun was shining quite brightly. It was fresh and in'"
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vigorating, and the heavily wooded islands on both sides of the boat
were black and wet and vivid as they rose out of the strange white
low-lying fog. I walked briskly along beside the rail, looking at the
mysterious forests that sprouted straight up from the unearthly white.
fog: but suddenly stopped dead in my tracks and stared over the side
at what was n:uly an apparition.
The bright sun behind me threw my shadow with great clarity
and exactness on the white fog-bank alongside; and I found myself
staring, fascinated, at a rainbow-hued halo around the shadow of my
headl
Unconsciously I put my hand to my head to see if some wag had
_crowned me with a bright, reflecting· tiara. ,But nothing· was there but
a few .wisps of hair. I walked on a few steps, uncertainly. The halo
followed, just as my shadow did. And then I saw that there was another
circle, vaguer and whiter, which stretched from my feet all the way
around in a great arc, with the haloed headshadow as its center. .
It was fascinating and most exciting, I never having heard of such
a phenomenon before; but I had'to share it, so I rushed inside and
pounded on'the doors of my fri~nds' staterooms until I got them all out
on deck, half amused, half a~noyed.
But nothing happened. The particular angle of the sun, the
special quality of the white fog, the juxtaposition of this and that, the
other and me, ~ad subtly shifted while I was inside excitedly explaining-and they all looked at me as though I were mad, and with a 4efinite
touch of pre-breakfast hate.
Later they kidded me mercilessly; and since no one appeared who
had ever heard of this particular polar phenomenon, I began to think
maybe I was a little tetched in the head, or had been just a bit dizzy
.
. from drinking rum in the moonlight the night before. .
It was fully a year later that I was lying in the middle of the living
room floor one evening with volume one of the Century Dictionary
and Cyclopedia open before me. I think I was trying to find out what
an "anthemion" was; and, as always, my eye travded up and down
the page savoring strange words I had never seen before, and filled
. with wonder that there would always be words in my own language
that I didn't know.
Among these ~lien words, I came across "anthelion," and began to
read: '~A solar phenomenon consisting of one or more faint luminous
rings around the shadow of the head of an observer when projected
0

i
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at no great distance by the sun when i.t is near the horizon on a cloud,
fog bank, grass covered with dew or other moist surface. It is sometimes observed in alpine and polar regions and is due to diffraction of
.
light."
A perfect description of my experience, .which I would never
have recognized -from Webster's unabridged definition of the same
.
"
word: "The brightish-white spot on the parhelic circle, opposite the
sun. It is a rare species of halo.' Called also antisun and countersun."
Why, even if I had then looked up "parhelic," I wouldn't have known
what it was all about, and would certainly·not have related it to my
specious canonization in. Alask31 when I had walked across the water in
a white fog the previous summer.
Moral: Never use just one dictionary.
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FIVE POEMS
MAR'ITIM.E

PASSPORT

They represent, sealed each in cellophane,
The beacon's pillar of these men's lives;
From everyone a man sees out in space:
M.agellan plotting the tangents of his course,
Cortez the eagle staring from a rock,
.Or one, who here is content to drift along
Sharing good fortune, suspicious of new lands,
Who distant and successful longs for home.
These cards give entry to a native land .
By giving first the foreignness of a port
Distant in time and space as Nineveh,
But lying in emotion close to the heart;
Like money, they will buy an open door,
Will pass the stalwart and the cringing through
To embassies shipwrecked upon the shore,
But still omnipotent, the guardian gods.
.
.
And these control the hinge of every life:
The index finger's patent of identity,
The conjured name in which the birthplace blooms,
The photograph of home behind the eyes;
Lacking each face, Bertillon could devise
These average manly forms, or trace
Them lost, hidden in holds, or on a street,
Or cast up frozen from the wintry seas.

86
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Each face is the history of a life;
Each clipped to the color of eternity,
A blue bank. note, it is exposure
PitilesS and clear, devoted to that feature
Which in them all is seemingly alike:
Eyes staring, serious, puzzled and alert,
Holding in trust more binding than these cards,
Acom~on life and future which they serve.

,.

&

BASE

HOSPITAL

We linger on the edge of mea~ured pain,
The glassy mercurials rise and fall
Within the poles that signal our defeat;
The flags run up their colors on the chart·
To codify the bloodstreams of our war;
Meanwhile we lie wondering what we will,
Staring at our great room where forty lie,
Our forty thieves sealed each in his own jar.
Il.

The doctor counts, we listen to his breath;
Will this one live? we wonder easily,
~king the shell which constitutes each self,
_Yet follow with our eyes his roving course
From bed to bed, hom state to state of health;
Two beds away he notes recovery,
'His s~gnature will suffice upon the sheet:
This one will rise like Lazaru~ and walk.
Beside, in the next bed a boy dies,
Or will lie dying, fighting for his' breath
With pus-choked lungs until tomorrow;
The doctor glances b~iefly, shakes his head,
Then gravely signs the little life away,
.The red tape of eviction from a bed, .
While motioning to the aides to move him out
Into that room which lies next door to death.
Pain is proprietary, at most unkind,
Holding a whip that lashes at our senses,
Flicking each nerve that keeps us here inert,
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To force the road that leads it to the heart;
But mostly this master teaches us our self,
The germ of "I" that floats upon a bed
Guarded by aisles and charts,
And whorls of skin upon our finger tips.
At night, lying sleepless, arguing with pain
We learn at last with whom we really live,
Learning through suffering how one boy dies,
Dying alone, while everyone looks on
Helpless and stricken, unequal to his death;
It is too close; in each of us there dies
Another boy supplanted by a man
Aloof and far removed from even· pain.
THE

SUNKEN

CITY

The calcium of our father's view,
. Space-miles of unrequited war,
Reflects the water's dazzling hue
Further than the farthest star:
And we adrift upon a sea of faith
Must faintly see those vaulted porticoes -, ,Gleam softly upward from beneath \
The weighted fathoms of new natural laws:
A city sunken, calcified and cold, .
How many years submerged its desert streets,
How liquid, the legends of its world;
The lions poised in leaping from their grots:

~

You Karl, posse~sed, suspended overhead
To read the granite of the murky tombs,
What do. the tablets say that turns aside
Man to escape, avenging flame witl} flame?
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.

War's end, and war is over so they say,
Yet I must ask of one ten thousand II!iles .away
Who standing in the sun asks quietly
The earth in turn:Wltat is the date today?
I see those motes which over mountains fly,
The splintered regions that even lemmings flee,
One who with steadfast ~yes
Asks of the air between: What is the date today?
.

0}

~

And he who fish-like surfaces on his nose
Up from the depths, the pacific he would choose,
Gazing across the stillness of a bay,
I ask, .am asked in tutn: What is the date. today?
SINS

OF

THE

FATHERS

Earth tell me",now of time
. The aspect of yopr season
Most moving in its pity
When hunter home from kill
Looks backward to the tear
Of the frail fallen creature

,
/

.'

Them~e

of creeping frost
Cracks on the tomb its lip
The egoist of travel
Lies chastened in the light
The changling sap drives upward
The liquid to the cup
The rim of dying stars
'That flicker yet .will bum
The child within the womb
Of unbuilt cities built
Of brick and· sweating flesh
Of marble and of bone
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Will happiness endow
His easy Trojan siege
Or will he out of joint
Look back'in discontent
. To this awkward age
And gilt·it with his tears
-As I look back to seas
That boiled with golden froth
The sparrow in its cage
That died of simple want
The pebble in' the mouth
That drew vast moistures up

Where is the artesian rod
Where the weeping rock
Deserts behind me lie
On deserts lying ahead
Will the child's infant die
. Harried by my thirst
Tell me now will death
The idle victory won
Perception still preserve
The track of senses mesh
The flower of the field
Refine and yet increase
Continuous a star
Stall on horizon's lip
Until it expiring flare
Uncanny 'elevate
The great Christ-figure up
Raging in the sky?
JOHN
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PORTRAITS AND A REFRAIN
REFLECTIONS

OF

THE

SEA

Portraits in Verse

The Hero
By art's immortal privilege,
We take ,a road that, leads to town,
And see old Buxton at his hedge,
~ morning brightens like renown.

'j

He snips at green and lets it fall,
Nothing between him"and the sea
But roses and a stony wall, "
And the garden worm-mortality.
Nothing defends him from the rock
The cold wave wrecks its wrath upon,
But grass to keep~ and shears to mock
The tendril pity of the dawn. '
He lifts his knife into the vine,
To cut the choke thorn of the"grave,
Nothing between him and the brine
But salty wreaths of Spring to save.
.The Champion
Once, fighting in the windy street,
We,heard the naked ocean roar,
, Felt blood as blind fiercely repeat
Wild nature's anger at the door.
Now Stephen Varner lies at length
A pace from summer where we dwell,
And fists no longer test his strength,
But sleep and flowers of farewell.'
I
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Once challenged in the mirror's mist
We spun the coin of salty days,
Drank joy to briny girls we kissed,
And saw eternal beacons blaze.
Now Stephen Varner's plain estate
Of simple warmth and rO'ugh esteem,
Like sand beneath the planet gate
Troubles the distance with no dream.
So near the strong man's battered heart
Retains its kindness in the ~ir,
That leaves will glint, when friends depart,
Like sea salt on the bitter stair.

The Victor
With sweaty "face and common sleeve,
We reap the rocky countryside,
And flower-knotted garlands leave
To Time that towers in the tide.
Thus Reuben Blake fought back the wiles"
Of nature branching in lost trees,
Sowed burly.bloom and plodded miles
To market past his clover bees.
Yet vastly.hurried as the sea
That flung in spray to pasture air,
A wind beat wild with mystery
The salty lantern of his care.
Once leaning deeply qn his "spade,
In garden fragrance turned by hand,
He watched a horseman like a shade,
Whirl upward from the ocean sand.
Harsh reaper and tough sower stood
Then locked in frosty morning breath,
But Reuben knew a strength so good
Its grip reined back the stranger, Death.
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This touch of blossom that we breathe,
Is dust in which we all are dyed,
.This columned hour that. we wreathe'
Still Time's old tower in the tide.
REFRAIN

. What.is this mired pit-Of flesh,
These knots that tighten in the mesh,
This blood so hot and piteous
That troubles us, that troubles us.
- What is this wildroot joy of bane,
This drink of thorn, this freshet· stain,
This bush of burning where we kneelThe bliss we feel, the bliss we feel.

We swing ou~ _hands in merry dance,
Who fail and fade from glance to glance;
The breather in the briar knows
How fares the rose, how fares the rose.
The bower cannot lift nor screen
Steep loneliness that haunts the green;
tBy sil~nce soon 1Y'e're oyergrown,
And walk alone, and walk alone.

, J heard within a

thicket thinned,
Sound of the world lost in the~wind,
That snowed its bloom in bramble trace,
Love's trysting place, love's trysting place.

A petalled arbor of the ground,
Along a thorny path I found "
. Where seasons' wrought a shady spell,
-And roses fell, and roses fell.
LINCOLN
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BOW DOWN IN JERICHO
THE

WINNING

OF

ELIJAH'S

II Kings,

MANTLE

2

I

And it came to pass when the Lord would take
Elijah up to heaven in a whirlwind's wake
Elijah said, "Elisha, now my time is near
And I must go to Beth-el, pray you tarry here,
Oh I must go to Beth-el, pray you tarry here."
But Elisha was a prophet and could read his mind
So he knew Elijah wanted but to leave him behind,
Was going over Jordan, was going there to die;
Said, "Must you go to Beth-el? Then so must I."
Said, "Must you go to Beth-el? Then so must II"
And they two went down to Beth-el,
And they two went down to Beth-el.

"'.

And the sons of the prophets that were at Beth-el
Came forth to Elisha with a thing to tell.
They came to Elisha and they made their moan:
"Knowest thou tomorrow thy master will be gone?
Knowest thou tomorrow thy master will be gpne?"
Were he then a prophet if he know not so?
"Peace," said Elisha, "Yea, I know, I know."
"N0'Y the Lord hath sent me unto J eric!t0'
Elisha," said Elijah, "and hence I go,
And the way is weary andthere's much to fear
Of robbers, so I pray you, will you tarry here?
There's danger, so I pray you won't you tarry here?"
But Elisha was a prophet, and he answered, UNol"
So they two went together to Jericho,
They two went together down t~ Jericho.
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And the sons of the prophets that were at thatplilc~ .
Sent forth a spokesman with a long, sad face.
He came to Elisha and he made his moan:
uKnowest thou tomorrow thy master will be gone?
K nowest thou tomorrow thy master will be gone?"
Now were he a prophet could he not foresee
What on the morrow was going to be?
So he said as soon as the man would cease,
uYea, I know it, won't you hold.your peace?
Yea,. I know it, won't fOU hold your peace?"
And Elijah said, UTarry till I come a~in
For the. Lord hath sent me over Jordan's plain."
But Elisha$would follow till his wish was won
And they two went together to J-o-r-dan,
And they two went together down to J-o-r-dan.
And the fifty sons of the prophets stood
And watched while they came to Jordan's flood.
-:;

-

o the waters of Jordan were wide and deep,
Too' deep for wading., too wide to leap,
And Elisha wondered as the waves would toss
How, thought Elijah, they could get across,
How in safety they could get across., '
But Elijah was a prpphet and a man of God
Whose power was ever at his beck and nod.
He smote the waters and said, uDivide!"
And they crossed dry-footed to the other side,
o they crossed dry-footed ,to the other side!
II

And Elijah said when:' the flood was by,
The rolling waters of J-o.~-d-a-n,
UWhat, Elisha, would you ask ere I
Am gone like the ~aters of J.o-r-d-a-n?"
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"Master, my Master," Elisha said,
"As you were coming from H-o-r-e-b,
A n,oint Elisha, the Lord God said,
As you are going from H-o-r-e-b .
. "And I was driving the plodding kine
In the fields of Abel-me-h-o-Iah,
And thou cast about me the mantle of thine
In the fields of Abel-me-h-o-Iah.
"And then didst thou anoint my head,
In the fields of Abel-me-h-o-Iah,
To be God's prophet in thy stead
And I followed from Abel-me-h-o-Iah.
And yet I have not got thy power,
Thou partest the waters of ]or-d-a-n!
Ah, yet I have not got the power
To part the waters of Jor-d-a-n.
Ie

"Ane). this is it I would ask of thee,
This of thine would inherit
As thou art taken away from me:
The pgwer of thy holy spiritl"
I

"If thou shalt see me when I .go,
Oh thou hast asked me a hard thing,
Even as ye ask shall it be so
Though thou hast asked me a hard thing."

III
And the hour was come when the LQrd would take
Elijah up to heaven in a whirlwind's wake,
And they two walking like son and sire
Were parted asunder by a chariot of fire;
Horsemen and chariot of Israel.
And Elisha saw how the wheels of flame
Were mounting up to heaven by the way they came,
And he shook with joy as they upward sPedIf thou shalt see me had Elijab said,
If thou shalt see me had Elijah said. . . _
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IV
Now Elisha rends his clothes in twain,
i'J •
Watch ye prophets of Jencho,
"
. . With Elijah's mantle he comes again,
To jordan, ye watchers of jericho.
And he has smitten the raging flood,
Look, look ye watchers at j erich~,
.Over Jordan he c-omes dry-shod.
Watch ye prophets of jericho.
He comes again into the town,
Into the town of jericho,
And the prophets there they' all bow down
Bow down bow down in Jerichol
BYRON

HERBERT

REECE

DEATH OF. A- SOLDI'ER
Shall his nante be lost forever?
he also died to save the earthin men's disgrace and violence.
he. sorrowed; how report his hurt?
Wise was he? or world-betrayed?
Did he expire in holine~s?
His grace and his belligeren~e,
'were they a casual sacrifice?
How lengthy shall his history be?
this our father, brother, son
whose story is a simple one'He dIed of wounds, across .the!sea.'
CAROL
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TH'REE POEMS
THE

BITE

IN

THE

AIR

Savage and sensual, the beast-like
storm pounces upon .the somnolence
of the summer street. Its growl
enunciates encyclicals of sound;
Its flash portends the tense electric
of its strength released. It
is simply an act moving toward
a solution, the past cut off~
A {:urtain closing upon calamity, a
melodrama ended as I· turn away.
The storm's catharsis clears
the air, rel.ieves ~the nerves;
And yet, the diamond dust, retreating
to its ridges of regret, revives
the nakedness of others, and my
own, that always seemed remote.
Emotions, liberated, draw a vehemence
of feeling from the vehe~ence
of rain; and gleaming walls are
surfaces that constantly reflect
I

My angry wish to be another's body,
not for a night, but for eternity.
Antithetical to emptiness, the
water cleanses or defiles. No
Compromise is possible; the flesh,
the pregnant trees show~r a lush
identity. Full water-spouts
protest the overflow; and
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Gurgling gu~ters lash resentfully
against the curb's indifference.
, Each splash' forms rippled rings
from bubbles, like intentions,
That eKpire upon the surface of their
voyaging. Here is desire; and here
made false our wilful unwillingness
to bestow our unchastity. The
.c

Downpour sJreaks across windows, trickles
from sills. Among the shimmering
grass the rivulets are rivers that
the eye scales down. The weather
•

Is my sex, my death, objectified.
Like glassy tubes, the long ,drops
casually display the specimens of
hypochondria, the parasitic dread
Become pathology. Even perspectives
of illness disappear; or better,
imagine~ illness, as the bladed
water scalpels the swelling on my
Arm, freezes my fear, eviscerates the
canker of anxiety. I watch the
water's oblique interest. I hear its detached comments on
Morbidity, as though the tragic were
a scene too carefully designed,
a back-drop whence the actors,
like myself, moved on again.
INTERIOR

Here peace is \bis lamp-lighted .
room; and here the conversation,
banal anti secure, curtains the
darkness beyond the door. ~ut

'.
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Dread, like shadows under chairs,
threatens to spread and stain
the simple words 'with oblique
menaces. It is as if the things
I say were double-talk, and that my
fea~were stones to smash this
glazed interior. And yet I
cling to senseless speech, my
Range, my raft of normalcy, as though
the norm were something other
than myself and my security.
Strangeness is what one lives
With, another person,. or merely an
incident; but too often is a
parasitic twin, obsess~d with
loneliness, or care, or obscene
Jealousy. This room contrasts with
~lm the. heart's disquietude.
The features of the person .
opposite seem vague, seem
Insubstantial. Distorted as a fever's
imagery, the chintz upholstery
turns threatening. .Indulgent
as a felon's privilege, these
Comforts cushion no hard fact, nor
drug the mind's anxiety. And
.yet the :inoment's poise has
value, too, a ·mood to which I
May return, or place in which r d
known:a happiness. Like urgent
surgery, the thing to be endured
and faced huddles outside the
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Windowpane. But the nerves anticipate
the cIarkness drawing in, the
slow dust of 'worry settling down
in a home not quite inhabited.
L E S SON SIN'

COR RES P 0 N DEN CE

.-\11 bridges crossed, if not quite
burned behind, I turn from
the mailbox to my failing
nerve. Now that tlle receptacle
Has closed its metal mouth, anger
requires -reason fot"its
recompense. Long days and
nights of tension led to this,
This simple and destructive .act
of slipping in an iron box a
sealed white envelope. But
like a stroke long thought

.

About, and since let fiy, the arc
curves down to earth. Where
is resentment now? Where
the ambivalence from love
J

•

To anger and back to love agaip?
Doubt swings across, not
quite to love, but less to
irritation, since action's
Necessity is satisfied. Guilt,
like a summer storm, rumbles
and growls its imminence.
Perhaps patience would have
~

Been much better than to have placed
distrust beyond a change of
heart. The written word exists
beyond its time. Even a hasty
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Note can improvise a futuTe, always
there, more Permanent'than
epitaphs. But I can hardly
retreat now, or ask the letter's
Premature return. The postman's
questions would delve too deep,
his silence cause embarrassment.
One merely hopes the damage
Meager and forgiveness quick.
Regret will soon attain
ascendency. Like a final
betrayal, one waits for it.
BYRON
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4.tomic Energy for Mjlitary Purposes: the Official Report on the Development of thft AtQ!mic Bomb under the Auspices of the United States
Government,I940-I945, by Henry DeWolf Smyth. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1946. Paper, $1.25; cloth, $2.00.
Atomic Energy in War and Peace, by Gessner G. Hawley and Sigmund W.
Leifsori. New York: Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1945w $2.50.
Modern Man is Obsolete, by Norman Cousins. New York: The Viking
.
Press, 1945. $1.00.
In 1783 Samuel Johnson remarked: UNo man reads a book of science
from pure inclination. The books that we do read with pleasure are light
compositions, which contain a quick succession of events."l The copy of
the Smyth rep'brt ·before me is of the sixth printing, 115th thousand. If
any book ever contained "a quick succession of events," it is this one,
written by Henry DeWolf Smyth,.Chairman of the· Department of Physics
at Princeton and Consultant to the Manhattan' District, U. S. Engineers.
It could, on the other hand, scarc~ly be called a '~light composition."
The first edition was published. August 12, 1945; a revised edition,
issued 'September 15, included-several photographs and the War Department release on the New Mexico test; the second revision, with preface
dated November 1, carried the official British.and Canadian statements of
August 12 and 13. The book has thus grown to 308 pages. It should be
noted that nq royalty oy'other compensation is being paid to the author.
"Publication has been undertaken by Princeton University Press as a public
service in accordance with its purpose as a non-profit organization seeking to
diSseminate tile results of scholarly and scientific research." And below
the copyright line we find the unusual statement: "Reproduction in whole
or in part authorized and permitted" In his preface, Professor Smyth.
writes:
The ultimate responsibility for opr nation's policy rests on its citizens and they
can discharge such responsibilities wisely only if they are informed.' The average
citizen cannot be expected to understand clearly how' an atomic bomb is constructed or how it works but there is in this counny a substantial group of engineers
and scientific men who can understand such things and who can explain the p0tentialities of atomic bombs to their fellow citizens. The present report is written
1

Boswell's Ute 01 Johnson (Oxford:

~rd

University Press, 1922), II, 494-

1°3
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for (his professional group and is a matter-of-fact, general accou~t of work in the
Uniral States since 1939 aimed at the production of such bombs.

The report opens with a brief survey of nuclear physics, followed by
a statement of the status of the problem as of 1940. The rnajor portion of
the report is a full, and sometimes unavoidably redundant, account of the
administrative history, scientific research, and technical development involved in the project. Certain portions will not be understood by laymen
lacking a background of nuclear physics, but the story is so absorbing and
in places so dramatic that most readers will not become discouraged. As
one reviewer has already said, the report has all the elements of a superb
mystery novel.
Here are a few of the highlights of the "quick succession of events."
January, I9J9.-Atomic fission was recognized.
March, I9J9.-Dean Pegram, of Columbia, made the first contact with the
Navy Department in arranging for a conference between Fermi and the Navy.
July, I9J9.-Szilard and Wigner conferred with Einstein and later with Sachs.
The latter interested President Roosevelt, who appointed the Advisory Committee
on Uranium.
October :u, I9J9.-The Committee held its first meeting.
November I, I9J9.-The Army and Navy allotted $6,000 for the purchase of
certain materials.
r. ,Spring, I940.-Publication of ..scientific papers was restricted.
June, I940.-Several changes' in organization occurred during the next few
months. Contracts were granted to many umversities.
May, I94I.-The whole problem was reviewed by a tommittee from the
National Academy of Sciences. At this time three possibilities of atomic fission
were recognized: (a) radioactive poisons, (b) atomic power, and (c) atomic bombs.
The emphasis was on power, not bombs; it was feared that Germany might make
use of radioactive fission products as a particularly vicious form of poison gas.
Fall, I94I.-Information was exchanged with British scientists.
November 6, I94I.-The National Academy's committee predicted, in a report,
that "a fission bomb of superlatively destructive pow~r will result from bringing
quickly together a sufficient mass of element U-235." The report also stated that
the mass of U-235 required could not be less than 2 kg or greater than 100 kg. It
was estimated that,' with an all-out effort, fission bombs might be "available in
significant· quantity within three or four years."
(Note how accurate this estimate of time was.)
August IJ, I942.-The Manhattan District was established within the U. S.
Corps of Engineers.
.
.
December 2, I942.-The world's first self-sustaining chain-reacting pile was
operateQ at Chicago, dramatically enough just as a committee was appraising the
whole Chicago project.
March, I94J.-Oppenheimer arrived to take charge at Los Alamos,.. New
Mexico~

November 4, I94J.-The Clinton, Tennessee, pile was set in operation.
September, I944.-The Hanford, Washington, pile was in operation.
" . Ju.ly I2, I945.-The final assembly of the bomb was begun "in an old ranch
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house," in a "remote section of the Alamogordo Air Base 120 miles southeast of
Albuquerque:'
July 16, I945.-At 5:30 a. m., the world's first great man-made atomic explosion
took place.

The project has justly been described in superlatives; it has been called
"the most gigantic scientific project' ever undertaken in the history of the
world',' and "the' most stupendous achievement in all the annals of research and technology.'~ Never before had so much b~en built upon so
H,ttle, for the design and construction of the great plants for the production
of large quantities of .material were executed before more than half a
milligram of plutoniu!D (smalle,r than the head of' a pin) was available
for study by. microchemical means. The proposed extrapolations were
truly staggering. There is a number of other remarkable features, such
as the ehiborate precautions taken to safeguard health. All phases of
production in the Tennessee and Wasqington plants had to be handled
by remote control behind thick shields:< Not the least amazing aspect of
the story is the success with which absolute secrecy was maintained throughout all the ramifications of the project-in industrial laboratories, in laboratories on many a university campus, and in the great plants in Washington and Tennessee-with tens of thousands of persons involved. The work.
of the Manhattan District was designated the "DSM Project" (Developmentof Substitute Materials); the grou.p at the University of Chicago
operated under the title t,'Metallurgical Laboratory'; and in .England the
project was known as the "Directorate of Tube Alloys" or simply as
·'T. A."
A few excellent illustrations are included. Most readers will wish for
more. In the iegend of one photograph (facing p. 135), "taken at 'the moment the bomb exploded, from a distance of 6 miles," we are informed that
"the disc at the lower right corner is an acci4ental reflection on the 'camera
lense." Many people were no doubt intrigued by this "reflection" which
appeared in several p~otograph~ in Time and elsewhere. According to
a letter reiceved by Time from Julian Ellis Mack,2
the circles of spurious' light in the last four pictures are not ghosts from the nonreflecting coated lenses, but light leaks through a hole designed for a clock or other
auxiliary apparatus •.... The hole had a cover proof against ordinarY daylight
but not against the super daylight with which the bomb engu1fed'~the camera.
"
The War Department did not accompany i~ releases'of the pictures by any
written explanation, but I have been authorized by Major General Leslie R.
Groves to give you the above information.

'.

The official British statement, carried as Appendix 7, is a short but
welcome addition. It is, of course, exceedingly well written and provides
a good review of the British background and contribution to the project.
.Postseript.-Under Army. censorship and security regulations, many
-

2 Time, September 17. 1945. p. 6.
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facts have been withheld; there are indications, however, that this censorship is being relaxed and the press is occasionally permitted to divulge
certain illuminating bits of information. Time, for example, recently re_ported3 that the New Mexico soil which had been fused to a glass six
months earlier was still highly radioactive and once again persons were
cautioned not to wear "atomite" or "atomsite" jewelry "too often, or too
longo" Certain rather awe-inspiring features of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki explosions have recently been released. According to Time4 and
Life,5 the bomb exploded at about 1,800 feet above the ground (whereas
in the New Mexico test, the bomb was only about 100 feet above the
ground). The initial temperature was millions or perhaps hundreds of
millions of degrees. First to reach the ground were radi~tions like heat
and gamma rays, traveling at a velocity of 186,000 miles per second; next
came a shower of atomic particles, followed by the· shock wave, traveling
with the velocity of sound, and finally a blast of air, which "blew the
broken bodies at 500 to 1,000 ~iles per hour through the flaming, rubblefilled air:'
In the Smyth report and in most official statements and news releases,
the site of the initial test is given as "a remote section of the Alamogordp
Air Base." The reviewer was interested to note, in an article6 describing
a new type of earthquake wave observed during the explosion, that Professor L. Don Leet has just been permitted to disclose the fact (long
known to the reviewer) that the test had been conduct~~ in the J ornada
del Muerto. Surely it would have been difficult to choose a more appropriate place for Man's entrance into the Atomic Age than this desert
basin in which several centuries ago so many travelers died that it came
to be called by the Spanish the Jo~ney of Death!
The senior author of Atomic Energy in War and Peace, G. G. Hawley,
is chief technical editor of the Reinhold Publishing Corporation, and the
junior author, S. W. Leifson, is Head of the Department of Physic~ at
the University of Nevada. An introduction to nuclear phy5ics (112 pages)
is followed by a brief account (59 pages) of the Manhattan Project, based
on the Smyth report; there are short discussions of the future possibilities
of atomic energy in war (six pages) and in peace (eighteen pages).
The introductory survey of nuclear physics is ex.ce~lent and any reader
without knowledge of modern physics would do well to read this book
before taking up the Smyth report. :Molecules, atoms, protons, neutrons,
electrons, photons, and isotopes are described in fairly simple terms. The
difference between ordinary chemical reactions-such as are involved in
the combustion of fuels and in the rusting of iron in ~hich we have simply
3 Time, February 18, 1946, p. 76.
4. Time, March 4, 1946, pp. 88-go.
o Life. March ll, 1946, pp. 91-94.
.
6 L. D. Leet, "Earth Motion from the Atomic Bomb Test," American Scientist. XXXI\'
(April, 1946), 198-211.
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a rearrangement of atoms ,in molecules-and atomic' disintegration is
explained and stressed. The phenomena of ga$ expansion and the operation of explosive compounds, the principles of the cyclotron, neutron
capture, the function of moderatprs, the separation of isotopes by various
methods, and many other things' which probably 'still~ perplex the intelli-,
gent layman, are briefly but adequately presented
The .short account of the development of the' Manhattan Project does
not in any sense suppl~nt the Smyth teport but it is a good abstract of the
official account. Numerous diagrams and 'photographs are, supplied. The
discussion' of the peactime future· of atomic energy is brief but interesting.
The concluding section on social iinplications is scarcely more than three
pages in length and may prove disappointingly. short to some readers who,
from the title of the book, mi~ht reasonably anticipate a somewhat more
expanded treatment of this tOpic. Some may not agree with certain of
the opinions.expressed. In discussing th~ prospect of radio-controlled
stratosphere rockets loaded' with plutonium, the authors conclude that
"from one point of view, they promise such utter and absolute annihilation
that i~ seems impossible that war would ever again be allowed to start. In
this sense, these engines" of obliteration -are a force for peac~" (p. 171).
Again, the authors suggest that common possession by many nations of
plutonium pl~nts would be the most effective deterrent to war, for it
would tend to prevent "military use through fear of reprisal in kind"
(p. 1 9 3 ) . ,
One intriguing bit of information concerns the quantity .0£ 1.Iranium
in the first bomb. The Smyth report revealed only that it was somewhere between 2 and 100 kilograms, but Hawley and Leifso~ give it as
"about five pounds:", (Such heavy glossy Pilper, wide margins, large
type, and fine reproduction of photographs ~ave not been seen by this
,reviewer for sev~ralyears.)
,
Within' the relatively short Hme that has elapsed since the dramatic
disclosure of the success of the two-billion-dollar gamb~e, a number of
popular treatises such as this one have appeared and presumably many
more are on the way. It follows naturally that many of them were
hurriedly written. The preface to Atomic Energy in War and Peace states:
"Although hastily written and therefore justifiably to be considered a'
'quickie,' this book is based on facts drawn from thoroughly r~liable
sources." Scientists and science writers should, of course, strive for ~c
curacy in. all their publications. This book contains several errors. ,On
page 48 we read that "the kinetic energy released by one gram of mass is
about one sextillion (1,000,000,000,000,000,000) gram-centimetersl" Three
more zeros are needed to raise 'a, quintillion to a sextillion.
~
,A more serious error occurs on page 69 in 'the statement "Yet when
in 1896 Becquerel accidentally discovered strange fogging effects produced
on a photQgraphic plate by proximity to a piece of uranium ore. . . . "
In view of the fact that this was the initial discovery of radioactivity, the
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reviewer believes that the circumstances should be rep9rted accurately.
. - Becquerel did not use a piece of uranium ore but rather ~n artificial uranium salt. The tern,t ore is properly applied to a natural miperal compound,
more specifically to a natural·aggregation of economically valuable metalliferous minerais. Becquerers initial discovery was mape, not with CIa
piece of uranium ore," but with an artificial salt-the ·d~uble sulphate of
uranium and potassium. As a matter of fact, Becquerel had himself prepared this salt fifteen years earlier. 7
.
. Perhaps the most serious error is to be found in the description of the
method of computing the age of the earth. "This is done by determining
the amount of lead 206 in certain types of rocks and calculating the length
of time that must have been required to form it . . . ,. (p~ :71). It
is, of course, not the amount of lead but the' percentage of lead that is
determined, and the authors neglect to add that the percentage of uranium (and/or thorium) must also be determined, for the age of a uraniumbearing mineral is computed by means of the ratio of lead to uranium.
Some confusion is introduced by the statement ~that "the time span
between the pre-Cambrian period and the present is given as 1,852 million years" (p. 71). This would imply the span between the end of the
Pre-Cambrian and the present (which, is .only about 500 million years).
The Pre-Cambrian eon or era (not "period") extends back at least another
1,500 million years. The authors might have stated simply that the oldest
mineral so far determined in the Pre-Cambrian is 1,852 million years old.
On page 150 there is a map credited to "Press Assoc., Inc.," which shows
Santa Fe as being 10qlted about 90 miles west 0/ the Texas line, whereas
it actually is about 162 miles west of that line and approximately halfway
between Arizona and Texas. ~he map also indicates than the Los Alamos
L-aboratory is at Santa Fe, instead of some distance to the northwest of that
city.
Modern Man is Obsolete, by Norman Cousins, is. an. expanded version
of the editorial which first appeared in the Saturday.Revi'ew of Literature
and subsequently was widely reprinted in newspapers and eisewhere. Thousands of requests for copies were received and many letters suggested a more
permanent format. This expanded version is said to be two and one-half
times the length of the original editorial.
'
The author concludes, as may be gathered from the title, that modern
man is obsolete. "He has exalted change in everything but himself."
There seems to be an appalling gap "between cosmic gadgets and human
wisdom, between intellect and conscience.'" The author believes that
man can change but wonders whethet man has the will to cltange. We are
7 E. Rutherford. Radio-activity (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 19°5). p. 5:
E. Rutherford. Radioactive Transformations (New Haven: Yale University Press. 1906).
p. 5: Sir Ernest Rutherford. James Chadwick. and C. D. Ellis. Radiations from Radioactive
Substances (New York and Cambridge: The Macmillan Company and .Cambridge University Press. 1930) • p. 4; and Arthur Holmes. Ph)lsics of the Earth-IY'; the I.I.ge of. the Earth,
National Research Council. Bulletin No. 80 (1931). p. 124•

,
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told. that man has been catapulted into the Atomic Age "before he has
caught up with, let alone maStered, the age ushered in by electricity and
steam:' Cousins presents evidence to prove .that man has' the ability to
chaQge-making much.of the fact !hat in the 'consolidation of- the United
Stat~s of America diverse groups achieved "common government through
common, consent"-and then 'proceeds to the question of world government
and the "job of policing the atom:' He suggests that there are three basic
principles necessary for an effective sy~tem of international control: "No
control without power; no power without .law; no law without government"
(p. 33). Incidentally, he argues:
So fallacious-is the war~is-now-too-horrible theory that actually the reverse is
true. The possibility of war increases in direct proportion to the effectiveness of
the instruments of war. Far frOm banishing war, the atomic bomb may in itself
constitute a cause of war (pp. 87-38).

Mter analyzing various suggestions for controlling the atom, Cousins
concludes that we must choose world government or oblivion. To him
there seems to be no alternative.'
G
. This is an· essay which should be widely rea~, and not only in this
country but in every country. Much is being written on the social implications of ~tomic "energy and much more needs to be written, but some
of what has been written is of du~ious value and some is silly. For example,
we are informed by some writers. that the age of cheap p<?wer is around
the comer, that a tiny piece of uranium in an engine no bigger than one's
fist will drive a car, that another· tiny piece will light and heat a .home,
. that coal is doomed, and so on.· A little pamphlet recently distributed
l>y the McGraw~Hill Publishing Company, -entitled: The Atom: New
Source of Energy,' decries such "extravagant claims, pointing out among
other things that "fuel cost is [at present] only about 17 per cent of the
gross receipts of the electric utilities:' For some time to come, atomic
energy will probably ,not supplant the cheaper ,fuels as a source of power.
But why so much concern over atomic energy in either peace or war?
Surely th~· major problem before'us today is to make sure that no more
bombs are likely to be dropped on human beings anywhere, whether they
be atomic or just plain old-fashioned ones.
STUART

~

NORTHROP

Science and the Planned Statej by John R. Baker. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1945· $,.75.
Science-the E'11dless Frontier: a Report to the President on a Program
. tor Postwar Scientific Research, by Vannevar Bush. Washington:
United States GovenilDent Printing Office, 1945.
The first of these, a little book of .only 120 pages, is a 1945 sequel to
The Scientific Life, first published -in":England in 1942 and in this country
in 1943.· It· is a searching aDalySls :and a: devastating criticism of the to-
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talitarian control of science. The book was written for the layman as .
w~ll as the scientist and, u~like most of the books dealing with atomic
energy, presupposes no knowledge of science on the part of the reader.
The author is lecturer in zoology at Oxford.
Doctor ,Baker distinguishes between science (often called "pure
science") and technology (often called "applied science"). "Technology
is the knowledge of techniques which serve man's material wants."
Scientists should be entitled to four freedoms: freedom to become a
reS'earch worker, freedom of association, freedom of inquiry, and freedom of speech and publication. In the reviewer's opinion, one of .the
best features of this essay is the demonstratio~ of the important part
often played in scientific research by chance and accidental discovery.
Numerous examples are cited of fundamental discoveries made by solitary workers. The place of teams in research is discussed and a clear
distinction made between informal collaboration and undirected teams,
on the one hand, and directed teams under central planning or totalitarian control on the other. (The reviewerretums to this topic of
accidental discovery toward the end of this review.)
Totalitarianism argues that~ science should exist o~y to serve the
material wants of man. How justify music, or art, or literature? Why
should not science, like these, be regarded as an end in i~e1f rather than
solely as a means to an end? Alexander von Humboldt in 1849 wrote:
"ether interestS, besides the material wants of life, occupy the minds
of men." In a consideration of the status of research under a totalitar·
ian regime, the author presents a rather searing indictment of Soviet
science. Russia has made great progress in technology, but how about
science? During the period 1932-1937, Russian scientists were excluded
from many fields of investigation in which scientists of other countries
made great strides. "No one will deny that good scientific work has been
done in the U. S. S. R. since the inauguration of the five-year plans for
science" (p. 76), but farther along Baker declares: "Every country
produces poor as well as good science, but the U. S. S. R. has produced
an unduly high proportion of bad and suspect science . . .." (p. 79).
Apparently the movement for central planning got under way in
Britain about 1936, and now it has crossed to this side of the Atlantic.
In Britain insidious propaganda is being spread concerning the social
obligations of scientists, to wit: (1) they should devote themselves to
serving man's material wants; (2) they shoul~ accept central planning
of all research in their own field; and (3) they should urge the adoption
of central planning by society as a whole. In contradistinction, Baker suggests that the duties of scientists to society are as follows:. (1) they should
"make the _greatest possible public contribution to demonstrable knowledge;" (2) -they should preserve our scientific heritage (by encouraging
the belief that science is an end, not merely a means; by encouraging
amateurs; and by seeking out potential research workers from all classes
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of life); (3) they should enter the political sphere and urge the adoption
of the principles of free speedl and valid argument in order to improve
the standards 9f political controversy; and (5) in common with every
other kind of intellectual, scientists should deny that the: material needs
.
of the common man are paramount.
If throughout the, centuries we had only had common men, we should still
be living like savages. Progress will be slow 'if the wants of common men are
made paramoupt. Those intellectuals who ally themselves with the herd to act
against the interests of uncommon men are guilty of intellectual treason (p. 105).

Science-the Endless frontier, by the Dire$:tor of the Office '-of Scientific Research and Development, consists of a summary, (fourpages~
the report i~elf (thirty pages), and, a series of appendices (148 pages)
,containing the reports of four committees: Medical Advisory Committee,
Committee on Science and the Public Welfare, Committee on Discovery
and Development of Scientific Talent, and Committee on 'Publication
- of Scientific in{ormation. ~
The summary statements of certain sections are effectively presented in boldface type. For example, in the chapter entitled "The War
Against Disease," the fo~lowing 'statements appeal' at interv~ls:
The striking advances, in medicine during the war have been possible only,
because we had a large backlog of scientific data accumulated through basic
research in many scientific fields in the years before the war.
Progress in combating disease depends upon an expanding body. of new
scientific knowledge.
.
'Progress in the war against -disease results from discoveries in remote and un·
expected fields of medicine and the underlying sciences. (Pp. 8-g.)

In the chapter "Science and the Public Welfare," Bush emphasizes
the importance of basic research, without which there could· be no applied research. .
Many of the most important discoveries have come as a result of experiments
undertaken with very different purposes in mind (p. 13).
.
New products and new processes do not appear full-grown. They are founded
on new principlesfand new conceptions, which in tum are painstakingly developed
by research in the purest realms of science.
In the nineteenth century, Yankee mechanical ingenuity, building largely
upon the basiC discoveries of European scientists, cOuld greatly advance the tech-=
nical arts. Now the situati~n is different. .
A nation which depends upon others for its new basic scientific knowledge
will be slow in'its industrial progress and weak in its competitive position in world
trade, regardless of its mechanical skill. (P. 14.)

In a chapter entitled uRenewal of 0!lr Scientific Talent," it is proposed that the federal government set up a large number of undergraduate and graduate scholarships and fellowships. Bush then outlines his
plan for a National Research Foundation, with control vested in nine
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members, "who should be persons not otherwise connected with the
Government and not representative of any special interest . . . ,
selected by the President . .'. ',~ (p. 28).
Much enlightening material is to be fo~nd in the appendices. In
a chapter dealing with the present status of, and trends in, American
science, three categories of re~arch are recognized: (I) pure research,
(2) background research, and (3) applied research and development.
The home of the first is in the universities and colleges, that of the second
in industry and government bureaus, and ~at of the third chiefly in
industry. We are warne4 that
. . • the unpredictable ~ature ~f pure science mak~ desirable the provision
of rather special circumstances for its pursuit. Pure research . . . does not always lend itself to organized efforts and is refractory to direction from above (p. 75).

In a discussion of the university as a research environment, it is
shown that although the United States has witnessed a remarkable expansion in facilities for education on both the undergraduate and graduate levels, development of research has lagged far behind' that of teaching.
Appendix B (pp. 116-127) contains a detailed analysis of university research expenditures; in this connection, see also page 82 for a highly
significant graph.
Several bills are at this tiine (April, 1946) before the Congress
providing for the establishment of a National Research Foundation or
some similar organization. The question of control is now being debated: should control rest with a civilian board, with the Cabinet, or
with the Army and Navy? It is certain that the 'progress and prosperity
of this country, both in the immediate and distant furilre, depend in
large measure on the nature of the foundation ~stablished. In my
opinion the crucial question is ,this: will provision be made for basic
research with complete freedom of 'inquiry?
POSTSCRIPT'
It was inevitable that the dramatic announcements of the successful
culmination of the two-billion-dollar Manhattan Project should result
in that success being 'used as a cogent argument for tentral planning or
even totalitarian control of research. If so much could be accomplished in time of wat:, why not much more in time of' peace? It is
argued that great -progress might result in medical research ~nd in many
other fields. The development' of the atomic bomb has been widely acclaimed as "the' most remarkable scientific achievement in· history," "a
magnificent technical and administrative accomplishment," "the most stupendous and brilliantly executed piece of work -in the entire history of
science," and so on.
But with these paeans ringing in our ears let us not forget that in
1896, just fifty years ago, Henri Becquere1 made a purely aCcidental
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discovery; let us recall that he was attempting to find out if phosphorescence was in any way re"lated to, the penetrating. rays of the X-ray type
which had been discovered by Rontgen the year before; let us reflect
'uponthe fact that-among several materials Becquerelwas testing one was
an artificial salt-the double sulphate of uranium and potassium-which
he had prepared fifteen years earlier, an~ that "with this he obtained his
first positive result." It was this material that fogged his photographic
plate. and for the first time on this planet "an opportunity had been provided by which the effects of a radioactive element could become immediately manifest:" 1
In 1931 Arthur Ho1mes'paid tribute to Becquerel, as follows:
These fundamental observations of Becquerel. coming as they 4id at a critically
favotable moment, inaugurated an accelerating harvest of wonderful discoveries that
is without parallel in the history of scientific investigation.2

-.

Many reapers continued the harvest, and in 1932 Cockcroft and Walt-on, by bombarding lithium with protons, achieved transmutation-the
dream of the alchemists; that same year, Anperson discovered the positron,
Chadwick the neutron, and Urey the deuteron. The "a~celerating haryest
of wonderful discoveries~' grew by leaps and bounds until,. at- 5:30 a.m.,
July 16, 1945, in the Jornada del Muerto, man produced a tremendous
atomic explosion simply'- by bringing together several separate pieces of
metal.
.
It may. of course, be argued that such an initial discovery as Becquerel's wOllld equally have -been made and perhaps sooner under a
centrally planned or totalitarian prograIJ.l of research. In the case of Sir
Alexander Fleming's dis~overy of penicillin, however, Baker argues that
.• it would have been absolute)y impossible to plan a :research to fi'1d such a substance. because -the existence of such a substance was not envisaged' by anybody.
It is necessary to stress the great element of chance in this investigation (p.46).

Sir Alexander himseU attributes his remarkable discovery to chance.
In an interview with S. J. "VooU, he said: "Had my laboratory been as up
to date and as sterile as those that I have visited here [in the United
States], it is possible that 1 would never have run across penicillin."s
. -. As Baker indicates, there are hundreds of species of the genus Penicillium, only one of which yields 'penicillin; of this -particular species,
Penicillium notatum, there are sixty different strains, "and only one of
these-Dr. Fleming's-produces penicillin" (p. 46). A spore dropped from
the air onto a dish which containe4 staphylococci, and Fleming observed
,

"

Arthur Holmes, Ph)lsics of the Earth-IV: the Age of the Earth, National Research
Council, Bulletin No. 80 -(1931). p. 124.
_ . '
2 Ibid., p. 125.
3 S. J. Woolf, "Sir Alexander Fleming-Man of science and of penicillin," American
Scientist, XXXIII (October, 1945)~ Jh' 245.
1
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that around the mold which developed from .that spore the staphylococcus
colonies died. Thus was penicillin discovered-a therapeutic and "bacteriostatic agent With properties that can only be described as astonishing!'
Central planning· might never have yielded penicillin, and .millions
of lives might never have been saved.
STU A RT A.. NOR T H R 0 P
Building Lenin's Russia~ by Simon Liberman. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1945. $a.oo.
Soviet Far Eastern Policy~ I9JI-I945~ by Harriet L. Moore. Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1945. $2.50.

The violence of the Russian Revolution has drawn men to emotional
extremes that make temperate and accurate appraisals both of men and
issues a rare item. In Mr. Liberman's readable, and frequently amusing,
autobiography we have the story of an individual close enough to the center
of Bolshevik power to catch the personal elements, yet sufficiently detached
• by professional preoccupation to mlintain a critical, altho~gh not hpstile,
attitude toward its methods and accomplishments.
:
From the humble background of a Ukrainian farm thd author moved
into the Menshevik (as distinct from the Bolshevik) factioh of the 'Social
Democratic Party of Tsarist Russia. After 1907 he workedl in the lumber
business, rising, by ·1914, to the management of three latge timber companies. His intimate knowledge. of this natural wealth of the' empire
equipped him for the difficult and often delicate tasks that were assigned
him after the Revolution.'
1
With the Soviets cut off from wal and oil deposits by the White
armies, "the immense forests of Russia were of paramount importance to
the Soviets. . . . Wood was fuel, above all" and upon its procurement hinged the transportation<l' of the Soviets. The natural chaos of the
Revolution was a;ggravated by party planners who understood nothing of
the technological peculiarities-of the lumber industry. Lenin called upon
Liberman to set the industry on its feet. Although Liberman was never
a member of the Communist party, Lenin was impressed by his technical
and administrative abilities and gave him constant support. But- even
this display of confidence was insufficient. Party zealots and idealists constantly intruded themselves. Some. of the best passages of the book
describe the meetings of the Council of People's Commissars and the
Council of Labor and Defense where the Political Bureau's policies were
translated into action. The author. attended many of these .meetings and
provides us with some fine sketches of Lenin, Ryckov, Krassin, and other
revolutionists.
The SovietS needed foreign currency and the Western. nations needed
Soviet lumber. To effect this exchange Liberman was one of a group who
developed the first foreign trade arrangements of the Soviet. He was

<
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already well know:n to European lumber traders, and as a non-Communist,
was persona grata to foreign nations. This only~eightened the suspicions
of the. Cheka that he was at heart· a capitalist. With the dea~ of Lenin
and the abandonment of the New Economic Policy he found his position
untenable. After completing a mission in Denmark, he did not return
to Russia. He moved to Paris and, in 1938, Came to the(United States.
In an epilogue the author reflects upon the course of Soviet development.For those perturbed by present Soviet tactics Liberman's analyses
may shed some light. "Long before Hitler, the Communists of Russia
.understood that in politics, too, the warfare of~ positions is a thipg of the
past, that a political campaign should be conducted along the fluid lines
of movement and diversion, and that the task of the attacker is to break
through deep into the rear of the foe, there' to seize at once. the _best
strategic points possible." That statement-makes the morning's newspaper
a bit more intelligible.
_
This reviewer cannot think· of a more concise. summation of Miss
Moore's book than that which she has written irl her introduction. _"What
is attempted in this 'book is to bring.to the America~. reader' an ~Ccount
of what the Soviet Union said and did in the Far East from 1931 to 1945.
It gives approximately the picture which the SOviet people themselves
have of this part of the world scene, for the study is compiled almost exclusively from Soviet sources." The result is a pedestrian narrative that
must be geared into the larger orbit of Soviet internal and external developments for a clearer comprehension of Soviet foreign policy. More
analysis ,and interpretation would have given the book more meaning _and
sparkle.
.
ALB E R T C. F. W EST P HAL

"

Japanese ljIilitarism: Its Cause and Cure, by John M. Maki. New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1945. $3.00.
Through Japanese Eyes, by Otto D. Tolischus. New _York: Reynal and
Hi~chcock, Inc., 1945. $2.00.
China Enters the Machine Age, by Kuo-heng Shih; edited and translated
. by Hsiao-tung-fei and Frances L. K. Shu. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1944. $2.50.
China's Wartime Politics, I937-I944, by Lawrence K. Rosinger. Prince·ton: Princeton University Press, 1944. $2.00.
The two countries that will determine peace or war, stability or chaos
in the Far East are China and Japan. Together tliey form the main objects
of the American Far Eastern policy. ~oth are in transformation and the
events in nei~er country can be regarded without reference to the great
problems· of.intematioQ-al relations, especially between Russia and the
United States. The inner developments in China" and Japan and the American-Russian understanding with regard to these inner developments form
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thus a focal point' of world peace; and it is essential that the American
people gain a clear understanding of the issues i~volved, not only in
following the changing news headlines, but in grasping the social, historical, and economic background of conditions which will determine the
life of our next generation.
The four books that are mentioned above are among those that can
be used to advantage for such background understanding. Although they
are already outdated' by rapid events, they still elucidate the various aspects
that we have to understand.
.
America has taken the lead in reorganizing and re-educating defeated
Japan. Our military government has not only destroyed the Japanese
military structure, but has laid the foundations for a social and economic
change in the field of. industrial organization, agrarian reforms, and political freedoms which may bring a beginning of a different Japanese
society. The results alone will prove whether our methods were right,
but in judging events of today it is of foremost importance to keep in
mind the basis of the structure to be changed. No book gives a clearer,
sound~r description of past Japanese society than Maki's Japanese Militarism. Far more than its title indicates, the book is a description of
Japan's inherited feudaJ tradition, its autocratic ruling group a;nd political
and ecoI;lomic oligarchy with the power ceqtered around the Emperor idea.
Under forms of modern constitutional development, the Japanese state
preserved its autocratic ruling spirit of the past and the political and economic exploitation that went with it. This national structure of Japan
emerged from contact with the Western world, and Maki's book describes
well that struggle of the technically-Westernized Japan against the Western
spirit and ideas, a struggle intensified in the last decade before the war.
The war against Japan was a war against a system. "The strategy and
true objectives are the ideas, the attitudes, the historical currents, the
social institutions and economic structure that have given rise to militarism and aggression." These are the objectives which the book analyzes.
"Japan has never'had a revolution, new forms of government did not mean
any fundamental change in philosophy, a fact which will have to be
kept in mind when we are trying to introduce into Japan 'now the forms
of western representative systems."
There are certain facts that impress themselves upon the reader of
~aki's book. He describes how ~ways in Japanese economy, "the people
, of Japan lent themselves to exploitation. They made good obedient
soldiers who did as they were told without question. The men, women,
and children worked long hours for little wages, happy to get only enough
to exist, and did not' \\¥'onder about these conditions. They were perfect
tools for the rulers of modern Japan." In spite of the .organizational
changes, it is still the old autocratic group that rules Japan today. Will
the representative system with the present elections be ~ble to break
group power and be a real expression of popular will? Maki shows also
"
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,the Emperor "as' an unaSsailable fort of authority from which autocracy(
gained legitimization of its exercise of power." Will it be possible to use
the same Emperor as a mere symool in the modern constitution without
danger that beliefs" and traditions prove stronger. than the constitutional
safeguard? Will it not be necessary to replace him. altogether' by a new
center of loyalty and a new social integration?
In the title, Maki perhaps overemphasizes the' military character of
Japan's oligarchy. In the eyes of this reviewer; the military. were only one
necessary arm of an exploitative system that bas its main basis in the
economic field and it was by no means the military alone that prevented
the development of the popular movements in Japan, as Maki's book itself
cleCirly indicates. There is also, perhaps, an underestimation ,of early
party development. Japan's movements, like the ~arly Jiyuto party, suppOTting farmer rebellions, were more than a "tool of the oligarchy," and
it seems an underestimation of the Japanese people's political life within
the early Meijiperiod to say that "these early parties withered and died
for they served no fundamental political need." Party life in Japan was
corrupted and falsified by big business and bureaucratic oligarchy and
. diverted by Indoctrination; but only 'the future will show whether several
historical beginnings of popular movemen~ in Japan will not be followed
up now when obstacles are cleared out of ,the way.
The ideology which was used to prevent this happening and to keep
Japan in line with the wishes of the rulers is described in Tolischus' book
Through Japanese Eyes. There the' author gives a collection of Japanese
quotations around the headings of "War Aims," "Master Race," "Emperor,"
"World, Conquest," "Race," UAnti-Westernism." It is a collection of statements by politicians, militarists, or moralists, or simply rabble-rou~ers.
,The book is valuable as a source of the statements that made up Japanese
propaganda at home and abroad, but the fact that there is no attempt
at classification on the basis of chronology limits the value of this collection
for appraising the development of Japan's newer ideology. The lack ~f
differentiation, between responsible statements of influential leaders and
the barking of. ~maller dogs is also a handicap for the reader who has no
knowledge of japanese publications or personalities. The idea of the
,book to present the Japanese in their own words is excellent, but it is
only a limited and unclassified.. selection of J~p?-nese propaganda and, in
part, of more serious statements, which can be used only with care in
~ evalua~ion of the task of re-education in Japan.,
Our aim in japan is establishment of a democratic society with which
we can co-operate, but the main emphasis of. our policy has shifted to
China. 'Whether our hope can be fulfilled, that China will take over the
position of Japan as center of Far-Eastern development, remains to be
seen. But the solution of the inner struggle in China is dependent not only
on China herself, but also on American-Russian relations. China's inner
conflict had come to a head when peace broke out. Rival factions which
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had both fought Japan suddenly saw before themselves the rich prize of
territory and equipment left by Japanese surrender. Whichever group
would secure the greater part of this prize would be that much strengthened
in a bargain preceding any political compromise. The issue is still open,
especially with regard to Manchuria, but negotiations have proceeded to
a point where an agreement seems possible. In order to bring it ~bout,
outside help will have to be given to overcome an inner struggle of power
which affects China's whole social and economic structure.. Rosinger's
China's Wartime Politics describes the story of this inner struggle before the
end of the war. It is a book of introduction important for anyone wanting
to follow the details of the pr,esent conflict and negotiations, and it is more
valuable because of a large annex of documents of political statements of
the right, left, and middle groups in China from 1935 to 1943. As in his
later and equally valuable book China's Crisis and in his several articles
for the Foreign Policy Association, Rosinger describes the. ups and downs
of a conflict which our policy tries to' overcome.
It would be false to think that "China's problem is to be seen only
in the daily events of party struggle. Behind it there are far greater
social factqrs at work that together make up the transformation of a
bureaucratic agricUltural society into a modern state with an integrated
economy. One of the main problems in which America is particularly
interested is China's coming industrialization. It is a problem not simply
of war materials, of capital and investment, or of a rise in.' the consumer's
living standard, but also of social attitude: Shih's book China Enters the
Machine Age deals with this social attitude as far as. China's labor is
concerned. The book is written by one of the young sociologists of Fei
Hsiao-tung's group which is producing a number of important studies on
China's society. It is a study of a wartime factory in southwest China,
limited in place and in time to special conditions. But through this
specific case· it is possible to get an understanding of China's problems in
developing labor for its coming industry. The book shows the difficulty
incurred in supplementing the small proportion of trained city labor with
workers drawn from the untrained and conservative agrarian population.
The problem of. overcoming the regional differences in language, food, and
habits with their resulting animosities is perhaps a minor one in comparison with the problem of 'educational and social'differences between the
city and the countryside. It will. take time to form in China a uniform
labor group with professional pride and conscience in addiition to technical
skill. To this important problem of China's transformation Shih's book
is an interesting introduction.
FRANZ
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Top Secret, by Ralph Ingersoll. Ne,.w York: Harcourt, Brace and Company,
1946•. $3.00•

. This is perhaps the most controversial book. to come out of World
War II thus far, and its contentions and accusatitlns will reverberate until
man acquires sufficient intelligence to quit waging war and then talking
about it. Ralph Ingersoll, prewar editor of PM and wartime LieutenantColonel,.served as one of the officers on General Omar Bradley's staff in
the planning division. The three main hypotheses or contentions of his
book are as follows:
General: Eisenhower was not the directing genius of victory, but merely a
political general. serving as a means of liaison' between the army and the higher
government levels, or as "Chairman of the Board." an expression which was widely
used and which General Eisenhower'.s friends took great pains to refute.
2. General. Eisenhower, and indeed all the American political and military
bigwigs, clnowed themselves, to come under the tutelage of the British, to the
extent that they served merely as an American tail to the British kite.
3. General Bradley was the "brains" of the allied army. all (or at least most)
field victories were due ·to him (and his assistants), and the much-touted Field
M~ Montgomery was an overcautious•. hesitant. and inefficient leader, whose
egotism and bungli~g prolonge~ the war.·
1.

These are serious charges. This reviewer, who spent the war in Albuquerque, cannot attempt to an~wer the question whether or not General
"Ike" was more a "Chairman of the Board" than a military leader. Captain Harry C. Butcher, in his book My ·Three Years with Eisenhower, almost
confirms all of Ingersoll's suspicions-without intending to. Butcher's
account of what went on at Ei~enhower's headquarters may not be complete. Butcher was a kind of "First Lady of tp.e White House," seeing
to Eisenhower's rest, exercise, and. appointments, and taking care of the .
VIP's ~ery Important Persons); 'and his impressions naturally stress inspections,social events, political decisions, and suggest by omission that most
military decisions were'made at a lower level. If Captain Butcher's emphasis is correct, Eisenhower was much involved in the unavoidable but
n,ecessaiy "front" work, and was not very much of a field general.
The second indictment is but another detail in the long-lamented subservience of the United States .to British foreign policy, which those who
don't like it say has been going on for a hundred yean or more .and right
on into the postwar era. It· ~. an accusation against the whole succession
-of governments from President Monroe down, and Eisenhower is accused
of carrying it into the military field as well as, into _~e field of foreign
relations. (President Wilson, we must remember, complained that an
American ambassador was no good after six months in London, when he
,
became "more",English than the King.")
The main point supporting this indictment'is fairly well confirmed:
the British insistence on attacking the "soft underbelly of Europe" for
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British political advantage, postponing the cross-Channel attack-a purely
strategical manoeuver-, and thus postponing the defeat of Germany.
(Throughout Butcher's diary, the "Prime" is continuing. to give reasons
for not attacking in France, almost up to coD" day.) Nevertheless, it must
be remembered that if Britian was opposed to the attack in France, Britain
lost and the American strategy prevailed.
A third main point of Top Secret, the relative merits of Montgomery
and Bradley, is the most novel and interesting. Mr. Ingersoll contends that
the British, after overcoming their reluctance to the French invasion, agreed
to the "Overlord". plan which "slipped neatly into the groove that ~ad
been carved for that purpose • • • and dropped into the laps of
General (and presently Sir) Bernard Montgomery, Air Chief Marshal Sir
Tratl~rd Leigh-~Iallory, and Admiral of the Fleet Sir Bertram Ramsay
. • • as planned, under all-Briti&h management." Montgomery was
made ground commander, and chose the most easterly position for the
British troops, one which he considered the most advantageous, giving
him the best chance to break out of the· Normandy peninsula and race
toward· Berlin. The place he chose to force his breakthrough was Caen.
"~Iontgomery took Caen only after two all-out attacks. • • .0 He was
stopped just beyond Caen after practically destroying the British Armored
Corps by running his tanks in successive waves head on into the German
88 tire. He failed to destroy, or even defeat, the German army opposite
him."
.
Mr. Ingersoll then goes on to tell of Eisenhower's assuming control
and giving .Bradley command of the American army, with l\1ontgomery
over the .British and Canadians. He describes Bradley's brilliant breakthrough at St. Lo and the unchaining of Patton's lightning-fast 3rd Army.
Ingersoll contends that now the war could have been ·WOll! in a matter of
weeks; that "Patton could have gone practically unopposed into the heart
of Germany (one captured German general· insisted on giving his interrogators a letter to his wife in Berlin: "You will be there ~n a couple of
weeks"); that the Siegfried line was completely unmanned, and the Ger• mans had no reserves to man it; that their disorganiezd and beaten armies
could not have been reassembled in time.
But the Americans ran out of supplies. What was wrong with our
Service of Supplies? The answer, according to Ingersoll, was "Montgomery," who had insisted that he be given Patton's supplies in order to
attack Germany in the north through Holland. Thus while Patton came
to a dead- stop, Montgomery went ahead with his abortive attack at
Arnhem. By the time Montgomery was extricated from his predicament
and supplies again reached Patton, the Germans had regrouped and fresh
reserves had been brought up to make the breaking of the Siegfried Line
a costly campaign.
It would take too many words to continue Mr. Ingersoll's account of
y.
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the "Battle of the Bulge," the crossing of the Rhine, and the encirclement
of the Ruhr. In all these it is Bradley and his lieutenants (notably Patton)
who are brilliant, and Montgomery who blunders. The stopping of Patton
in favor of lVlontgomery so parallels the stopping of Pe~shing at St. Mihiel
in World War I, at Haig's request, that this reviewer at least must ponder
whether our military, as w~ll as our diplomats, have so little' self-confidence
that they feel they must always play tail to the British kite.

Gus T A.V E M.

W'E I L

Financing ~Ful.l Employment, by, John Philip Wernette. Cambridge: Har-

vard University Press, 1945. $2.00.
~
In writing this book, J. P. Wernette deals not with the present period
during which our principal economic problem is to prevent inflation and
to muster the manpower and materials necessary to satisfy the backlog of
demand· built up during the war penod, but with the more distant yet
inevitable period when our problem will again be that of providing full
employment for factories-,farrns, and men. H~ points out that in the
absence of a wise and potent program the danger of .widespread unemployment in the post-transition period is serio~. "Postwar Anierica can
be, economically, either ·a rather wonderful. place, or it can be a dreary'
land of unemployment, doubt& contusion, and, ~nally, upheaval" (p. 24).
This bpok presents a constructive program for' avoiding these ~eary events.
Doctor Wernette's program is essentially conservative. He wants to
encourage rather than discourage private enterprise; he wishes to hold
government regulation of industry to· a minimum; and he looks with disfavor upon a turther. enlargement ·of the Federal debt; in fact, he believes
the debt should be reduced., He rightly insists, however~ that private
enterprise can not offer full and stable emplorment in the -absence of an
adequate demand for its products. If it can not sell itsfuU output at
. profitable prices, it can not afford to keep the full labor force on its payrolls.
The program is designed,. therefore, to insure the ma~ntenance of a proper
level of money spendin~ for. the output of the economy.. It would do this
by invoking '9. traditional but hitherto inadequately used power of the
Federal government, the power to control the 'monetary system. The
prime objective of this monetary control is indicated by the name of the
proposed new monetary standard, "The Full EmploYIllent S.tandard."
In administering the, Full Employment Standard the newly constituted
Federal Stabilization Board would constandy watch the level,oI employment. When' a depression threatened, it would create and issue new money
to stimulate industry and employment. The new money would be put into
the hands of the public by covering deficits resulting from a shrinkage of
the tax base (national income), through' debt retirement, or by spending
for public works. Such injections would continue until spendings- were
restored to the' required level. Then the Federal Stabilization Board
o
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WGuid withdraw the required amount of money if spending threatened
to become excessive. Wernette makes it clear that he is not designing a
one-way street; he would withdraw excess money just as promptly as he
would create any new money needed. He -does believe, however, that
. only infrequently will it be necessary to withdraw any significant amount
of money from circulation. Because of the continued growth of population,
production, and national income, there must be a marked upwat."d trend
in the quantity of money if we are to maintain full employment..Though the Full Employment Standard is the central theme of this
program, its author does not consider it a cure-all. He realizes that it
must be supplemented by moderate and appropriate policies on the part
of 'government, business, and labor. He therefore calls upon business for
wise price policies, upon labor for sensible wage policies! ,ad upon government for tax reform, aid to small bu~iness, and a seIisible anti-monopoly
program.
Financing Full Employment is well worth reading. Its style is lucid
and interesting throughout. Its analysis and general conclusions are sound.
The advocates of "do nothing" can, and doubtless will, criticize the suggestions made. They will point out that the managed Full Employment
Standard can be abused. It can. . But so can any other weapon powerful
enough to ward off unemployment., The danger in a do-nothing policy
far outstrips the danger in this proposed plan. It will.be suggested that
President Wernette's plan is not adequate. This may be true; the reviewer believes that it would be wise to have other measures in reserve.
But this is no argument against the proposed plan. It should occupy
a prominent position in a full employment program. If by itself it can
insure full employment, that will be fine; if supplementary measures are .
needed, they can be added. One of the principal contributions of this
book is its insistence that sensible and potent monetary measures be given
a fair trial before measures involving basic changes in the free enterprise .
.,system are invoked.
LESTER
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Saludo a Todos Los Paisanos: .
,

,

The inauguration of Dr.'John Philip Wernette as the c;ighth pres. ident of the University of New Mexico was held on the campus on
May 10, against a background of beauty alid traditional academic
formality. The ceremony, presided over by Judge Sam G. Bratton,
President of the Board' of Regents, was att~ded by distinguished
educators, representatives of learned societies, the entire ~culty, and
L,
+
f : many friends. 'In his address for the historic occasion, Dr. Wernette
trace4 the growth of the University and speculated upon its future
expansion and its cult~ sigm6.cance ·in this\'lstate. Dr. Howard L.
Bevis, closelersonal frien4 of Dr. Wernette,
gave the other principal
.
address of the occasion. ,He placed his topic "Youth Looks at Our
Colleges" ina broad general framework and then presented from a
s~ci6.c and scholarly viewpoint those problems which today challenge
the educational world. Dr. W~ette came to the University of New
Mexico last August from the faculty of the Harvard Gradua,te School
of Business Administration, bringing with him a background of active
participation in economic administration in the United States and Latin
America. In addition to the publication of many articles in professional journals, he is the author of Financing Full Employment, Money,
Business and Prices, and Cont1'ol of Business Cycles. President Wernette's scholarly achievements are symbolic of his new office,' and he
was inducted into that office with the sincere congratulations and
good will of all the friends of the University.
,

.

.The manuscript of Ema Fergusson's eighth book, Cuba, has been
sent off to her publishers, and at the present time she is "just relax4-ing:' All of the eight books have been written in New Mexico, even
though gathering ·the material for ,them took h~ to far places, and the
publication'of each one haS always been
ap event of s~ significance
.
.
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for her friends. N at long ago one of Miss Fergusson's friends called
her up and asked her to drop in the following day for a cup of tea.
"1.am sorry," said Erna; "I am leaving for Cuba this afternoon and
won't be back for a week." "What in the name of heaven are you
, .going up there for at this time of the year?" said the friend, visualizing
in a split second the wind-swept little New Mexico settlem«;nt. "Not
up," laughed Erna, "to Cuba.
" I know you will enjoy her
impressions of that trip (which follow), and I am sure that you are
looking forward to her book:
Twenty-four hours from Albuquerque to Havana is an experience.
To rise out of New l\tlexico's dry, invigorating air> and to be set down next
day in Cuba's moist and langorous atmosphere is like skyrocketing to
another planet. The trip across the continent is something everyone should
do, if only to see how air-minded a folk we have become. The big airports
are like union stations filled with harried redcaps, rushing travelers, and
loud speakers blaring out unintelligible announcements of arrivals and
departures every quarter of an hour. And what tender care the stewardesses
take of one with cushions, food, and soothing words I In the air, actually,
flying is too' smooth and remote to be Cluite li!te traveling: But one does
see country. Texas, for instance, is thrillingly beautiful with its rectangular pattern of planted fields and squared roads and the relief of wandering
water courses.
I went to Havana, having robbed a bank and taken a long chance to
see the Comparsas-Afro-Cuban processions which take the place in Havana
of the more conventional carnival-and to try for certain hidden ;observances
which I had missed before. I had luck. My book, Cuba, will be published
in the fall by Alfred A. Knopf.
Agnes Morley Cleaveland, author of No Life For a Lady, came in
from her ranch at Datil, New ,Mexico, recently, and according to prearranged plans took back with her for ~ a week-end holiday there, Mr.
and l\1rs. L. Thompson of the Houghton Miffi~n Company. No inside
information was given by any member of the literary trio in regard
to the publication date of the, manuscript that Mrs. Cleaveland has
been writing on the life of her brotper, Ray ~·forley, but I got the., im"Home," acqording to the
pression that it is in a final draft.
author of one of Houghton Miffiin's prize bOOKS, "is dbfinitely from
this time for:ward going to be at Datil," and we are all glad to hear the
news, because California has been claiming her as a favorite daughter.
Dr. Willis Jacobs, who has returned to the teaching staff of the
University o~ New Mexico after two years and a half of service in the

--
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European theater 'of war, is the author of the following recent publications: ."An American Looks at •England,'" Fortnightly Review
(London);. "Where Do the People Live?" Commonweal; "The New
American· Amity," The English Digest; "lgen and Modyor," New
Yorker; "Skrimages Right," 14.merican Spef:ch. Forthcoming publications by Dr. Jacobs include "Machiavelli in la," Saturday Review of
Literature;and "Those British Brides," The Woman. '
You will be inter,ested, I am sure, to know that Dr. Howard R.
Raper recently"sold the publication rights to his book Man Against
Pain to the London publishing house of GoIlancz. The book has been
chosen the book of the mpnth by the Sci,entific .Book Club, appeared
several weeks ago in a condensed version in Liberty, was among the ten
books selected by the Saturday Review of Literature poll for the Pulitzer awarc;l,_ and will in the near future be published for the blind by the
Louisville, Kentucky, Publishing House for the Blind.
The Lost !American, by Dr. Frank C. Hibben, assistant professor
of anthropology at this university, is one of the 'significant books of
the season. It is a popularly written story· of the earliest Americans,
the San~ia man and Folsom man, and was chosen as the May book
of the month by the American Association for the Advancement of
Science.
..
One of the most valuable contributions to New Mexicana ~ill be
the anthology of selections from New Mexico magazine which the
editor of that magazine, George Fitzpatrick, is assembling. The book
will be published by the Rydal Press of Santa Fe.
Forthcoming publications of. regional interest include the following: Murder Cavalcade, by Mystery Writers of America, because it
will include a mystery by Dorothy B. Hughes: 'Maverick: a Town, by
John McCarty, a Texas newspaperman, because the story revolves
around Tascosa, fabled, town of the old ,Vest; and Pioneer Western
Empire Builders, by Frank King, because it will contain hitherto. unpublished 'material about some of the old families of the West. .'. .
The New Mexico Book Store reports brisk sales on The Fields, by
Conrad Richter; the juvenile, Cocky, fourth book in the fascinating
Mesaland Series (University Press) ; and th~t perfectly beautiful book
River of the Sun (Universiiy Press), by Ross Calvin.
.
The University of New Mexico Summer Session Lecture Series
is now being planned by Dr. Willis Jacobs, director of the series. The
purpose is to introduce to the Summer Session student body, and to
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the populace of the Southwestem area, distinguished Southwestern
writers who will speak on topics associated with this wide region.
Already on the schedule are Ema Fergusson, of Albuquerque, and
Agnes. Morley Cleaveland, of Datil. Professor J. Frank Dobie of
Texas and folklore fame, and Dr. Ross Calvin, author 'of River of the
S~n, have also been Invited to this series. In addition, William Bradford Huie, author of the controversial The Case A.gainst the A.dmirals
and the official history of the Seabees, is to be a spedal speaker on the
_series. Other notable speakers ~ll be invited to lecture. The lectures,
open free to students and public, will be held during July and August,
on Wednesday evenings ~t 8 p. m. in Rodey -Hall on the University
campus.

J
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